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FOREWORD 

FOUNDED "to achieve international peace and security," 
the Covenant of the League of Nations rontains hardly 
any direct reference to economic co-operation. The under
taking " to make proy;"ion to secure and maintain freedom 
of communications and transit, and equable treatment for 
the commerce of all members of the League" is the 
only mention of the possiJ;>ility of arriving at economic 
co-operation. 

Yet the very nature of the League forced it almost from 
the moment of inauguration to focus the attention of the 
member States on economic problems; and it i:- in this 
sphere that the inHuence of the League was first manifested. 

Created by the Peace Conference, the League appears to 
be destined to redeem the disastrous economic consequences 
of the War, and of the Peace itself. It is enough to specify 
the inHuence which the Financial Conference of Brussels 
(1920) and the financial reconstruction of Austria and of 
Hungary exercised on the financial rehabilitation of post
War Europe to realise the redeeming character of the 
economic consequences of the League. 

The return to sanity and the realisation of the simple 
economic truth, that the prosperity of one nation or group 
of nations cannot be established on the impoverishment of 
the others, was a slow and painful process. The work of 
the financial and economic sections of the League, both in 
its profound research and its untiring energy of organisation, 
will have played a decisive part in bringing economic 
common sense back to the consciousness of the post-War 
world. 

The International Economic Conference was the biggest, 
the most ambitious and obviously the most successful 
attempt 80 far made to achieve economic co-operation 
among nations. Its work bids fair to be of lasting 
consequence; it is a challenge and a promise, and as 
such I venture to think, will survive the most searching 
investigation, whether pursued by statesmen or publicists. 

M. F. 



ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES 
OF THE LEAGUE 

THE LEAGUE'S CONTRIBUTION 

By Sir MTIIU1l SALTER, lC.C.B., C.B. 

Wn.L the World Economic Conference of May, 19:<7, mark 
the beginning of a "new era" as its members declared 
that they unanimously desired l No question now engaging 
the public attention is of greater importance to the world. 

The following pages will furnish many of the elements 
required to form an opinion on this subject and to under
stand what is the nature of the transformation of world 
policies which would result if all that the Conferenl,. hoped 
is realised. 

It may be convenient, however, to summarise briefly in 
this Preface why the Conference was called, what it was, 
what it recommended, and what indications there are at 
present of its advice being followed. 

The League's first substantial contribution to the 
problem of reconstruction, after the destruction and dis
location of the war, was in the financial sphere. It was with
in this sphere that international action was at once most 
urgent and most practicable. So long as currencies and 
public finances were in disorder no. stable rebuilding of the 
economic system was possible. And the problem, at 
least of establishing doctrine, was relatively easy. It was 
not a question of finding a new system but of finding how 
to get back to one which had worked reasonably well before 
the war. It was for these reasons that the League convened 
the Brussels Financial Conference of 1920, at which unani
mous agreement was reached as to the principles which 
should guide Governments in restoring their finances. A 

• 
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{urther lead was given shortly after in the League's practical 
work of reconstruction in Austria and in Hungary. Doctrine 
and example combined had an influence. impossible to 
measure with precision, but indisputably powerful in its 
total eHect, on the gradual restoration of national finances. 

Similar action within the sphere of economic policy was, 
however, much more difficult. Here the range was greater, 
the obstacles more serious. At every point controversies 
much older than the war-between fr=.traders and pro
tectionists, between the rival advocates of the merits of 
private enterprise and public control-were involved. If 
successful action was to be taken in this. more difficult 
region it was essential to choose the occasion with the 
utmost care and prudence. The conditions were fairly clear. 
Currency fluctuations must have ceased to be a primary 
factor in international trade, for no further conference 
could do more to secure stability, and they complicated and 
confused the specifically economic problems. For similar 
reasons the political-financial questions of allied debts and 
reparations must be no longer at the centre of poblic 
attent'ion. Lastly, no economic conference could be suo
cessful uuless the political situation was favourable. 

By the antumn of 1925 these conditions were reasonably 
satisfied. All currencies had been stable, or had ouly 
fluctuated within narrow limits, for over a year. The Dawes' 
plan was working smoothly, debt negotiations were proceed
ing well. The general political situation had greatly im
proved, as the Locarno agreement was soon to demonstrate. 

It was under these conditions that the Assembly of 1925 
asked the Council to appoint a Committee .to prepare for 
a World Conference, designed to discuss 1OconOmiC questions 
of importance alike to the peace and the prosperity of the 
world. 

The Preparatory Committee, which was appointed 
accordingly, was presided over by M. Theunis, ex-Prime 
Minister of Belgium, and was so composed as to be itself 
a miniature internatinnal Conference. Its thirty-five mem
be.... of twenty-one nationalities, included merchants, 
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financiers, industrialists, economists, agriculturists, officials 
with experience of commercial policy and representatives 
of workers' and consumers' organisations. 

Meeting twice in full session and at other times working 
through formal and informal groups, this Committee, 
through the year 19z6, directed the preparations for the 
main Conference; and above all, perhaps. by securing the 
collaboration of great institutions like the International 
Chamber of Commerce, the Institute of Agriculture and 
large industrial and other organisations, it .developed the 
interest and world-wide support of the public opinion and 
the forces most concerned, without which no conference 
could be successful. 

The Conference itself was convened for May, 19z7. In 
character it was « responsible though not official, expert but 
not academic." Its composition, in the range of qualifica
tions, was similar to that of the Preparatory Committee but 
on a much larger scale of members. Its 194 members were, 
however (with the exception of eleven), not appointed by 
the Council but by the Governments, though not as the 
" spokesmen of official policy." Fifty countries accepted 
the invitation to send members, including not only League 
States but the U.S.A., Russia and Turkey; the only con
siderable countries which abstained were Spain and the 
Argentine. There were four women and a number 
of leading members of workers' organisations among the 
delegates. No more authoritative body of experts has ever 
met to discuss economic problems. 

The Agenda was drawn both widely and carefully. It 
was designed at once to encourage discussion on all features 
of primary importance in the economic situation of the 
world, from the point of view alike of peace and prosperity. 
and to concentrate it on problems in which international 
agreement and action could give practical results. The 
first part covered the more general questions; the second 
was divided into three chapters on Commerce, Industty and 
Agriculture. The Conference, presided over like the Pre
paratory Committee, by M. Theunis, met on May +th. and 
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devoted four days to general discussion, and then broke np 
into three great Commissions (each 80 composed as to be in 
itself a widely representative international body) co~ 
ponding to the three chapters on Commerce, Industry and 
Agriculture. The great bulk of the substantial resolutions 
was worked out in the next ten days in these Commissions. 
The Conference then met in Plenary Sessions. made the 
resolutions of the Commissions its own, with the addition 
of a few others of a more general character, and concluded 
its Sessions on May z3I'd. 

The results are set out in the Report of the Conference 
which is reproduced in the following pages, and a brief 
analysis of this document will at once indicate the character 
of the Conference'. achievement. 

The President contributes a Preface which at once strikes 
the dominant note: "the exchange of products between 
persons of the same country or of different countries is nor
mally to the advantage of both parties; the greater the 
range of exchange of different products between those who 
by their resources and capacities are best fitted to produce 
them, 'the greater is the general economic advantage. • • • 
There are practical limitations to the application of this 
principle in policy. But that international trade is normally 
and properly not a matter of victory and defeat, or profit of 
one at the expense of the other but of mutual benefit, has 
necessarily been the basis of this International Con
ference." 

The Report itself begins with a brief but striking account 
of the economic condition in the midst of which theCoofer
ence met. In the world as a whole " produ~tion and con
sumption. both in total and per head' of the population, 
are greater than before the war." Th_ has, however, 
been no "correspondingincreaseof international commerce." 
Europe'. position is much less favourable than that of the 
world as a whole, and its international trade" was ooly 89 
per cent of the pre-war volume. » 

Then follow the all-important resolutions on .. Commerce," 
whose character is already suggested by this world situation. 
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We may here pass over the useful recommendations on work 
already begun by the League on import and export pro
hibitions, customs formalities, commercial arbitration, 
double taxation, the treatment of foreigners and come to the 
aucialsection on commercial and tariJf policy. Here the 
analysis is searching, the advice definite. 

The Conference deliberately and wisely avoided the 
issue between free-traders and protectionists. In substance 
what it recommends is not free trade but "freer trade." 
Customs tarilfs are higher, more numerous and more fre.. 
quendy changed than before the war. Reduction, simpli
fication and stability are unanimously recommended. 
" Each nation's commerce is to-day being hampered by 
barriers established by other nations, resulting in a situation 
especially in Europe, that is highly detrimental to the 
general welfare." The Conference categorically and unani
mously recommends" that states should forthwith take steps 
to remove or diminish the tarilf barriers that gready 
hamper trade, starting with those which have been imposed 
to counteract the effects of disturbances arising out of the 
war." It declares that "the time has come to put an end 
to the increase of tariffs and to move in the opposite 
~'----' .. Ull"l::(;Uon. 

This is the central theme of the Conference's recom
mendations; and it is by the success in securing or fallure 
to secure the modification of economic policies in this 
direction that the Conference will take its place in histoty. 

We must, however, glance briefly also at the otherreso
lutions. In the chapter on industty it is sufficient to note 
here that there is a balanced and measured statement of the 
limits, the conditions, the advantages and the possibie 
dangers of " International industrial agreement. " (the so
called Cartels). No international «control" is recom
mended, but great stress is laid on the importance of 
publicity, and the League is asked to follow the movement 
closely and its effects upon technical progress, pro
duction, the conditions of labour, the position of supplies 
and the movement of prices; IUld to publish the results. 
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In the Chapter on Agriculture, the Conference makes a 
number of recommendations concerning more direct rela
tions between producers' and consumers' organisations, the 
extension on an international basis of the campaign against 
diseases of plants and animals, the establishment of credit 
institutions, and the collection of fuller information on 
agricultural questions. They should form the basis of 
action, or encourage action already began, for years to come. 
It is interesting to note that the inclusion in the Conference 
of members representing agriculture, and the formation 
of a Commission in Agriculture on the same basis as Com
merce and Industry. marks in a more decisive and significant 
fashion than any previous conference the position of what 
has been called the first and most basic industry in the 
economic problems of the world. ' 

In addition the Conference passed certain general 
resolutions of which we may note two as of special interest. 
One of these, with special reference to the U.S.S.R.(Russia), 
expresses a hope for the pacific commercial cc>-operation of 
all nations" irrespective of differences in their economic 
systems." The other emphasises the relation between 
economic policies and the peace of the world. It" looks 
forward to the establishment of recognised principles 
designed to eliminate those economic difficulties which 
cause friction and misunderstanding." The definition and 
acceptance of such principles are obviously the work of 
many years. But the future peace of the world may well 
prove to depend on whether it is possible to devise and 
apply a set of principles which will restrict the uncontrolled 
action of individual States in imposing economic policies 
which react injuriously upon the interests of other countries. 

Such then, in bare outline, is the advice which the most 
authoritative body Q,f responsible experts which has ever 
met to discus. economic problems has unanimously given 
as to what both the peace and the prosperity of the world 
demand. What must be done to secure that their advice 
is adopted and what are the prospects of success I 

The main decisions rest with the Governments; and the 
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main bulk of the work to be done must clearly fall upon 
those who, in their respective countries, can direetly or 
through the organisation of public opinion move their 
Governments to change their present politics. International 
organisations, such as the League or the International 
Chamber of Commerce can help, but their success will be 
limited and determined by .. publican" opinion and the 
action of Governments. 

Substantial progress has already been made. The 
Governments of Belgium. Austria, Germany, Czecho
Slovakia and Holland have already declared categorically 
their acceptance of the resolutions of the Conference. 
The Council of the League has unanimously recom
mended them to the « favourable consideration of 
all nations." The International Chamber of Commerce, 
meetiog at Stockholm in June has enthusiastically 
given its support and its members will doubtless be 
working to the same end in their respective countries. 
The Economk Committee meeting in special session in 
July has begun the technical task which constitutes its 
contribution to the general work. The Assembly in Sept
ember, where the members are accredited representatives, 
will give an opportunity for further progress.. In October 
a special diplomatic Conference has been convened to 
translate one part of the recommendations (prepared by 
two years of previous work at the League) as to Imports and 
Exports Prohibitions and Restrietlons, into the form of a 
Convention. But all this is a beginning only, though a good 
one, for what must be the progressive task of years. Un
ceasing activity and patience are both required. 

Let us conclude by summarising the reasons for hoping 
that the movement will be successful. The difficulties, the 
obstacles, the grounds of scepticism are only obvious. It is 
more important to remember the opposing considerations. 

First. the Conference bronght out with great force and 
clearness the fact that th" worst trade distinctions it de
sired to remove came into existence through causes

°Se. Appeudis ,. 

11 
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currency fluctuations, temporary post-war dislocations, a 
sense of political insecurity-which have either largely dis
appeared or are diminishing. As the causes go, so should the 
effects. 

Secondly, the Conference revealed the fact that a strong 
feeling already existed before the Conference itself that the 
process of increasing trade obstructions had gone too far ; 
it made this feeling articulate and strengthened it. The 
Conference was the more effective for being able to draw 
upon a force already strong. The time was well chosen. 

In the third place. the collective weight and influence 
of so authoritative and responsible a body 0( persons must 
be very great .. It is reinforced by the equally strong and 
collective opinion of international business expressed 
through the International Chamber of Commerce. 

Lasdy. it may be hoped, the public opinion of the world 
will realise that it is essential, in the public interest, that 
the unanimous advice of the most authoritative body of 
persons who could be found should be adopted; and will 
insist that economic policies should be modified as they 
recommend. The formal language of the Report, .. a sub
stantial improvement in economic conditio""," when trans
lated into human terms, means that millions of human 
beings who are now living miserably might live in comfort, 
that millions of human beings who are now suffering the 
demoralisation and degradation of unemployment might 
resume productive work. And the public opinion of the 
world, if informed and given the opportunity of collective 
expression, i. a force sufficient to prevail over every 
obstacle of vested interest, fallacious doctrioe and national 
sentiment which obstructs the road to increased prosperity 
anda more stable peace. 
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WORLD ECONOMIC CONDmONS 

By A. LoVEDAY 

I nlf'oduaory. 

SIR ARTHUR SALTER has recorded in the preface to this 
volume the considerations which influenced the Assembly 
of the League of Nations in its decision to convene a world 
EcononIic Cooference and the procedure which it adopted. 
In its original resolution. the Assembly emphasised the 
" necessity of investigating the economic difficulties which 
stand in the way of the revival of general prosperity" and 
the Committee which was appointed to prepare the work of 
the Cooference accordingly initiated an inquiry into the 
woIld economic situation which was remarkably compre
hensive in its scope. In this chapter, therefore. we are 
mainiy concerned with the difficulties that have hampered 
economic revival, or to quote the words of the agenda, with 
the " economic causes of the present disturbed equilibrium 
in commerce and industry." Closely allied to this question 
is that of the economic tendencies which might affect the 
peace of the world, a problem which was maintained 
throughout the Conference in the forefront of its discus
sions. The results of the work conducted by this prepara
tory Committee are contained in the documents of the 
Conference,' and it is on the evidence thus rendered avail
able that the following brief analysis of the situation is based. 

Of the more important difficulties which have been 
ascertained only a certain proportion are. of course, inter
national in character, and of those which are international 
not all are subject to immediate practical solution. With 
the special problems of individual States we are not con
cerned here. but reference will have to be made, if a proper 
balance is to be preserved, to certain hindrances to progress 
of a domestic character, and many of the international 
forces which have detemlined the situation have only had 
regional sig:niJicance. 

'See Annese IS. 
II 
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'Ihl Degree of EeDflOmie ReeWHY anti P1'og1'ISS .Aehinml 
sine11918. 

Before endeavouring to unravel the casual threads, some 
estimate must be made of the extent to which the growth 
of wealth in the world, arrested by the war, had revived by 
1925. I take the year 1925 in preference to 19.6, pattly 
because. the information concerning it is fuller, and partly 
because the course of development in the latter year was 
locally arrested by the British coal dispute. 

Certain speakers during the debates of the Conference 
rightly insisted on the necessity of getting rl,d of the ob
session of pre-war conditions, and of aiming, not at their 
restoration, but at something inevitably dilferent from and" 
better than those conditions. For purposes of measurement, 
however, we have but little choice, and 1913 must still for 
a while be employed as a foot-rule. It is still useful for U8 

to know whether the world in 1925 (or t<Hl.ay) was richer 
than before the War. To that question, it is true, no mathe
matically provable answer can be given; but a good deal 
of evid<;nce exists on which a guess may be hazarded. In 
dealing with this evidence, it is desirable to divide the 
world into continental groups and to proceed from what is 
most accurately ascertainable to what is least. Further, we 
must consider not absolute production or income, but pre
ferably income in relation to population. 

G.-0fIJih uf Poprdluion, P1'Oti..mon, .ntl 'I,,,,". 

Indices have been compiled by the League of Nations of 
the growth of population, of the production of certain raw 
materials and foodstuffs, and of world- trade.1 For the 
purpose of the production calculation, details concerning 
fifty..uc commodities were obtained, and both this index 
and that showing world trade have been compiled in such 
a manner as to eliminate the influence of changes in the pUl'
chaaing power of money. The results are summarised below: 

1 See M-...Ivm ... Pro<i..m.m tm4 'I,..t .. 1926 (M ...... eou.table 
ODd Co., Loadoa). 
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POPULATION, PRODUCTION AND TRADE 
Indica- 1913=100 . 

Raw Materiala Raw Materials. Quantum of 
Pop. and Foodstu1&. Thode. 

'9'5, '924- '9'5· 1924- '9'5· 1924- '9'5· 

(.)Eaotem " 
Central 
Europe. 
Including 
Rum.. 
(U.s.S.R.) 
Excluding 

99 83 103 79 93 6z 13 

Rum.. 
(U.S.s.R.) 103 88 10Z 

(0) Reat of 
8g 100 71 So 

Europe •• 
Europe, in-

105 IOZ 108 '04 ,OS gS 99 

eluding 
Rum.. 
(U.S.S.R) 101 'go IDS 93 99 B+ Sg 

Europt a 
cludiDg 
Rum.. 
(U.S.S.R) 104 '* 105 99 103 Sg '* N. America •• ug u5 ,06 'zz 135 106 137 

Caribbean •• .107 188 171 ZOI 179 '3Z lz8 
S. America •• I .. "9 135 113 104 91 97 
Africa .. 107 13z 139 143 153 97 99 
Alia, aelud-

ing Asiatic 
Rum.. · . 105 I" lZO 159 '6$ lZ3 136 

Ocoaaia · . 116 104 '04 108 , .. lI8 '3Z 
World · . 105 107 lI8 116 lZS gS 105 

These figuIes give us the basic facts concerning the world 
economic situation. The production of raw materials and 
foodstuffs in 19Z5 in the world as a whole was greater than 
befon: the war and gIeate. per head of population (roughly 
u8 aa compared with 105). This clearly points to an im
provement in the standard of living. But world trade, 

• 
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although greater than before the war and not lower per 
head, has not kept pace with the growth in production. 
Further the general improvement results mainly from a 
great increase in the prosperity of non-European natiOllB. 
European production of raw materials and foodatuJIs in 
19Z5, an exceptional harvest year, was but vel}' slighdy 
above the pl'&'WlU" standard, and her trade was more than 
10 per cent lower. This drop in trade was pardy due to the 
shrinkage in Russian impons and exports; but those of 
the rest of Europe have also fallen oft. From the returns 
so far available it would appear that the quantum of 
world trade in 1926 was approximately the same as in. the 
preceding year-though prices were generally lower •. 
The smallness of European trade and the reduction in the 
proportion of the goods produced wbkh are now exchanged 
internationally are both due, to some extent, at any rate, 
to the fact that countries in which raw materials are pro
duced are manufacturing them themselves to a greater 
extent than heretofore. 

Unfottunately the information concerning industrial 
output in most countries, and more especially in Europe, 
is defective, and it is not possible to make anything of the 
nature of a close estimate of the changes which have taken 
place during the last thirteen or fourteen years. Such evi
dence as is available, however, points vel}' definitely to the 
conclusinn that the world's industrial production has in
creased more rapidly than has that of raw materials and 
foodstuffs. Thus. in the United States of America manu
facturing output in terms of fixed values was, in 19z5. be
tween 60 and 65 per cent greater than in 1914; whereas 
the raw materials index was 121; in Canada the gross real 
value of manufactured products rose by about 4S per cent 
between 1910 and 19Z.; and the net value added in manu
facture, which is a better measure of industrial growth, in
creased in Australia between 1913 and 1924-S by a third, 
and in New Zealand by 88 per cent. The progress achieved 
in South Africa, the Japanese colonies and certain other 
parts of the world has been even more striking. 
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For the majority of European countries no comparable 
calculations have been made. Only for Sweden and Finland 
are fairly complete estimates available. The gross value of 
industrial production in the former of these two countries 
is believed to have been about IZ per cent greater in 1925 
than in 1913, and in the latter, in 1926 as much as 40 per 
cent greater. For France a very much less complete index 
has been compiled which averaged 106 for 1925, and it is 
probable that industrial output in that year was actnally 
greater than it was within t<Hlay's frontiers before the war. 
The only available index for the United Kingdom is believed 
to understate the real recovery. But Professor Bowley and 
Sir Josiah Stamp, in a recent work, conclude that the in
come per head from home activities in 1924 was about the 
same as before the war, though there was a drop in the in
come from abroad. In the statement submitted hy the 
British members of the Conference, the following view is 
expressed: "So far as can be judged from statistics, the 
total volume of industrial production in Great: Britain is 
roughly the same as before the war, but meanwhile the 
population has largely increased. Production per head of 
those actually employed (though not of the total population) 
has been maintained roughly at its pre-war level, any 
falling off, owing to the 10 per cent reduction of hours, 
being on the whole • . . compensated by improved methods 
and efficiency.'" It is estimated that in Germany the total 
production of wealth in 1925 was about the same as the 
production before the war in the present day territory-in 
which case the output per head was slighdy lower. An 
official estimate for Russia puts the national income in 
1925-6 at 70 per cent of the pre-war. It is probable then 
that in France, Finland, and Sweden the total national 
income per head from home activities is not less than it 
waS, that in Germany it is slightly, and in Russia very 
considerably, less. In Italy, Norway, Greece, Holland, 
Spain and Denmark, gross income is also probably not 

I Principal Featurea and Problemo of the World Ecouomic Poaiti.n 
from the point of view of diBerent eountrles. Series l, p. u.. 
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lower, though in Greece at any rate income per head 
certainly is. 

The unco-ordinated information supplied by this country 
or that concerning national income or industrial output is 
not alone sufficient to provide a basis on which to frame an 
opinion concerning tbe recovery of Europe as a whole. But 
if the information collected in tbe special studies on par
ticular industries, prepared for tbe Conference, he con
sidered in conjunction witb tbe national data just men
tioned, it would seem probable tbat the real value of indus
trial production in Europe, exclusive of Russia, if lower 
tban tbat in 1913, which marked tbe crest of.,. boom, was 
at any rate up to tbe average of tbe immediately preceding 
years, though helow tbe average per head of population. It 
does not follow from this tbat the quantity of goods pro
duced was as great; tbeir average price in terms of unmanu
factured products may have risen. Before pursuing tbe 
question of industrial output furtber tben, a word is neces
sary concerning prices and relative values. 

Prirls .. 
There has, in fact, heen a change in tbe ratio of tbe prices 

of manufactured products on tbe one hand and raw materials 
and foodstuffs on tbe other, which is of fundamental im
portance botb to industry and agriculture. How great tbe 
change i. it is difficult to ascertain. From tbe data used in 
tbe League of Nations' inquiry into TariH Levels I obtained 
a European index for tbe latter group of goods of I6.j. in 
I9zS. Fully manufactured articles have undoubtedly risen 
more in price tban semi-finished. Thus the Swedish index 
for semi-manufactured goods was IS4- in that year, and for 
finished products 161. The special inquiries which have 
been made into agricultural costs in a number of countries 
likewise show tbat tbe farmer has to pay more in proportion 
to what he received for his produce tban before tbe war. 
Thus, to quote a single example, in tbe United States of 
America tbe price index for grains in I9ZS was 156, for fruits 
and vegetables 160, for meat animals 139> for dairy and 
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poultry products 143, while the wholesale price index of non
agricultural products was 165. In spite of the fact that the 
cotton index was higher than any of these, the purchasing 
power of farmers' products, that is to say the value of a 
unit of farm produce in terms of non-agricultural' goods, 
was a.low as 89. It has, however, been rising steadily since 
1921, and there are grounds for believing that the general 
tendency will be towards a gradual restoration of the old 
equilibrium, although temporary setbacks must inevitably 
occur. 

As a result of the relatively low prices of agricultural 
goods, all agricultural countries have to offer rather more 
of their produce in exchange for the finished products of 
European, American or other industrialised States. But 
the high price of manufactured goods tends to restrict the 
demand for them, and is a contributory cause, as we shall 
see, of European unemployment. What, then, are the 
factors which have brought about this change in price 
ratios 1 

Prices and their relationship to one another are the ex
pression of the multitudinous f"rees whose interplay deter
mines at any moment the degree of economic prosperity 
enjoyed. The answer to this question, therefore, will 
involve us in the central problem of this chapter, the causes 
which have inIpeded economic revival. 

.1grUultUl'al Conditions. 

The prices of agricultural goods have no doubt been 
adversely affected by reduced purchasing power in certain 
countries of Europe, and with the growth of general pros
perity, demand may be expected to increase, But the inI
portance of this factor is very frequently exaggerated. 
Europe, exclusive of Russia, previously her most inIportant 
granary, actually inIported more cereals in the five years 
ending with December, I9z5, than in the last pre-war 
quinquennium, and though her total consumption and 
consumption per head were lower, that falling off was more 
chan counterbalanced by the smaller Russian exports. If 
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Europe's external demand has not diminished, the causes 
of the low prices must be sought elsewhere. They are to be 
found in part in the enormous increase in the acreage under 
cereals in the United States and Canada which took place 
during the war, in part in the fact that in the United States 
themselves and certain other countries the consumption of 
cereals pez head of population has diminisbed. 

The fall in the prices of agricultural products has coin
cided with the revolution created in agriculture in Central 
and Eastern Europe by the division of the big estates into 
small holdings, and the reorganisation which these reforms 
rendered necessary had to be accomplished undet extremely 
difficult conditions. In a numb.. of countries the new pro
prietors endeavoured to avoid the buffetings of world com
petition by producing meat, butter, eggs, vegetables, etc., 
for their own needs or those of the local markets and by 
greatly reducing the area under bread com. Thu. Latvia 
and Estonia have turned to dairy farming on the Danish 
oystem; Yugo-Slavia to cattle rearing, horticulture, fruit 
farming and the cultivation of industria1 plants; Rumania· 
to the cultivation of maize, which is consumed at home in 
preference to wheat which was previously exported. This 
reorientation of agriculture in Europe has enabled ceztain 
countries to weather the storm while the balaoce of demand 
and supply was being righted by the gradual reduction of 
the 'American acreage under wheat from 75.7 million acres 
in 1919 to 51. million in 1925. But in England, and to a 
lesser extent in other stock-raising countries, the competition 
of the Argentine and Oceania, and the abnormally low 
chilled meat prices, render the situation extremely serious. 
On the other hand, the agriculturists in'the majority of 
European countries received for a shorter or longer period 
a form of special protection from the fact that the deprecia
tion of the exchanges affected the price of foreign cereals in 
paper currencies to a greater extent than it did his costs of 
production, a protection which by 1925 had almost uni
versally disappeared. There had also disappeared, in many 
cases, the greater part of his pre-war mortgage debts, 
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which he had succeeded in paying off in depreciated paper 
money. But, if during the period of inHation his debts were 
automatically reduced to nominal sums, he was unable to 
effect new loans for constructional and development pur
poses, and when currency stabilisation was achieved he was 
faced with rates of interest which still excluded borrowing. 
He was faced, also, with a falling market, and, as we shall 
see later, lower import duties on agricultural produce and 
higher duties on what he required to buy. In Europe, 
therefore, unlike the United States of America, it is during 
the last year or two that the agricultural depression has 
been the most widespread. 

Industry. 
The ratio of the prices of the products of land and those 

of industry, however, depend of course on causes which 
have affected the demand and supply of each group of 
goods •. 

The demand for cereals per head of population, as we 
have seen, has probably rather diminished than increased 
since 1913. The demand for raw materials has no doubt in
creased, although it has been affected by recent scientific 
progress. The art of manufacture indeed consists in the 
rendering of a service with a minimum of effort, whether 
that effort be made in the provision of the raw materials 
from which the final product is obtained, or in the putting 
of that final product to its intended use. The discovery and 
development of wireless, the utilisation of hydro·electric 
power, the improvements effected, especially in Germany, in 
the scientific combustion of coal and lignite, have all ren
dered economy in the use of raw materials possible. The 
fact, therefore, that in the world as a whole the total value 
added in manufacture has grown more rapidly in recent 
years than has the output of crude products, does not itself 
constitute any grounds for presuming that the average 
prices of manufactured products should be lower than those 
of the materials from which they are made. The progress of 
science, however, is only one of many causes of the change 
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in values which characteriseS the present-day situation. The 
most important factors, at any rate so far as Europe is con
cerned, are to be sought in a series of impediments to pro
duction which have checked industrial revival and the supply 
of manufactured products. It was with these impedimenta, 
as the next chapter will show, that the Conference particu
larly concerned itself. There have been, in addition, certain 
special causes, which have seriously affected some of the 
major European industries-more especially those of the 
United Kingdom. It is necessary, therefore, to con
sider the European industrial situation in some little 
detail. • 

From the special.tudies prepared for the World Economic 
Conference, to which reference has been made above. the' 
output of some of the most important industries inay be 
approximately gauged. The more instructive results are 
summarised below: 

PoPULA'nON, PRODucnON AND TRADE: hmlCSS: 1913=100 

PRODUcnoN AND CON8l7JlP'1tON INDICD: 1913=100 

Europe.. I Europe without World. , Rum.. 

Pl'Oduc- Con- Produ~ Con- Produc-
tion umption bon umption lion 

Coal and Lignite · . 91 93 - 99 
Petroleum .. .. 88 - 1"-4- - ~17 

Pig-iron '" Ferro Alloys 80 8z 84 87 gS 
Raw Steel .. .. 9S - 100 - 118 
Shipbuilding .. .. 66 - 66 - 66 
Mechanical Engineering 87 - 90 - ,oS 
Ele<trical Engineering '4' - I¢ - ~, 

Copper · . .. - - - ,oS '40 
Lead · . · . .. - - - "3 Ip 
Zinc · . · . .. - - - gS ,,6 
Cotton1 ' .. .. - 8S - 8S 1~ 
Wool' .. .. - 87 - 96 9' 
Flax' · . · . · . - 90 - - 93 
Silk' · . · . · . "4 - Il4 - 'S6 
Artificial Silk .. .. 510 - S46 - 660 , 
Coal-tar Dy.. .. .. 79" - 79" - 10" 
Pulp .. .. . . u1 - '~1 - 'S7 

'Mill eonoumpUDO only. • B .. e penod, '9"9"'3, • B ... period, 
I9U"IS~ .. 1934-

• 
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The figures are not equally reliable. Those referring to 

the production of fuel and shipping tonnage may be ac
cepted as close approximations, while the margin of error 
in the case of such composite industries as mechanical and 
electrical engineering is likely to be considerably wider. 

The table tends for two distinct reasons to give too 
unfavourable a picture of European industry as a whole. 
First, information happens to be available for the major 
pre-war industries which have been particularly adversely 
affected by recent events; secondly, the quantitative 
measurement of output in, for instance, the textile industries 
does not give any indication of the fact that the quality 
of goods produced has improved. There has been a double 
shift in European industrial activity towards higher quality 
and lighter goods in most industries and in favour of what 
were previously smaller industries. "Thus, the fine cotton
spinning end of the cotton industry is in a much more 
satisfactory position than are the sections of the industry 
spinning medium and coarse counts. In the woollen in
dustry in the United Kingdom, the tendency has been to
wards the production of high •• qualities, the use of finer 
qualities of wool, the substitution of virgin wool for mungo ; 
metinos are replacing cross-breds. One of the causes of the 
falling off in the production of coal-tar dyes is that the 
demand for cheap blacks has sunk. ''1 This tendency to
wards more specialised and higher quality production, which 
is particularly striking in the United Kingdom, must be 
attributed in part to the falling off of oriental demand, and 
in part to the higher standard of living of the unskilled 
workers. Further the revolution created in land transport 
by the development of motor services must not be over
looked. Railway expansion and the demand for rails, etc., 
have been arrested, while. labour is devoted to the con
struction and improvement of roads. The effect on steel 
production activity is shown in the table, while the boom 
in road construction is not. The heavy metal industries, 
shipbuilding, coal-mining have all contracted. But on the 

lMnMr~ 0tJ Pttriotu lftllustriat P. 10. 
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other hand, electrical engineering, the motor industry, the 
rubber industry, the manufacture of boots and shoes, of 
tobacco, confectionery, hosiery, perfumery, etc., have 
prospered. 

The prosperity of these newer or expanding industries has, 
there is reason to belie'Ve, nearly counterbalanced the de
pression in what used to be considered the standard major 
trades of Europe exclusive of Russia. In textiles it is prob
able that, if Russia be exclude<l, the 'VlIlue of the total 
output in terms of fixed prices is rather greater than before 
the war, and even the production of the hea"}' metal in
dustry was not more than 5 per cent. lower than in 1913, 
which was a boom year. But in any case it :. clear that, if 
in the world as a whole and in e'\1ery continent, there has 
been a 'Very real reco'Very from the destructiou and dis
organisation caused by the war, Europe has lost position 
in the race for wealth. Thus her share in the world pro
duction of pig iron has fallen from 58 to +7 per cent., of steel 
from 56 to +6 per cent., of coal from 51 to +7 per cent., of 
machinery from +7 to 38 per cent., and in the consumption 
of raw. cotton from 53 to ¥ per cent. 

Special Difjicullies of European lnlustry. 
This loss of status is but natural, for while other conti

nent. have been able to pursue an almost normal course of 
de'\1elopment and reap the full fruits of the application of 
science to industry and commerce, she has not merely had 
to re-organise her business to mect the requirements of 
peace, but to make good the direct destruction of war, and 
to create new states and construct all the paraphernalia of 
go'Vernment, all the machinery of finance, production and 
trade. She was left, after the war, with a decimated and 
exhausted population, mobilised and scattered, which had 
grown unaccustomed to the routine of the economy of peace 
time, with large districts de'Vastated and still larger terri
tories uncultinted or uuferti1ised, with a factory equip
ment, much of which was. worn or gutted, and much un
adapted to the production of the goods required, with a 
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famine in raw materiaIs and in many places in foodstnifs, 
and with derelict means of transport. The material de
struction has now been made good, there is no shortage of 
raw materials, nor in most cases of man-power, though there 
may be a lack of leaders. Except in the actnal fields of 
conflict, the dislocation caused by the war has proved im
mensely more serious than the material destruction. 

In the Summary Memorandum on Various Industries, 
published by the League of Nations, the character of this 
dislocation and the major causes of the relative failure of 
Europe are enumerated. 

Industry, more especially in Europe, it is pointed out, has 
been hampered by a maldistribution of fixed capital and 
the financial and other difficulties which result from the 
~stence of an equipment for production in excess of im
mediate market requirements. 

This excess of plant is perhaps greatest in the heavy 
metal, shipbuilding and dyestnifs industries, which were 
greatly expanded in belligerent States during the war. 
Other industries, more especially cotton, have been hit by 
the competition of new factories installed in countries in 
which the raw material is obtained and in those distant 
from the centre of warfare, which for four years were un
able to draw their needed supplies of manufactnred goods 
from Europe. Thus Japan and the United States are to-
gether consuming nearly two million bales more cotton 
than they did about 19' 3, and Europe nearly two million 
bales less. The number of cotton spindles has increased in 
Japan by over I+" per cent., in Brazil by over 100 per cent .. 
in British India and Canada by over a third, and in China. 
for which precise data are lacking, probably more even than 
in Japan. The surplus equipment has been further in
creased since the Armistice by the erection of plant in 
European countries which ·were anxious to render them
selves in so far as possible independent economic units. 

The growth of plant in the Far East, South America and 
other countries to which Europe looks for her supplies of 
raw materials, though stimulated by the war, is a natural 
C 
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development. With the improvement in technical educa
tion and the gradual expansion of domestic marketa l'llW 

materials will inevitably be made up to an increasing extent 
where they are obtained. 

In certain cases not only has industrial equipment been 
increased but the demand for industrial products has c0n

tracted on account of changes in fashion or of techuical 
improvements. Thus the demand for pig iron has been 
reduced by the increased use of scrap; of cast iron by the 
substitution for different purposes of steel or aluminium; 
of cotton, and to some extent of woollen yarn, by the 
enterprise of silk and, artificial silk manufaCliUers. 

Demand has been further affected by the general im
poverishment of Europe immediately after the war, by 
changes in the distribution of wealth. and by inflation. A 
smaller proportion of a reduced income has been available 
for saving, the export of capital has accordingly greatly 
diminished. and those industries which were largely con
cerned with the manufacture of goods required for the 
development of the younger communities of South America, 
Oceam.., etc., have suffered. According to the British 
experts, in the United Kingdom "the proportion of the 
total income of the country which is set aside has fallen 
from 16 per cent. before the war to about IZ per cent. in 
recent years. . • . The deficiency in savings has chiefly 
affected the export of capital, which has been greatly 
reduced,'" and hence the export of goods, and it is to a 
deficiency of exports that unemployment i. mainly due. 
The contraction in European savings, moreover, affeeta 
not only export industries but all those which manufacture 
capital goods, whether for foreign or domestic use. 

But the greatest impediment to economic revival, at any 
rate up to the beginning of 1924, was constituted by lax 
financial measures, extravagant expenditure, inadequate 
taxation and the consequent inftation of the currency for 
revenue purposes. The instability of prices and of the ex-

1 Principal Featur<a and Problema of the World Eccmomie 1'<Ieiti ... 
&om the point of view of difl ...... _"'eo. Seri .. 1, po aJ, 
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changes which resulted rendered the normal calculations of 
futnre profit and loss impossible. In countries in which 
inllation was rampant demand was stimulated into an 
artificial and undiscriminating activity and expressed itself 
more as a preference for any goods to paper money than as 
a reasoned or natural preference for this article to that. 
The normal relationship of values was thus upset and was 
rendered further unstable by the fact that the 'prices of 
domestic goods seldom rose as fast as those of foreign 
currencies and, therefore, foreign goods, and that wages 
lagged behind domestic prices. Production was at once 
stimulated and disorganised, and those industries which 
depended on domestic raw materials or whose costs con

.sisted largely of wages, reaped a special temporaty ad-
o vantage. They reaped a further advantage in foreign 
markets, and as this advantage depended at once on the 
rate and the degree of inflation, and as the rates and stages 
of any two countries rarely coincided, an international chaos 
resulted through which industrialists endeavoured gropingly 
to find some way of escape. Business in countries with 
stable currencies was, if not equally, at any rate seriously 
affected, for the stable home market was threatened now 
from this side, now from that, by the influx of goods pro
duced under inflationary conditions, and foreign markets 
were either similarly flooded or were able temporarily to 
meet their requirements from home sources at uneconomic 
prices owing to local inflation. While these conditions 
obtained, savings required to make good the damage done 
duting the war dried up, and such capital as was forth
comin" was, to a great extent, either frittered away in the 
erection of a plant to meet a purely abnormal and temporary 
demand or was diverted to other countries in which the 
currency conditions were stabler and the need of capital 
Ie •• urgent. 

But it i. impossible to endeavour here tn recount even 
the more obvious ills to which inflation gave rise. It is 
likewise scarcely possible to exaggerate its evil effect or 
those of the policy of deflation which many countries, 

• 
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including the United Kingdom, pursued at one time or 
another during the last eight years. Under deflation, it is 
true. confidence in the value of the currency is not under
mined and saving may be stimulated. But expected profits 
are converted by falling prices into actual losses, enterprise is 
crushed and labour disputes are rendered unavoidable. The 
debtor must suffer, and the leaders of industry must borrow. 

M01Wj>olistie 'I m4nuUS. 
From the beginning of 19f9 until the end of 1924-

currency instability was undoubtedly the most important 
of the many factors which hindered economic revival in 
Europe. It is so no longer. But it has left behind it a eli&:
equilibrium of values, a righting of which is a pre-requisite 
of a sound economic situation and permanent economic 
progress. To this disequilibrium other forces have contri
buted inasmuch as they have hindered the natural tend
ency towards the re-establishment of relative values more 
similar to those which existed before the war. 

If at any moment in, for instance. the year 1923, the 
wages of labour, prices of goods, rents of houses, exchange 
value of currencies, etc., be measured, the results will be 
found to represent a jumble of grotesque anomalies. But 
these anomalies, in so far as they were disadvantageous 
to one group of people. seemed to be or were actually to the 
advantage of another. Vested interests grew up in favour 
of the maintenance of the disequilibrium. These vested 
interests have contributed to the erection of a series of dams, 
some great, some small, checking the free flow of labour, of 
capital, of goods, checking the output and production of 
wealth, and hindering its distribution. The essential defect 
of European economy to-day is lack of freedom. It is neither 
conceivable nor desirable that Europe should revert to the 
conditions of laissn jair, which obtained in the first half 
of the nineteenth century, or even to the modified form 
which was permitted at the end of that century. But, if 
dams are to be constructed, they must constitute part of a 
co-ordinated scheme of irrigation and not be set up hap-
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hazard in favOllr of sectional interests. It is for that reason 
that the calling of an international conference at the present 
juncture was considered opportune. What then is the 
character of these obstructions to industrial development 
and the equilibrium of values 1 

(a) In tIN LQ/)o .... Polity. 
The introduction of the eight hours day, the competition 

of cheaper oriental and other labour, the drop in the de
mand for certain commodities, the contraction nf savings, 
have all in certain industries, in one country or another, 
created conditions under which output and the numbers 
previously employed could only be maintained by a reduc
~on in prices and in wages. Further, in countries which have 
pursued a monetary policy involving a fall in prices, such 
as the United Kingdom, Switzerland, Denmark and Norway, 
a general reduction in the level of money wages has had to 
be effected. But in each country and in each industry the 
extent to which such reduction has proved possible has 
depended on the strength of the particular labour organisa
tion on the one hand, and the directness of the force of 
competition on the other. Hence arose the distinction in 
wage levels between sheltered industries and others. 
Transport workers and builders, to take two typical cases, 
have managed to defend their own interests at the cost of 
the community as a whole. Thus Dr. von Siemens pointed 
out in his opening speech at the Economic Conference that 
in Germany "whereas prices ••• are only abont 35 per 
cent above the pre-war level, bni1ding costs are 73 per cent 
higher according to the official index, and 90 per cent 
higher in actual fact. • .." But certain of the protected 
industries which have been able to maintain wages above 
the level ruling in those manufacturing goods for the world 
market, render services such as the transport of goods or 
the erection of buildings, which constitute an unavoidable 
element in the costs of production of others placed in no 
privileged position, and these others have for their part 
appealed to their Governments for protection against" un-
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fair foreign competition," duties have been imposed or 
heightened, and the whole level of prices and costs of 
living raised. The difficulties have been greatest in those 
countries which have pursued a deHationary policy and 
have endeavoured to depress the general standard of money 
wages; and in many cases the control of the labour supply 
has been sufficiently effective to keep up the average wage 
rates above the point at which employment for all could be 
found. At the same time the possibility of finding employ
ment for all has been limited by the difficulty of diverting . 
labour from one industry and one labour organisation to 
another. As Professor Cassel says in his tnemorandum 
entitled Recent Monopolistic 'I nulmcits in 1 Mustry anJ 
'I raJe, "Europe is like a manufacturer who keeps his 
prices too high and who is, therefore, obliged to store a part 
of his products. What Europe is storing, however, speaking 
broadly, is not goods but unemployed labour.'" It is estim
ated that the unemployed and their dependents in Europe, 
exclusive of Russia, at the moment exceed ten million per
sons. Inasmuch as it is mainly the industrial workers who 
are inactive, the quantity of industrial goods being produced 
is restricted and their prices relatively to agricultural 
products are naturally high. 

It does not follow that this insistent endeavour on the 
part of active labour to maintain its standard of living even 
at the sactifice of the unemployed is unwis<:,or in its ultim
ate .reactions necessarily detrimental; but it constitutes 
one of the major factors in the present-day situation. 

Economic recovery has been further impeded and the 
sum oJ European unemployment magnified by restrictions 
imposed on the free movement of persons from country to 
country, by immigration laws, passport control, excessive 
charges for passport visa, etc. Immediately before the war 
the net immigration into the United States of America 
exceeded 600,000 persons per annum, and the gross immi
gration from Europe alone was over a million and a quarter. 

'ef. RIC"" MonopolisM 'ImJmei., i"I..JfiSlry _ 'In .. , by Pro-
feiaor GU8taV CaNd~ p. II. . 
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The total immigration quota has now been fixed at 165,000. 
The damming back of the streams of emigrants to America 
has been compensated to some slight extent by divetsion 
to other extra-European countries and by intra-European 
migration, more especially from Italy and Poland into 
France. But the compensation is meagre. The difficulty of 
finding employment under the conditions which have 
obtained in recent years, the inequality of wages resulting 
from currency inHation, the spirit of economic nationalism 
and the national jealousies which the war bred, have induced 
most European states to resist the introduction of foreign 
labour and to place obstruetions in the way of foreigners 
desirous of establishing business and pursuing their pro
fessions outside their own country. This cooping up of 
European peoples within their own frontiers has had an 
effect both on general economic progress and on national 
policies which is frequently greatly underestimated. As 
we shall see below, it is on the score of surplus population 
that many of the restrictions to the free flow of goods or 
capital are imposed. 

The restrictions imposed on immigration have, in addi
tion, reduced the flow of remittances to Europe, and in con
sequence her demand for foreign goods has been weakened. 

(b) In Commercial Policy. 

The movement of goods is, to some extent, still impeded 
by defective means of land and river transport, by lack of 
co-ordinated policy between riparian States, by the unsuit
ability of the old railway network in Europe to her new 
political divisions. The effect of the Treaties of Peace was 
to increase the number of independent States from twenty to 
twenty-seven, to sever markets from their old sources of 
supply, and to cut up the.1iving economic organisms which 
had slowly grown up within the existing political boundaries 
and inevitably arrest their devdopment for a time. The 
consequent grafting and. the reorganisation which was 
necessitated i. not yet completed. But the main obstruc
tions to the free flow of goods are legal and administrative 
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in character, not material It has been calculated that there 
are to-<lay over II ,000 kilometres more of customs frontiers 
than there were in 1913. The tariff walls which have been 
erected along those frontiers are in the great majority of 
cases also far higher than they were. The exact extent to 
which those walls have been heightened cannot, unfortun
ately, be accurately ascertained; but an attempt has been 
made by the League of Nations to show approximately the 
changes which have taken place, which though confessedly 
based on rough data and only approximate in its results is, 
nevertheless, not· without value. 

Two methods of calculation have been employed. The 
first (Method A) gives the averages of the rates fixed by 
special conventions and the autonomous rates separately; 
and the second (B) the general average of all rates actually 
enforced. Special calculations have also been made accord
ing to the second method for manufactured articles only. 
The results obtained are shown below: 

TARIFF LEVEL INDICESl 

M.thodA. MethodB. 

'9'3· I 
192 5- 1913- 19:1.S· 

(i) (ii) (Ui) (tv) 

Argentine .. - - 26 ,6 
Australia .. .. 1[-[3 I4-Hr%4a ('7) ('5) 
Amtria8 •• .. ,8-n 13-15 .8 (u) 
Belgium .. .. 6 7"] 6 8 
Canada .. .. 12.-11-19' ' 12-17-19' .S .6 
Czech.o-Slovakiai tS-u 17-14 .8 '9 
Denmark .. 
France" " 
Germany4 
Hungary'l 
India .. 
Italy .. 
Nethcrlandt 
Poland .. 
Spain .. 
Sweden .. II 
Switzerland 
Yugo-Slavia 
United Sum 

.. 8 6 9 6 

.. 14-:1 9'3' .s . (u) 
· . 12-16 IS-16 ( .. ) ( .. ) 
· . [S-U '9'» .8 'J .. 3 .] 4 '4 .. - ,6-,81 '7 '7 .. • I 4 3 4 .. - 24~zg - '] 
· . ']-]0 18-3~' 33 44 .. '3 '0 .6 '] .. (5) (9) 7 II .. - 20-30 - - '3 .. 3z.l..l i' .6 33"'16'- '9 

Nom-For references see foot of P. 31 . 
• 

Method B. 
Menuf. Art. 

1913. 191 5. 
(v) (vi) 

- --
>lI '9 

(,6) ('7) 
.8 16 
9 '5 

.6 .] 
18 '7 
'4 .0 
>0 •• 

(13) (>0) 
.8 17 
4 .6 

,8 n 
4 6 
- 3' 
4' 4' 
ao .6 
9 '4 - 1] 
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The later indices refer to the year 1925, since when ce .... 
tain changes have taken place. Of these the most important 
are the raising of the Austrian, German and French duties. 
Probably the figure for Austria in column (iv) should be 
raised from 12 to about 16, and that for Germany from 
12 to 14-15. The exact degree of increase in France is 
more difficult to ascertain, but the present average is 
certainly higher than that which ruled in 1925. The recent 
rise in the value of the Danish currency has also, no doubt, 
raised the effective rates in Denmark. On the other hand. 
the Hungarian average has been somewhat reduced as a 
result of the conclusion of commercial treaties. 

The situation to-day is that tariffs are generally higher
though they are lower in Scandinavia-that they have been 
increased most in Spain, Central Europe and India; and 
that the increase in rates on manufactured goods is very 
much greater than on other commodities. In point of fact, 
duties in most European countries on agricultural products 
and semi-manufactured goods are now less than before the 

1 The reader should be warned against the danger of a false interpreta~ 
non of th ... figurea. Owing t. the character .1 the data __ which they 
are baaed they are neceaaariJy of only approximate accuracy and repu
.ent a meaaurcment of tariff- levels. dependent on a somewhat apea 
CODt:Cption and definition of that term. The ab80l11te aiu of the indices 
hu little aignificance. Attention should be paid only to their ratios, and 
these ratios Gould be accepted only Q illustrative of general tendencia. 
For a detailed discussion of the principlee and problema involved the 
Rader is r<Ierred t. the League .1 Nano .. pamphJ.t, entitied 'I Ilrifl 
!Awl lrulicu, 1917. 

• Briulh Preferential Tariff, intermediate tariff, general tarUL The 
reaulta for AU6tralia under Method a are too high. 

• l're-war figur .. rei .. to A ... tria-Hungaey. 
• The preaent-day ratea are higher than those Ihown for 1:915. The 

I ...... line figure lor Germany for '9'5, Method A, refert to the pre-
Octoher '9'5 tariIL . 

liThe pretent-dayrate. ar.e lower than those ahownfor 19%5 (Method B) 
The lower figure in the 1915 column) Method A, mer. to pretmt..day 
COOditioDL 

• '9'3 Taril!. 
, 1914 Tariff. 
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war. It is not surprising, therefore, that the prices of agri
cultural products should be relatively low. The cost of pro
duction has been raised against the land worker by the 
excessive tariffs on manufactured goods. and his selling 
prices have been reduced. 

But tariffs as a whole are not only higher, they are in
comparably more complex than they were, and they are 
more frequently modified. 

Certain of the causes of the higher rate.s of duty are 
carefully summarised in the report of the Economic Con
ference, and I cannot do better than quote the opening 
paragraph of that report on this subject. "nus state of 
affairs is largely due to a desire to meet the abnormal con
ditions arising out of the war. For example, many duties ' 
have been raised as a protection against an influx of goods 
from countries with a depreciating currency. Experience 
has proved that even the most rapid manipulation of tariffs 
is not an effective method of dealiog with the still more 
rapid changes which are caused by monetary instability. 
Such attempts are a source of new difficulties for commerce 
and are themselves a source of uncertainty. Again, in the 
countries themselves, whose currency has been depreciating, 
tariffs have been raised in order to check imports in the hope 
of stopping the depreciation. Finally, it has sometimes 
happened that, where depreciation has been followed by 
appreciation, Customs duties payable in paper money which 
had been raised during the inBa,tion have not been corre
spondingly reduced when revalorisation occurred. These 
unstable currency conditions have to a considerable extent 
passed away; but the tariff and other measures which have 
been specially employed to deal with them have not yet 
wholly disappeared. "I 

Tariff policy has, however, changed for reasons less directly 
connected with currency problems. 

The world before the war had accepted a system of tariffs 
which not only opposed lower obstacles to trade but, above 
all, was relatively stable over considerable periods of time. 

I Appendilt J, 

• 
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Most new tariJIs were carefully prepared and adjusted 
through a aeries of commexcial negotiations and were only 
put into application when theae negotiations were com
pleted. When enacted, they frequently remained in force 
for a decade or more and were then re-=acted with com-
paratively small changes. . 

In recent years a new system of t4rifs U comb. has grown 
up, under which a tariff much higher than it is intended 
should ultimatcly operate is put into force and negotiations 
subsequently begun with l1eighbouring States for a reduc
tion of rates hy means of conventions. The negotiations 
leading to such conventions mayor may not succeed. and 
when they fail, rate$ of duty are left which it was never 
aerinusly pretended would he beneficial in their action. 
Moreover, the negotiations themaelves are frequently pro
tracted, and during the period of their conduct new vested 
interests are liahle to grow up. 

Not only is the manner in which theae negotiations are 
initiated open to criticism, but the Conventions, once con
cluded, are enforceahle for very much shorter periods than 
before the war. Of about 180 treaties puhliahed between 
192Q and August 1926, all except twenty~ven could be 
altered before the expiration of a single year, a period which 
is much too short to permit trade to adjust itself to the new 
conditions. The How of trade is thus being constantly 
dammed hack and forced painfully into fresh channds, 
and the conclusion of long term contracts on which economic 
stabiliry so much depends is rendered extremely difficult. 

At the same time, the general adoption of specific tariJIs, 
taken together with the growing complexity of industrial 
organisation and the constant increase in the number of 
different types of articles manufactured, has, in many 
countries, made the classification vastly more complex than 
used to be the case. Countries have drawn up their own 
classification and adopted their own system of nomencla
ture, independently of each other, with the result that it is 
almost impossible to ascertain what the rates imposed on 
any particular article throughout the world really are. 
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The growth in the complexity of tariffs as well as in their 
height is due in the great majority of countries to a desire 
to afford a greater degree of protection to industries manu
facturiug finished articles. 

If we consider, however, the whole mass of trade barriers, 
it is clear that, serious as they .till are, the situation has 
greatly improved duriug recent years. In the immediate 
confusion after the Armistice many States prohibited all 
imports and exports except by special permit. This poliey 
of general prohibition mudified by specific free lists was 
gradually replaoed by one of general freedom modified by 
the prohibition of specific articles. This in tul!l gave way 
to the system of "conriugents." As conditions grew better. 
and fears of a shortage of raw materials disappeared, con
tingents were abandoned in favour of the more normal and 
indirect control of trade through customs duties. While 
currencies were fluctuating, these tariffs were subject to 
continual modification either to prevent" exchange dump
ing" or with the idea of assisting the balance of trade in 
the inflating country, and so reducing the strain on its 
domestic' currency. The effects of currency fluctuations are 
still visible in many features of existing tariff systems, and 
the raising of the rates in several countries duriug the last 
two years has been directly connected with monetary 
policy. But as currency stability is gradually achieved, the 
probability of future instability diminishes. 

(c) In Fimmrial Polity. 
The deliberate restrictions imposed on the free flow of 

capital to-<Iay are insignificant compared with those 
directly hampering trade, though most inflationary coun
tries have at one time or another instituted a control of 
exchange, with the object of preventing the export of 
capital, and others have imposed unfortunate taxes on 
capital transactions or endeavoured, with the worst results, 
to fix the market rate of interest by decree. The main im
pediment to the movement of capital has been lack of 
security and lack of confidence. Thus the Swedish delega-
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tion observed in its preliminary statement to the Con
ference that .. the most marked feature of the capital 
market has been a glut." Meanwhile, in other European 
countries, the dearth of capital has been such that rates of 
20 to 30 per cent, and in certain cases for brief periods still 
higher amounts, for loans on the best available commercial 
secnrities were current. But while the restrictions imposed 
on the movement of labour and of goods have been deliber
ate, those which have affected the capital market have 
mainly been the automatic result of general economic 
insecurity. The differences between one country and another 
in the price paid for loans and advances have usually repre
sented insurance p~ against varying risks-premia 
which sank rapidly as the risks diminished. Thus in Ger
many, monthly money rates in the first ten days of 1924-
ruled as high as 23'7 per cent per month; by December 
they had fallen to under I per cent, and by the end of 1925 
to 9-6 per cent per anoum. The differences in wages and 
the prices of groups of commodities, on the other hand, 
indicate an artificial isolation of markets. 

(d) IndllSlrial Agre.-. 
An endeavour to bridge these natural islands has been 

made in recent years by industrialists by means of inter
national cartels, or other forms of international economic 
agreements. These cartels have, in certain cases, had 
exactly the same effect as tariffs in limiting production, 
but in a somewhat different manoer. When a tariff limits 
production, it does so by depriving an existing operative 
plant in another country of its market, and rendering it 
temporarily or permanently superfluous, and by diverting 
labour and capital in the protected market from the uses 
to which they were previously put to some other purpose 
to which they could not have been profitably put had it 
not been for the duty imposed. The amount of the pro
tected commodity finally produced, unless the country im
posing the new duties has special facilities for production 
which only required a fillip in the first stages of organisa-
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rio.,. is likely to'be Ie .. than before the tanH was modiJied. 
because demand will be affected by the rise in prices result
ing from the new rates, and the duplication of plant in
volves a waste of effort. The eHects of the tariffs are thus 
indirect. The eHect of inteinational agreements, and like
wise of domestic cartels, is frequently direct, each producer 
or producing nation being allowed a fixed quota of output, _ 
which he cannOt exceed without paying some fine or 
penalty. Such restriction of output has frequently been 
resorted to when the available plant was excessive. When 
there is reason to believe that the lack of equation between 
capacity and demand i. of a temporary charaCiter it is pre
ferable to cut-throat competition. But national and inter
national agreements have in recent years taken innumer-
able forms, and are by no means confined to cartels in
tended to restrict output, allocate markets or maintain 
prices. The greater complexity of modem industrial con
ditions and the lessened fluidity. of economic forces render 
co-operation and concerted planned action between pro
ducers indispensable. The post-war development in Fin
land, which has been more rapid than: in any other Euro
dean state, is probably attributable more to the organisa
tion of c;o-operative selling agencies in each industry-in 
effect a form of cattel-than to any other single factor. 
These selling agencies receive, sift and group all contracts 
and allocate them in such a manner that each firm, instead 
of producing a dozen or more diHerent lines of goods at the 
same time, is enabled to specialise on a few contracts of an 
identical character with all the economies of larger scale 
production. The agency, moreover, is in a pusition to 
enforce a standard of quality, in the 'Same way as do the 
co-operative dairies in Denmark, Latvia, Estonia and 
elsewhere. Similarly, in the international field a standard 
is maintained and waste avoided by the elimination of 
superfluous types by associations such as that of the 
Electric Lamp Bulb manufacturers. This is, however, an 
extreme type of association with exceptional powers. 
Others confine their activities to studying technical and 

, 
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statistical questions connected with the industry, estab
lishing machinery to deal with disputes, etc. But whatever 
form the associations or agreements take, they all represent 
an effort on the part of industrialists to study and solve the 
problems which beset Europe t<H!ay, to counter the effect 
of political parcellation and economic isolation, to join and 
not to cleave. In certain cases their effect and, indeed, their 
immediate object may be to sacrifice the consumer or the 
general public to some particular interest, and dangers 
necessarily lurk in all forms of monopolistic power. But 
without concerted international action, international diffi
culties will not be overcome. 

The coal industry affords an extremely !nstructive exam
ple of the type of difficulty with which post-war industry is 
faced, and the effect of unco-ordinated action. The story 
is, of course, a long one, and cannot even be sketched in 
outline here. But the essential predominant facts are simple 
enough, though frequendy obstinately jgnored. The demand 
for coal in the world as a whole is very slighdy less than in 
19'3, coal having been replaced to a great extent by hydro
electric power, petroleum, etc., and great economies in use . 
having been achieved. On the odIer hand, the readily 
available supplies have increased, owing to the natural 
growdI of mining, especially in Asia and- Africa. and be
cause, during the war or the post-war periods of (artificially) 
high prices, every importing and producing country in 
Europe, save Russia, developed its mines. Three exporting 
countries, the United States, the United Kingdom, and 
Germany, accounted before the war for over 7S per cent, 
both of total world exports and of world production. The 
competition to which dIe new conditions of demand and 
supply gave rise resulted in efforts to lower wages and 
lengthen hours of work, lint in this country, then in that. 
The full force of that competition has been veiled by the 
influence of political events. But from ita nature only one 
of dIree results was possiBIe-the closing down of certain 
mines on dIe margin of profit-making productivity, or an 
agreed limitation of output, or a series of crises nnder which 
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first one and then another country ceased producing. In 
fact the third possibility has resulted. Either political 
events, such as the occupation of the Ruhr, or strikes or 
lock-outs in one country or another have stopped produc
tion locally, stocks which were accumulating and threaten
ing to bring about a collapse in prices have been depleted, 
and for a time, until those stocks were reconstructed, it has 
proved possible to resume work in all areas. But these 
temporary stoppages have done little or nothing to solve 
the problem, and t<Hiay stocks are accumulating again and 
threatening a new explosion at whatever proves to be the 
weakest point in the unvalved boiler. I take coal because 
it illustrates the effects of lack of co-ordiuated action. But 
the essential conditions in the iron and steel industries, iii 
cotton, in dyestuffs, in shipbuildiug, even in mechanical 
engineering, are not vastly different. In all these industries 
the power to produce exceeds the demand for their products. 

Summ41J' of FIICWr.t wbich haw 4ffe~tl Industrial 
Dewklpmmt. 

Looking back, then, on the account which I have endea
voured to give of the factors which have adversely affected 
industrial production, and hence the relative prices of agri
cultural and industrial goods, we find that the change in 
values has been due in part to a disequilibrium between 
productive capacity in certain industries and the demand 
for the products of those industries-a disequilibrium which, 
whether caused by the extension of plant in newer industrial 
states or to technical advance, has resulted in mum fixed 
capital and the labour which tends to cling to it remaining 
idle. Meanwhile the supplies of fresh capital becoming 
available were inadequate. It has been due in part to the 
disorganisation which has involved incalculable waste effort 
and affected the more delicate industrial mechanism to a 
greater extent than agriculture. It has been due in part to 
deliberate restrictions imposed on the free movement of 
men, money and goods, restrictions which again have par
ticularly affected industry; for agricultural labourers are 
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in all countries the most acceptable immigrants, and the 
monopolistic control of their wages is rarely of significant 
importance; and though the export of foodstuffs and raw 
materials has frequendy been restricted in the past eight 
years in certain European countries, and is to some extent 
to-day, such control is unimportant compared with the 
taril!s on finished industrial products. Nor has the itemisa
tion of tariffs, which has forced manufacturers to speciaJjse 
their production for each market in order to penetrate 
through such fissures as exist in each tariff wall and has 
thus prevented mass production and rendered impossible 
all the economies which repetitive~ manufacture permits, 
affected agriculture to the same extent. Industrial goods 
are dear because the Costs of production are high. The costs 
of production are high because the available capacity to 
produce is not employed. The avai1able capacity to produce 
is not employed, partly because it is deliberately held olf 
the market-and partly because it is not fitted for the 
demand which to-day is elfective. 

1 nlenulJitmal 1 nJe/J1eJ1USS. 
But there is another factor in the situation which must not 

be overlooked. The po1itico-economic problems, on which 
attention was concentrated until vety recendy, such as war 
debts and reparations, have been so far regulated as no 
longer to constitute the major impediments to recovety or 
immediate causes of general uncertainty and insecurity. 

These debts have, however, created a fundamental change 
in the general international economic equilibrium. An 
international, like a domestic, debt affects the distribution 
and not of course, or only very indirectly, the production 
of wealth. It is impossible really to make posterity pay for 
the costs of the war, for the excellent reason that the goods 
and services required were required at once, and posterity 
can only produce wealth, that is goods and services, after 
it has been born. There b.as been a change in the distribu
tion of wealth between Mr. Smith and Mr. Jones, and be
tween this country and that. The United States of America 
I> 
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has been converted from a debtor nation into the second 
greatest creditor nation in the world and the largest lender. 
France and Germany' have now both to pay more abroad 
for debt service than they receive, and the United Kingdom 
has had to reduce her capital exports.1 

This new situation has affected the produetion and trade 
of different parts of the world in a number of ways. The 
recent loans granted by the United States-the post-war 
reservoir for gold-have taken the form of goods, and her 
exports have accordingly increased as the exports of 
Europe, no longer able to lend so much as formerly abroad, 
have diminished. These loans, which have been utilised 
largely in the work of reconstruction, have expedited the_ 
economic restoration of Europe, and at the same time 
stimulated the industrial development of America. 

But Europe's claim upon the rest of the world for interest 
and amortisation of debt has been diminished, and as the 
payments were previously made largely in the form of 
foodstuffs and raw materials required for her industrial 
population, her demand for these goods has likewise been 
affected. The weakening of her capacity to lend has, on the 
other hand, at once reduced the demand for certain of her 
industrial products and checked the opening up of the 
economically newer countries of the world. These newer 
countries have, however, turned for assistance to the 
United State •. 

Though the influence of the changes in the debt situation 
is probably nat so great as that of the power to lend, or the 
other factors which we have cousidered above, it may well 
be that when currencies are finally stabilised and tariff 
policies are co-ordinated and 80me of the youthful vanities of 
economic nationalism laid to rest, the balance of indebted
ness will prove to be one of the most, if not the most im
portant, cause determining the poise of the balance of 
relative values. 

1 Moreonr, part of the capital raiaed in Load ... for esport io .~ 
.cribed by foreip len ...... 
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<['be W twU-r.oU/e Char4<tet' of GmtJin Probkms. 

In the foregoing analysis I have intentionaIly looked at 
the course of events and watehed the play of forces from 
the point of view of Europe, for it is in Europe that the 
difficulties are gravest, and it is in Europe that the forces 
we have been considering tend to converge, clash, act and 
react. But the problems are by no means confined to one 
continent. The price of foodstuffs affects all the agricultural 
countries of America, Oceania, etc. The depression in agri
culture has probably been more serious and far reaehing in 
its effects in the United States than in any other country. 
Both there and in Japan serious losses have resulted from 
the excess of world tonnage and shipbnilding docks. The 
level and the variations of tariffs affect all trading states, 
and the reduction in European savings all borrowers and 
potential borrowers. Nor must we exaggerate the weakness 
of Europe. or underestimate the progress of the last few 
years. Europe has lost ground, but she remains the greatest 
international market for industrial products in the world; 
her trade is smaller than it was in 1913. and there has been 
a shift in the centre of gravity from the Atlantic to the 
Pacific Ocean, but it is still So per cent of world trade; and 
the development has been most rapid recently in Eastern 
and Central Europe, where the conditions were worst. 

Grouftds for Optimism. 

Progress has been impeded more by currency instability 
than by anything else. For that instability has been the 
ultimate <:ause of a large proportion of the legal and ad
ministrative obstructions to freedom of trade and inter
course, and has rendered concerted international action 
almost impossible. In 1920. at the time of the Brussels 
Financial Conference, the only European belligerent state 
which had achieved budget eqnilibrium was the United 
Kingdom. To-day there are only three countries on the 
continent whieh are suffeting from deficits, and only seven 
whieh have failed to introduce legislation for the effective 
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stabilisation of their currencies, and in none of these seven 
is Government inllation being practised. Though all 
currencies are not yet based on gold, and though measures 
may have to be taken in order to check fluctuations in the 
purchasing power of gold itself, sufficient stabilitY has been 
achieved to render possible a partial solution of the econo
mic problems which beset the world. 



THE THEORETICAL SOLUTION AS SEEN BY THE 
CONFERENCE 

By PER JACOBSSOH. 

THE title above raises the question whether there is such 
a thing as a theoretical solution; for it may be main,
tained that the Conference confined itself to formulating 
certain practical principles, on which representatives of 
the most diverse theoretical schools succeeded in arriving 
at agreement. It is stated quite explicitly in the Report 
(I) that "the Conference does not attempt to pass 
judgment on the fundamental principles of protection 
and free trade respectively;" and (z) that certain facts 
emerged "in spite of the variety of questions raised, the 
diversity of theories, and thelegitimate national sentiments." 
Nevertheless one is perhaps entitled to speak of a theoretical 
solution. The Report explains that "the Conference 
has used its best endeavours to discover and analyse the 
fundamental causes of the troubles from which the world 
is at present suffering and to find remedies which, if they 
will not effect a complete cure, will at least afford some of 
the relief for which the civilised world is so insistently 
calling." This analysis of causes and prescription of 
remedies necessarily involve a conception of a theoretical 
character. 

Before we proceed further it may be well to point out 
that the great guiding principles were laid down in the 
League of Nations Assembly resolution of September 2,fth, 
1925, which gave as the two objectives of the Conference : 
the revival of general prosperity and the establishment of 
economic peace. It is evident from the work of the Confer
ence that these two objectives are to be reached by the 
same road: in other word.. those measures which are 
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likely to produce greater prosperity are also those which 
will help to eliminate causes of friction, or as the President, 
Monsieur Theuni.. expressed it in his closing speech: 
" The fact that international trade i. normally and properly 
not a matter of victoty and defeat, or profit of one at the 
expense of another, but of mutual benefit, has necessarily 
been the basis of this international Conference." It was 
found again and again during the Conference that the feel
ing of insecurity and all the other manifestations of inter
national animosity led perhaps more than anything else 
to the adoption of policies detrimental to the wealth of 
nations. The Conference, of course, rec~ that the 
line of action which would produce maximum prosperity 
could not be taken as the sole criterion in determining . 
evety featore of the policy to be adopted; but it was anxious 
to lay stress upon the facts that not only are arguments 
concerning the protection of industries for national defence 
purposes often misused in order to cover exclusively eco
nomic objectives, but that the development of increased 
self-sufficiency for nationalist and other reasons in most 
cases inVolves a sacrifice of material prosperity.' 

When the Great War is justly assigned as the first cause 
of the present economic difficulties it is often thought 
or implied that it is the tUslNUlion of both life and 
property wrought by the war which i. still producing 
its effects.' The documentation prepared for the Con
ference shows, however, that there is in reality no 
shortage of productive power if it could only be correctly 
applied. In spite of the millions of men killed and wounded 

'I. h .. been pointed out in a ne ... paper report dealing with the C0n
ference that thole countries which, accozding to the etati,ticaI invettiga
tiona into tariff level. aurl~ out by Great Britain in 1925 and by the 
Secretariat in 19'6, have the highet. protective tariffe, are the Argentine 
R.epublic, Brazil, Spain and the United States of America-jult thoee 
countria includ.iDg Russia with a foreign trade monopoly, which keep 
politically aloof from the League. 

• FOf a full and authoritative diacuuiOil of the economic situation at 
the time of the Conference, lee Mr. A Loveday'. article entitled" The 
Problem: WorJd Economic Conditiona,u contained in thi! volume.. 
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in the war, the total population of Europe is to-day I pel 

cent larger than before the war, and the working population 
is still greateI, there being now relatively fewe. children 
than in the years preceding the war. The large numbers 
of unemployed form a reserve army only waiting for the 
moment when full industrial activity can be resumed. As 
reganIs natural resources the figures show that in the world 
as a whole the production of foodstuffs and raw materials 
in 1925 was from 16 to 18 pel cent higheI than before the 
war, and in Europe about 5 per cent higheI. This fact is 
of outstanding importance; for it disposes at once of all the 
proposals to establish inteInational control of raw mateIials 
so frequently put forward during the Peace Conference and 
in the years succeeding it. Instead of a shortage in the 
supply of raw mateIials inducing the fortunate possessors 
thereof to provide for their own needs in the first place, the 
producers are only too anxious to sell, their difficulty being 
to find sufficient markets for their goods. But the Coofu
ence passed a strong declaration in favour of free and un
hampered circulation of raw Inatetial, condemning the 
imposition of export taxes which tend to increase the cost 
of production in foreign countries by placing them in a 
position of unfair infeIiority and thus aggravating the 
inequalities arising from the geographical distribution of 
world wealth. 

But if man-poweI and natural resources are fully avail
able, there has been and still is in many countries a lack 
of the third agent of productiDl>-Capital-the low level of 
production that followed the war having left in Europe 
scarcely any margin for savings. 

But the recovety of production, togetheI with a growing 
sense of security, has revived the process of saving and 
stimulated the international movement of capital, the 
gradually falling inteIeSt rates in most Central and EasteIn 
European countries being a sign of the increased though 
still inadequate supply. . 

It may be noted in passing that the shortage of capital 
is stated to have had the effect not only of limiting in-
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dustrial activities in general, but particularly of restricting 
the demand from_ such industries as the iron and steel 
industry which are largely concerned with providing fixed 
capital in various forms. This statement is in full accord 
with the doctrine of classical economic theory, and it was 
found that all the delegates---the representatives of labour as 
well as the bankers-were in complete agreement as to the 
~le played by capital in economic life and the need for 
savings for the development of commerce, industry and 
agriculture. 

Having thus taken stock of the supplies of labour, raw 
materials and capital, the Conference was dri~ to accept 
the fact that the main trouble is not iusufficient productive_ 
capacity, but, in one form or another, a "",/adjustment of the 
economic system. The most fundamental example of such 
maladjustment is to be found in the widespread depression 
in agriculture, characterised by the disequilibrium between 
the prices of agricultural and those of manufactured articles, 
so that the farmer must pay dearly for the manufactures 
he buys, but only obtaius relatively low prices for his own 
productS. Whatever may have been the cause of this price 
disequilibrium in the years immediately after the war, the 
information available for 19z5 and 1926 tends to show that 
it is no longer due to abnormal production of food ... tulfs; 
on the contrary, further restriction of agricultural pro
duction would be highly detrimental and should be avoided. 
The main causes must be sought in the factors on the 
demand side, i.e., the conditions of industrial output and 
the pricing of that output. The fact is that in practically 
every country in the world, the protective duties on in
dustrial productS are higher than those on agricultural 
products, which must, of course, infiuence the price equa
tion; further, in the manufacturing communities in Europe. 
the best customers of the agricultural districts, the un
employed number more than 4>000,000 (more than 
10,000,000 including dependents) and the trade of the 
variOUll European nations has fallen by II per cent. The 
Middle-West farmer in America and the colonial producer 
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of raw materials have the greatest interest in securing that 
a solution should be found to the aggravating problems of 
European depression. 

When analysing the resolutions of the Conference it is 
necessary to bear in mind that population and financial 
questions were ouly to be dealt with by the Conference in 
so far as those questions affected the main problems of 
commerce, industry and agricolture. This restriction in the 
programme became of especial importance with regard to the 
labo.... problem. The Conference recognised that the re
duction in the streams of emigration had had an influence 
on the distribution of industry, on commercial poliey and 
on trade; but it did, not go. further into the question. It 
showed an extraordinary reticence on this subject: when 
it noted that "the problem of population has induced 
certain countries which have a surplus of labour to base 
their customs protection on that argument," it offered 
no comment whatever on the validity of the argument. 
The labour problem in general was also avoided: The 
Conference said that the disproportion in the wage levels 
in various trades, in the pricos of various commodities, and 
in the relation between wages and prices, often leading to 
industrial disputes and sometimes to great social thanges, 
must not be overlooked in the attempt to explain the causes 
of the present economic disequilibrium; but that these 
matters were outside its terms of reference. 

With regard to capital the Conference pointed out that 
the rapidity with which rates of interest had fallen in 
Central Europe was to a certain extent a reflection of the 
growing freedom of the movement of capital; but it was not 
able to agree upon a geoeral resolution advocating the 
removal of all hindrances to the free flow of capital, as 
proposed by some members. 

The Agricultural Commission dealt particolarly with the 
question of agricoltural credits and passed resolutions on 
the subject which also· foreshadowed the possibility of 
international action. The most important of the considera
tions regarding capital was, however, voiced by the Com-
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melee Commission in the following terms: "The desire to 
deal with the problem of excessive industrial capacity has 
usually led to an attempt to reserve the home market for 
home production by means of tariff barriers erected with a 
view to creating an independent national economy capable 
of producing, under the protection of a tariff wall, an in
crease of invested wealth and a more satisfactory return 
for the work of the nation. This effort to attain self
sufficiency cannot hope to succeed unless it is justified by 
the size, natural resources, economic advantages and ge0-
graphical situation of a country. There are very few 
countries in the world which can hope to atiBin it. The 
artificial increase of plant which i. only partly employed has 
meant not only uneconomical and costly production, but
also II wa.rUfuluse oj the worltr s eapitlll reso..,."s. It has thus 
be ... MU oj the eauslS which barJI maintaiMa 4n abnormally 
high rate oj interest in recent years; It should be tulJed thaI so 
long as unduly high tariffs are maintaiMd this ..... canomie 
us. oj eapitlll <ontinUls tm<l creates an increasing number oj 
wma interests, which resist a return to a sornuUr policy." 

Here we find the central idea which animated the Confer
ence; that, in order to arrive at better utilisation of the 
productive power available and particularly of the limited 
supply of capital, it is necessary in the first place to remove 
the obstacles which stand in the way of a more rational 
organisation of economic activities. The main cause of the 
maladjustment i. to be found in what the Conference called 
" the extreme forms of obstruction" which were imposed 
during and after the war. Again and again this and similar 
phrases recur in the report: Reference i. made to "the 
existing obstacles to trade," .. tariff harriers that gravdy 
hamper trade," etc. But it i. not in the interest of com
mercial circles alone that trade barriers should be removed. 
A. these harriers tend to increase the cost of industrial 
production and reduce the total output of all countries, 
they are inimical to the general interest. The agricultural 
section recognised this fact by urging that " in those states 
in which custom. protection is maintained, it should be 
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reduced for both industry and agriculture to the lowest 
possible point indispensable to production."l The whole 
Conference was thus able to declare that the time had come 
to put an end to increase in tariffs and to move in the oppo
site direction. It is indeed noteworthy that this was the 
attitude taken up by the Conference; for it involves funda
mental belief in the powers of economic force. themselves 
to correct the errors which have been made, if those forces 
were allowed to develop freely. Thus the task of the Govern
ments at present is not to attempt to direct the economic 
activities of their respective countries by compulsion or 
protective measures, but to remove those numerous 
obstacles which still hinder economic revival. In conditions 
of greater freedom it' will be possible to build up a more 
scientific system of production, which will provide the 
peoples of the world with more and better commodities. 
The idea underlying the plea of the Conference for freedom 
is, therefore, the desire to achieve in the economic field a 
greater measure of rationalisation. In this one word the 
aim of the Conference may be summed up; for it forms 
the basis not only of its negative recommendation to abolish 
hindrances to free competition, but also, as we shall see 
later, of the positive measures recommended by the In
dustrial and Agricultural sections. The belief of the Confer
ence that free competition is advantageous to society in 
general also pervades the paragraphs dealing with State 
participation in business. It was not the task of the Confer
ence to make a pronouncement upon the relative advantages 
of private enterprise and publicly controlled undertakings, 
and it did not do so; but, having considered the fact that 
certain Governments, when participating in the control or 
management of commercial, industrial, banking, maritime 

1 In a speech in the Agricultural Commi"jon M. Five of the Norwe-
gian delegation explained that all the member. of the CommiWon, 
with the exception of the delegate from the United States, would have 
pre{err~ a reloJution ltating even more. clearly the advantagea to 
agriculture of a redu(:tion in industrial protection, and therefore recom
mending the progreuive reduction of industrial protection u an aid 
to agrirulture. 
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transport or other enterprises, clam., in virtue of their 
sovereignty, various privileges, immunities or other ad
vantages for those enterprises and have also at times secured 
the granting of similar advantages by other countries in 
virtue of international comity, the Conference found that 
such advantages constituted an infringement of free competi
tion by making a discrimination between enterprises carried 
on side by side. If State enterprises and private enterprises 
are compelled to compete on a basis of commercial equality, 
the enterprise with the more efficient organisation will be 
able to olfer its services more cheaply on the market and 
will survive the competition to the great benellt of society. 

Turning now to the positive measures for the extension. 
of rationalisation recommended by the Conference, the 
following resolution of the Agricultural Section may tirst 
be quoted: "The improvement of agriculture must in the 
first place be the work of the agriculturists themselves. 
The general adoption of technical improvements, the 
scientific organisation of production and _ckbreeding, of 
the campaign against the diseases and the enemies of plants 
and animals, of marketing, of the standardisation of agri
cultural products in the interest of both the producers and 
the consumers, of the search for outlets, and of credit and 
insurance will permit agriculturists to reduce their costs 
of production in their own interests and to the bene tit of 
consumers." In development of these ideas a special 
recommendation was made regarding the establishment 
of direct commercial relations between producers and con
sumers and between associations of producers and con
sumers' with a view to the elimination of superfluous 
intermediaries and the fixing of prices advantageous to both 
parries. 

The Industrial Section took up as its central problem the 
question of how costs of production and, therefore, prices 

'Model relatiODB 01 thio kind which hav. been .. tabllshed;o Canada, 
were deaaibed ill the documentation of the Conference, C.E.L 14: The 
part played by _erati.e orgaoiaatiQD8 in the intematicmaJ trade io 
wheat, da:ry produce and lOme other agricultural produeta. 

• 
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could be reduced. Impressed by the experience in the United 
States during recent years, it recognised the benefits of 
rationalisation and of scientific management and it asserted 
the urgent need for greater, more far-reaching and better 
C<H>rdinated effort in those fields. Regarding unfavourable 
consequences to certain categories of work which the intro
duction of more rational methods may cause temporarily, 
the resolutions recommended proceeding with «the care 
which is necessary in order, while at the same time continu
ing the process of rationalisation, not to injure the legitimate 
interests of the workers," and inviting" the co-operation 
of employees and the assistance of trade and industrial 
organisations and of ,cientific and technical experts.» 

Before the Conference met there had been in the minds 
of many people the idea that the fonnation of great inter
national concerns might prove a possible way out of current 
economic difficulties; as those concerns would, it was said, 
not only regulate production to the benefit of society, but 
also permit the lowering of the protective duties on the 
commodities manufa~red by them. It was found, how
ever, that no such faI'-<eaching effects could be expected 
from the movement of international cartellisation ur 
trustification. The problem of international industrial 
agreements created some difficulty, which in reality arose 
from the fact that great industrial organisations sometimes 
led to rationalisation of production by reducing costs but, 
on the other hand, occasionally meant stereotyping present 
conditions, for instance, by checlring technical progress. 
Ultimately the spokesmen of the conflicting views unani
mously admitted that the phenomenon of industrial agree
ments did "not constitute a matter upon which any con
clusion in principle need be reached, but was a development 
which has to be recognised and which. from that practical 
point of view, must be considered as good or bad according 
to the spirit which rules the constitution and the operation 
of the agreements, and in particular acoording to the measure 
in which those directing them are actuated by a sense of the 
general interest." The Conference attached great import-
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ance to the personal element, the spirit which animated the 
leaders of the industry and the c<>-operation of employees, 
in the work of rationalisation. The same idea formed the 
basis of the plea for more information: .. the provision of 
precise, complete and up-to-date information concerning 
production can only tend to develop in the leaders a sense 
of the social service which their functions involve," says 
the report. 

The Conference was indeed most emphatic in insisting upon 
the need for more information-insistence which is the more 
significant in that there still lingers in the mind of many 
industrialists an idea that sound business consmts in making 
money out of other people's ignorance, and that, therefore. 
individual firms are entitled to refuse information about 
their stocks, output, etc., under the plea of husiness secrecy. 
The Conference declared without hesitation that it was of 
the greatest importance to the industrialists themselves 
" that they should be kept fully and accurately informed 
hoth of the development of their own industries and of the 
hroade~ changes which take place in general husiness 
activity." It also laid stress on the fact that the general 
puhlic must be supplied with adequate information in order 
to form a collective opinion at once well informed and 
reasona hie. This argument was given particular weight in 
regard to industrial agreements; for while it soon became 
evident that the estahlishment of an international judicial 
regime was for many reasons an impossible proposition, 
it was equally clear that some safeguard had to be provided 
against possible a huses of hig international concerns. The 
only safeguard which was thought practicahle consisted 
of the provision of adequate information regarding the 
nature and operation of industrial agreements, and in that 
connection the League was requested to follow with close 
attention the forms of international industrial c<>-operation 
and their effects upon technical progress, the development 
of production, conditions of lahour, the situation in relation 
to supplies, and the movement of prices. The Conference be
lieved that puhlicity would constitute one of the most 
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effective means, on the one hand, of securing the support of 
public opinion to agreements which conduced to the general 
interest, and, on the other hand, of preventing the growth 
of abuses. By virtue of this recommendation the League 
has been entrusted with a task of great economic and social 
importance. 

We have seen that the Conference laid great emphasis 
on the social side of industrial relations, while at the same 
time recommending greater freedom in trade. In this it 
reached, one may say, a synthesis of the two main economic 
ideas of the last century expressed, on the one hand, by the 
Manchester school concentrating upon the advantages of 
free competition and, on the other hand, by the manifold 
movements aiming at Improvement in social conditions and 
insisting upon the rights of society as a whole. This wide 
basis of the resolutions explains the fact that they have 
proved acceptable to the representatives of interests SO 

divergent; the same fact constitutes the main reason for 
believing that the resolutions will be carried into practical 
application and thus, in the words of the report of the 
Conference, mark the beginning of a " new era." 

When dealing with the problems entrusted to it the 
Conference did not look back at the past, aiming simply at 
a return to pre-war conditions, but boldly drew up new 
lines on which to move towards a more rational economic 
organisation on the basis of whole-hearted international 
collaboration. 



PART II 

CARRYING INTO EFFECT THE 
CONFERENCE'S WORK 
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CHAPTEIl IV 

THE POSSIBILITIES AND PROBABILITIES OF 
ACTION ON LINES SUGGESTED BY THE 

CONFERENCE 

w. T. LAYTON, M.A., C.H. (Editor of 'Ih. E~fJfI011Iisl). 

THE most important fact in connection with the reception 
given to the Report of the World Economic Conference 
is that within a month half-a-dozen nations categorically 
accepted the findings of the Conference, and expressed their 
willingness to put them into effect, if other nations would 
do the same while several more gave their adherence in 
September at the Leagoe Assembly. It may be said that 
Britain, Germany, Austria, Czechoslovakia, Holland, 
Belgium. and the Scandinavian nations are countries 
whose interests lie in the direction of freer trade, and 
that the significant fact is not that these have con
formed to, but that other nations have not definitely 
and openly associated themselves with, the policy laid 
doWD_ at Geneva. But before accepting this view, there 
are two point. to be borne in mind. In the first place, 
the unanimity and thorough-going character of the 
Resolutions embodied in the Report were not merely a 
surprise and a revelation to those who took part in the 
Conference, but were a much greater surprise to many 
Governments which had not yet realised how widespread 
was the feeling against post-war Protectionism. It has, I 
therefore, taken time for countries to get their bearings 
in what is essentially a q.ew situation in the world of com- \ 
mercia! politics, and it may be some while before we can 
judge what adhesion the Report will obtain from various 

57 
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Governments, many of which will be governed by their 
public opinion or will wait to see which way the cat 
jumps. 

But there is another consideration. It is a very significant 
fact that no country has ventured to disavow or publicly 
challenge the conclusions of the Geneva Conference. It is 
a very great gain when a body of doctrine which i. directly 
opposed to the practice of many nations attaios such a 
position that it i. no longer openly opposed, though it may 
continue to be disregarded in practice, for the tacit ad
mission that a policy is sound is a powerful support to all 
those forces which make for the putting. of it into 
practice. 

We may, I think, add to these two considerations some -
practical results. The fact that freer tradeisnow established 
as the world's orthodox opinion seems to have had at least 
some influence upon the career of the new French tariff 
proposed in the Spring of this year. The fact that the put
ting into effect of that tariff has been postponed, that a 
provisional agreement has been reached with Germany, 
and that time has been given for negotiation with other 
countries, and even for a reconsideration of the tatiil' itself 
is due to many influences. Of these the Geneva Report is 
admittedly one. The same problem in a cillferent form 
arises in connection with the threatened increase of the 
Polish Tariff. The first test of the Geneva Report will un
questionably be whether it will succeed in actually pre
venting further tatiil' increases. A movement in the 
opposite direction cannot be expected until a later stage. 

There is, however, a danger that, after these first-fruits 
have been gathered, interest will evaporate and the driving 
force necessary to secure the application of the Geneva 
Resolutions prove lacking. Moreover, the various writers 
who have commented on the practical application of the 
Resolutions have almost all insisted that little can be 
expected from the action of any particular nation, and that 

(

hopeful results will only be achieved through the initiative 
of the Leagoe of Nations. M. DvoraCek, it i. true, thinks 
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that the practical application of the Geneva Resolutions 
will be by means of hi-lateral commercial treaties of the 
old type. But most of the other writers apparently look for 
more general action. They take the view that the Geneva 
Resolutions represent an essentially international stand
point, and that it is only at Geneva that thi. international 
point of view will find practical expression. It is, in another 
form, the argument that justified in the politic sphere the 
creation of the standing Secretariat of the League. Every 
Foreign Office, every diplomat is engaged in stating and 
defending a national point of view. The setting up of the 
League Secretariat for the first rime brought into being a 
diplomatic service ~hose prime business was \Q think out 
formulal of reconciliation. The argument, therefore, that 
the initiative must come from Geneva is well founded; but 
it involves two problems. The first is that of the constitution 
of the Economic Organisation of the League. None of the 
writers is prepared to defend the project of a new and 
elaborate Economic Bureau comparable to that of the 
International Labour Office; but all realise that the exist
ing Economic organisation must be strengthened. Frankly, 
in those circles which take an interest in League affairs, 
the Economic Committee of the League has suffered in 
comparison with the Finance Committee in having no 
spectacular achievement to its credit like that of the re
construction of Austria and of Hungary. But the World 
Economic Conference was, I think, impressed to find how 
much quiet work the Economic Committee had in fact 
achieved, and how many big problems it had begun to deal 
with. if not to solve. If its labours have not yet had their 
full fruition, it is rather because many States have not yet 
ratified the Conventions which have been drawn up by the 
Committee and approved by the members of the League. 
This, in its turn, is perhaps due to the fact that much of the 
work of the Economic Committee has hitherto been un
known except to a very limited circle. Its work has, in fact, 
suffered from insufficient publicity and advertisement. 

But good though the work of the Economic Committee 
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has been, it is 110 discredit to its members to say that its 
personnel hardly carry heavy enou~~ for the t3Sk 
whiCh the EconoIll1c Comerence has upon the League 
of Nations. This particularly applies to the task of en
deavouring to organise a general reduction of tariHs. The 
present Committee consists almost entirely of officials from 
the Commerce Ministries of various Governments, and 
though the members have to a remarkable extent taken an 
international view of their duties, they are hardly in a 
position to take a strong initiative in a matter which is one 
of high policy. Some member or group of members in the 
Economic Committee must be prepared to initiate concrete 
proposals for tariH reductions, either in general or among a 
group of States. In other words, they must be prepared to' 
make suggestions as to what other nations might do, not, 
of course, by way of dictation or giving in any way the 
impression that they are asswDing the functions of an • 
arbitral body; but in the manner in which a conciliator 
puts up proposals to the respective parties in an industrial 
dispute, Such a rale requires not merely that the man who 
fills it should have an international oudook, but that he 
should have an international prestige and a reputation for 
impartiality. The name of the President of the Economic 
Conference will at once occur to everyone as that of a man 
who possesses these qualities in a marked degree, and it 
should not be impossible to furnish him with two or three 
colleagues of similar international standing. 

The history of the Brussels Conference is of interest in this 
connection. Within a very short time after the closing of 
the Conference, the Council of the League appointed a 
Financial and an Economic Committee, selecting the 
personnel of the Finance Committee almost entirely from 
among those who had taken a leading part in its delibera
tions. The Conference laid down an international code in 
Ijnancial affairs, which the Finance Committee have a": 

vve:toped and applied in a truly international manner. 
Those who have followed the work of the Finance Com
mittee realise that there has grown up a very definite 

• 
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teague point of view and a League tradition in financial 
matters. In the subsequent seven years. What is required 
now is that something of the same kind should happen in 
regard to the findings of the Economic Conference. It can 
only he done if the strongest possible personnel of the Con
ference are mobilised and used continuously in the economic 
organisation of the League. Tariffs and other matters dealt 
with at the Geneva Conference are highly techn£cal, and 
the Economic Committee must have among its members a 
number of people with this technical knowledge. But it i. 
quite clearly only one of the qualifications which the 
Committee needs for its task. Indeed, Herr Hermes may 
he right in thinking that the qualifications required are so 
diverse that what is n.,ooed is a series of conferences grouped 
round and organised by the central Economic Committee. 

The League Assembly proposes to solve the problem by 
setting up an advisory body to meet once a year with a 
personnel righdy corresponding to that of the Preparatory 
Committee of the Conference. On it various interests will 
be represented and it will keep Geneva in touch with those 
external inlluences which must supply the driving force if 
great developments are to be carried through. But the 
existing Economic Committee is to remain the chief per
manent economic organ of the League. The inlIuence of 
the new body on the old may be adequate and effective 
and the new type of member needed by the old Committee 
would be introduced into it if it could he arranged that the 
President and the officers of the new Committee are ex
officio members of the Permanent Economic Committee. 

The other problem is the difficult question as to what 
progress can he made by mean. of a partial agreement 
among a limited number of States; for we should be agreed 
that a universal arrangement is not within the sphere of 
practical politics. Professor Ohlin suggests an agreement 
hetween England, Germany, the Scandinavian countries, 
Holland, Belgium and Switzerland; and other groups have, 
of course, heen frequendy discussed. There are also a great 
variety of forms which such an agreement might take. 
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Such schemes raise a number of very difficult, though not 
necessarily insoluble questions. But the important point 
to emphasise at the moment is that such schemes must not 
be ruled out because they are limited. The Finance Com
mittee did not hesitate to take special cognisance of the 
problem of Austria, and in the politieal sphere it has proved 
possible to weave the Locarno policy into harmony with 
that of tfu; League as a whole. At the same time, it is evi
dent that a Commercial Agreement between a limited 
number of States must be very carefully drafted if it is not 
to prove an offence against outside parties. Mr. Runciman 
made at Geneva the fruitful suggestion that \he Ministers 
of Commerce must ultimately meet together if the full 
results of the Conference are to be achieved, for it is the' 
Ministers of Commerce who have ultimate responsibility 
in these matters. Following the Locamo precedent, matters 
might be hastened if certain Minister. of Commerce were 
to meet at no distant date. But this would very definitdy 
be supplementary and not alternative to the work of the 
League. The existence of an effective economic organisation 
of the League of Nations is the necessary safeguard against 
limited Agreements being drawn in such a way as to be 
injurious to non-participating countries. 



M. CoLlIN (Former President of the Council of Ministers, 
The Netherlands). 

In his closing speech, the President of the Economic 
Conference made two remarks which rellect its character as 
well as its results. Mr. Theunis pointed out that the Confer
ence had considered economic problems in their internatifJ7ltU 
aspects 11M t:tioptd "n international point of view; and he 
also stated that the Economic Conference had to be re
garded not lIS "n isolated nma but lIS " stag. in the contin"",,", 
flJork of international collaboration .n the economic sph ..... 

The first statement is decisive for the maracter of the 
decisions reached and at the same time the foundation for 
our hopes. The second keeps our expectations within sound 
limits. 

The spirit of the Conference was the right one, the only 
one that could pave the road to success; the fact, on the 
other hand, that the work of the Conference is not more than 
a beginning will prevent us from building hopes of immediate 
practical results. 

To get the desired result it will be necessary to bear in 
mind that first of all public opinion must realise the absolute 
necessity of following the recommendations given by the 
Conference. National economic considerations have to 
give way to an economic policy whim recognises the close 
interdependence of nations in this sphere of action. But 
sum a mange of opinion is not to be expected over-night 
as the result of a single conference. The public must be 
informed and enlightened, as was expressed in the resolu
tion proposed by Professor Cassel and adopted by the Con
ference. But we must not stop at that. 

The Governments must not be allowed to remain sleepy 
till the public is awakened. If the final report of the Confer
ence is distributed and. nothing else is officially done, we 
might perhaps just as well have stayed at home. Govern
ments must sometimes be shaken up a little just as well as 

6) 
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the public. The difference, however, between the two is 
that you cannot use the same remedies. The public must be 
informed. The Governments must be given a stimulus. 
And there is only one doctor who can do that. 

Do not let us wait till Governments take the initiative 
in drawing up conventions--bilateral or multi1ateral
intended to carry out the recommendations of the Confer
ence. We may then be kept waiting. Let the League fur
ther explore the road it has already struck. 

A diplomatic Conference had been convened for October 
'9"7 to consider a draft convention on the subject of inIport 
and export prohibitions, prepared by the E""l'omic Com
mittee of the League. 

Why should not that Committee prepare other draft-· 
conventions based on the different recommendations and 
resolutions of the Conference! 

Why should not these draft-conventions be submitted 
to Governments for their consideration and approval! 

Why should not diplomatic Conferences, sinIilar to that 
of October '<!-th, be convened at intervals 1 

It i. easy to do nothing when nothing definite is asked 
of you; but it i. sometimes rather difficult to say No, 
when you are clearly invited to say YEO! And Governments 
ought to be placed in that position. 

As I have said already the only physician who can afford 
to prescribe that medicine is the League of Nations. No-
body else can. . 

Let the League then qke the jDiriat~ in the Govern
mental "Rhere of action. It will be quite m ha::tmohy WIth 
the characteristics of the whole Economic Conference. 
That Conference adopted an international point of view 
and saw its own work not as an isolated event but as a 
slaCI in the continuous work of inlernalional collaboration 
in the economic sphere. 

I claim that the Conference itself, in the last resolution 
that was adopted (the resolution on the Economic Organisa
tion of the League), expressed the wish that such actiQll 
should be taken. Not very clearly perhaps, opinions differ-
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ing as to the best method of eiecution of the principles laid 
down. But this much at least can be said, that the Confer
ence wished and expected action to be taken by the League 
and hinted at a reorganisation of the Economic Committee. 

The way in which such a reorganisation should be carried 
out we can well leave to be settled by the League itself. 
The only warning which may perhaps be uttered is that 
the new Committee in its permsnem composition should not 
be too big. It should contain not more than twelve or 
fifteen permanent members. For special subjects it can 
enlarge itself by co-opting outside experts. I recommend 
then: 

(4) That the League of Nations should retain the 
initiative iIi this sphere of action; 

(h) that a reorganised Economic Committee should be 
the instrument made use of by the League for 
this purpose; 

(c) that this Economic Committee shonld be instructed 
to draft periodical conventions; 

(tl) that such draft-conventions should be submitted 
to the respective Governments and that diplo
matic Conferences should subsequently be con
vened to consider them. 

(I) that the Secretariat of the League should publish 
from time to time the results thus obtained.. 

H this course is followed I am convinced that considerable 
results can be obtained, and that in five years time we sball 
look upon this Conference as the beginning of a new era, 
as the tuming-point in the commercial policy of European 
nations. 



DR. ANDREAS HEltMES (Former Minister of the German 
Reich). 

What has happened in the post-war period makes it clear 
that international trade difficulties lie at the root of the 
growing economic depression which has been experienced 
in almost every country. The extent of this depression has 
varied, but it is everywhere present. 

It was the recognition of this fact that led- to the con
vening of the WorId Economic Conference, which would. 
probably never have taken place at all if economic diffi
culties had been confined to one or only to a few countries. 

The international economic discussions of the Geneva 
Conference of 191.7 were probably the best prepared of any 
held since the conclusion of the war. The guidance of the 
Conference was, moreover, in most distinguished hands. 
Delegates and free experts from all parts of the world 
gladly Contributed their great stores of special knowledge 
to its successful issue.. 

The positive results it achieved undoubtedly constituted 
a very notable step forward. But they represent no more 
than the beginning of closer international co-operation; 
and if the advantages expected from such future co-oper
tion are to be adequately realised, two important. facts 
must be borne in mind. 

The discussion of Economic Problems at the Geneva 
Conference was by no means exhaustive.lespite their close 
connectioq with international trade, the fundamental 
questions of finance and population had no place on the 
agenda of the Conference. Moreover, there was no attempt 
made to arrive at the ultimate causes of the serious eco
nomic situation of to-day. This statement is not intended 
in any way as a criticism of the Conference's work. It 
simply means that the world as a whole has not yet ad
vanced so far as to cast aside all national prepossessions in 
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dealing with the problems of international economic co
operation and all its postulates and requirements. For this 
reason the Geneva Conference, though it has done valuable 
work in helping to solve world economic difficulties, has 
not said the last word on the subject. 

Then there is a second point. In view of the close ties 
that link together both the individual problems discussed 
at Geneva and the countries themselves in their relation 
to those problems, general and lasting progress cannot be 
expected from isolated action on the part of single countries 
but only from the close and constant collaboration of all 
the nations concerned . .---

These two facts-the incompleteness of the Geneva pro
gramme and the need for continuous co-operation between 
all countries-show how long and toilsome is the road that 
still lies ahead. Geneva is only the first mile-stone. Many 
more must be passed before the nations can arrive at a 
really fruitful international ~peration in the economic 
sphere. This is the truth that must be proclaimed and 
apprehended if certain mistaken ideas which are the 
greatest obstacle to further productive development are to 
be eradicated. The set-back which the world has suffered 
owing to the war is too great to be adjusted by a few inter
national Conferences, however successful. The task that 
lies before the nations is not a purely material one, but is-
and is primarily-a psychological task of the first order. 
Common economic interests alone will not bring the nations 
together, however strong a link they may furnish. 

An inward transformation of every nation, transcending 
all mere material interests, i. urgently necessary if a new 
era for all is to be inaugurated. Thus every eflort in the 
economic field is merely II contribution towards closer inter
national co-operation. Nevertheless, this limitation of the 
scope of economic work, which arises out of the general 
situation, in no way detracts from the very great value that 
work possesses. It. accomplishment i. perhaps the most 
important pre-condition to be fulfilled before any satis-
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factory advance in the development of international 
relatioll8 as a whole can be made. 

In taking the next step in this special task-the gradual 
application of the Geneva resolutions-the individual 
countries must first C<H>perate in accordance' with their 
respective special circumstances. 

The Commerce Committee in its resolutions rightly em
phasises the fact that the reduction of tariJis will be hastened 
by collective inter-State action. To ensure this co-operation 
seems to me the great task of the League of Nations. It 
will depend primarily on the League whether the Geneva 
programme is to be given a real chance or whether it is to 
become a dead letter. 

What I fear is that stagnation will set in, that eventually' 
the work begun will be abandoned, if the practical applica
tion of the Conference's resolutions is left to each State 
individually. And by that I do not mean that every State 
should not at once prepare to carry the Geneva resolutions 
into effect, with adaptations suited to its special circum
stances. That is needed in any case. But this preparatory 
work by individual Governments, even if it does lead to 
action on the part of individual States, cannot effect a real 
improvement in the situation unless it is carried out 
systematically on international lines. And no other 
institution in the world is 80 admirably adapted for that 
purpose as the progenitor of the Geneva Conference, the 
League of Nations itself. 

Fortunately the League seems ready to step into the 
breach. At the September session of its Assembly it is to go 
fully into the matter of implementing the resolutions of the 
Economic Conference, and it has already summoned its 
Economic Committee to discuss the question. 

There is one fundamental need, however, which the League 
must satisfy, if its future work in this field is to be profitable. 
It will ouly be able to do useful work if it provides itself 
with certain indispenable preliminary requirements as 
regards organisations. The Geneva resolutions are the out
come of a discussion, conducted on a common basis and in 
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a spirit of complete harmony, of all the relevant branches of 
economics--commerce, indust'Y and agricultnre. The 
fiirther development of the tasks outlined at Geneva will 
likewise have to take place on the common basis of these 
branches of economics. That means in the first place an 
expansion of the League organs which have hitherto dealt 
with economic questions, and more especially of the 
Economic Committee, which will have to include representa
tives of all branches of economics if it is to ensure close 
collaboration from the outset. A suitable expansion of the 
internal services of the Secretariat would sim.ilarly seem 
desirable. These two measures would, I think, be enough at 
the start to ensure the successful continuation of the work 
of the Economic Conference and further expansion would 
take place spontaneously. 

The proposal made by the Labour representatives at the 
Conference-to establish within the League a great inter
national Economic Burea1l--<lid not meet with acceptance. 
Nevertheless the idea underlying this proposal, the desire to 
increase the League's economic activity, seems to me worthy 
of all support. Not that I would advocate the creation 
of a central economic control bureau, armed with special 
powers; what I have in mind is a centre of information, 
permanently watching world economics as a whole. The 
documents collected and arranged by the League for the 
purposes of the Economic Cooference are of immense value, 
and are certainly indispensable to every economist on 
account of their wealth of facts. To systematise the col-
1ecting of material is a matter of special importance; for 
thereby the real bases for the execution of the Geneva pro
gramme will be kept permanently in view. 

The Economic Committee of the League at its special 
session of July IZ-I4 last, provisionally discossed certain 
urgent resolutions of the Economic Conference dealing with 
such questions as tariffs and commercial treaties, the 
unification of customs nomenclatnre and the treatment of 
nationals and enterprises of one country domiciled in the 
lerritory of another. For the wlution of these questions 
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the Economic Committee made cettain practical proposals, 
which willensure that the work in these fields will be suitably 
followed up. 

A!! a result of the first steps taken to carry out the Geneva 
resolutions the various practical problems will be explored in 
every detail That is only natural and in itself all to the 
good. But this indefatigable study of matters of detail 
must not be allowed to cause the great general lead given 
by the Geneva Conference to peter out in the study of 
technical details, however important these may be in them
selves. The Geneva Conference marks, and must mark, 
more than a mere technical development of matters fiscal 
If the labour done there is not be to lost, it must be made of 
real use to mankind by entailing a sweeping reform and 
reconstruction of international economic relationships. 
Naturally the Conference was synthetic rather than analytic 
in its methods. The potentialities of the Geneva resolutions 
lie in synthesis and nothing short of the complete synthesis 
of the xvorld economic situation from its ultimate causes and 
the practical application of the lessons learned therefrom can 
bring about the better future which was so eloquently and 
strikingly depicted at the Conference. Technical details 
regarding taxation and other matters may-nay must-be 
the means to this end; but they must not be made the end 
itself, otherwise the Conference, though it would have scored 
a partial success, would certainly have failed in its real object. 

And here is where the special mission of the League comes 
in. It consists of seeing that all the individual pieces of 
work done within the large field that has been marked out are 
permanently linked together and that the ultimate goal of 
the Economic Conference is never lost sight of. A!! regards 
the very necessary individual activities of expert committees, 
which will of course have to be set up in fairly large numbers, 
the enlarged Economic Committee of the League, as the 
co-ordinaring parent-committee, will have to weave all the 
threads together into a single fabric and, in conjunction with 
the League, prepare if necessary for a wider discussion by an 
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IIIl ho& body, large, though perhaps not so large, as the 
Economic Conference itself. 

As the preparatory work proceeds, the individual nations 
may be expected to display an ever-growing readiness to 
examine thoroughly and dispassionately the tnle nltimate 
causes of the world economic depression and to take more 
real notice than hltherto of the first structural changes that 
have taken place as a resnlt of the war. 

By prudent and faNlighted treatment of world economic 
problems on the lines indicated above, the League will. I am 
sure, greatly enlarge its field of action. The work it has 
done to this end will help to consolidate its general position 
and thereby enable it to perform further great services for 
mankind as a whole. It will. however, be the duty- and 
a very noble one---of all the member nations, great and 
small, to lend their wholehearted support to the League in 
the fnlfilment of this task, a task undertaken in the interests 
of humanity. My own country, I am sure, will not fail to 
answer the call 



THE RT. HON. WALTER RUNClJlAN. M.P. (Former 
President of the Board of Trade). 

THE Agricultural Commission of the Plenary Session of 
the Economic Conference gave expression time after time to 
the interdependence of industries. In the words of the re
port " it would be vain to hope that one could enjoy lasting 
prosperity independently of the others." Agriculture, in 
the view of the members of the Conference, can only hope 
for an improved demand for its produce by an extension of 
industry and commerce. They even ask for the removal
of all hindrances to the free circulation of and trade in 
agricultural products, and for the reduction of customs 
protection both for industry and agriculture. If their hopes 
and requests are crowned, great good will be done. If their 
requests are ignored, agriculture will continue to suffer in 
every country in the world. 

On international combines and cartels it was inevitable 
that there should be fundamental differences of opinion. 
In some quarters it had been thought that international 
arrangements within the trades themselves, and cartels 
where quotas for the various markets were the result of 
mutual arrangement. would solve many of the troubles 
arising from competition. It was even hoped that if cartels 
could be usefully adopted we need not bother our heads 
about tariffs and other trade barriers. It soon became ap
parent that on this point there was no uniformity of view ; 
indeed, on every other subject that came before the Con
ference there was more complete agreement than on this. 

The findings of the Conference on Commerce, however, 
were not only unanimous but were prompted by agreement 
more remarkable than has ever been known at a Conference 
dealing with such difficult and, indeed, thorny problems. 
The present scale of tariffs was condemned. The erection of 
tariff barriers, the Conference declared, had gone too far. 

fa 
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They asked for lower tarilf walls and greater facilities for 
international trade. They declined to express any opinion 
whatever on the fundamental principles of free trade or 
protection. High barriers they deplored, and they begged 
all Governments everywhere to enter into commercial 
treaties with eaeh other and warned them against setting 
up tllrifs tie combat in advance of negotiations. They begged 
for greater stability in tarilf policies, and for longer periods 
over whieh they could count on tariffs not being raised. 

What will the Governments make of these drastic 
proposals 1 Some Governments and some ministers will 
be tempted to pigeon-hole them. They will be polite and 
tell the League of Nations that these findings are of the 
greatest historical roterest, and will be carefully preserved 
in their libraries. I wonder how many will act and how 
many will frame their international policy in accordance 
with these world-wide aspirations! 

As a man of somewhat wide experience of business in 
many aspects, and of affairs, for I was a British Minister of 
the Crown for eleven years and sat for nine years continu
ously in the Cabinet, I have no hesitation in saying that the 
transport and commerce recommendations of the Geneva 
Conference can be carried out by any Government whieh 
has the good-will to look on these proposals as a practical 
contribution to the solution of world problems. Every 
recommendation could be made to operate in the year 1928. 
Their full fruition would not come for a year or two; but 
by adopring them we should at least have made substantial 
progress in the restoration of the world to its pre-war 
prosperity, and in the development of the newer countries, 
whieh depend to a large extent on the purehasing power of 
the old. 



SIR CAMPBELL W. RHODES, C.B.E. (Member of the Council 
of India and President of the &'ociated Chamber of 
Commerce of India and Ceylon). 

As one playing a less material part in the Economic 
Conference than those of my colleagues who have contri
buted to this book, and representing, as I did, a country 
which, though vitally interested in its findings, has been 
fortunately only affected slightly by the economic chaos in 
Europe, I had the opportunity of appreciating, at its full 
value, the work done by the representatives of the Euro-" 
pean States and of America. The possibility of good result
ing from our deliberations rests prinIarily on the intrinsic 
value of our work. The readiest criticism of our report 
is that, in the words of Puneh, it provides a glimpse into 
the obvious, and this criticism may find some apparent 
justification in the fact that representative men from fifty 
nations' arrived at unaninIous conclusions. It is just this 
glinIpse, however, that perhaps constitutes the real value 
of our labours. Anyone reading the section on the present 
tariff situation must be struck by the obvious troth of what 
is there stated; and the interesting question then arises, 
how i. it that truths, so obvious, should have escaped the 
notice of so many nations of the world I 

The events of 191+ to 1918 closed a chapter in the econ
omic history of Europe, and out of the cataclysmic 0ccur

rences of that period, a new chapter was commenced on 
uneconomic and even vicious lines. Deprived by new tariff 
barriers both of their customary sources of supply, and of 
the markets for their products, many countries fell a victinI 
to the new and false doctrine that salvation lay in each 
nation being self-contained: in other words, that security 
was to be found behind high tariff walls, rather than in pur
suing the pleasant paths of economic brotherhood and peace. 
The effect was, and still is, to deprive all nations of the great 

1. 
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benefit. resulting from international trade. The very essence 
of a sound contract between two parties, whether nations or 
individuals, i. that each shall supply the other with some
thing more valuable to the receiver than to the giver, and 
that the prosperity of both shall thereby be increased. 
This is a fundamental law of all human relationships and 
we give even our friendship in the hope of receiving back 
something more valuable to us than the splendid isolation 
of our own personality. 

Under the exhausting strain of the reconstruction of 
Europe, sa,," qui ,lui became the watchword of the 
nations and, at the time, no other policy seemed possible. 
But, if I may be forgiven a personal reminiscence, I should 
like to quote the instructions written on half a sheet of 
notepaper, which I received in India from my senior panner 
in London during the dark days of August 1914: "Do your 
best to preserve our interests, but, in doing so, see chat none 
of your neighbours suffer." Therein lies the truth which the 
Economic Conference has attempted to bring to the atten
tion of the world and in the application of chat truth is 
embedded the world's economic salvation. By no means 
does it imply chat tariff barriers must be entirely swept away. 
Had all nations started the race on absolutely equal terms, 
a policy of laisstZ j..w. might have been justifiable; but it 
is in the true interests of the world chat each State should 
develop to the full its own natural resources. Such develop
ment can only be rendered possible so long as the immature 
states can obtain support and protection in their industrial 
infancy. Such an immature state is India, by whose 
Government I was nominated to the Economic Conference. 
Pressing as is the need for the more intensive and efficient 
development of her wonderful agricultural resources, India 
has also great industrial possibilities and the development 
of these will add materially, not only to the wealth of the 
world, but also to the purchasing power of that vast sub
continent. Be this as it. may, in our report we have endeav
oured to show how detrimental it is, both to any country 
itself and to the world at large, chat industries should be 
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developed along uneconomic lines or on uncongenial soiJ, in 
the altogether vain hope of rendering that country self
contained. Probably the first statement of this great 
economic truth was contained in those well-known words, 
U Give and it shall be given unto you. good measure, pressed 
down and running over," and if this doctrine of mutual 
interdependence be grasped by the Governments of the 
world. the Economic Conference will not have been held 
in vain. 

I It is not always realised how closely interlocked are 
protective and revenue duties, and how dama~ there
fore, to sound industrial devdopment have been the almost 
inevitable steps taken by countries to balance their budgets. 
Many countries have found that high import duties, im
posed with no other object than to secure extra revenue to 
the State, postulate some system of protection. This was 
India's experience in 1922, when the Indian Fiscal Com
mission reported that .. the necessity for raising a large 
revenue from customs duties and the obvious inexpediency 
of iglloring the efi'ect of those duties on the industries of 
the country must inevitably lead India to the adoption of a 
policy of protection, as they led Germany in 1879." India 
w .... however, fortunate enough to recognise from the outset 
the danger with which she was faced, and through the 
instrumentality of a strong and independent TariH Board 
has steadily set her face against the growth of unsuitable 
industries fostered by the adventitious circumstance of 
enhanced revenue duties. From what has been said, it 
naturally follows that war debts, heavy expenditure on 
armaments, the monetary and economic loss inherent in 
unemployment, whether caused by diminution of inter
national trading or by new difficulties placed in the way of 
the migration of surplus populations, all block the road to 
the fulfilment of the objects set forth by the Economic Con
ference. Both the possibility and the probability of action 
on lines suggested by the Conference depend therefore on 
the re-examination of national budgets with a view to the 
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whether on armaments or on hothouse cultivation of exotic 
industries. 

The disease from which the world is suffering produces 
many symptoms, and whilst palliati'VeS may be necessary 
to relieve the more distressing of such symptoms, palliatives 
are not cures, and health can only be restored by probing 
to the root of the disease. The Economic Conference has 
made an honest and frank attempt at diagnosis, convinced 
that the symptoms will disappear, when the facts are real
ised and the proper remedies applied. One of the most dis
tressing of these symptoms is the lack of confidence, which 
has resulted from the present disorganisations and from the 
constant changes of medicine prescribed merely to alleviate 
present pains. Unstable currencies, wildly fluctuating 
prices and panic legislation have all contributed to this 
loss of confidence. Capital i. available, but capital is shy. 
Stocks of commodities used to form a spring buffer between 
producer and consumer; but even where such stocks now 
exist, doubts as to their realisable value and the resulting 
feeling of insecurity have rendered them only an aggrava
tion of the present uncertainties. 

The widest possible publicity for these truths is essential, 
if the object of the Conference is to be achieved. The Con
ference had no executive powers, nor indeed has the League 
of Nations, to which it reported. It could only recommend. 
Government. themselves cannot legislate very far ahead 
of public opinion. On the other hand, if the delegates were 
typical of the merchants, industrialists, agriculturists and 
workers of the countries, which sent them to Geneva, it 
would appear that the Government. are lagging behind the 
considered views of their own subjects. 

Unfortunately suicidal self-interest, so-called, is regarded 
asles. venal in the State than in the individual and is even 
exalted as a virtue. It i. so easy to take the short view and 
to imagine that any action injurious to our neighbours must 
perforce be beneficial to ourselves. It will be difficult to 
persuade the world, that in the fair treatment of others lies 
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our own individual prosperity: yet this is the salient fact. 
which the Conference has endeavoured to drive home. 

It is inevitable that the findings of the Conference will 
form the basis of discussion in the League and amongst 
its component parts; but an instructed public opinion is 
an essential condition of practical progress, the only 
guarantee that any good will result. The situation cannot 
be forced. Time will be required for statesmen to examine 
the report, and thereafter to alter the trend of their policy 
80 as to bring it on to the line. indicated. Unlike commerce 
and industry, state craft moves slowly. But deby is 
dangerous and every passing year makes it mbre diflicult 
for the nations to escape from the present impasse. If the 
recommendations of the Economic Conference result only in 
arresting the present tendency towards ever-rising tariff 
barriers, some good will have been accomplished, and this 
litde may perhaps be anticipated. But it is not enough. 
A complete reversal of policy is the direction in which the 
Conference has pointed, as the only way of economic salva
tion for 'I distracted world. 

The rationalisation of industry, to which our report has 
devoted considerable attention, is less advanced in the 
Eastern hemisphere than in the Western. America has 
pointed the way and it is for Europe, which is more cultur
ally individualistic than her trans·adautic neighbour, to 
develop a far higher degree of rationalisation than at present 
exists without destroying that varied life and culture of 
which she is so righdy proud. 

The deliberations at Geneva have not merely resulted in 
the unanimous adoption of a series of resolutions. They 
have a deeper significance. The World EcOnomic Conference 
marks a further stage in the evolution of the League of 
Nations, a definite step forward from the political into the 
economic zone. Economic dissensions have been the cause 
of more than one disastrous war; economic agreement may 
well be the precursor of international peace. The gods of 
the nineteenth century were on the side of the big battalions 
-the God of the twentieth century will be on the side of the 
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big ideas. Nothing but the anniliBacion of civilisation can 
IlJ'l'eM permanently the development of the League of 
Nations, nothing else can prevent the gradual development 
of its activities along the lines of economic unity. 



ROLABD W. BOYD"B (Fonner Unofficial Observer of the 
U.S. Government on the Reparation Commi88ion). 

The hope that the Geneva Economic Conference would 
make an important stage a1 progress towards better inter
national trade policies, has been fully justified by the 
result. Just as the resolutions of the Brussels Financial 
Conference of 1920 gave fum support to all efforts towards 
sound currencies, so the Geneva economic re&'olutioos will 
give fum support to all efforts towards saner economic. 
policies. They will exert constant pressure upon public 
opinion and upon statesmen. 

As a member a1 the International Chamber a1 Commerce 
I have just reason for satisfaction in the infiuence exerted 
at Geneva by the report a1 our Trade Barriers Committee. 
Its authority as the expression a1 the opinion a1 the world 
a1 business, was fully recognised. No document presented 
to the Conference was more frequendy referred to or a1 
greater practical usefulness. 

The results of the Geneva Conference added to the 
interest and utility a1 the Congress at Stockholm. The 
International Chamber had there a unique opportunity 
to emphasise and supplement the Geneva resolutions. The 
truth must be hammered home until it is finally embodied 
in legislative and administrative practice. 

The so-called practical man is apt to think that resolu
tions are mere words. He is sceptical unless they are im
mediately translated into acts. But where the acts must be 
performed by Governments, the practical fact is that mere 
words, such as these Geneva resolutions, constitute a practi
cal act. They are an essential preliminary to the creation 
of that general public opinion which must precede more 
enlightened and effective policies with respect to inter
national trade. 

The Geneva resolutions express the composite common-
80 
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sense of able men gathered from the whole world. They 
formulate what was before indefinite and unformulated in 
our minds. They are for the most part concrete and business 
like, and they are even courageous. They cannot create 
an immediate economic renaissance but they point the 
way of progress; and statesmen, enlightened and othetwise, 
will gradually learn to walk therein. 

The process by which these unanimous resolutions weze 
reached was interesting in itself, but becom... still more 
interesting when one realises that it illustrat ... the necessity 
for such a Conference. No one nation, no one of the dde
gations, acting by itself, could have formulated these recom
mendations. Each on .. acting by itsdf, would have empha
sised the folly-perhaps even the malignity of the trade 
policies of othet nations, and would have explained care
fully the wisdom and necessity of its own policies. Each 
would have done its best to convince its own public that 
its policies were 100 per cent pure and good, and that the 
other nations were causing all the trouble. 

It was in this somewhat narrow spirit that the Conference 
assembled. It was in this spirit that many of the opening 
speeches were made. But as contact. widened and dis
cussion became more intimate, confidence grew and sus-
pieion l=d. One could see and ted that an evolutiona!l 
.Erocess was taking place. The Separatist Pharisaical Spillt 
gradually yidded ground and was succeeded by a real 
consensus of international judgment. This international 
judgment is what the resolutions represent-a judgment 
which might almost be tetmed a mutual conf .... ion by 
publicans and sinners. No one delegation could have framed 
this international judgment. Altogether, at Geneva, when 
the time was ripe, they seemed by some miracle to escape 
from the Babel of tongues to the higher plane of united 
thought and common speech. -------



JULIUS KLEIN (Director, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic 
Commerce. U.S. Department of Commerce). 

Much has been written and said of the accomplishments 
of the Conference; but one of its outstanding achievements 
has not attracted any considerable attention as yet, doubt
less because it was of a purely negative character. Mrer 
exhaustive discussion and most careful deliberation the 
Conference refrained from setting up any regulatory or 
supervisory body to police the behaviour of the variou. 
nations in any of the numerous fields of economic activity 
which were under consideration. There were some forceful 
and able proposals to instal super-bureaucratic agencies 
which were intended to go beyond the passive supervision 
of interchanging of information, and to enter the far mor~ 
perilous field of active supervision and control of funda
mental policies in certain important fields lying distinctly 
within the responsibility and prerogatives of the various 
Governments. 

For example, with reference to international industrial 
agreements the Conference recognised the impossibility of 
an "international juridical regime » on the subject, point
ing out that the laws and tribunals of each individual 
country can take action with regard to international agree
ments so far as they involve operations in its own territory. 
The definite opinion of the great majority of the delegates 
on this matter seems to indicate quite clearly that the 
post-war mania for various magic legislative panaceas to 
bring about a sudden economic Renaissance is distincdy on 
the wane. In fact one of the most hopeful indicatinns arising 
from the Conference was this evidence ot the weakening 
of the inevitable psychological consequence of excessive w~ 
time powers of Governmental agencies. The conviction was 

. fairly evident that no written mandates or formulae eman
ating from some centralised agency set up to regulate 

S. 
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industry, commerce or agriculture, could serve as an 
Arabian Night's magic carpet to whisk the world instantly to 
blissful prosperity. In spite of the steadily increasing tempo 
of present-<iay life, with the incredible wizardry of science 
which has accustomed the world to unheard of speed in 
transportation and communication-transatlantic flights 
and telephone service, the transmission of photographs 
through the air, etc.-there was a very reassuring atmos
phere of sobriety in the Conference. Its resolutions clearly 
recognised that the path to economic well-being, which now 
lies before the world, is steep and stony, and that there are 
no easy short cuts. Self-regulation in international buainess, 
with a will toward mutual helpfulness and collaboration, 
seemed to be clearly the objective of the Conference. 

Perhaps the most practically important, although the 
least discussed of the resolutions in the field of industry, 
were those relaring to statistics. The proposals for effective 
and co-ordinative effort in that field with a view toward 
establishing international comparability is deserving of the 
closest consideration on the part of all interested officials 
and others. This would seem to be one of the first means of 
early constructive achievement in putting into effect the 
determinations of the Conference, because in several coun
tries the necessary steps can be taken without considerable 
delay. It is particularly to be hoped that in the coming 
International Statistical Conference at Cairo, some definite 
progress in this direction can be reported, with a view 
toward 'developing further plans to put the recommenda
tions of the Geneva Meeting into effect. In this connection 
the recommendation of the Conference for the extension 
and improvement of agricultural statistics is also worthy 
of careful attention. Agencies are already available to 
encourage the further study of scientific systems of farm 
accounting, and it is to be hoped that the proposal of the 
Conference regarding an international committee of experts 
on this particulat subject can be realised at an early date. 

Much was said with reference to rationalisation, including 
mention of various American processes for the elimination 
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of wasteful methods, the scientific improvement of pro
cesses and technique, etc. However, it was clearly indicated, 
both by European and American delegates, that there 
are fundamental differences in conditions which make im
possible the complete application elsewhere of certain 
American methods, particularly with regard to the im
mense domestic market of the United States in contrast 
with European markets divided np by national boundaries 
and consequent trade barriers. 

The deliberations of the Conference indicated the urgent 
necessity for extending any investigations of rationalisa
tion to include not only the picturesque problem of mass 
prodoction but·also the equally important though mo,!, 
elusive one of mass consumption-the stimulation of in
creased bnying power and better living standards. The 
Conference proceeded to put on record a warning against 
possible unfortunate effects of rationalisation upon the 
working classes, whose interests should be protected by the 
adoption of suitable measures to prevent 1088 of employ
ment or more arduous work. It would seem, however, that 
those who are charged with the responsibility of putting 
these rerommendations into effect should go further in their 
efforts to attain those reciprocal advantages which must 
be secured for the employee as much as for the employer in 
any such improvements of production methods. One of the 
first features of any rationalisation programme should take 
the form of improvement in wages and working conditions. 
In this connection the development of the policy of employee 
stock ownership would seem to be a feature well worthy of 
careful consideration. both as a means of improving the 
welfare of the employees and of contributing materially 
toward industrial peace and stability. 

Perhaps one of the most hopeful, though less spectacular 
recommendations of the Conference in the much discussed 
field of customs tariffs was that urging uniformity of nomen
clature, and simplification of classification. It is to be hoped 

. that the application of these findings will be carried forward 
with the utmost vigour with a view toward simplifying the 
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procedure, cutting the costs and expediting the progress 
of international business. Much can be done in this fie\d by 
prompt and independent action on the part of several 
Governments, and any such steps as are taken should be 
given the widest publicity by way of stimulating similar 
efforts elsewhere. 

It might be well, in conclusion, to reiterate one proposal 
to which the American delegation called attention, namely 
that referting to the importance of stimulating in every 
possible manner the development of the economically newer 
or less-developed areas of the world. After every great 
international war in modem times, one of the most vital 
factors in the restoration of economic well-being has been 
the exploitation of newly opened lands. To take a typical 
recent instance, the opposing of trans-continental railway 
service in the United States in 1868, and the subsequent 
widespread application of the .o-<:alled homestead laws 
in the new lands of the West were among the most signifi
cant and effective elements in the recovery of the country 
from the devastation of the Civil War of 1861-65. Similarly, 
the great colonial expansion of various European powers 
during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries was a potent 
element in the rehabilitation of the war-tom states of the 
old world after the costly conflicts of that period. 

Economic factors have frequently been described as the 
basic causes of many wars, but there can be no doubt that 
the necessities of these same factors likewise makes im
portant contributions toward international good-will and 
better understanding. Repeated references were made 
during the Conference to the commercial or economic unity 
within the United States, and the absence of many trade 
barriers similar to those which now harass business on the 
European Continent. It may not be amiss, however, to 
recall the fact that there was a time in American history 
when this fortunate circumstance did not exist, namely, 
during the years of the Confederation from 1783 to 178<}, 
which have been described by John Fiske, the great 
authority on this " critical period" in these vivid term. : 
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"These unspeakably stupid and contemptible local anti
pathies are inherited by civilised men from that far-off 
time when the clan system prevailed over the earth, and 
the hand of every clan was raised against it. neighbours. 
They are pale and evanescent survivors from the universal 
primitive warfare, and the sooner they die out from human 
society the better for everyone. • • . But the only thing 
which can finally destroy them is the widespread and un
restricted intercourse of different group. of people in peace
fulsocial and commercial relations. The rapidity with which 
this process i. now going on i. the most encouraging of all 
the symptoms of our modern civilisstion." The first steps 
to overcome this deplorable situation in the United States 
were talren in 1785 by a group of delegates representing five 
States who met at Alexandria, Virginia, for the purpose of 
removing trade barriers, which were recognised as the chief 
cause of the difficulty. The ultimate outcome of their 
deliberations, as continued at Philadelphia, was the present 
Constitution of the United States. 

There would seem to be a somewhat comparable situation 
before the world at this time, at least in 80 far as the neres
·sity for an improvement of international economic relation
ship is concerned, and when that improvement is wrought
and the way is clearly indicated in the resolution. of the 
Geneva Conference-we may certainly anticipate a notable 
conrribution to the cause of international good-will and 
well-being. 



GuSTAVE L GiuaD (Directew' G&leraI adjoint <In Comiu 
Central Industriel de Belgique). 

The Uloat I!triking feature that emerged from the work of 
the International Economic Conference is that the Confer· 
ence should not be regarded a8 a final step. but a lHginning, 
and this beginning shonld certainly not be anything but 
that of the ...." 1r4 outlined in the Report of the Commerce 
Commission, during the progress of which it should be 
possible-to see " international commerce successively over
coming all obstacles in its path that unduly hamper it and 
resuming that upward movement which is at once a sign 
of the world'. economic health and the necessary condition 
for the development of civilisation." 

The work of the Conference on the commercial side de
veloped in two ways: on the one hand, certain principles 
were laid down; on the other, a scheme of investigation and 
ttudy on a large scale was devised which the League of 
Nation. is invited to carry out. Moreover, these two con- . 
elusions were linked up very closely: ideas animated the 
programme and the programme upheld these ideas by 
supplying them with the strong support of a translation of 
the facts. 

The distinction which 1 aim at making rests, however, on 
the establishment of two parallel lin .. of action, one of which 
will essentially bear the character of propaganda, while the 
other will strive to attain definite realisation at once. 

In each country industrial groups and chambers of com· 
merce, bodies recognised by the business world, will exert 
themselves by means of publications and Conferen_ to 
arouse the attention of publiC:opinion and to bring home 
to it the fact that the interests of the mass of producers and 
consumers should prompt them to adhere to the new policy. 
The Press, always on the alert. will not fail to follow the 
movement closely, affording vigorous support by spreading 

81 
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information and discussions. Governments should then
if they have not aheady done so spontaneously-take up a 
definite attitude and say if they agree or not; for, we must 
not forget, the resolutions of the Conference were carried 
unanimously by the vote of the representatives of each 
country at Geneva. 

In Belgium this initial stage has already been accom
plished. On June 4th M. Vandervelde delivered in the House 
of Representatives, a speech devoted to the Conference, and 
ended with the following words: "The Belgian Govern
ment wishes to declare that from t<>-<lay it gives its full 
support to the recommendations of the Conference. At the 
same time the Government asserts that it is disposed from 
this moment to act in concert with other Governments on 
the basi. laid down by the Conference." 

In certain countries where traditions of commercial 
policy are further removed from this basis than is the case 
in Belgium, the compliance of officials will perhaps be more 
difficult to obtain. It is at this point that the second form 
of propaganda will be resorted to-international propaganda. 
Now, what organisation could better be entrusted with this 
work than the International Chamber of Commerce with 
its twenry four National Committees 1 At the reoent 
Congress at Stockholm the International Chamber of 
Commerce clearly showed that it was quite ready to lend the 
moral support of its authority and its unequalled position 
as an effective instrument to carry on the work begun at 
Geneva. 

And this leads to a consideration of the second mode of 
action: the accomplishment of a series of investigations 
suggested by the Conference to the League of Nations, which 
should finally end in a chain of bi-lateral, multi-lateral or 
international agreements. This is without doubt a task of 
long duration, but a task of the utmost importance, one 
which deserves the united support of all economists and of 
all Governments. 

If such be the case, the Economic Organisation of the 
League of Natiolls will be ~ven the task of realising this 
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programme. The shape that this organisation will take 
will exercise a dominating influence on the extent of these 
investigations and on the thoroughness and dispatch with 
which they are conducted. It is important, therefore, that 
such an organisation should be based on well-thought-<lut 
principles. 

I must refrain from discossing here the type of organisa
tion I desire to see established, the organisation which will 
finally be adopted to devote itself solely to the best achieve
ment of technical work, as conceiv~d and defined by the 
Conference. I will only declare that it must exclude all 
considerations of a political nature which would trouble 
the serene atmosphere of mutual confidence which is in
dispensable for the achievement of all work of general 
interest. 



· ALBERTO P'ULL' (president of the International Chamber 
of Commerce). 

The Economic Conference, in addition to its practical and 
positive results, has created possibilities and hopes. Doubt
less it may be alleged ,that the Conference refrained from 
addressing itself to certain essential problems of world 
economic restoration; doubtless issues vital to the future 
hovered over the Conference without it beitlg possible to 
consider them; and it must be admitted that political 
contingencies restricted the field of inquiry of a meeting 
such as that at Geneva. So miracles were not to be expected. 
All those who are fanIiliar with the genesis of economic 
progress and evolution in the nineteenth century are well 
aware that miracles of that kind do not happen; that every 
striking event recognised as such has been slowly prepared 
for years by other events of seeming less importance, the 
immediate meaning of which none perceived. 

During the past seven years, an atmosphere has been 
created which has made possible the slow and almost im
perceptible growth of such reactions and phenomena as 
manifested themselves at Geneva. The Inrernational Cham
ber of Commerce is justly entitled to the credit of an import
ant share in the creation of this atmosphere. 

It is only right to acknowledge that within the limits it 
set itself, the Economic Conference has been a success. It 
went as far as it was possible to go in such a meeting. It 
either had to arrive at general resolutions susceptible of 
creating a movement of public opinion, or it had to go into 
highly technical problem.. It may be said to have done 
both by laying down very general principles in its Com
mercial Commission and in taking up very technical mat
ters in its Industrial Commission. 

As its President pointed out in hi. closing speech, this 
Conference was only a beginning. Duubtless it was able 

go 
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to submit precise results to the Governments, if only on a 
few of the points it was asked to consider. But those who 
would judge of its influence and importance by this one detail 
would be strangely mistaken. It did more and better than 
agree on certain formulz, the outward and visible expression 
of which is the report circulated abroad: it brought the full 
endorsement of the fifty countries represented in Geneva 
to that movement of public opinion which has made itself 
felt in ail civilised countries since 19%0 when, within a few 
months of each other, were held the Financial Conference 
of Brussels and the Organisation Congress of the Inter
national Chamber of Commerce. 

The International Chamber of Commerce deserves great 
credit for having by its work contributed to the creation and 
direction of this movement of public opinion. Its work has 
always been done with a breadth of visioD, a will to ro
operate loyally, a spirit of peace and progress which honour 
the members of the International Chamber and may also 
be found-for the greater good of a storm-tossed world-in 
the IeSolutions passed by the Economic Conference. 

I also wish to emphasise the very marked increase in the 
prestige and moral authority of the International Chamber, 
which, of course, adds greatly to our responsibilities. A 
psychological victory is not a victory at all unless it can be 
maintained. Our faith in our organisation has been strength
ened, but our work must be extended and intensified. Our 
member. and their National Committees must redouble 
their activities, for if a few of the ideals to which the 
International Chamber is attached have triumphed, the 
most difficult task still remains to be done. Their application 
must be brought about. 



COUIIT C. DB MOL TKB (Former Minister of Foreign AIlairs, 
Denmark). 

The question-what should be the next stage, and .how 
should the decisions arrived at by the Economic Conference 
be developed l-was on the mind of many members before 
the Conference broke up. This was the natural consequence 
of their surprise on the one hand at the achievements of 
the Conference, and their eagerness on the other to bring 
safely into port these ac.hievements and to prevent them 
from becoming dead files. 

When I say that members were surprised at the results 
of the Conference I allude to. the scepticism with which 
many, perhaps the majority, .had approached it-little 
expecting that such definite and vigoroUllly worded and 
unanimoUllly adopted resolutions would be the outcome. 

As the resolution of the Committee on Commerce was the 
all-important result of the Conference and was the only one 
which I .had an opportunity to follow more closely myself 
in its drafting, I shall confine my remarks to this interesting 
document and, although it may be known to most readers, 
it may be useful to summarise the aims, principles and de
cisions arrived at thereby. I will do this, if I may say so, 
in a telegraphic style, in order to be as concise as possible. 

Here then are the salient features of the resolution on 
Commerce: 

I. A desire is unanimously expressed that this Confer
ence shall mark the beginning of a new era over
coming successively all obstacles to international 
Commerce and allowing it to resume its upward 
movement. 

z. Any strictly nationalist policy is proclaimed as 
harmful, not only to the nation which practises it, 
but also to others, and therefore as defeating its 
own end. 

g. 
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3. In regard to post-war practices of import and export 
prohibition, etc., and to the deplorable results of 
such measures, it is deemed important that Govem
ments should forthwith abandon an economic 
policy injurious both to their own and to the 
interests of other nations. (One of the problems to 
be dealt with by the Diplomatic Conference con
vened for October, 19'-7 at Geneva). 

4. A desire is unanimously expressed that Custom 
tariHs should be simplified and that a common 
systematic Customs Nomenclature should be estab
lished thereby avoiding unwarranted sub-divisions. 
Slates which have adopted the common Nomen
clature should undertake not to impair its value by 
applying arbitrary or discriminating specifications 
to the detriment of third states. 

S. Instability of Customs Tariffs is proclaimed as one 
of the most formidable obstacles to the establish
ment of permanent and secure intemational trade 
relations. Governments should, therefore, refrain 
from frequent and sudden changes in their Customs 
duties and conclude their commercial treaties for 
as long a period as possible. 

6. The increase of Customs tariHs should be stopped 
and the movement reversed in the opposite direc
tion along various lines which will be specified 
later. 

7. Nations should, therefore, take steps forthwith to 
remove or to dimjnish such tariff barriers, which 
gravely hamper trade, starting with those which 
have been imposed to counteract the effects of dis
turbances arising out of the war. 

8. The practice of putting into force, in advance of 
treaty negotiations, excessive duties established 
for the purpose of bargainiog, whether by means 
of torifs u <ombat or by means of general tariffs is 
condemned. 
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9. The standardisation of methods of treaty making 
and the establishment for all countries of clearly 
defined and uniform principles as to the interpreta
tion and scope of the most-favoured-nation clause 
in regard to Customs duties and other charges shall 
form the objects of an inquiry to be entrusted to 
the Economic Organisation of the League of 
Nations. 

These principles have been voted unanimously by the 
Conference; and yet they bear evidence of existing and 
future struggle-the struggle between nationalism and 
solidarity, .. the nationalism which manifests itself through 
the economic relation of the present and the solidarity 
that breaks its way along the ideas of the League of Nations, 
the International Cbamber of Commerce and the manifestos 
of Business men of October, 1926." (Quoted from A PUll 
for the Rnnov"z of Restrictions "pon European 'Irtule.) 

Representatives of nationalism were present at the 
Conference as representatives of solidarity in the sense just 
described. The possibility of a clash between the two 
elements was naturally the. object of grave concern to all. 
The President of the Conference-the ablest, the wisest, the 
most courteous and honest President a Conference has ever 
had--<OXpressed this feding of grave concern in his con
cluding speech when he said: 

.. In spite of the efforts to be impartial and to be 
conciliatory which we are accustomed to expect from 
representatives meeting at Geneva, there was reason 
to fear that the diversity of origin and of quali6C4tions 
might cause friction and opposition--possibly of a violent 
and unpleasant character. But the danger of confusion 
and of controversies, which many pessimists considered 
practically certain, has, thanks to generou. efforts of 
rapprochement, not only been avoided but actually 
diminated." 

These words are no doubt meant at lea.t as a partial 
tribute to the wise and chivalrous attitude and conciliatory 
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spirit shown not only by such members, as may be con
sidered representatives of nationalism, but also by those 
who wonld perhaps have preferred a slower rate of progress 
than that which is outlined in the report of the Conference 
and a more academic and docrrinary programme for the 
future, leaving a larger margin for adjusting conditions 
to what a Swiss paper has called the Magna Charta of 
future World Economics. Taken as such no tribute conld 
have been better expressed or more jusdy deserved. 

I return now to the initial question-what should be the 
next stage i The next stage is actually that which the dele
gates will be able to reach in their own countries through 
private, governmental and parliamentary channels. I 
consider it is of the utmost importance that members of the 
Delegation should remain for this purpose in close touch 
with each other to decide how to set to work along the said 
three channels; that they communicate to each other any 
information they may receive from abroad, and that they 
continually discuss amongst themselves the next step to be 
taken. In other words such delegations should not consider 
themselves as dissolved from the moment they return to 
their respective countries, but they should, on the contrary, 
consider themselves as still in function, getting ready for 
the continua'tion of their work of making the results of the 
Conference pass from the unofficial sphere in which they 
were bred to the official one, and of arousing the interest of 
the public the better to ensure this. In this respect we have, 
of course, a very easy task in rienmark. It can be truly 
declared that the Danish Press has given greater space, 
interest and sympathy to the Economic Conference than to 
any previous international meeting. As to the Danish 
Government this much can be said already, that the report 
of the Danish Delegation will be laid on the table of the 
Houses of Parliament, where, since many members have 
followed the work of the Conference with the keenest 
interest, it is very likely sooner or later to become a subject 
of debate. The work of our Delegation at home is, as will 
be seen, well started, and there is no danger that the 
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labours of the Conference will become a dead letter or a dead 
file here. But such danger cannot be said to exist generally; 
for important international COngr ..... and Conferences-
the dates of which have already been fixed for the near 
future-will put the principles and resolutions laid down 
in May at Geneva to new tests and new discussions. 

(a) The first international meeting of this sort was the 
Congress of the International Chamber of Com
merce which met at Stockholm on the 27th June. 
Many of the same men who co-operated at Geneva 
were there, and as the first subject to,be discussed 
was Tariff Barriers it meant a revival of what 
happened on this item at Geneva. 

(b) In August the General Conference on Communica
tion and Transit met at Geneva and discussed 
among other questions those dealt with in Section 
IV of the Resolution on Commerce under the 
heading" Discriminations arising from Conditions 
of Transport." 

(c)' The Diplomatic Conference which is to meet at 
Geneva in October will discuss the draft conven
tion to be prepared by the Council of the League 
of Nations with a view to abolishing import and 
export prohibitions and other restrictions as 
recommended by the resolution on Commerce, 

(cl) A Diplomatic Conference is also proposed for the 
purpose of preparing a common tariff nomencla
ture for the """, impfJrlanl branches of production 
pending the establishment of a complete nomenc!a
ture. 

(,) The Economic Organisation of the League, possibly 
as a new body, will have to take up the various 
recommendations which the Final Report has 
decided to entrust to its investigations. It will be 
remembered that the Conference made no positive 
suggestions with regard to the composition of this 
new body, but confined itself to drawing tbe atten-
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tion of the Council" to the well-balanced composi
tion of the Preparatory Committee and to the 
excellent results derived therefrom in the pre
paratory work for the Conference." The definite 
constitution of the Committee in question is, 
therefore, a matter awaiting solution, and it is to 
be boped that it will be reached before long. 

(j) Finally, in January, I9z8, the Sinh Pan-American 
Conference is to be convened at Havana, and 
placed on its agenda are many economic questions 
of interest not only to America but also to other 
countries. It will be remembered that at the same 
time as the Economic Conference sat at Geneva 
the third commercial Pan-American Conference 
and the second Pan-American Conference for the 
unification of nomenclature held their sessions at 
Washington. The echoes from these Conferences 
were received with satisfaction at Geneva, and 
the coming Pan-American Conference may, there
fore, serve to emphasise, like its predecessors, the 
economic interdependence of continents. 

What action will the Governments take l Shall we witness 
as responses to the Conference the erections here and there 
of new high tariff walls or the coming into force of new 
restrictive measures in this or that province of commerce, 
transport or immigtation, just as we had to witness the 
adoption of the new German Customs Tariff as a rather 
negative answer to the resolutions passed in Icpf and 1925 
for the calling of the Economic Conference l Why exclude 
the possibility of such developments 1 We have already 
seen some measures introduced on the very morrow of the 
Conference by certain countries of such a nature that they 
cannot be booked as victories in the spirit of its resolutions, 
but quite the contrary. Old methods are not wiped out by 
resolutions. Nationalism and the diort to maintain self
sufficieney, are still deeply rooted, and the industries set 
up artificially under this eHon will fight to the bitter end for 
their existence. It will be a long and hard fight. But 
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whatever power protectionist and autarcistic ideas may 
still wield, their representatives had not encountered until 
the meeting of the Economic Conference an open display 
of the forces which could be mustered against them. and 
let me add this important fact: Many of these forces were 
unknown to one another. What rendered the Conference 
remarkable was that members who had never met and had 
no idea what their colleagues were going to say, .aid the 
same thing, and found themselves thereby in often un
expected mutual accord and harmony in advocating 
Liberty of Trade and the repudiation of the m~ods of the 
past. Protection was silent, at least it made no display of 
opposition. Does this mean that the Protectionist forces
will try to get reinforcements I Does it imply a recukr pout' 
... ina sauter movement I I doubt it because of the following 
circumstances : 

The success of the Economic Conference was in great 
measure due to the fact that it took place at a period so 
late that, according to various leading statesmen, in
dustrialists and economists, it could be described in 
the words" the worst is over." Readjustments of State 
budgets, stabilisations of currencies and of political re
lations in the great majority of countries have been 
powerful levers, and readjustment is gradually, though 
very slowly, taking place in the province of the two great 
evils with which Europe has had to contend: unemploy
ment and the exhaustion of savings which again means 
lack of capital. The nervousness which caused post-war 
dislocation and its attempt at creation of " prosperity in 
compartments" has somewhat subsided and given place 
to more moderate views altogether. Such moderate 
views can be gradually strengthened, and the sbgm. 
attulml before the rohou world Iry pradical mm oj D.mlUSS 
at Gmn .. 10 the "ilU yeMs post-wM policy oj Economic 
isolation, tm4 thm ,tmJnn1l4lion oj Ihe S4mI 4S hllt1i"l 
prowtl alotal fail_. cannot but strengthen such modera
tion wherever it is growing up_ 
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Now it is evident that if this process of gradual modera
tion as a world factor has any hope of developing into any
thing stable in the province of economics it must be sup
ported by a similar development in the field of mere politics. 
The question whether such a development will take place 
is an open one, however, and so is the question whether the 
circle of men who met at Geneva will increase to such an 
extent that so powerful a public opinion will be created that 
Governments cannot afford to ignore it. The formation of 
this sort of public opinion is, of course, what must happen 
in protectionist and autarcistic countries. But this can take 
place only very slowly, very cautiously and by fragments. 

The idea of fragmentary progress strikes me as extremely 
sound and judicious. It can be applied in two ways ; 

I. In the endeavour to carry out parts (fragments) of 
the resolutions as far as possihle by all-round inter
national co-operation ; 

2. in limiting action to a certain number of groups of 
States, congenial in their economic policy and in 
their political ethics, and, therefore, specially fitted 
for serving as ice-hreakers to the rest of the world 
(here then the idea of fragmentary proceeding is 
geographical). 

Both ways can be explored simultaneously, just as the 
work we have spoken of before, to be carried out in the 
individual countries under the influence of the returning 
delegates can progress hand in hand with what is done at the 
international meetings to take place in the near future. We 
find similar ideas expressed in various passages of the final 
Report of the Conference, and particularly in the Resolu
tion on Commerce. Dealing with the problem of establish
ing a simple systematic Tariff Nomenclature the resolution 
declares that, if the adoption of a common nomenclature 
for various important hranches of production seems to be 
realisable before a complete nomenclature has been estab
lished, the adoption of such (partial) nomenclature should be 
suggested to the Governments by means of a diplomatic 
Conference or hy other means, and that, either by means 
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of bilateral agreements or by a plUYilateral convention or by 
any other procedure, Governments should undertake to 
apply this (partial) common nomenclature. And dealing 
with the all-1mportant matters, Commercial Policy and 
Treaties, the resolution, after claiming that the time has 
come to put a stop to the increase of Customs Tariffs and 

_to move in the opposite direction, insists that such move
ment should be made-apart from the individual action by 
States in regard to their own tariff-by bilateral action 
through the conclusion of suitable commercial treaties and 
by eolluti"" action, by means of an inquiry tending to en
courage the expansion of international trade on em equitable 
basis by removing or lowering the barriers to national trade, 
etc. 

Thus we see that the hope of future development in 
accordance with the principles adopted by the Conference 
is to no small degree founded on actions taken by smaller 
or larger groups of States apart from what may be achieved 
by the common consent of all or nearly all States. 

When we spoke just now of fragmentary progress, 
througH action taken by groups of States, it is natural to 
ask what sort of States are meant to form such groups, and 
what should be their qualifications. The answer must be 
that such action is hardly to be expected except from 
States which pursue a liberal or semi-liberal commercial 
policy. The less Governments have to undertake themselves 
in the way of reducing or abolishing the restrictive measures 
of their country, the easier co-operation by groups will be. 
Let us, however, not overlook the fact that there are 
Governments which have already done their full share with 
regard to a liberal tariff policy, and that if the tariff level 
of such countries had been the level of the rest of the world, 
the question of tarilf barriers would not have played the 
important part it did at the Conference. But the fact that 
there is a group of States already in existence which pursues 

. a liberal commercial policy affords ground for twofold con
:" aiderations. 

If ouch States may be thought to live under • regime 
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which facilitates action in the direction recommended by 
the Conference, the mere existence of such States sbould be 
recognised as a first-hand advantage for the attainment of 
the new order of things. 

If this be right there is one thing more to be said, and 
this is that even in States where protection is abhorred, the 
moment may come under the pressure of present evils, when 
doubts will intrude as to whether such states should not at 
length retaliate. And let us go to the furthest extreme by 
supposing that after protracted discussions at all the afore
said international meetings, the work of the Conference be 
doomed to failure, and there seems no likelihood of a new 
era or of a Magna Charta of World Economics in accordance 
with the precepts of the final report. Well what then l Not 
onlywill the fight for the so-called economic security grow 
fiercer, but who Can then gnarantee that the nations, who 
in spite of what has happened around them in the world, 
have clung to liberal methods, will resist following the 
example of others by mere contagion of public opinion and 
in self-defence. Do those countries which have it in their 
power to prevent a situation of this kind arising with its 
menace to peace and prosperity realise what responsibilities 
are theirs 1 

This gloomy prospect will not materialise we hope, and 
our hope. are founded not only on the aforesaid increasing 
moderation which in later years has shown itself in the 
handling of all the divergence of views which have presented 
themselves for reconciliation, but on the steadily growing 
authority and influence of that great institution for the 
preservation of world peace under the auspices of which our 
work took place at Geneva. 

The efficiency, zeal, and enthusiasm sbown by the officials 
of the League, impressed us all, and the rapidity with which 
the publications, daily journals, translations, etc., were 
produced, finds no equal anywhere in the world. It was, 
therefore, not surprising that when the President of the 
Conference paid his tribute to the Economie Organisation 
it was responded to by all the members with spontaneous 
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and long applause. I do not think it is too much to say that 
nowhere in the world outside the League could this Confer
ence have found the technical assistance and political ad
vice which it received from the Economic Organisation. 
There is no room inside an ordinary Government Depart
ment for work of such magnitude as that which we witnessed 
from the personnel of the League during these three weeks 
of May. This personnel with its seven year.' training and 
with the exemplary spirit that drives it, must necessarily 
outweigh the ordinsry Government officials who would 
have been delegated tid hac to assist the management of the 
Conference, had it been convened at some EU1'l>pean Capital. 
I wish, furthermore, to say that had the League been created 
with the sole purpose of working for world peace on the 
.basis of economic understanding between nations, it would 
have justified its "aison tl' Itr, by the work it did at this 
Conference. The permanence of the League, combined 
with its aloofness from what hampers and burdens the daily 
life of national governments is its great strength. Sheltered 
as it is from the plague of political party strife and thereby 
from the worries and surplus work attendant on such strife 
it is eminently fitted to deal with greater freedom and inde
pendence of mind with the problems submitted to its 
consideration. It naturally becomes in this way the W Mid'S 

Satlings Bank for all the elements which individual countries 
and private institutions are able to contribute towards 
peace--in the case we deal with here---economic peace. The 
great and creditable work achieved by the International 
Chamber of Commerce has been invested for instance in this 
Savings Bank, and has been made more froitful there. The 
work of all the economists, business men and Government 
officials, which stands on record in the remarkable collec
tion of documents compiled for the use of the Conference, to 
say nothing of the efforts of individual members of the 
Conference, has also been made more fruitful there, because 
of the receptive co-ordinating and reverberating power of 
the League. 

The reBex action brought about in this way, the mutual 
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fructification caused by individual effort, efforts of States 
or groups of States on one side and the World effort through 
the League on the other is then the next factor we may look 
forward to with hope and confidence. And at the root of 
this hope and this confidence we find that a very effective 
motive-power called necessity, and called very often in the 
Report of the Conference the interdependence of nations of 
industries and of classes, the interdependence, which is 
gradually making the world understand that "prosperity 
is not something which can be enjoyed in compartments." 
If this be true in the province of economics it is no less true 
in the cultural and political spheres. 

I have before me; an article in the April issue of the
American Quarterly R",iew oj Foreign Affairs, bearing the 
title: .. April, 19I7-APril, 1927," a paper that cannot be 
called by any means international or pacifist in the sense 
in which these words ate generally used by nationalists. 
The article, on the contrary, breathes the warmest American 
patriotism and tries to explain American mentality through 
the various periods of the last decade and American idealism 
as it has naturally changed during this interval. The author 
is of the opinion that this change has been greatly influenced 
by the new bonds which as a consequence of the world war 
have tied America nolms fJOlms to Europe and the rest of 
the world. "The more the doctrine was preached that she 
(America) must leave Europeans to stew in their own juice, 
the more she discovered herself stewing along with them. 
The time had passed when anyone nation could live unto 
itself. It could not even die unto to itself, for the whole 
world would then be chained to a body of death from which 
a mortal infection would flow to the rest. This was the new 
experience to America." And the article ends with the 
following open recoguition of interdependence and necessity 
of co-operation: "As the tenth year closes we can hear 
the slow grinding of the mills of the Gods. By a kind of 
moral gravitation the ends of the earth are more and more 
drawn together. America aloof is as impossible to conceive 
as America thrust back to Colonial days. Trade knits U$ 

II 
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to other lands, finance calls us, common problems of 
health bind us. Quickened intercourse and interchange 
make it impossible for us to live apart. For us not to be 
willing to share and to c<Hlperate is to shrivel and to die." 

The voice heard from beyond the ocean is worth noticing, 
coming as it does from a country in which self-sufficiency 
repudiated generally by the Conference, is considered to be 
a possibility. The resolution on Commerce says on this 
point: "This effort <at self-sufficiency) cannot hope to 
succeed unless it is justified by the size, natural resources. 
economic advantages and geographical situation of a 
country. There are very few countries in tJu, world which 
can hope to attain it." America is no doubt such a country, 
and now we see that even there the idea of self-sufficiency 
is repudiated. It may be a lonely voice; but the fact re
mains that such ideas find expression in the strongest and 
most independent economic unit of the world. If even there 
the thought has emerged that a nation, however rich, 
powerful and favourably situated from a geographical point 
of view, cannot live its own life without danger of decay 
and death in the long run; what a warning and stimulus is 
thus furnished to divided and comparatively weaker 
Europe. 



G. DB MICHBLIS (president of the International Institute 
of Agriculture in Rome). 

The subject of this article is the .. possibilities and 
probabilities" of applying the resolution. proposed by the 
Economic Conference. 

Certainly the two words, possibilities and probabilities, 
have not been chosen haphazardly. Many things are poss
ible, few are probable, especially when it is a question of 
achieving realisation in the field of international policy. 

The wide category of possibilities embraces the solemn 
declaration of ideal principles and the indication of what 
form the positive remedies should take for proclaimed evils. 
These declarations and these indications, even if they are 
fated to lose some of their meaning in translating theory 
into practice, have nevertheless very great moral worth as 
elucidating the origin of the evil. which at the present 
moment overwhelm the economic life of the whole world. 

On the other hand, the more restricted category of prob
abilities embraces very modest resolutions and indication. 
of remedies, which indeed are not efficacious enough to core 
the "Great Evil," either radically or immediately; but 
they can at least mitigate its injurious effects and facilitate 
a gradual improvement in the situation. 

I believe that the Conference has very wisely gravitated 
towards the latter course. That is why I am confident that 
a certain number of its aims will not be lost in passing from 
" probability" to .. reality," a transition which in order 
to be final becomes correspondingly difficult. 

I am all the more certain of what will follow since I myself 
took part in the Conference in my capacity as President 
of the International Institute of Agriculture and I am in a 
position, therefore, to assert that many of the resolutions 
adopted and schemes outlined--<oven if the resolutions were 
adopted and the schemes were outlined with regard to 
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problems qualified as "industrial" or "commercial"
will see their practical application realised in agriculture 
which is of all human activities the most practical, the most 
vital and the most capable of realisation. 

In discriminating between doctrinaire and partisan con
ceptions of free trade; the resolutions of the Conference; in so 
far as they relate to the "Liberty of Trading" dwell on 
several definite questions and recommend several funda
mental lines of action which aim at avoiding the aggravation 
of conditions--already serious and hampering international 
exchange-by systems of disguised protection. These are 
too often hidden under the semblance of' measures in
tended to protect the interests of the consumer; while 
in effect their object is to avoid so doing by means of 
further restrictions and even by clauses in commercial 
treaties. 

Agriculturists from sad experience are fully acquainted 
with these serious obstructions, which also assume the 
guise of defensive measures against diseases and enemies 
of plants. Consequently they will welcome with pleasure 
the programme of the Conference and undoubtedly they 
will -co-operate with the greatest fervour to achieve its 
practical realisation. 

Besides, in order to prove the "probability» of being 
able to apply direct methods we must remember that the 
International Institute of Agriculture is now trying to bring 
about on the one side an effective co-operation berween 
States to combat diseases and enemies of plants, and on the 
other, the regularisation of commerce and a unification of 
measures of policy relative to analysis, supervision and the 
quality of produce. 

The 8ame can be said of another proposal of the Confer
ence-the simplification of Customs Tariffs with, at the 
same time, a unification of Tariff Nomenclature. 

One of the most important resolutions passed by the 
Conference on Commerce is that which declares that the 
most formidable obstacle to the establishment and develop
ment of permanent and secure commercial relations berween 
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countries is the instability of tarifIs and the inheritance of 
commercial treaties with their excessive modifications of 
customs duties, which aggravate and increase uncertain 
conditions and prevent development of international 
economic life. 

On this point also we are in a position to gauge and verify 
the importance and gravity of the situation by means of 
the authority which has been given to us by agriculturists 
and, I may add, by the International Institute of Agricul
ture. 

Mr. Runciman, during the Conference summed up his 
powerful analysis of present evils in the words" long dated 
contracts are no longer possible" and consequendy it is 
no longer possible to establish any scheme for production 
covering a sufficiendy long period. 

If this instability and uncertainty exezcise a paralysing 
inIluence on all economic activity it is also detrimental to 
agriculture; since it is necessary for the proper develop
ment of agriculture to plan work in advance over a long 
period of time. Indeed not only is one year the regolar 
period for production but in order to obtain a good yield 
of produce it is necessary to establish a rotation in cultiva
tion for three, five 01 seven years. 

Agriculture, indeed, suffers from continual and rapid 
changes of economic conditions more than any other form 
of human activity just because it must submit to changes to 
which it possesses only very limited means of adjustment. 

The documents collected by the International Institute 
of Agriculture provide positive proof of this, based as they 
are on an analysis of farm accounts. To quote only one fact 
among many, I reminded the Conference that on the evi
dence of completed research the period of the greatest 
losses and the lowest profits for agriculture in all countries 
which have submitted information of their returns was the 
period 1921-3. That proves that the causes of it shonld be 
traced to general economic conditions and especially to 
conditions of instability and uncertainty which react most 
forcibly on agriculture. 
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To plead in COIl'!"quence for such amelinrative measures 
as greater stability of tariffs and longer duration of com
mercial treaties is a matter of urgent and generally recog
nised necessity. 

Now with regard tn industry. One of the fundamental 
principles laid down by the Conference is that of rationalisa
tion, which in its tum embraces scientific management of 
production. 

To improve methods of labour and of production in order 
to obtain the maximum of efficiency with the minimum of 
effort and costs is an aim so clearly defined and so attractive 
that it deserves to yield a large harvest of approbation and 
co-operation. 

Moreover, the principles laid down by the Conference 
have already been applied in certain instances. In 
September the Third International Congress of Scientific 
Management was held in Rome and the International 
Scientific Council-founded by the International Institute 
of Agriculture as a special commission within itself fei the 
scientific management of agriculture-will meet in Novem
ber. 

Scientific management has been very sparingly adopted, 
especially in agriculture; but great advantages for the 
producer, the worker and the mass of consumers can 1:. 
derived from it. But in this case the Conference was limited 
to the role of looker-on and to giving merely objective 
consideration to the subject of International Industrial 
Agreements which, though they are called Syndicates, might 
well be called Monopolies. 
t I thought it necessary in my speech at the Conference to 
give particular attention to this subject; for I attribute to 
it an importance which is in direct relation to the aims pro
posed by the Conference. The fact is that the most obvious 
and most palapable results of International Industrial 
Agreements--oi monopo~ not a more methodical 
organisation of production, or a reduction in costs, or a 
better utilisation of equipment hut a continuous rise in the 
prices of industrial products brought about by means of a 
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voluntary reduction of production. The significance of this 
fact is increased when it is placed alongside the financial 
crisis from which agriculture is suffering. In the book which 
the Institute presented to the Cooference-AgriNJlural 
QfUfltiOns from "" I "teNuaional Point oj r intJ...-it is shown 
that for all countries for which there are statistie&-Ger
many, Deomark, Finland, Norway, Sweden, Great Britain, 
Italy, U.S.S.&., Switzerland, Austria, Belgium, The Nether
lands, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Canada, United States of 
America-the conclusion is everywhere the same: the 
index-number of prices for industrial products is much 
higher chan that for agricultural products. Everywhere the 
agriculturist receives lower prices chan he did before the 
War and if there are exceptions for certaln articles the fact 
taken as a whole is indisputable. Industry, thinking to .ave 
itself, has sought to reduce production and to sell at a higher 
price; so that agriculture, which has not only maintalned, 
but has exceeded, the volume of pre-war production, has been 
unable to find enough industrial products to exchange with 
for her own •. 

Now this not only hits agriculturists, but strikes at the 
very heart of the economic life of nations, which has thus 
to submit to the pernicious consequences of restrictions im
posed by industrial monopolies. 

That is why I asked the Conference: "Should we remain 
indifferent in the face of this situation and should we confine 
ourselves to stating that economic activity is overwhelmed 
by the continual development of syndicates and of in
dustrial monopolies, or on the contrary should we not dis
cover how to restraln this movement within certain limits 
and confront it with something like a counterpoise? " 

It is clear that the most effective means of establishing 
equilibrium would be the extension of the syndicalist 
movement in agriculture, thus using the same means to 
counterbalance the influence of industrialists. But the 
spirit of association in agriculture is hardly awakened and 
very little felt, partly because agriculturists are very 
numerous, partly beeause the diHerences from the interior 
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to the frontiers in the 8ame country are so great. Tcrday, 
the few agricultural syndicates that have been successfully 
established are limited to purchasing or selling in common. 
The latter instance is particularly interesting as it repre
sents the first attempt at bringing producers and consumers 
together and so reducing the costs by eliminating the middle 
men. 

Nevertheless, interesting as these kinds of associations 
are, they have neither the character nor the inBuence of the 
syndicates which intend to regulate production, finally to 
restrict it and to apportion its markets one after the 
o~~ • 

It is necessary to avoid forcing agriculturists to have 
recourse also to making agreements the object of which i. to 
exercise a depressing inBuence on production. 

In order to escape this serious peril it is necessary in the 
name of a higher human fellowship to give to agriculture 
the place which righdy belongs to it and to make conditions 
possible for it to develop to its full extent. It is only in this 
way t11.at industry too can prosper. I pointed out at the 
Conference that the constant shifting of population was 
among the causes of agricultural depression; and both Mr. 
Runciman and M. Gwinski agreed with me. It i. absolutely 
essential to control this migration if the land is to be made 
to pay. "We have countries" I said in my speech "where 
the lack of agricultural labourers is strikingly manifest and 
others where this lack is almost absolute." 

It is necessary too to discover the just equilibrium on this 
point so as to secure the possibiliry of a better utilisation of 
the equipment of productiou throughout the world. This 
raises another problem of the greatest importance: that of 
a better balanced distribution of manual labour over un
occupied and uncultivated territory in order to convert it 
into a source of benefit to the whole community. These two 
problems are quite naturally bound up with the proposal to 
control price. and the distribution of raw material for which 
several speakers, principally M. Schidaki. have pleaded as a 
means of securing really fair distribution. In resuming the 
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task constantly carried on for several years by Italian 
delegates either to the League of Nations or to the 
International Labour Bureau it is a good omen that this 
primordial question has again received much sympathetic 
attention. 

Of all the resolutions passed by the Economic Conference 
on special agricultural questions the one which touches 
agriculture the most nearly is that of Agricultural Credit. 
One of the greatest obstacles to the proper development 
of agriculture is the lack of available capital and the high 
terms charged for capital. 

This lack of capital is universal, but specially so in Europe; 
even more so in countries where agricultural reform
that is to say wide distribution of land-has been thoroughly 
accomplished. 

Following up a motion of the International Parlia
mentary Conference on Commerce the Intemationallnsti
tute of Agriculture has decided to grapple with thissituation 
and has convened a special conferen~d i. even now 
engaged on the work of preparation_hich will investigate 
the hest means of organising a transfer of capital to be used 
for agriculture from countries which can provide it to those 
countries which have need of it. 

The case of Colonial and Tropical Agriculture is exactly 
the same. The resolutions of the Conference have already 
begun to he applied, thanks to the creation of a bureau for 
tropical and sub-tropical agriculture within the sphere of 
the International Institute of Agriculture. Ii is needless to 
dwell on the practical importance of the agricultural docu
mentation, carried on at the Institute which received the 
bighest praise from the Conference. It is evident that it 
ought to he the basis of all investigation wbich has to deal 
with the development and life of agriculture. I have already 
spoken of the conditions formulated by the Institute and 
the analysis made by it·from agricultural statistics. 

It is important to continue along this path. The Con
ference said with real intuition that documentation is an 
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effertive way of facilitating understanding between nations 
and also between the producer and the cOllSlUller. 

It is essential to say something of statistics. The Inter
national Institute of Agriculture in the course of work 
covering a period of more than twenty years has experienced 
again and again the practical utility of statistics for pro
viding an actual and exact basis for investigation and 
research. 

A world agricultural census that is being prepared and 
which will be ready in 1930 will afford sufficient proof of this. 
I may add too that special commissions have been set up 
within the International Scientific Council and the Inter
national Institute of Agriculture for procuring statistics for 
agricultural credit, for colonial and tropical agriculture and 
for forestry. 

I think this is an opportune moment to remind all those 
who are interested directly or indirectly in the problems of 
the land that they will find in our great international 
organisation an instrument already forged either for the 
examieation of problems which affect agriculture or for c0-

ordinating effort and the good will of agriculturists in the 
interest of production. 

Its ability to produce results will be the more potent 
and manifest when the twenty-six commissions which form 
the International Scientific Council are fully organised and 
when the Pemtanent International Commission of Agricul
tural Associations, which has representatives from 1M big 
national organisations, has shown the value of its admirable 
strength in co-ordinating and penetrating the mass of agri
culturists in different countries. 



R SCHULLER (Chief of Economic Section, Austrian Federal 
Government). 

The Austrian Government has submitted the Final 
Report on the World Economic Conference to the Parlia
mentary Committees on Customs Duties. The general 
debate on the resolutions voted in Geneva, which occupied 
four meerings of the Committee in June, showed that all 
the political parties were in agreement with the results of the 
Conference. The Fl'deral Chancellor, Dr. Seipel, declared 
that the Austrian Government fully agreed with the resolu
tions passed by the Economic Conference and the competent 
departments were instructed to set to work to put them into 
execution. The Chancellor also said that the Austrian 
Government would communicate to this end with the 
Governments of the other countries. 

The strong eHect produced by the Economic Conference 
is due chiefly to two circumstances: that the Conference 
made the Nations conscious of the fact that all European 
States, although in a different degree, labour under the 
same economic difficulties, and that in the course of the 
debates it showed that the public opinion of all European 
countries had become aware that the ruling policy of raising 
economic barriers is one of the principal obstacles to their 
economic development. 

These facts have made it possible to arrive at unanimous 
resolutions and they justify the expectation that these 
resolutions will also really be catried out. It is to the merit 
of the League of Nations to have created an atmosphere 
favouring this agreement and for its Secretariat to have 
organised successfully after a thorough and comprehensive 
work of preparation the discussions of 350 delegates and 
experts. 

Besides the many matters of detail which it will be the 
task of the Economic Committee of the League to examine, 
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there are four new international actions which will spring 
from the resolutions of Geneva: an international agreement 
on the abolition of import and export prohibitions and 
restrictions, for the discussion of which the delegates of the 
Governments will assemble in October; an international 
Convention on the legal and economic status of foreigners, 
intended to take the place of the impenect and varying 
dispositions of the Treaties of Commerce; the creation 
of a commission which shall, proceed to a unification of 
'fari1l' Nomenclature, a proposal which while seemiog to 
be of a purely technical character, may in fact become a 
very important instrument for operating a t:hange in the 
actual methods of commercial policy; and the very im
portant request addressed to the Council of the League to 
initiate an action for eliminating or reducing excessive 
customs tarifis and securing a common basis for commercial 
treaties. 

This resolution has a fundamental importance. Until 
now, and even a few months ago, it would have appeared 
absolutely impossible to initiate such an action. It was 
considered a matter of principle that the League should not 
intenere with customs tarifis and commercial treaties, these 
matters falling within the unrestricted sovereign jurisdiction 
of each State. The Conference convened by the League of 
Nations in 19z3 had, therefore, to limit its scope to the 
simplification of customs formalities. But at the World 
Economic Conference the argument in favour of un
restrained sovereign jurisdiction was countered by the fact 
that the representatives of fifty countries had assembled for 
the very purpose of making recommendations to the Govern
ments concerning the use of this sovereign jurisdiction. It 
was argued that each treaty between two or more States 
implies a conventional limitation of the sovereign jurisdic
tion of these States, that with respect to communications 
and social legislation numerous international conventions 
are in force and are continually being developed, and that 
international co-operation in commercial affairs ought not 
to be arrested at a point at which interdependence and 
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policy is greater than in any other domain. But it was not 
so much arguments that mattered, but, as the debates at 
Geneva proved, the fact that everywhere public opinion 
welcomes this idea and insists on its realisation. The general 
feeling can be characterised as follows: the establishment 
of freer international trade is a necessity; if the necessary 
change in the tariff and commercial policy can be operated 
by international conventions the Governments must try to 
bring about the conclusion of such conventions. 

The difficulty of this task is undoubted. It is a new one; 
for only in certain branches of producrion are arrangements 
of a similar kind to be found as e.g. in the Sugar Convention 
of Brussels and the international cartels. The chief diffi
culty consists in the great difference between the tariff
policy of the various States. To safeguard the interests of 
the contracting parties it will be necessary to take these 
differences into consideration. But in order to achieve 
practical results it will be necessary to agree on simple, 
rounded-off formulas that are generally applicable. For 
the Commercial Treaties such a formula has been found in 
the most-favoured-nation clause. It will be-a much more 
complicated business to lind a convenient formula for the 
reciprocal reduction of the tariff level. That is the problem 
which will now occupy the economists of all States. It is to 
be hoped that their discussions and the negotiations of the 
Governments will soon lead to an effective plan calculated 
to secure the execution of the resolutions of Geneva. 



J. DvORACEIt (Fonner Minister of Commerce, Czecho
slovakia). 

The Economic Conference has indicated the general out
line of the course to be followed by political economy in all 
countries in order to achieve the purification of post-war 
economic conditions. The delegates at the Conference, 
representatives of economic tariff of their several States. 
will without any shadow of doubt continue ~o uphold and 
to spread in their respective countries the ideas formulated 
by the Conference. It is here especially that I attach the 
utmost importance to its work. For if the members of the 
Conference continue to support with all their inlluence and 
authority the effort to improve on the recommendations of 
the Conference, these recommendations will be in the future 
put everywhere into practice. 

It can be seen already in diHerent countries that Govern
mental and Parliamentary circles are seriously engrossed in 
the results of the Conference. I do not wish to speak except 
of my own country where the Government has transferred 
the resolutions of the Conference to the economic council 
80 that it can disentangle from them the necessary measures 
which it will have occasion to place in the sphere of national 
economy, and more especially in that of commercial policy. 

I am convinced that these proceedings are capable of 
gradually realising the ideas formulated by the Conference, 
just as the resolutions of the Conference were the result of 
complete agreement of all its members, an agreement 
arrived at relatively quickly. 

In the sphere of commercial policy which I wish to 
emphasise particularly, the Conference recommended a 
series of sound principles, justified by experience; the 
stabilisation of customs tariffs, the restoration of long term 
commercial treaties. the employment of the system of most
favoured-nation treatment, which calls for immediate 
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action from those who are trying to realise by degrees the 
resolutions of the Conference. 

It can also be seen that the Council of the League of 
Nations has not delayed in beginning the work necessary 
for this purpose. Practically as soon as the Conference was 
over the Council of the League of Nations convened an 
Extraordinary Meeting of its Economic Committee in order 
to proceed with the work of preliminary investigation bear
ing on the resolutions of the Conference relating to customs 
tariffs and particularly to the unification of customs nomen
clature. The Economic Committee at its Extraordinary 
Sitting achieved the task of determining a series of prelim
inary activities capable of allowing the economic organisa
tion of the League of Nations to handle in the future in the 
most profitable way the investigation questions raised by 
the Conference. 

In view of this activity, and in view, moreover, of the 
manifestations of sympathy exhibited in difierent countries 
with regard to the programme outlined by the Conference, 
I believe a very favourable atmosphere was created for the 
gradual realisation of the decisions formulated by the 
Conference. 



WALTER STuc", (Director of the Division of Commerce 
at the Federal Department of Public Economies, 
Switzerland). 

The Conference has not been content merely to record 
facts; it has proclaimed them; and herein lies the supreme 
value of its work. It tells us that the time has come to 
change the economic policy of Europe. All alike must strive 
to stop the further rise of tariffs, and must do their utmost 
to bring about a gradual lowering of them. Yet these 
taritIs must not be removed altogether; they must be 
reduced. Undue precipitancy would have incalculable and 
disastrous effects on production. Reduction should take 
three forms. Firstly, every State should reduce on its own 
initiative wherever it could do so without jeopardising vital 
interests; secondly, inter-State commercial treaties con
taining tariff agreements should be concluded, whereby 
each party would obtain from the other concessions en
abling it to effect reductions. Last, but not least, an inter
national organisation-the Economic Committee or some 
other Committe~uld be given powers to examine 
national tariff questions from the international standpoint, 
and to make proposals for common, simultaneous and 
centralised tariff reductions. This marks a great step for
ward. Even so recently as six months ago the Economic 
Committee hardly dared breathe the words «customs 
tariff." To-day all the members of the Conference are de
claring that the time has come when the League of Nations 
may-nay, must-take this delicate subject in hand. 
This international organisation is to carry its investigations 
further, and keep a register, in which every customs tariff 
and every obstructive measure will be noted, and it will 
pass judgment thereon. This would not of course prevent 
anyone from taking whatever decisions they pleased. But 
all the people who met at Geneva would, as men of repute, 
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hesitate to carry out in their own country what they de
clared at Geneva to be a menace to the world at large, and 
therefore inimical to the interests of individual States. 

The intention in passing the resolutions was to erect a 
moral barri4r. H in the future a State desires to raise its 
customs tariff, it is quite free to do so. But it will have a 
twofold barrier to surmount. It "will first have to overcome 
the:opposition)f those who~at Geneva declared that what 
the State i. proposing to do is hannful; and then it will 
have to surmount the barrier constituted by the moral 
authority of the World Economic Conference itself. 

The whole development of the League of Nations has 
shown that what is, :right and lawful does not consist in 
the written word only. Whatever the overwhelming 
majority of honourable people feel to be right is right, and 
as such it rriumphs. If we hope anything from the World 
Economic Conference, it is that this Magna Charta will he 
enshrined in public opinion, that it will create a sense of 
right which will ultimately become an embryonic mIe 
showing what is lawful in the international economic field 
and what is unlawful-a mIe that individual States will 
never transgress with impunity. It is .till a far cry to such 
a state of affairs. Work and propaganda are needed. Yet 
we are convinced that these views will gradually command 
acceptance. There will be setbacks. But already the need 
for subterfuge and prete:rt is felt to excuse attempts to 
run counter to this sentiment. Barriers have been 
erected which, before Geneva, were unknown. Those dele
gates who are helping to build up their country's commercial 
policy are constrained, if anything that takes place in their 
own country is contrary to these principles, to excuse their 
failure to prevent such mistaken action. They will conrinue 
to combat it, and must strive again and again after each 
defeat to hring about the ultimate triumph of truth and 
reason. 

'Ihat u th, fIIfIJ, thl gr,ttl thing the C.njerlMl has '-'. 
It is a first step. The Conference was not asked to conclude 
conventions, but to r,t'gnu, jatts and mak, r,tommnula-
l 
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tions. It has done so with a frankness and truth hitherto 
rare in the international field. And the people who have 
done this are not mere theorists and dreamers, bnt practical 
men of the world. They were U1UJnimous over the principles 
they laid down. If we succeed in following up this first step 
with a second; if we succeed in bringing home to public 
opinion, to the Press and to our leaders in the economic 
field the necessity of thinking internationally, of recognising 
that no one can or dare violate these principles without 
indirectly sustaining harm, then tangible success will be 
ours with the second step. 

A certain measure of success has already lIeen achieved. 
If to-day we sit down together at a table to negotiate a 
commercial treaty, and one of the parties tries to defend 
anything that is condemned in the resolutions, he can be put 
down, and he will be very unlikely to raise the question 
again; nay, he may afterwards help to promote the general 
interest byco-operating in the application of the Conference's 
resolutions. 

I trust I have succeeded in showing that in every country 
beneficent forces are at work, forces which are conscious 
of the ills from which we are suffering and are determined 
henceforth to make a firm stand against worn-out methods 
which have been shown to be wrong. These forces will often 
be beaten; but they will still continue to preach the Gospel 
of Geneva until those infiuences which are all-powerful
the Press, Parliament, and, in our country, the massed 
public opinion of the electorate-realise that the main lines 
laid down by the experts at Geneva in May, 19z7. represent 
the foundation whereon international economic prosperity 
is based. 



PART III 

SPECIAL POINTS OF VIEW 



THE PLEA FOR FREER TRADE 

DR. BERTIL G. OHLIN (professor of Economics at the 
University of Copenhagen). 

THE resolutions of the International Economic Conference 
which concern international commerce have generally been 
taken to favour free trade. This is not exactly true; for 
the resolutions were carefully worded so as to oppose only 
(C excessive" protection, whatever that may mean. That 
is the explanation why it was possible to make so many 
representatives of protectionist countries subscribe to the 
recommendations. They are a plea not for free trade, but 
for four trade. 

There has been a surprising amount of agreement among 
those who have commented on the resolution. that the most 
important sentence is the following: "The Conference 
declares that the time has come to put an end to the increase 
in tariffs and to move in the opposite direction." Nothing 
can be more justified than the stressing of this attitude 
already in the beginning of the introduction to the commerce 
resolutions, where it is said that it "is the unanimous desire 
of the members of the Conference to make sure that this 
Conference shall, in some way, mark the beginning of a new 
era, during which international commerce will successively 
overcome all obstacles in its path that unduly hamper it, 
and resume that general upward movement which is at 
once a sign of the world'. economic health and the necessaty 
condition for the development of civilisation." 

The natural way of working in favour of freer trade i. to 
remove the causes of the opposite policy, protection. Conse
quently, the Conference tried to find out what they are. 
Some of them are stated under the heading III: I of the 
resolutions. No doubt there are others, which have in some 
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countries been even more important. It is not necessary, 
however, to enter here upon a description of all the various 
arguments which have been used in favour of an ever
increasing protection. They all centre about one thing: a 
belief that high protection should reduce unemployment 
and make it easier to find new employment for the growing 
population. 

This belief is declared by the Conference to be erroneous. 
The resolutions go furtber and stress several times the con
tention that the post-war tari1f policy, characterised by high 
and unstable tari1fs, far from being a remedx for, has been 
one of the most potent causes of unemployment. 

Such declarations from so authoritative a source should 
exercise a considerable inlIuence on public opinion in 
Europe and should strengthen the hands of all those who, 
each in his own country, work for greater freedom of trade. 

In the last resort, the growch of protection has been 
due to a general belief that it would be beneficial, and there 
is consequently in the long run no other way to ensure a 
wiser- and more liberal-minded commercial policy than to 
change the public opinion in favour thereof. It has been 
said many times already, but cannot be said too often, that 
the work of the Conference in this respect ouly marks the 
beginning. 

There is, however, one weak point in the reliance ex
clusively on propaganda to change the tariff policy in 
Europe. I am not thinking of the fact that this must be a 
slow and laborious road to success; for I am sure that there 
is no short one. Much more serious is the circumstance that 
not all arguments in favour of increases in tariffs are wrong. 
Undoubtedly, there are cases where a country by means of 
a temporary duty can diminish her unemployment and make 
gains, although at the expense of other countries. Take, for 
example, a case where another country has raised its import 
duties on certain goods and has thereby thrown some 
workers in the export industries of the former country out 
of employment. These workers will, under present c0n

ditions, find other employment only after a slow and 
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costly process of adjustment. So it is not at all impossible 
that certain temporary import duties in this country may 
hasten a development which would nevertheless have 
taken place, but at a much slower pace. 

Another example is when industries in highly protected 
countries start an irregular dumping into a country with a 
comparatively liberal tariH policy. The latter may, with 
advantage, defend itself against such a procedure by means 
of anti-dumping duties. 

It is true that the importance of such cases has been 
highly exaggerated. Consequently sound propaganda has a 
lot to do in order to reduce it to humbler proportions. 
Neverthelesss one has to recognise the fact that the case in 
favour of tariH increases is to some extent a good one, when 
it is looked at from the point of view of an individual 
country. however damaging such a policy must be from the 
point of view of, say, Europe as a whole. 

What is then to be done 1 Evidently there is only one 
way out: agreements between several nations to abstain 
from injuring one another. In the introduction to the com
merce resolutions this idea is expressed in the following 
words: "H it be desired that the new state of mind re
vealed by the Conference should lead rapidly to practical 
results, any programme of execution must include, as an 
essential factor, the principle of parallel or concerted action 
by different nations." 

It should be noted, however, that such a procedure is 
necessary not ouly to ensure a fairly rapid progress. It is 
indispensable also because it demolishes the case for tariH 
increases in one country" as long as the others do the same." 
Of course, most of the arguments in favour of this case are 
wrong. They are nevertheless hard to disprove in a manner 
understandable by the general public. But it is quite evi
dent to everybody that this whole line of argument loses 
all significance when "other" countries do not raise, but 
reduce their tariffs. . 

In my opinion it is highly desirable that attempts should 
be made very soon to bring together a number of countries 
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in Europe with a view to concerted action to lower their 
tariff walls. It is not at all necessary that such an attempt 
should embrace the majoriry of the nations; but it is of 
very great importance that something in this direction 
should be done soon. In view of governmental declaration. 
it is perhaps not utopian to assume that some kind of agree
ment could be reached between, say, Great Britain, Ger
many, Scandinavia, Holland, Belgium, Switzerland and 
Czechoslovakia. The influence of an example set by these 
countries might prove decisive and lead other countries to 
join their company. 

These countries could, however, only be expected to 
march in advance of the others if there were a substantial 
body of public opinion in favour of it. It must be recognised 
in these pioneer countries that reductions of one'. own 
tariff, while beneficial to other countries, is also beneficial 
to oneself; provided that one received some kind of guar
antee that other countries are to abstain from the tariff 
increases which may before have called for some temporary 
retaliatory and defensive measures. It is no sacrifice under
taken to buy favours from other countries. In this respect 
the following sentence in the resolutions is not quite what 
it should be: "Each country will then know that the con
cessions it is asked to make will be balanced by correspond
ing sacrifices on the part of the other countries." 

It i. true that a policy of narrow give-and-take might 
have some chance of success. I feel convinced, however, 
that the results will be great only if the feeling that a 
country makes a sacrifice in lowering its own. tariff wall 
loses some of its present grip on public opinion; 

So it seems that a successful propaganda to change 
public opinion in favour of greater freedom of trade will be 
much helped if some kind of co-ordinated action is under
taken in countries which pursue a more liberal commercial 
policy and have a more general understanding of the true 
nature of commercial problems. Whereas co-ordinated 
action cannot get very far if it does not advance con
currently with a change in public opinion. Let me add,as a 
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parenthesis, that one kind of co-ordinated action has been 
so much discussed long bef"", the Conference that it. 
absence in the recommendations is rather conspicuous: 
the tanH unions. In principle there is much to be said in 
favour of them. They entail, however, great political 
difficulties and, furthermore, they restrict the application 
of the most-favoured-nation clauses. 

I look with much less confidence, as far as the next few 
years are concerned, towards another possible method, men
tioned in the resolutions: commercial treaty negotiations 
of the old type, i.e. between two countries only. It seems 
doubtful if this will prove a means to reduce tarifis; for in 
the last fifty years it has worked the other way. Everybody 
will agree that it is desirable that "in future, the practice 
of putting into force, in advance of negotiations, excessive 
duties established for the purpose of bargaining . • • should 
be abandoned." But how can such a change of policy be 
secured 1 Evidently a preceding change in public opinion 
is here still more necessary than in the case of CIHlrdinated 
action before any tanH reductions as the result of treaty 
negotiations can be expected. 

So far about the bright of tariffs. The Conference gives 
much attention to another side of the post-war commercial 
policy: the insl4bility of tariffs. The incessant variations 
make long time arrangements impossible and hamper a 
sound development of trade almost as much as the exmmCl 
of the tanHs. It is consequently recommended that" States 
should refrain from making frequent or sudden changes in 
their Customs duties" and that" in commercial treaties as 
wide a use a8 possible should be made of the guarantees of 
stability afforded by the consolidation of duties." 

Such guarantees, however, cut both ways. They will 
tend to make more difficult not only changes for the worse 
but also the reforms in the liberal direction. It is indeed 
questionable whether stability is a thing to be asked for 
during a period when aU efforts should be directed towards 
a return to at least the amount of freedom of trade which 
existed before the war. 
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Summing up, I want to emphasise once more that the 
most important thing is to create a general tendency 
towards greater freedom. For that reason even small and in 
themselves unimportant tariff increases should be firmly 
opposed. They prevent the establishment of a practice to 
reduce tariffs. If the tendency towards freer trade is 
established, then almost all negotiations and agreements 
will lead to a lowering of the tariff walls. If it does not, then 
no technical device will prove very helpful It is quite 
evident that the authors of. the resolutions have been well 
aware of this. The recommendations have ~ framed and, 
indeed, the whole Conference staged in such a manner as to 
make it as helpful as possible to all those who are now cO
operacing to bring about a reversal of the protectionist 
tendency and a movement towards greater freedom of 
trade. 



RATIONALISATION OF INDUSTRY 

DE PEYEIUMHOFF (president du Comite Central des 
Houilleres de France). 

WHAT can be reasonably expected from the work of the 
International Economic Conference 1 No more surely than 
those who initiated it anticipated: certainly no more than 
a thorough clearing up of a vast field open and calling for 
investigation. The presence simultaneously at Geneva of 
highly competent 'experts and officials, delegates of fifty 
nations promised something like a solution of the inter
national economic difficulties. 

It is no small achievement to have assembled with this 
end in view a considerable amount of material derived from 
researeb, to have extracted from a meagre documentation 
a diagnosis of the origin of the troubles affecting the world 
of production, and to have drawn up a complete survey of 
the commercial world. To facilitate personal and collective 
contact, to reveal to the indifferent and to the sceptical the 
advantages of such contact, to make public opinion aware 
of the existence of an international economic solidarity, the 
conception of which lies in vagne obscurity in the minds of 
the majority, such was, so it appeared, the intention of those 
who initiated the first International Economic Conference. 
It was not the province of its members either to promulgate 
an international code of industrial and commercial morality, 
or to go into the details of remedies prescribed by suffering 
States. 

Their task, we imagine, was to investigate rather than to 
decide, to enlighten public opinion and governments rather 
than to dictate, to prevent rather than to cure. They have 
faithfully fulfilled thejr mission. Even if the unassuming 
work of preparation, of c<>-ordination and of focussing 
hardly satisfies the impatient, it establishes the necessaty 
point of departure for all sound and lasting work . 

.. g 
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When one examines the recommendations as to rational
isation and to agreements between producers which were 
unanimously adopted by the Commission on Industry, this 
conviction particularly holds good; fur such outstanding 
issues with their social, economic and political aspects have 
too often been distorted by ignorance, by political hypocrisy 
and by doctrinaire bigotry. One must be gIateful to the 
Conference for having restated the language of common
sense, and for having classified principles on the basis of 
present-<lay thought and knowledge. 

The resolutions passed by the Conference ,make it quite 
clear that some of the causes of the troubles which affiict 
Europe arise involuntarily. Such are the high tariffs which 
in themselves are adverse to commercial exchange, the 
customs duties which strangle selling by a systematic 
depreciation of conditions of work and of prices, the prtr 
tection which is scarcely distinguishable from aggression. 
The other causes arise either from a criminal lethaIgy or 
from an idle allegiance to ted tape. 

To lower tariffs and to teduce customs duties may con
tribute to the improvement of international relations; but 
it will not entirely abolish the evil. It still remains for 

. Europe to reach a much lower cost price in order to oeaue 
a better equilibrium between production and demand, to 
elttend ill! markets in order to get rid of its surplus goods, 
and to regularise exchanges in order to make the future 
eecure. The removal of obstacles in commerce represents. 
if one may say 80, the negative side of the work of recon
struction. That i. why the Conference strongly recommends 
in all spheres of production, from the work of artisan to that 
of the largest business enterprise, such a perfecting of 
methods and technique as shall give the gIeatest possible 
efficiency to all work, and shall encourage everywhere the 
reduction of cost price and the elttension of markell!. 

This .. rationalisation" is not entirely new. But the 
Conference asserts the " urgent neeessity .. of more powerful, 
more comprehensive and better co-ordinated efforts in this 
sphere. Such dorts entail unquestionably the need fun 
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for individual, then for syndicated, and finally for national 
and probably international, discipline. Scientific manage
ment, standardisation of material and of products on an 
international basis and agreements between producers from 
country to country will then simplify the manufacture and 
distribution of merchandise, put a curb on unfair or over
whelming competition, and thus reduce considerably 
general and commercial costs. 

In this way the problem of rationalisation is involved 
with that of international industrial agreements; formulas 
of magic for the one, loaded with apprehension for the other. 
The Conference worked diligently. It has succeeded in 
dispelling certain prejudices and in checking extravagant 
hopes. But it would have succeeded even more if individual 
reservations and extta-economic considerations had not at 
times impeded its work. The conclusion of agreements 
more or less important, more or less universal between pro
duction, transport and trade, provides no more than 
rationalisation-the remedy for present-day difficulties; for 
just as there are both useful and questionable cartels, 80 

there exist examples of drastic rationalisation profitable to 
private and injurious to public interest. 

It is essential to open up the path of goodwill and to 
stimulate effort, to put the masses of workers on their 
guard against the danger of a preconceived hostility to alI 
attempts at rationalisation. and to avoid arousing prejudice 
to beneficial agreements by any ill-drafted clauses in inter
national legisIation; these points were registered in the 
resolutions. On the other hand, it was considered necessaty 
that rationaIisation should be carried out with discretion 
in order to moderate the unfavourable effects which its 
application may have on certain classes of workers. The 
same advice was given. in the agreements for showing a 
proper consideration for the interests of workers and of 
consumers, and for the expectations and needs of countries 
forced to meet the exigencies of their economic progress and 
development. 

It was felt at the Conference that the worst of the con-
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tingent abuses of rationalisation might be expected to be 
rectified by the co-operation of experts and of officials of 
technical and business organisations in 'all stages of its 
processes, by the fair distribution of the profits which 
would follow from a better output, and by the rapid recog
nition in all circles of the benefits and obligations which 
the system bIings with it. Over national agreements neither 
international jurisdiction nor a special juridical regime 
should have any authority: let there be fair play for free 
and loyal associations. The universal knowledge of agree
ments, voluntary arbitration entrusted to lar"" private and 
public organisations, and the supreme control of an 
enlightened, intelligent and unbiassed public opinion, will, 
it may be hoped, combine to adjust the working of rational
isation to the general public interest. 

Here, then, are the cardinal truths-moderate tmth. 
which the Commissions at Geneva wished to disseminate. 
The greatest service which they could render to the world 
was that of addressing to it the sulemn appeal contained in 
their resolutions, forgetting that their own work of pre
paration must always presuppose a real desire for active 
co-operation between individuals, groups and nations. 
What has been done is certainly only a beginning; but the 
outstanding problem. have been approached from the right 
angle. Treacherous ground has been trodden on; but no 
false step has been taken. It now remains for governments, 
for institutions and for business organisations, to continue 
the advance. 



INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENTS 

(Exlract JTtntI 'Ihira Muting oj the Industry Committee, h.la 
May lOth, 1927.) 

M. LurnEllS (Germany) said that he would base his remarks 
on the discussion which had taken place at the meeting of 
the Committee on the previous afternoon. He referred to 
points which had been raised by various speakers and then 
proceeded as follows: All countries have made mistakes in 
the past, and in recti,fying them there are important funda
mental principles to be borne in mind. M. de PeyerimhoH 
has said that the present difficulties must not always be 
considered as a consequence of the war and the post_ar 
period, but that they are perhaps, to a certain extent, the 
natural consequence of economic conditions which would 
have brought them about even without a war. I quite agree 
with that statement. 

Much has been said about the differences between the 
situation of the United States and that of Europe. Those 
differences must be mainly ascribed to the war and to post
war developments. Since 1914 there has been a constant 
and a growing flow of capitai to the United States, and 
Europe has been converted from a creditor into a debtor. 
The American people have profited by this development; 
but they could never have reached their present position 
if they had not had natural and capital resources. Europe 
at present i. a debtor, and debtors pay, instead of the pre
war 4 per cent, often as much as 10 per cent. Generally, one 
might say that the interest rate had increased 100 per cent 
above the pre-war level. An equilibrium in this connection 
must be found between creditor and debtor nations; for 
the economic acrivities of Europe are extremely hampered 
by the burden of debt. We cannot do the same work a8 in 
former times, nor have we the available capital for long
term investments. M. Jouhaux has proposed a general 
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increase in wages and has said that that would bring about 
a general revival of production. If the process were so easy 
to carry through, the employers would certainly be fools 
not to adopt it at once. But, unfortunately, it is not so easy, 
and the question 'must:be :very carefully studied in all 
details. It must never be forgotten that it is not solely for 
the sake of the workers nor for the sake of the employers. but 
for the sake of the whole of Europe that solutions must be 
found. In Germany the questions are being studied 
thoroughly on a scientific basi .. and I am in constant touch 
with employers and labour representatives on the subject. 
The question cannot be settled from a purelf national point 
of view; for it is a European one, and can only be solved 
by the whole world together. If no general improvement 
comes about the consequence of a general rise in wages will 
simply be that the producers will be hemmed in between the 
pressure of prices and the pressure of the rise in wages. I 
should be very grateful to the labour members of the Con
ference if they would study the question very carefully; 
for employers have the keenest desire to arrive at a solution 
which will satisfy the demands of Labour. 

With regard to rationalisation and cartellisation I can 
only say that if the capitalistic system is to function pro
perly there must be a regular flow of blood in the veins, that 
is to say, there must be Q regular circulation of money. In 
order to make that possible the Industry Committee should 
address itself to the Commerce Committee and ask it to 
help to remove all the barriers which obstruct the regalar 
flow of capital and goods through the veins of the economic 
system. Public opinion generally regards industrial com
binations not as purely temporary phenomena, but as 
80mething definite, final. and to be ctiticised. It should be 
enlightened on the subject of cartels, and educated to under
stand their advantages. The situation in America as regards 
industrial combinations is quite different from that pre
vailing in Europe; for given the enormous natural and 
capital resources of America the individual can work freely, 
unhampered by narrow limits like those by which he is 
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surrounded in Europe. In Europe we are obliged to have a 
stronger organisation simply because the area over which 
we work is too narrow. Consequendy the work we do has 
to be regulated, otherwise we should end in chaos. I quite 
understand the desire of the workers to study cartel. 
development; but it would be dangerous if they were 
allowed to intervene in the details of the functioning of 
cartels, and especially in the fixation of prices. In Germany 
we have had an experience of that danger when, owing to 
the shortage of coal after the war, we had to establish a 
joint organisation for the control of prices. Whenever the 
workers thought a rise in prices would mean also a general 
rise in wages, they gave their adhesion to the rising prices. 
The consumers also ·desired to exercise some control and to 
say a word with regard to these industrial combinations. 
But nearly all classes of consumers belong in the main to 
the producing class. The ouly real consumer will thus be 
represented by the State. But in practice it has been found 
that State intervention is injurious to production. All these 
suggestions, however, are rather theoretical; and the Con
ferenee, I think, should try to concentrate on the practical 
side of the problem. 

With regard to rationalisation I shall confine myself to 
a few general remarks. The reason why rationalisation is 
most highiy developed in Germany is because dire necessity 
has forced the German people to do everything to try to 
overcome their extraordinary difficulties. One of the re
markable circumstances about the development of this 
organisation in Germany is the whole-hearted ctHlperation 
of the workers, who have made heavy sacrifices in order to 
render such a strict organisation possible. Rationalisation 
can ouly function if the nations can, in one way or another, 
have a division of labour in Europe. But in spite of the 
difficulties of the system the Conferenee should point out 
the necessity of establishing it. Yesterday afternoon, in the 
Committee on Commen:e, M. Serruys said that all trade 
barriers should be done away with, but with certain reserva
tions as to national sovereignty. I feel, however, that we 
It 
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should take into even gTeater consideration the sovereignty 
of Europe as a whole in economic matters. Again, M. 
Loucheur referred yesterday to the political security which 
would first have to be established before it would be possible 
to arrive at a solution of the economic crisis. I consider, 
however, that political stability and security depend to a 
very marked degree on the economic situation. At the 
present stage of development, economic problems are coming 
more and more to the fore, and are becoming more and 
more important. A man passing through Germanyfiftyyears 
ago had to cross about fifty different customs frontiers. But 

. then came the locomotive and later the telephone, and 
finally wireless, to which, in some countries, there has been 
opposition. Other countries, however, have adopted it, and 
by their insight have helped to facilitate modem develop
ment. Nowadays American bankers send orders within 
half an hour to Paris or to Berlin markets. When we con
sider that it is now possible to make oil out of coal, and 
by studying fibres to make artificial silk and so forth, we 
must admit that the development of inventions will go 
further and further. We must, then, do away with trade 
barriers and all other existing hindrances to the free 
circulation of goods if we wish to attain that economic 
prosperity which we all have so much at heart. 



INTERDEPENDENCE OF AGRICULTURE, 
INDUSTRY AND TRADE 

JULES GAUTIER (president de la Confederation Nationale 
des Associations Agricoles). 

" TEE opinion of the world is beginning to understand that 
prosperity is not something which can be enjoyed in small 
compartments.'" It is necessary that one should subscribe, 
even to the smallest detail, to this formula, which sums up 
the work of the International Economic Conference at 
Geneva. In fact, one general conclusion dominates all the 
particular resolutions in which are condensed the decisions 
of the Conference, that is the realisation of the interdepend
ence of all forms of activity in the world of economics 
and the interdependence of alI nations in the organisation 
of production and consumption the whole world over. 
Indeed, it cannot be doubted, and all who have studied 
economic problems were already convinced of it. But it is 
very necessaty to recognise that if, up to the time of the 
meeting of the Economic Conference at Geneva, the inter
dependence of industry and commerce has not been 
questioned, the agricultural side of man's activity has not 
been reckoned as an essential factor in the economic 
question. Or rather, it was agreed that agriculture had 
the original and indefeasible task of feeding mankind, and 
it was imagined that it would always fulfil this task 
without questioning its conditions of existence. It was 
thought useless to gauge exactly the part it played, 
either in prosperity or in industrial and commercial evils. 
From all which it naturally followed that in economic 
discussions it was assigned the minor role of a poor relation, 
who was allowed with indulgent condescension to sit 
below the salt and to have a place which called for no 
attention. 
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The International Economic Conference at Geneva 
marked the end of this prescribed summing up. Agriculture 
was invited to take part in discussions with Commerce and 
Industry; moreover, its evidence was treated with respect : 
it was given intimate, almost loving, confidences; its 
representatives were listened to with consideration j -its 
resolutions were voted on and its statement, which formed 
the introduction to its resolutions, was accepted without 
discussion. 

That was the new feature which was manifested at 
Geneva at the end of May. The International Economic 
Conference was, if I may say so, complete. Human acrivity 
was considered in its entirery; the needs of mankind were 
investigated in all their ramifications; nothing was left in 
the background. From now onwards it will be essential to 
consider agriculture. The whole world should be con
gratulated on this result j first of all agriculturists, and 
with them the rest of mankind. All human movements 
are, therefore, intimatdy linked up. 

It i~ not ne!'e8Sary to stress the importance of this fact. 
It must be said, however, that it acquires some of its value 
from the circumstance that Agriculture was represented 
at the Conference at Geneva, not only by officials of recog
nised bodies, but also by delegates of private agricultural 
associations. Alongside of the representatives of the Inter
national Institute of Agriculture in Rome sat the President 
of the International Commission of Agriculture. Certain 
countries (France, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and others) 
sent as their delegates, members of Agricultural Associations 
of their countries. Doubtless it has been said, and will be 
said again, that the delegates were there in a private 
capacity and not as representatives of their Governments. 
This is not exactly true; for every delegation-however it 
was constructed-while attending with the gravest sincerity 
to all matters of general interest, at the same time con
sidered with patriotic care the rellection of subjects of general 
significance on subjects of national interest. The confidence 
that "':rtain countries placed in their Agricultural Associ-
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ations was highly characteristic. But without exaggera
tion, the fact that resolutions were drawn up and adopted 
by representatives of entirely private bodies is of special 
Bignificance and is a guarantee of the useful results which 
will be the outcome of the Conference. "Agriculture is the 
oCCllpation of the majority of workers throughout the world ; 
its various products represeut in value the greater part 
of human labour, and the exchange of its products against 
industrial products, forms, indeed, the basis of world 
trade~'" 

«The agricultural population remains for .humanity a 
reservoir of energy capable of preserving the nations from 
the rapid wastage which may result from any exoessive 
growth of industry." 

" The quantity of foodstuffs and raw materials produced 
by agriculture is one of the factors which determine the 
maximum limit of industrial development." 

"The interdependence existing between nations is no 
less close between the main classes of OCCIlpatiOllS--<lgri
culture, industry and commerce--and it would be vain to 
hope that one class could enjoy lasting prosperity inde
pendendy of the others." 

Nothing but good can come of the adoption of these 
agricultural resolutions. In all countries, since the end of 
the Great War, the development of agricultural associationa 
has been forcibly evident. Evetywhere are to be found 
groups and organisations, national and international. 
Parallel movements, the strength of which might have 
been dissipated by division, have been united and thereby 
strengthened. Business groups have been created in the 
agricultural category, 80me of the existing groups being 
of the greatest importance. They are all becoming p0wer
ful. They clamour for the right to co-operate with com
merce and industry. They force themselves on the notice 
of Governments. One must reckon with them. They are, 
without any doubt, an important innovation. They have 
been able to take by surprise and to thwart several com
binations, which thought themselves secure and privileged. 
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This is only a first impression. The fact that the isolated 
individual can do little and that only organised bodies have 
the power to make themselves obeyed is in itself a necessary 
result of the war. H there should be friction, soothing oil 
must be found to pour over it. Besides there is room for 
everybody. But what must be recorded i. that the League 
of Nations has thoroughly understood how to introduce 
cohesion among powerful private agricultural associations. 
Once more there will be a world of harmony. The service 
that has thus been rendered to the economic world cannot be 
too highly rated. 

The strength of agricultural association, therefore, i~ 
indicated by the position occupied by agriculture at the 
Conference at Geneva. But one general fact was brought 
home to its representatives. The question of the high cost 
of living deeply complicated the economic problem. It 
could not be solved, in so far that it was impossible to deter
mine the exact place, the part, the conditions of life and the 
work of agriculture in the structure of production. To treat 
of the world'. economic conditions except in the presence of 
agriculturists, and without their consent would have been 
stupid. Agriculturists were invited to Geneva because they 
could not be dispensed with. 

The resolutions of the Agricultural Section of the Inter
national Economic Conference left undi.cussed none of the 
questions which are directly or indirectly of interest to 
agriculture. In the first place the delegates laid down prin
ciples or rather developed and made stable those which are 
written in the preface to their resolutions. Agriculture can 
only prosper if its situation is equivalent to that in which 
industry and commerce are placed. It is necessary that 
Industry and Commerce should be in a position to consume 
largely and frequently agricultural products. But Industry 
and Commerce can only survive and develop if Agriculture 
has the power to absorb manufactured goods and thus pro
vide an outlet for industrial and commercial activity. In 
order that this should happen, it is essential that the agri-
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culturist should receive, like the manufacturer and the 
trader, a fair remuneration for his work, the repayment of 
his expenses and a normal profit. It is necessary, there
fore, to abandon the idea of basing the price of food prodllCU 
solely on the desire of the consumer to pay as little as 
possible for his food without inquiring as to what is the 
cost of prodllction. The agriculturist must strive to lessen 
the cost price by producing large quantities. If only he 
can be sure of finding a large home and foreign market, 
which will reimburse him the necessary expenses of hi. 
business-to a price in keeping with what he receives himself 
for the product he sells. 

This problem, the factors of which seem so simple but 
which is complicated very largely by general ignorance of 
agricultural matters, admits of a series of co-ordinate 
solutions. The first thing is to obtain the effect of the action 
of the agriculturist on his business. One does not mean 
by this business consciousness, as might be imagined, but 
the great inIprovement in production brought about by 
machinery, manure, seeds,. methods of cultivation, all of 
which depend on edllcation and instruction. But it is 
necessary to understand manual labour, which even simpli
fied, is an essential element in agriculture and often in
capable of reduction. Now manual labour is only possible 
in agriculture so long as it is well paid and so long as the 
high wages offered in industry do not draw it away from 
the fields; and we come back to the same difficulty which 
must be solved. It is necessaty, too, alongside of proper 
methods of cultivation, ready money for purchasing land 
and livestock, expenses of rotation and renewal while 
waiting for the sale of the harvest and cattle, to set lack of . 
selling, inclement weather, bad harvests, disease and obscure 
illnesses. Again, it is essential to have an organisation of 
buying and selling, and the assnrance that harvests 
will sell easily and at a good price. And this is not the 
complete case for this complex problem, only an imperfect 
snrvey of all which has been said, all which can be said and 
all which I have not the time to say. 
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Let US imagine then that all these questions are setded 
which appert;oin to agriculture. It remains then to study 
all which does not directly depend on it; lirst the price at 
which the agriculturist buys and which tends, whatever may 
be said, to create and maintain the high cost of living-in 
other words, all which is produced and sold and with which 
the agriculturist cannot dispense on pain of being forced into 
idleness. 

Here at the outset we enter straightway the dangerous 
ground of customs tariffs. If industry, by securing a heavier 
protection than is really necessary, linds 'the means of 
raising wages and prices, the agriculturist will pay exces
sively for manufactured goods and will see his manual 
labour disappearing. He will lind it impossible to produce 
cheaply and in large quantities. He will no longer buy, and 
industry will no longer purchase his produce. Production 
will cease. The evil will be doubled and increased tenfold, 
perhaps become irreparable, if as a safeguard manufactured 
goods become highly protected and agricultural goods are 
proteCted only slighdy or not at all. If, in addition, the 
agriculturist is hindered by prohibitive duties or by export 
duties from extending his market outside the frontiers by 
exporting his superlluous produce, if he is prevented, that 
is to say, from seeking a higher and perfectly legitimate 
prolit, as a way to increase his means of production, to keep 
his capital fluld, to give him encouragement in his work, 
and to enable him to share in the prosperity to which he has 
a right like everyone else, then his case is desperate 
indeed. 

From this it can be concluded that it is necessary to 
. facilitate exchange, and to lower customs with circum
opection in order to safeguard the very life of national 
industry. Let us add good, rapid transport, with charges 
reduced to a practical minimum to suit the needs of agri
cultural produce. Even 80 we must remember that State 
taxation is at present overwhelming, that the duties on the 
.ale of land and on inheritance are equivalent to a plunder
ing of the landowners by dIe State, and that life is carried 
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on with an unstable currency and with the expectation of 
calamitous changes. Moreover the agriculturist bears these 
burdens with others far higher than those which fall on the 
manufacturer; for he is, in spite of himself, the voluntary 
slave of sun and of rain, without counting anything else. 
Let us add, finally, that if economic laws do not secure to 
the agriculturist that insurance against illness, accident, 
old age and death which they properly grant to industry, 
the desertion of the fields will increase, and be encouraged. 
We see how many circumstances have a depressing inJIuence 
on agricultural production, the final result being that, by 
reducing the purchasing power of the agriculturist, an irre
sistible reflex movement operates on industrial production 
and ends in the enforced idleness and misery of thousands 
of factory workers. 
Ie In their impressive and comprehensive survey the Agri
cultural Commission at the International Economic Con
ference at Geneva presented a picture of the repercusoions 
of agriculture on industry and of the dependence that one 
has on the other. We may say that up to this time this 
statement had never before been made with such solemn 
and telling force. 
r~"Quite properly, too, the agricultural delegates set about 
investigating the inJIuence of co-operation and credit on 
agricultural development and the forces which they called 
into operation. Let ns put it concisely: c<><>peration in 
matters of production and in the sale of agricultural produce 
appears to ns to be the surest way of contending with the 
high price of foodstuffs. Is it not self~dent that the 
grouping of merchandise into large masses allows the 
assurance of supplying markets and of distributing the 
produce, not haphazardly, but according to demand 1 
From that should follow an almost automatic regularisation 
of prices which is not of less interest to the producer than 
to the consumer-the fixed price. For the producer this is 
a means of circumventing the machinations of numerous 
middlemen, who without exception add a profit for them
selves to the produce, which operates as a detriment to 
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the producer and as a burden on the consumer. It may be 
taken as proved, then, that co-operation in production and 
co-operation in consumption are highly desirable and ad
vantages. It remains to organise such co-operation. This 
has up to now been done only partially, but it could certainly 
be made general a constant connection between co-operation 
in production and co-operation in consumption on a mutual 
basis. The Economic Conference only indicated this idea; 
for, not having power to create, it could merely make a 
rational inventory of points at issue. But in the discussion 
which followed in a sub-committee this concord between the 
needs of producers and those of consumers, and the econo
mic and business equilibrium that would be the result of it, 
was considered with the gravity which it deserved. The 
remarkable development of co-operation in all countries is 
proof enough that this form of productive and commercial 
activity only needs encouragement. In another sphere, that 
of industrial associations, which were treated at length by 
the Industrial Commission of the Conference, agriculturist .. 
through M. Garcin, the French expert, demanded the right 
to examine how and to what extent they ought to be ex
pected to maintain an ultimate participation in groups 
which, without doubt, will have a leading influence on pro
duction, on curtency, on wages and, if they function satis
factorily, on the general welfare. On this point, it i. of the 
utmost importance that the attention of agriculturists 
should be concentrated. International rationalism, which 
may be the result of it, will tm a form by which either 
profits or burdens may be obtained; and agriculturists 
have no need of extra burdens. 

On the question of credit the Conference was also very 
discreet. It admitted that the organisation of agricultural 
credit in national schemes must henceforth be regarded as 
an institution with which it is impossible to dispense, that 
mutual credit must be on the same basis in all institutions 
of credit, and that the help of the State in most cases must 
be conceived as very beneficial and sometimes indispensable. 
But it declared that the creation of one or several institutions 
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of international agricultural credit presents difficulties 
which it would be childish to conceal. In the financial con
fusion in which Europe is struggling, and which touches 
acutely States born yesterday-and precisely those which 
have the greatest need of agricultural assistance-the open
ing of a reasonable and powerful international credit 
depends, -in the opinion of the delegates, on conditions and 
guarantees with which a high moral power like that of the 
League of Nations is alone capable of dealing. I am told 
that one inquiry on the subject has been initiated by the 
International Institute of Agriculture in Rome. It is to be 
hoped that this inquiry will be exact, precise, wise and a 
refuge from illusions and deception. It is the only way of 
obtaining an obviously desirable solution. When one 
reflects on the agricultural crisis which is the unavoidable 
result of agrarian reform in certain countries--which has 
been and will be extremely productiv~ne ardently 
wishes that agriculture could find the credit which it so 
badly needs. But all hasty and premature action will risk 
the destruction of any hope of satisfying the need. Europe 
should abstain from any cause of contention. 

The account I have given only affords a pale reflection of 
the agricultural discussions at Geneva. It will perhaps serve 
to furnish some slight idea of their scope. As I have already 
said, what appeared plainly and what fundamentally re
mains, is the bond between the three main lines of human 
economic activity, the interdependence of aU work done in 
the world in order to increase the facilities of life. 

It is for peace that we are working. AU who look beyond 
the immediate horizon and who try to pierce the mist in 
which Europe is enveloped are convinced that the system 
of water-tight compartments that has arisen from the war, 
and around which unenlightened nationalism or private 
interests remain fiercely on guard, cannot last if peace is to 
be securely established in the world. Political antagonism, 
indeed, or race hostility are respousible for many of the 
aftermaths of the war. If one looks at it closely one sees 
that, in a great number of cases, they are accentuated by 
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imperialist-economic reasons, by the sheer necessities of 
existence or by the expansion which no one can resist. The 
more we examine the unhappy convalescence which follows 
on a formidable pathological crisis, the more we are con
fronted by economic needs which seek for stability, and 
which, if we cannot guarantee them that stability, will 
before long involve the whole of Europe in ruin. The Inter
national Economic Conference at Geneva is an endeavour 
to afford that stability. It is what we an are seeking to do;" 
and M. Jean Jouhaux, who was the first to conceive the idea, 
M. Louis Loucheur, who first obtained the cbncrete realisa
tion from the League of Nations, and M. Theunis, who pre
sided at this Assembly, all have collaborated in this endea
vour. Among the most eminent of these co/Jab ... atelWs, if I 
may be allowed to say so, were the representatives of the 
agricultnral workers who, of all workers, are those who at 
all times have suffered, and will always suffer, the most 
cruelly in all wars. We have been at Geneva in good faith; 
we h;tve worked with all our might; as M. Theunis has said 
we know that order will not be re-established by magic. 
But, like him, we are happy to have united our strength 
with that of friends, akin to us in heart, enthusiasm and 
ideals. Agriculture has shown at Geneva what it is, what 
it wants, and what it could be. It will persevere. 



CAPITAL AND LABOUR IN INDUSTRY 

BARBARA WOOTTON, M.A., J.P. (Director of Studies 
for Tutorial Classes in the University of London). 

THERE was plenty of Capital at the Conference, but com
paratively little Labour. Indeed, numerically, the relations 
inside the Conference hall were nearly the inverse of those 
in the industrial world outside. The constitution of the 
Conference certainly made this inevitable. So long as there 
was no provision for the representation of organised Labour 
as such, only those Governments in whose countries the 
workers' organisations had more than average strength 
wonld be likely to include a Labour representative in their 
delegations; whereas nearly aU would be likely to send one 
or more representatives whose acquaintance with economic 
affairs had been gained chiefly in practical experience as 
possessors, or as representatives of the possessors, of im
portant industrial enterprises. In consequence there were 
probably not more than a score among the delegates who 
were intimately associated with the activities of organised 
wag ... earners in their own countries. 

This constitution was necessarily reflected in the attitude 
of the Conference and its approach to the matters which 
composed its agenda. It meant that the Conference had, on 
occasion, to make a definite effort of the imagination to keep 
in mind facts which are part of the everyday experience of 
wag ... earning people; and that, if that effort were not 
successfully made, the Conference would lack a true sense 
of proportion. This does not mean that the Conference was 
necessarily" biassed n or even" class conscious.." It means 
simply that a certain amount of additional effort was .... 
quired. It is possible for a group of men to be even more 
acutely conscious of the importance of facts outside the 
range of their immediate experience than are the very people 
who have personally experienced those facts. But this con-

147 
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sciousness must be, so to say, consciously acquired, by a 
definite effort. History also seems to suggest that it is 
normally more difficult for a rich man to imagine the ex
perience of a poor man than vi(I-fJ"'s~ It was usually this, 
the more difficult, effort that the Conference had to make. 

The delegates had in fact to remember that the world is 
mainly composed of persons whose economic position is 
extremely unlike their own; and that it i. the prosperity 
of these persons which is the ultimate test of the prosperity 
of any nation. They did often remember this, as, for in
stance, in regard to unemployment. The existence of a 
European army alone of something like teb million unem
ployed and dependents of unemployed was widely recognised 
to be one of the chief reasons, if not the chief one, why the 
Conference had ever been called at all But other facts were 
not always so well remembered, and there appeared some
times a tendency to lose sight of the end in the difficult 
search for the means. The level of wages, for instance, was 
treated almost without exception as though it were ex
clus~vely a means towards a further end-and this alike by 
those who regarded high wages, and by those who regarded 
low wages, as the road to prosperity. Certainly the means 
by which prosperity may be attained are not independent 
of the level of wages if prosperity includes hoth the economic 
well-being of those who are not wag ... earners, and full 
employment for those who are. But wages are at least as 
Important as an end as they are as a means. Economic 
welfare does not consist in the mere absence of unemploy
ment, irrespective of the wages at which people are em
ployed. 

On the other hand, the fact that the Conference was not 
constituted on any basis explicitly corresponding to the 
division of Capital and Labour in industry had its advantages. 
This alone made it possible for the Conference to be a Con
ference and not a negotiation. Had the constitution of the 
Conference followed the lines of the division of industry into 
the two parties of owners and workers, there would have 
been a very powerful tendency to resolve all questions into 
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terms of the relation between these parties, to the exclusion 
of the often no less diflicult problems of other relationships, 
such as those between different nations, or between persons 
interested, in any capacity, in different industries. As it was, 
there appeared to be a general desire to avoid raising the 
acutely controversial issues of the relations of workers and 
employers. Avoidance of controversy is not, indeed, neces
sarily a good thing. It may be merely an expression of 
cowardice, and it frequendy results (as, it may be argued, 
happened on occasion at the Conference) in a lack of that 
realism which is necessary to make discussion fruitful But 
it is often the better paIt to avoid controversy in circum
stances where the alternative is likely to be controversy 
and nothing further. An economic conference constituted 
upon explicit recognition of the divergence of interest be
tween owners and workers, and having a wide general 
agenda, would have run a grave risk of never getting 
beyond controversy; and the controversy would not even 
have had the merit of novelry. 

Further, even. apart from the nature of its compositionJ 
the Conference had necessarily to confine itself in industrial 
matters to statements of a quite general character. There 
were two reasons for this. In the first place, in so far as 
industrial relations are possible subjects for legislation they 
fall within the purview of the International Labour Con
ferences. It would have been improper for the Economic 
Conference to meddle with these matters when there is a 
permanent international organisation ib existence to deal 
with them. In the second place, a great many of the more 
important questions affecting the relations of owners and 
workers are quite outside the possibiliry of legislation alto
gether. They must be decided by the people who conduct 
industry: and Governments (outside Russia) do not at 
present ordinarily conduct industry on any large scale. 

In this respect the industrial were in marked contrast to 
the commercial issues before the Conference. The latter 
were in the main matters with which Governments and 
Governments alone can deal. It is Governments which 
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make tariffs, which impose regulations upon the movement 
of goods, and which payor withhold subsidies. The resolu
tions, therefore, which the Conference adopted on these 
matters could be directly addressed to a single authority in 
evety country competent, if it 80 desired, to carry them 
out: and these resolutions could therefore be framed in a 
comparatively precise and definite form. 

But with industrial questions it is altogether otherwise. 
Consider, for example, the problems that arise from every 
change in industrial technique. Every such decision affect. 
the interests of those who expect to reap profit from the 
change and of all who are in any way conaemed in the old 
methods that are superseded. But it is quite impossible to 
make laws about the extent to which, and the means by 
which, these various interests are to be taken into con
sideration when changes are proposed. For, in the first 
place, in such matters every case differs in important points 
from every other case. It would be impracticable to make 
any rules sufficiently definite to be enacted in a statute. 
And in the second place, changes in industrial methods are 
made by the captain of industry or his subordinate, not 
imposed on him by his Government from without. But the 
captain of industry is a law unto himself (and sometimes to . 
other people as well) aud i. responsible to no man for the 
things which he makes or the way in which he makes them, 
except within the (necessarily very wide) limits set by 
legislation designed to protect his employees or the con
sumers of his goods. You cannot compel a captain of in
dustry to make soap if he thinks it more profitable to make 
cheese, and you cannot compel him to instal a new machine 
if he likes an old one better. Yau cannot even compel him 
to be efficient. Consequently, even if all the industrial 
questions intimately touthing the relations of owners and 
workers could be codified, there would not exist any 
authority capable of euforcing the code in countries where 
private enterprise or capitalism is the ordinary type of 
industry. It is of the essence of capitalism that the capitalist, 
or owner, should decide the .. questions for himself, or in the 
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person of his deputy. Otherwise he ceases to own, and " his " 
business ceases to be" his." Even the strong organisations 
of capitalists which exist in certain countries have, of 
course, no coercive authority over their members. 

The approach of the Conference, therefore, to industrial 
matters was inevitably quite different from its approach to 
questions regarding which it could hope to address definite 
recommendations to Governments capable of carrying 
them out. It does not, however, follow that nothing valu
able could be achieved in these matters. Every industrialist 
who makes a decision makes it under the influence of some 
general principles, behe never so much the "practical" man 
(the difference betwe.!ll the practical man and the theorist 
is usually only that the latter is more conscious of his prin
ciples). Progress is dependent both upon the discovery of 
the principles that are most conducive to the welfare of 
society, and upon securing for these the widest possible 
recognition, especially among those whose actions these 
principles may inftuence. 

It was here that the Cooference could deal advantageously 
with the problems of the mutual relations of owners and 
workers. It could give the seal of its authority to certain 
broad general principles of which the world is still much 
afraid. New ideas are always unpopular; but the Con
ference, whose report will be quoted up and down many 
countries, could do a good deal to rob ideas of their novelty. 
And if this should appear to be but multiplying vain repeti
tions, it should be remembered that in social affairs a multi
tude of vain repetitions is a most powerful instrument of 
progress: for the vanity diminishes with the multiplication. 

The sections of the Conference report dealing with the 
rationalisation of industry and with international industrial 
agreements lay down some such general principles. It is, 
for instance, claimed that, judiciously applied, rational
isation is calculated to secure " to the community greater 
stability and a higher standard in the conditions of life ; 
to the various classes of producers higher and steadier 
remuneration to be e'luitably distributed among them." 
~ 
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But we are reminded that the process must be applied with 
care in order not to injure the " legitimate interests of the 
workers "; that" suitable measures should be provided 
for cases where during the first stage of its realisation it may 
result in loss of employment or more arduous work"; and 
that it requires, "so far as regards the organisation of 
labour in the strict sense of the term, the co-operation of 
employees, and the assistance of trade and industrial 
organisations and of scientific and technical experts." 

The report also contains a very pleasant-sounding clause 
which declares that endeavours should be made " to give 
special attention to measures of a kind calCuiated to ensure 
to the individual the best, the healthiest and the most 
worthy employment, such as vocational selection, guidance 
and training, the due allotment of time between work and 
leisure, methods of remuneration giving the worker a fair 
share in the increase of output, and, generally, conditions of 
work and life favourable to the development and preserva
tion of his personality." 

Similarly, it appears to the Conference "entirely neces
saty" that industrial agreements should give "due con
sideration to the interests of the workers." 

No one, probably, would to-day explicitly deny the 
validity of these principles, or question the extent to which 
they limit the owner's rigbts in the interests of those of the 
worker. But principles can be implicitly as well as ex
plicitly denied, and it is beyond doubt that the practice of all 
industries in some countries, and of some industries in all 
countries, very effectively gives the lie to these principles. 
The process of rationalisation i. frequently applied wfthout 
reference to the "legitimate interests of workera"; in 
many instances no measures suitable or unsuitahle are 
taken to provide for cases where it involves "unemploy
ment or more arduous work," and the success of its applica
tion is often obstructed by the fact that" the co-operation of 

. employees, trade and industrial organisations" is not sought. 
The force of class prejudices extends far more widely than 

do express doctrines of class consciousness. Indeed, it 
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might almost be said paradoxically that class consciousness 
is strongest where it is unconscious. Certainly it is still abso
lutely true that many of those who are interested in indus
try chiefly as owners or directors have never really appre
hended the fact that wa~arners have personalities as 
capable of " development and preservation" as their own. 
It is good that suclJ unimaginative persons should be con
stantly reminded of the inaccuracy of their vision of the 
social and industrial world, and the Conference gave them 
an admirable reminder. 

The pronouncements of the Conference rellect, in fact, a 
certain stage of progress. On the one hand they are cer
tainly a marked advance upon anything that could have 
been laid down twenty or thirty years ago. Although it 
might at any time have been difficult to withhold assent to 
suclJ principles as those quoted above, when once formu
lated, it is only comparatively recently that it would have 
occurred to anyone to formulate them at suclJ a Con
ference. The habit of giving express recognition to the_ 
rights of the workers is growing; and this, as already sug
gested, is an important step on the way to giving practical 
recognition to them also. On the other hand, where this 
recognition is given there is evidence of its comparative 
novelty in the slightly naive form in whiclJ it usually 
appears. Reference is made to the kgitimate interests of the 
workers; the interests of the workers must receive due 
consideration. The significance of these familiar turns of 
phrase immediately appears if we imagine them translated 
to another sphere. Nobody ever qualifies reference to the 
interests of owners with the adjective" legitimate"; and 
this is not, as might be supposed, because owners have no 
legitimate interests but because their legitimacy i. tsken 
for granted. It is not a new discovery about whiclJ we are 
still a little self-conscious. In fact the presumptions are 
reversed in the two cases. It is presumed that the interest 
of an owner in industry is legitimate unless the contrary is 
expressly stated; it is presumed that only those interests 
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of the worker are legitimate which are explicidy labelled 
as such. 

As regards the future, it i. possible that this stage will be 
followed by another in which a more stable and a more equal 
division of the spheres of interest between worker and owner 
in industry will win general acceptance; in which it will be 
just as necessary for the owner to establish the legitimaey 
of his interests as it is now for the worker. But the problem 
of industrial relationships cannot be solved in isolation. 
These relationships are determined by some of the most 
fundamental institutions of society, evep. though their 
connection with these i. not always realised. Indeed, the 
very title which heads this chapter, and the widely accepted 
conception, with which it is associated, of industry as built 
up on the co-operation of two parties, itself obscures 
differences between the position of those parties which are 
fundamental in character. 

In the strict sense of the words there is no problem of 
Capital and Labour at all. Labourers are only too anxious 
to \ttilise the tools properly described as capital as aids in 
the business of production. The personification of Labour 
and Capital inevitably suggests, what is not indeed the 
case, that the relation of the labourer to his labour is com
parable with the relation of the capitalist to his capital; 
that the expression "Capital and Labour" is, in fact, 
genuinely symmetrical This confusion has been responsible 
for a lamentable amount of muddled thinking, and it must 
be added, of false hopes. The relation of a labourer to his 
labeur is, of course, an indissoluble physital relation: the 
relation of a capitalist to his capital is a legal relation 
between a man and an object external to himself. which is 
based on the law of property and limited by the limits of 
that law. Even within those limits it is, as many capitalists 
in all countries know to their regret, a relation that can 
readily be dissolved. Property changes hands: personal 
activity does not. 

So long as the worker was also normally the owner of the 
capital which be used, the difference between these two 
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relationships had no practical importance; though it has, 
of course, always existed in theory. But now that this is no 
longer the case the diHerence is all-important. For it is im
possible to make any quantitative comparison between the 
worker who does something and the capitalist who owns 
something. It follows that there is no basis of common 
consent upon which to found a stable relation between 
owners and workers so far as concerns either of the two 
chief problems of their relationship-that of the division of 
the proceeds of industry and that of their respective spheres 
of "controL" It is difficult enough to measure the contri
bution of the worker who does one thing against that of the 
worker who does another thing. It is quite impossible to 
compare such unlike terms as owning and doing. The 
Economic Conference may applaud improvements which 
provide the "various classes of producers" with greater 
remuneration" to be equitably distributed among them " ; 
but if cannot indicate what kind of distribution is equitable 
as between " producers" who are personally active and pro
prietors who own instruments that are used by other people.' 

In practice, to command wide acceptance a system of 
distribution must not differ too markedly from that which 
in fact exists. This fact i. the only principle to which 
arbitrators on wage questions can refer. But the equity of 
this principle is, of course, vigorously challenged in certain 
quarters; and a situation which is stable only because it 
is the status quo enjoys a very precarious stability. In this 
lack of any common standard by which owning may be 
compared with doing, lies, it may be added, the funda
mental reason why the arguments in favour of settling 
individual disputes by recourse to an authoritative court 
of law are not also decisive in favour of the settlement of 
industrial disputes by compnlsory arbitration. It is possible 

I This atatement is compatible with acceptance of the M marginal net 
product U theory of distribution, familiar to economista. Accurately ex-
prened, that theory doea Dot identify the eapitali.t with his capital, and 
it equally applicable to puaent society, to a world of working capitalietlt 
or to a soclaliet community in which an capital i. collective property. 
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to find acceptable principles determining the limits of a 
man's right to annoy his neighbour by keeping vociferous 
fowls in his garden; but it is not possible to agree upon 
ratioual principles governing the division of the proceeds 
of industry between owners and workers. 

The problem of industrial "control" presents even 
greater difficulties. The possibility of schemes of "joint 
control" between" Capital and Labour ,. have attracted a 
good deal of attention as offering something more stable 
than the present relation. It must, however, be remembered 
that ownership means nothing unless it mea,ns control To 
control industry is to have the right to decide what is to be 
done with things, which things belong to somebody. But 
the only person who has any legal right to decide what is 
to be done with anything is the person who owns that thing, 
or anyone else to whom that person has delegated some or 
all of his rights of ownership. The law of property simply 
does not recognise a right of control based upon personal 
activity instead of upon ownership. Again, therefore, there 
is no'rational basis upon which a stable allocation of the 
spheres of control of owner and worker can be founded. 
If the owner is the owner he has the right of control, and 
there is no more to be said. People who are not owners can 
only be admitted by the owner's courtesy to share his right. 
If the result is unsatisfactory the solution must be either to 
redistribute ownership (e.g., so that owning is again 
ordinarily combined with working) or to change the nature 
of the rights which ownership implies. 

The purpose of the .. reflections is not to suggest that the 
problem of industrial relationships is insoluble or that in
dustry must be the scene of perpetual strife. It i. rather to 
indicate the close connection of these problems with such 
fundamental institutions as the law of property. These 
institutions are the limiting factors, and any solution which 
attempts to ignore them cannot be stable, even though 
unstable equilibrium may be maintained with remarkable 
success for quite long periods. It is often useful to recall 
the simple truth that in the long run one must either modify 
an institution or abide by it. 
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I. AGENDA OF THE CONFERENCE 
F1RsT PAllT 

THE WORLD ECONOMIC POSITION 
Principle I ........ and probleme ....... from the point 01 view of 

diHuent countries. 
~yoU 01 ecoGomic ""we. 01 the present disturbed equilibrium 

in COJDIIlUt:e and iDduatry. 
Economic tendenciea capable of affecting the peace of the world. 

I. Liberty 01 trading -11 

SECOND PART I , 
L COMMERCE 

(a) Import and export prohibitiona and .... tri<:tiona. 
(h) Limitation, regulation or monopolisation of trade-. 
(el Economic and lis<al treatment of nationals and <Onlpaoiea of 

one country admittN to aettle in the territory of another. 
:. Cuatoma tarifl. and commercial treaties. 

Obttaclca to international trade arising from: 

(al Form, level and instability 01 import and export tariJle. 
(b) eu.""", nomendotur. and claaoificatioo. 

3. Indirect methods of protecting national <Omme&Ce and shipping. 
(a) Suboicli.., direct or indirect. 
(b) Dumping, and anti-dumping legislation. 
(c) Discrimination arising from the conditioDi of transport. 
(d) Fie<al measur .. discriminating againat foreigu imported good •• 

.. R.eperCUl8ioD upon international cmnmcrce of reduced purchasing 
power. 

II. INDUSTRY. 

L Situation of principal induatries (productive capacity, output, eon-
aumplion, and employment). . 
z. Nature of preeent difficulties in industry j their industrial, commercial 
and monetary C8US!:1. 

3. Pouibi!iticaofaetion:j 

(0) o,ganiaatioo 01 production, including, in particular, inter
national industrial agreements:, considered from the point 
of view of production, of the consumer and of labour; 
their legal pOIition; their COlUlcction with Cuttomt
probleme. 

(h) Importance of collection and prompt exchange of statistical 
information with regard to induatrial production. 

'59 
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III. AGRICULTURE. 

I. The pIOWlt position of agriculture compared with pre-war eonclltiona 
in .... pect of production, consumption, otocks, pri_ and free cin:ula
tiOil of agricultural produc:to. 
z. Causea. of preaent d.i.fficultiea. 
3. Poasibilitiea of mruuaticmal action : 

(_) DevelDpmmt of, and international collaboration be......, 
p1'Oducera' and consumerr organisationa, including the 
different aystems of eo-operative organisation. 

(0) COntinu .... exchange of all Rlevaot infonnatiou <OIlCOrDing 
agricultural conditi ..... cienti6c aod tedmical -ch, 
agricultural credit, etc. 

(e) Developmmt of the pUlChaaing power of agriqdtural prodU<en. 

II. REPORT OF TIIE CONFERENCE 
""OP'" OIl M., '31'<1, 1927.1 

I. DfTJtODUCTIOH 

2. COlIMnCE 

s- GSHERAL It£8OLl1TJON8 

I. INTRODUCTION 

J. In in reooIution of September 24th, '9'S, relating to the summon
ing of an World Eeonomic Conference, the _.ly of the League of 
NatioIll declared itadf cc firmly resolved to seek all possible means of 
establishing peace throughout the world" and affirmed its conviction 
that tf economic peace will largely contribute to aecwity among the 
nationa.u It further emphasised the u necessity of investigating the 
economic difficultiCl which stand in the way of the revival of general 
pruop.nty and of ascertaining the beat meant of overeoming theoe 
difficultiea and of preventing disputes." 

The EcoDomic Conference baa conatantly kept these general mrec:tiona 
in view. At the end of nearly nine yean after the war, dwing which the 
disturbances reaulting from that unprcttdentcd catastrophe have had. 
time to reveal their permanent e6ec:to, the Conference baa uoed in best 

1 The "'port, with the ... oIuti .... wu adopted unanimously by the 
members of the Conference except for the abstention of the members of 
the U.S-S-a. delegati .. (who, however, declared themaelvcs iD favour 
of certain reiOlutiOJls indicated in the Annex: to Se<bon S--Genera1 
Rnolutiona) attd of the memben of the Turkish delegation. 
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endeavours to discover and analyse the fundamental co"... of the 
troubles from which the world is at present suffering, and to find remedies 
which, if they will not effect a complete cure, will at least afIord some of 
theroliefforwhich the civilised wodd ia so insistently calling. 

TB& ECONOMIC SlTUA'nON 

1. The. documentation prepaud by the Seaetari.at under the direction 
of the Preparatory Committ~ to which many commercial and induatrial 
organisations in variOlJl. countries and many individual expert! have 
contributed, preaentl a picture of the economic: condition of the world 
with a fullnesa. and authority which has probably never hitherto been 
attained. It is only possible to refer in the briefest way to the result . 
• hown in these reports. 

A general imprcoslon of the change which haa taken place ainc:e the 
war can be gathered fr?m the statistics which have been compiled of 
the wodd', production of foodatuHt and raw materiala. The figures &how 
that, whereas in lIPS the world's population waa about S per cent 
greater than in 1913, production of foodstu1h1 and of raw materials was 
from 16 to IS per cent greater. In other words, productioo and con
sumption, both in total and per head of the world', population, are 
greater than before the war. 

This increued production of food and raw materialas has, however, 
pot been accompanied by a corresponding increase of international com~ 
mcrce, for the volume of trade in 19z5 was only S per cent higher than 
bef ... the war. 

3. But these ltatiStica relate to the world as a whole. They do not 
:represent the position of each continent. While certain parts of the- world 
have progressed comiderably more than these average figures indicate, 
there are other continents, notably Europe, which are far behind. The 
production of Europe, whose population has increased by I per cent, 
waam 192.5 about S per cent greater than in 19r3, an increaae materially 
.tower than in pre-war yean, while its intunational trade was ooly 
89 per cent of the pre-war volume. Further illuBtration of the fact that 
the economic difficultiea are moat acute in Europe i. to be found in the 
volumes on special industries. Its moat distressing symptom it the ab
normal degree of unemployment which still obtains in certain countries, 
while ita financial reactions are ehown in the burdensome taxation and 
inadequate savings of Europe. 

4-- It would, however, be a mistake to aasume that the economic 
condition of EutOpf: could be so seriously disorganited without affecting 
that of the rest of the world. Other countries certainly !..J the effects 

1 Excluding China. 
I The production of Dnitbed commodities mU8t have increaaed faater 

than these figura, .mce technical progress largely conmu of the more 
complete and mOft economical uae of raw material. 
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of Europe', reduced consuming power. There also .. no dnnbt that the 
....,Id .. affected by the fact that Europe Iw been compeUed for the 
<!me being to renounce eeveraI of the functic ... in world economy which 
bad previoualy been hera. 

S. But neither in Europe Dor in the reet of the world is the economic 
potitinn unilormIy good or bod. On the contrary, the depreooion .. 
clearly COD<eDtra.ed in certain main __ Some of these, I1lch .. the 
iron aod .ted induotry, shipbuilding, ... d the clwnic:al tradea, were 
artificially apanded to meet war needs. Demand has, however, bem 
... trict.d by the fact that lad: of capital resulting fraro dimini.h." 
aaving. hat prevented economic development on the dille scale aa before 
the WUw The iron and ated industry, which is largely con«rned with 
providing fixed capital in variowI forma, is particulady affected by this 
fact. Other industria, of which the cotton industry it a notable example,. 
have bad to adapt themsclvea to a very conaiderable increase in pr0-
ductive capacity in distant countriee. Others, again, like the coal trade
the demaud for wbno. product Iw been considerably checked by alterDa
dve lO\U'cet of power and by economies in the use offuel--havc auHercd, 
while the petroleum and electric power industries have protpered. But 
perhapo the moot extreme example of dislocation is that of ohipping, 
for, whereas the world". total mercantile tonnage has incmued by 38 
per cent, the volume of good. to b. carried by sea Iw hardly increaaed 
at aU. Th. conditioo of there trader is in oharp CODtrast to that of maay 
induatriea providing articlea of immediate comumption or even of lwmry. 
The production of motoM:an, artificial oilk, and rubber goode may he 
taken as examples. 

But though the harmful elfectl of the war bave been con<eDtrated on 
a few .pedal trades, the ckpreHion hat inevitably limited the expansion 
that would have taken place in other directions, for by creating complete 
or partia1 unemployment it Iw diminished the purchuing power of a 
largeinduotrial populati .... 

6. Moreover, the troubles of induatry have an even wider ~ 
lince they affect in • simi1ar wry the whole of the world'. agriculture.. 
Agricultun, which is cIaily becoming more indUitrial in ito p_ 
and methodaJ .uHen directly from the fact that the prices of induat::rial 
produm in certain count:ria have for tome yean remained relatively 
high, while thOle of agricultural produeta have been on a comparatively 
lower lev... The agrieulturist compl.m. that he buY' the maoufactureo 
whith he needo at hi8h pricer, but ..n. •• Iow pricer the productJ of the 
ooiL The doeuro.ntatiOil of the Confereo<e indiea.eo that, if agricultural 
prica are low and the agricultural community in many countries in a 
.tate of depression, it it not because there has been any abnormal increase 
in the produetiou of foodatulfa but haeauoe th. deraand from certain 
manufacturing communities in Europe it inadequate. 

1. Thu., while the documentation of the Conference lena on the oae 
hand to pidt GUt the darkest .pots in the present situation, it also empha .. 
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sises on the other the interdependence of nations, of industriet and of 
dassea. During the great war,. the nations were driven tctnporarily to 
live to a quite abnormal extent on their own resources, hut this condition 
of aeH...,ufficiency--incomplcte though it was-was only attained at the 
coat of hardshipa which tended rapidly to become almost intolerable. 
The attempts after the war to seek prosperity by a policy of economic 
isolation have, after an experience of nearly mne years, proved a failure. 
The opinion of the world is beginning to under.tand tbat prosperity is 
not something which can be enjoyed in amall compartments. 

PosT-W All PROliLEHS 

8.. Immediately after the waT, many people naturally assumed that 
the war and the war a10De W8e the reason for the dislocation that emerged 
in the economic relations of individuals, of nations and of continents. 
A simple return to pre-war conditioDi seemed in the circumstances the 
apPTOPriate objective Gf economic policy which would be .ufficient to 
cure the currmt diffic:ulties. It is an instinctive tendency of mankind to 
turn to the past rather than to the future and, even at a moment when 
an old ordtt is)eing di'placed by a new, to revert to former ideas and to 
attempt to restore the traditiODalatate of affairs. Experience baa .hown 
however, that the problems left by the war cannot be solved in $0 simple 
a manner. 

At first, this deaire to return to the pre-war regime was a wise all well as 
a natural instinct; for the first and most urgent task:: after- the war was 
to re1tart the economic life of the world which bad been eo slwply 
intenupted. Economic policy had, therefore, to deal with the temporary 
eonsequences of the war and endeavour to remove the obstructions to 
production and trade which it left behind. 

9- One of the most widespread and far-reoching of these diJIiculti .. 
was the diaorga.niaation of public tinancea and the depreciation of cur
rencies. At the time of the Brussels Conference, only four European 
countries had IUcceeded in balancing their budgets. Now, nearly every 
country bas establisbed it> budgetary equilibrium. 

n this. indispensable first stage of financial reconstruction is not yet 
quite complete, and if it would be too much tour that in each individual 
country financial stability is aasured, it is at least true that, in gener~ 
a disorganised eondition of public finances and fluctuationa in the 
various currencies in relation to each other are not at the present moment 
a factor of primary importance in. deprening trade and production.. 

10- Another difficulty which ha!l played a great part in recent yean. 
bat been the shortage of capital. The low level of production that fol· 
lowed the- war left in Europe, at aU events, no margin for saving. This 
eituation has gradually changed. The recovery of production in Europe, 
together with a growing sense of aecurity, has revived the procesa of 
laving and atimulated the intematioaal movement of capital These 
developments have restored a more normal-though still inadequate-
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supply of c:apital, the evidence of which ~8 the fall in the rate of interest 
from the excessive figures which atone time ~ai1ed in several countries, 
particularly in Central Europe, to more normal levels. The rapidity 
with which rates have fallen is to a certain. extent a reflection of the grow
ing freedom of the movement of capital 

II. Similarly, in the case of international commerce, the conditione 
immediately succeeding the war did not permit of the jmmediate resump
tiOD of normal trading relations.. Extreme forma of obstructiom to trade 
were consequently imposed; hut many of these have since been IUb

stantially removed, and liberty of trading, subject to the tariff and to 
her bartien whieh are dealt wieh in paragraph .'}, has been largely 
reatored. 

• 12. But while the new economic situation of Europe since the war 
contains lome featuret which are fortunately of a temporary character, 
then are others which we cannot hope to change for a considerable time 
to come, and othen which must be regarded as permanent. The pusing 
away of temporary financial and economic difficulties which have hitherto 
almost monopolised public attention now enable us to see more dearly 
and to study the$e more deeply rooted changes in the economic situation 
of the world. It is hopcleu to try to solve -Bum. problems by striving after 
the conditions of 1913. In the face of a new situation new remedies moat 
belonnd. 

'3.· Some 01 these permanent ehangoo, like ehe difficulties previously 
referred to, are ehe direct ... uk of the war. For example, ehe belligerent 
countries 01 Europe have been left wieh Jioancial difficulties which have 
extended to many other countriea and will take many decades to remove. 
Not only iJ there in many countries a heavy annual c:harge for war debts 
but alto every belligerent country will for many yean have to find the: 
fundi for war penaionlJ. These burdens are in addition to the cost of 
current armam.cn~ which still weigh heavily on the finaucea of the 
nauont of the world. The level of taxation in relation to resoutCe! is 
therefore likely to remain very much higher in Europe for a long time to 
come than it was in 1913-

14- Moreovert the external obligations arising out of the war have all 

international economic tignificance. Taken in conjunction, on the ODe 

hand, with the 1081 of their foreign investments which certain nationa 
have auffered, and, on the other, with the new loans which many of them 
have raised abroad, they have changed the balance of public and private 
indebtedness between oationt as compared with the pre-war .ituaboJl. 
This is one of the factors that u1timatelyinvolftS a change in the distrib .... 
tion and direction of international trade j for the ultimate settlement of 
net balances due from one country to another must be made by means 
of goods and servicea-although not necessarily by the transfer of the 
dcbtor". gooda and aervices dUect to the aemtOl"a 
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IS. Another change which has an in8uence on the distribution of 
industry, on commerda1 policy and on trade is a reduction in the streama 
of emigration. This fact, taken in conjunction with the great differences 
in the Datural increase of various nationals, is causing changes in the 
relative densityof population. Those countries in which there is a rapidly 
increasing excess of population in relation to their territory and natural 
resourc:ea have consequently intensified their industrial activity and 
attach particular importance to the adoption by other countriee of • 
liberal policy in relation to raw materials. So far 88 Europe it CODcernc~ 
the emigration problem has been partially and temporarily met by an 
abnormal amount of migration between the vanous continental countriee. 

16. Some of the c:hmga, however) which our survey reveals are by 
no mean&- entirely to be attributed to the eftecta of the war. European 
opinion is beginning to realise that the war has hastened changes in the 
world situation which had begun in the early yean of the twentieth 
century. After a whole century, during which other continents had been 
willing to supply Europe with raw product:a in return for the manufac-
tures which Europe alone was in the position to make, a careful observer 
in 1905 or ,<p6---or posoihly twenty ye"", earlier in the case of the Umted 
Statea--could have perceived that a new chapter was opening in the 
history of these distant countries, the chief characteristic of which was 
the endeavour to establish manufacturing industries of their own. The 
war greatly ,timulated thia develop ..... ' by reotrictiog and diverting 
foreign trade between Europe and the rest of the world. 

17. But at the moment of facing this new utuation, Europe finds 
henelf oeverely handicapped. Some of her temporary diffic:ultieo have 
already been referred to. There are others which, in greater or leu 
degree, affect the internal economy of various OOUDtries. Currency 
disorders have resulted in almost every country in a disproportion in the 
wage levels in vanoUJ trades, in the prices of different commodities and 
in the relation between wages and prices, while the difficult adjustments 
which these conditiooa have involved have resulted in induttrial disputQ 
and tomctimet in great social changCL These mattert are outside our
terms of reference, but they cannot be overlooked in an attempt to ex
plain the c:auseo of the preseot ,""",o.me disequilibrium. 

I 8. But Europe is aIao handicapped hy problems of an international 
-character. The effort to restore ber economic poeition calls for the 
rationaliaation of industry and a co-ordination between the economic 
efforts of various countries. It hal to be recognised that the possibility 
of Europe being organised as an economic unit is more remote than before 
the war, partly because of excessive economic nationalism, which was the 
natural consequence of the war and is ollly llOW subsiding, and becauae 
of the economic consequences of retracing frontiers. This nationalisation 
and these territorial readjustments have resulted in the duplication of 
industrial plant and in a failme to apply the principlea of diviaion of 
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labour b ........ the various S ..... of Europe. The normal prooe8I of 
interchange between the numerous units which constitute the new 
Europe baa been serioualy interrupted. The market! which certain are .. 
had supplied before the war have been lost to tbem, and everywhere it 
baa been IlCCe8SUY to leek new openinge for trade. 

Both in itt trade relatioll8 with other continents and in its own internal 
intercoun~ Europe, under the special circum.stancet of the daYt urgently 
needs gR.te! liberty for tIade and eommeIce. In actual fact, tbio liberty 
it ,till .ubotautially I ... than before the WlII. 

'9- The doc:umentatiuu of the Ccmfereuce gives an """"unt of the 
tariff litu.tUm of the world. ReleIeDCe has already been mad. tu the 
extreme forms of obstruction which were imposed immediately after 
the war but have since been largely removed. Europe remain. to-day, 
however, with ito tariI& high., and more complicated, Ieso .table and 
more numerous than in 1913. :Moreover, Europe has faile'd to restore its 
iunuer .,..tem of eollJIl1C<cial treati ... and the habit has developed of 
putting tariffs designed for purposes of negotiation into force before 
tbose negotiations take place. If,.. has olore happened, tbeoe tariffe 
have failed to result in agrement, the obstruction remains higher than 
before. The tendency of the lao!: tbne years has eontinued to be in au 
upWllld ~on, aod the increa.ed level has not bem balanced by tbooe 
COmmeIdaI treaties which have, in fact, been made. 

zo.. Such arc the ma.iD features of the -situation with which the Con
f .. once has been c:aIIed upUD to deal and in ngud to which it has put 
forward.the Rcommendatio .. contained in the reporto of the variouo 
commisaio.lll. 

~ COJOlERCE 

The programme witb regaro to Commerce laid down by the CoaWence 
Agenda includ ... large number of .ubj .... R1ating to the mnot im
p_t .. peets of internatiooal tlade. 

Whatever the particular subject under discussion, it became apparent 
&om the facto and evideoce presented to tb. Conference, tbot each 
nation', commerce it t<HIay being hampeRd by bani ... eotabliabed by 
otbu nationo resulting io a situation, eopecially in Europe, chat ia highly 
d.trimental to the general welfare. ' 

In opite of the vari.ty of q .... tio ... Tailed, the divenity of tbeorieo, 
aod the legitimate national oentimonto of all thOle who took part in the 
distul8ion, one important and extremely encouraging fact has emerged ; 
.nd, having emerged, has become incre .. ingIy manifeo ... the worlt has 
advanced. This lact it the uoanimoua deoiR of the memben of the 
Ccmferencc to make sure that thia Conference sball, in .ome way, mark 
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the beginning of a new era, during which international commerce will 
auccesaively overcome all obttaclea in ita path that unduly hamper it, 
and resume that general upward movement" which ia at once a .rign of 
the world', economic health and the nea:ssazy condition fw the develop
ment of civilisation. 

A oecoDd fact, which ia DB \eaa important thaD the lint, ;. the mutual 
reaction which takes place between the measures taken by the different 
States for the benefit of their national economic mtere.t:l. The tendency 
to equalise the level of Customa protection in the vanoua countriea; the 
desire of each nation tQ improve ita position pending trade negotiatiOlUl ; 
the impalae tD take reprioala against particularly Iwmful foreign tarilf 
meatUre8; the tendency to retain for national consumption certain gooda 
which have been tendered aeal'Ce by rmrictive meaeurea in the country 
of origin; the umety to maintain equal competitive conditions in 
matten of tranaport and credit.; aometimet puhapt the mere con
tagioua effect of example-all these circumstance, cause each economic 
measure taken by one 'nation at a given time to react almost invariably 
on the policies of an other nationa. 

Thua any atrictJy nationalistic policy is harmful not only to the nation 
which practises it but aiIu to the othero, and therefore defeats its own 
end, and if it b. dooired that the DOW.tate of mind revealed by the Co .... 
ference ,bnuld lead rapidly to practical result., aoy programme of 
execution must include, as an eneutial factor, the principle of jHW4114l 
or ameert.d action by the different nations. Each country will then 
know that the COllce8'Siona it ia asked to make will be balanced by 
corresponding 8.criJi ... on the part of the other countries. It will be 
able to accept the propoaed meaaurea, not merely in view of its. own 
individual position but also h«4flS6 it is ;nuruk4 in t1u $UUU$ of 1M 
general p/4Il Uai4 down by tlu ~t1' ...... 

It it, of coune, well, at this point, to avoid any miaunderatanding; if 
conc:uted action it indispensable, it ie, unfortunately, by ita very nature, 
comparatively slow, and natione muat not allow themselvea to mak-e it 
an acute for postponing the execution of the measures individually 
incumbent on each of them. Such measures .houJd, on the contrary, 
fonn the firmest baaia for the collective work which ia d .. c:ined one dey 
to croWD their eftorts. 

Tbe lint atep has already been taken towards .ati.1ying the desire 
for a return to a more normal commercial regime through the atabiliaa
tion now effected of the currency of a great number of countriel whose 
exchange had been eli.located by the war and ita consequencea. 

The Conference, conviaced. that exchange .tabilisation constitutet one 
of the fOrmlOSt conditions for the restoration of intemat:ional trade, it 
most anxiOUJ. to see further progress in thU direction. 

Such are the fundamental- idcu which we muat endeavour to instil in 
the minds of the people of all countri.., 80 that, when properly informed 
of the nature of the taak to be un~en and .full)" reanu~. that 
It 
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important national intere&ts win be respected, they may eupport their 
Governments in their worthy and arduous task of endeavouring forth
with to give effect to the resolutiolll of the Conference. 

L LmEllTY or TRADING 

In harmony with what baa beeD .aid above, the Conference, having 
been invited to consider the ditIerent problem. grouped under the 
general heading of liberty of tJading, haa CODdemned the lYO"'" of 
import and export prohibitions and the privileges lom.etimes granted to 
State enterpmea, and has also recommended a more liberal policy in 
respect of foreign nationals atld companies in the exercise of their 
commercial activities. 

The propoeah resulting from itt deliberations are as folloW! ! 

t. Import and. Export ProldblUoDI ami RestrfettonL 
The Conference is convinced that a return to the elective liberty of 

international trading is one of the primary co.nditious of world prosperity. 
Theexperience of the years since the war proves that import and export 

prohibitiona, and the arbitrary practices and disguiaed discriminations 
which T..wt therefr_ together with the ohatacl .. of all kinch placed 
OD the cin:ulati .. of goodo aod capital, have had chplorable .... 01 .. by 
hampering the Donna! play of competition, by imperilliog both the 
easentialauppliee of lome nations and the not leu iudiapensab1e market. 
of other." and by bringing about an artificial organiaation of production, 
distribution and consumption. 

Experience hat mown, moreover, that the grave drawbacb of these 
meuuree have not been counterbalanced by the finan.cial advantages or 
IOcial benefits which were anticipated. 

It is thcJefore importaM foJ the recovery and fa ...... development of 
world trade that the Go.vemments should forthwith abandon an econo
mic policy which is injurious to the interests both of their own and 
other nations.. 

A c:ontiderablc step will have been taken in this direction if, at a 
reault of the Diplomatic Conference convened for Noftmber 14th, 19'-7,1 
the Governmentl adopt a convention based upon the draft prepared by 
the Economic Committee of the League of Nation. on the subject of 
import and export prohibition, and reetrictions, taking into account 
also the principles enumerated in the commentary accompanying the 
,aid draft and the propoaab of the International Chamber of Commerce 
on this subject. 

The aim in view would not, however, be achieved if the acceptana: of 
thia convention were merely formal, and if its provitiona were rendered 
inoperative by export duties, I the fixing of quotaBt the imposition of 
unjustified health regulatioDI or by any other meane. 

1 It ia anticipated that theCooocil wiD decide to call the Coni......,.. •• 
an earlier date, Damely October ,7th, '9'7. 

I See oIao III, 3 : .Ezpart Duti ... 
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Accordingly, the Confet:ence recommends: 
(I) That the- draft International Convention for the Abolition of 

Import and Export ProhibitiOllS and Restrictions, aa prepared by the 
Economic Committee of the League of Nations and 8ubmitted to the 
States Members of the- League and to the principal non~Membcr 
States, COUlltitutes, with ita accompanying commentary, a very _tie
factory baai. for the Diplomatic Conference convened for November 
14th, 19%7,1. and ahould be utilised to lead to • prompt general agree
ment permitting the gyeatest possible number of nations by their 
concertedandsimultaneoU8 actiOll to bring about favourable conditiona 
£01' the reeovery and development of the production and trade of aD 
countrics; 

(z) That, more<>vu, the application of the principles laid down in 
this draft ahould not be indirectly defeated by such meaDS •• "'Port 
duties,· the 6xiog of quota., health regulations or ooy other meaeurea 
not justi6ed by exceptional or imperative circumstancea j 

(J) ADd, further; that the applicatioD of th<se principl ... hould Dot 
be indirectly defeated by restrictions on the free circulation of capital 
-including, for example, any system for controlling exchange which 
impedes the purchase or exportation of foreign exchange for the 
purpose of paying for gooda imported. 

2. Commerelet Equality of State Enterprlsu and Private Enterprlsea. 
The Conference haa considered the fact that certain Governmcnut 

when participating in the control or management of commercial, in
dustrial, banking, maritime transport or other enterprises, have claimed 
in virture of their own tovereignty various privileges, immuniuet or 
other advantagee for the benefit of these enterprises .and have also at 
timet secured the grant of similar advantages from other countriea by 
virtue of international comity. 

Noting that these advantages give the enterprises bene6ting from them 
an unduly privileged position as compared with similar private enter
prises, the Conference declares that they constitute an iofringement of 
free competition by making a diaaimination between enterprises earried 
on tide by aide. 

Accordingly, the Conference recommends: 
That, when a Government carriea on or controls any commercial, 

industrial, banking, maritime transport or other enterprise, it.haH not, 
in ita character ae IUch and in eo far ae it participatct in enterpriees of 
this kind, be treated ae entitled to any sovereign rights, privileges or 
immunities from taxation or from otber liabilities to which eimilar 
privately owned undertakinga are subject, it being clearly underatood 
that thie recommendation. only applies to ordinary commercial enter
pn.e. in time of peace. 

3. Legal PtGVblO1ll or ReptaUofll relaUng to In1ernatlonal Trade. 
The Conference recogniaet that it i. important that the work of the 

Economic Committee of the League of Nati01l!l and the International 
(Por notes ~ and II seolootaotes on previous page] 
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Chamber of Commerce in eonnection with th.e simplification of Customt 
formalities,l the asaimilation of laWl on bills of exchange" the inter
-national development of commerdal arbitration and the auppresaion. of 
unfair commerc:iaI practicca would bec:ontinued with a view to obtaimng 
rapid -.nd gea.cralsolutiona. 

AcconIingly, the CoDi...""" recommends , 
That, with a view to obtaining rapid and general _ti .... the 

Economic: Committ ... of the League of Natio .. would p .... ue the 
investigations undertaken with a view to the simplification of Cuatoma 
formaIiti.., the _imiIati ... of Ia ... 00 billa of euhauge, the in ..... 
nationaI development of commercial arbitration and the suppreaion 
of unfair commercial practices, and that all the neceaaazy meaturet 

ehouId be taken by the League of Nati ... and by Govcmmenta to 
increase the Dumber of accessions to ConventioDl already concluded 
or which may hereafter be COllcl.uded on these matter •• 
In COllDcction with. the preceding recommendation, the Conference is 

of opinion that the beoelic:iaI reouIts of tbe Protocol of September ~th, 
lcp3, in regard to international recognition of arbitration dausee iD 
private commercial contracts, will not be fuRy realised until provision 
is made for enauring the execution of such arbitral awards. 

The Coo!eren .. accordingly recommeods, 
That the Council of the League of Nati ... take stepa to submit to 

States, for signature: at an early date, Protocol providing fur the 
execution of arbitral awarda in commercial questions.. 

4. Eeoaemic and Filcal Treatment oJ IfaUon'" and Companlea at 
One Couutry admitted. to aettle fa the Territory oJ Anetber. 

The Coo!erence CODSidera that the grantiog of the legal, admini.trative, 
fiaeal aod judic:iaI guaran .... nec<ssary to the nationala, 6tme or com
pauiea of a State admitted to t'Xerelse their trade, industry O!' other 
occupation in the territory of another State or to aettle there, i. one of 
the essential conditions of economic co-operation between nabons. 

Taking note of the important work already devoted to thia oubjec< 
by the Economic Committee of the League of Nation. and by the Inter
national Chamber of Commerce, the Conference couiden. it desirable 
that their conclusious should be considered and co-ordio.ted by the 
appn>priate orgaus of the League of Nations with the view to their 
IUbmitsion to a diplomatic:: conference fur the purpose of determining 
the best methods of delioing the stat.,. of fomgoen, of abolishing unjust 
diotinctiona betw<cn them and nationala, and of preventing double 
taxation. The purpose of this conference would be to draw up an inteI'
national convention.. 

But, before the latter eould settle the question .. a whole, bilateral 
agreemeuts providiog for equitable reciprocity and bated on the guidiog 
priru:ipleo Iefenod to above might effe .. a valuable improvement in the 
pramt tituation. 

1 See also II,. S: CuatOml Formalities. 
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(1) That, pending the conclusion of an international convention, 

bilateral agreements 8hould be amved at, 011 the basis of the work 
already accomplished by the Economic Committee of the League of 
NatioIUI and by the International Chamber of Commerce, defining the 
statui of foreigner~ not only from the economic but from the legal 
and fiscal paino of view: 

(~) That, in the same spirit and with the lame end in view, the 
Council of the League of Nati .... hould prepare !or the meeting of a 
diplomatic conference for the purpose of drawing up an international 
convention ; 

(3) That, in dra";,,g up theoe agreemen .. and the tats to be ... 1>
mitted '0 the CoDferenoe, the following pointa among oth ... ehouId 
be borne in mind, . 

(4) Equality of treatment with tegard to conditions of rcoideoc:e, 
eatablishmeo;, removal, and circulation, between foteign .... 
admitted to • State and the nationala of that State; 

(b) Conditio .. of carrying on trade, ind .. try ODd all other .c:tiviti .. 
by foreigu p ....... and eot"'Pm..; 

(e) Legal status of the .ame persons and enterprises ; 
(d) FIoca! status of the .ame p ....... and eotupris ... 

n. CusToMS TAJlI7H 

The queation o-f Custom! tariffs has two different aepecta according a. 
it is regarded from the point of view of form Or from that of substance, 
to. of the actual amount of the import duti... The Iat ... aspect, whith 
is directly allied to the queati ... of commercial treaties, will be dealt 
with later in connection with the geoeraI probkm of commercial policy. 

Ito tegardo the fint claas of questions, the Confereoce unanimously 
recognia.d the dcoirabilicy of oimplifying Customa tariffs .. far .. 
posaibU:, particularly by avoiding unwarranted Bub-diviaiona; it haa 
proposed the ettablisJunent of a systematic eultOms nomenclature, the 
use of which would in due course be AS8ured by individual meuurea 
taken by the Governm ..... and regul.ariaed by the conclusion of bilatetal 
-or multilateral international conventions; it emphaai.aed the urgent 
"' .... ity of .tabilising Cuatom. tariffs, by the """clusioD of long-term 
commercial treatia or otherwise; it recapitulated rulet for securing 
the maximum of equity ill the application of duties and defined the 
principles on which Custom, formalities .hould be based; and finally 
it pasted a recommendation in favour of the execution, to the fullest 
ponibJe extent, of the Convention of December 3ut, 1913, eatablishing 
an International Bureau of Trade Statistics.. 

1. SlmpUBeation at Customs Tanlrs. 

The Conference considet. that the enormous increase in the Dumber 
of tariff headings and the excellive number of sub-headings in the vanoUi 
iteme--a practice whi-c:h haa grown up sm« the war--con&titute i.n many 
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caeea a considerable obstacle to the development of international c:om
m~ tha, Sta ... ahould ce&ain from this practia: •• far .. poaaible, and 
that conaidetation ahouJd be given to the difficulties. it C&.ll!eI as regards 
the nomenclature the estabfuhmen, of which the Conference recommends. 

The Conference CODBiden that it is above all ncccuary to avoid tariff 
oub-h<adinga which do POt rder to acticla of. different natun: and which 
are merely intended to discriminate between articles of diHerent origin. 
2. UaiRcatioa 01 Tartll lI.m.adalu .... 

The Conference COD8iders that. fixed I10menclature for good. oubj.ct 
to Cuatoma duties is an enential condition of equity in their application 
and eaae in their ecllection, that it may also contribute to the exchange 
of goodt DOt .ubjea: to duty, and that it conatilUtea a favourable basi. 
for the improvement of tra~e ItatiStic::t. 

It i, of the greatest importance for international trade that the 
Cuatoma nomenclature of an countries -ahould correspona as closely sa 
poaaible with the actual typ .. of goods maoofactured and their current. 
trade names, supplemented, if llece&!ary, by their scientific: designation. 

Any eo,toms claaaificatioo ahould be as objective .. posoible, lea, it 
ahould become • meao8 of disc:rimioating to the prejudice of any country 
or of lpec:ialWog tariff. to the advantage of any couotry. 

A single IY'tematic nomenclature, baaed either on the aucceauve Uaget 
of maoufactun: or on the diffen:ot types of goods, is perlecdr well adapt
able to different economic or 6ac:al theoriee, and it i. not the nomenclature 
but the rate of doty attached to each .uch otage or type which is the 
meant of'eltablUhing the degree of protection whi~ 1D accordance with 
iQ own t:ariH ayatem, • country desires to give to • certain product, in 
accordance with its conception of national economy. 

In theae circumstancea the: adoption of a eommon nomenclature, .. 
haa already be .. ahowo by ito applicatioo to producta of apecial com
plexity, would help to remove a 8Ubject for dispute which might beeome 
an obttaclc: to international trade. 

The common adoption of an agreed nomenclature would promote the 
conclusion of commercial treaties and would prevent their application 
from becoming the subject of perpetual eIi.pUtel. 

The Confereoce tberefore recommenda : 
(ll Tbat the Cuuocil of the League of Nati .... ,hould take <he 

initiative in drawing up an appropriate procedure for establishing, in 
liaison with the producing and commercial organisation concerned, a 
ayatematic Cuetoma nomenclature in accordance with a peral plan 
covering all claaoca of good. ; 

(2.) That a aelection be made and an order of priority fixed among 
the variOUl groupe of commoditica 10 that the common nomenclature 
may be gradually worked ou~ beginning with t:hoe claMU of gooda 
for which it can moat readily be introduced i. 

(3) That the common _clatun: thue obtained ahould be 1Ub
mitted to the variou. Govcrnmcnta at each stage of prc:paratioa, and 
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ohould then bo InIwnittod to the producing and commorda1 circI .. 
coneorned, and that ouch communication ahould be accompanied by 
an oxpIanation of the principles underlying Cu.toms dasailication 
and the lUTangement of items ; 

{4} That, if the adoption of a common nomenclature for varioue 
importet brancbeo of production ...." .. after the inquiry aod COil
sultation referred to in the preceding paragraphs, to be realisable 
before • complete nomenclature haa been established, th.~ adoption 
of ouch nomooclature ahould be ouggestod to the Govornmon.. by 
meant of a diplomatic conference or by other means ; 

(5) That, either by mean. of bilatoral agreemon .. 0< by. p1urilateral 
convention or by any other procedure, Governments should undertake 
to apply this common nomenclature and bring their methoda of pasaing 
goods through the eu.tome and of levying duties into line with it j 

(6) That the Governments which have adopted the common nomen
clature should undertake not to impair i .. value by applying arbitrary 
or disaiminatoty specifications to the detriment of third States j 

(7) That, DOtwithataoding the above provisions, Stat .. mould not 
be bound in practice to introduce into their Customs tariffs all the 1Ub
divitiona of the common nomenclature, it being undentood that they 
will conform, in tho beading< thoy ,..., to the ruIoo of da .. ification 
and description which will have been aettled in common; 

(S) That, in order to enaure the- execution of engagements entered. 
into by States with regard to nomenclature, the League of NatioJll 
ehould propose such measures of publicity, irdonnation, friendly 
settlement or arbitration as the nature of the engagements make it 
pnaaiblo to adopt. . 

I. SlablUly 01 t.5toml Tarill •• 
One of the mnot formidable obotadoa in the way of eatabliohing and 

developing permanent and .eeure trade relations between eountriea is 
the instability of tariff .. 

The main caUles of this instability are to be sought, on the one hand, in 
the fiuctuatioDJ of exchanga when Cuatoma duties are payable in paper 
currency, and, on the other hand, in the fact that Customs autonomy 
makes it poeaible for States to modify their Customs dutiee. even aa 
regard. States with which they have concluded commercial eonveutiOIlS. 

The Conference recommends : 
('l That States ,bnuld refraiD from making frequent or sudd .. 

changea in their Custom. dutiee on account of the inatability which 
aueb changee came in trade relations and the serious difficultiet or 
disputea which they octa8ion in connection with the execution of 
contracta already concluded; 

(2) That in ..... in which currency .tability has Dot yet beon fully 
teeu.red, Cuetoma duties,bould be levied on a gold basis, or their 
incidence Ihould be periodic:ally adjusted on the basis of an official 
index of price&, the adjustment to be made only at datea fixed in 
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advanaoaad cmlywbeR alterations of inciclence _en. aaappreciable 
per .... tage of the dutieo; 

(J) That, in commercial 1Uaa.., aa wide a ... as possible .houId he 
made of the guaran .... 01 ltability afforded by the CODaoliclation of 
dutieo, or in .,.... ill which currency atability ill iDsuBicien. to allow 
of the CODIolidation of the duti .. themaclvu, by any other meano fttt 
adjueting the incidence of dutie.; 

(4) That Stateo ohouId enoclude their COIIIJIlU<:i.l IUati .. fttt .. 
long a period .. poeaible aad should follow, in tbia regard, the policy 
practioed by a large DUmber of coUDtriea hefttte the ...... 

4. AppllcaUOD of TArIn .. 
The IDterDatiODOi ECODomic Conleronce doeo Dot deoire to _ an 

opinion .. to the uopcetive advao,- aad drawbacks of U .. lor .... 
and specific dutia; it ia nevertheleaa desirable that endeavo1ll8 ahould 
be made to lecure their equitable application in all cac.a. 

In the cue of a4 ulonm tari£fe,.dispute8 often arise concerning the true 
value or c:urrent level of pricea in the country of origin or the valuatiOll 
of similar pn>ducta in the importing COUDtJy. 

On the other baGd, ill the application of epecific duti.., the maiD 
diIlic:ultieo are cauted by _certainty .. to the tariff item applicable to 
& given article. 

The Conference therefore recommend., 
(t) That any .,stem of inquiries or inveetigationa. in connection 

with the application of u ..... dutieo or modification of taril!o ohaIl 
be frllDled and .dminietered with lull regard fttt the b ... iIl ... iDtereotI 
involved and fttt the maintenance of c:ommerc:ial good win amoag 
nations. Inquiries or inspections involving inquisitioul procedure or 
arbitrary methode ohaIl he eliminated ; 

(2) That, fttt the application 01 Custom. duti.., Statee abould mob: 
proviai.", in cue of diaputo, for equitable procedure by appea1 to 
Idminj·trative or ordinary courtt in which the importer can be heard 
or defend hie iIltereata by produciag evicleuce or deruandiag ouch 
espert examination as may be necueary; 

(J) That States ehould, by definite etipulatione in their Ccetoma 
legialati .. and poeaibly in their commercial treaa.., endeavour to 
limit the diIlic:ulty of applyiag dutieo .. that trade may acquire that 
aecurity without which it can neither develop nor even be maintained. 

I. CUltom. Form.alttfel. 
In aa:ordance with analogous proviaiona contained in the Convention 

OD Simplification of eu.toml Formalities, the Conference CODIiden: it 
cleeirable to put _d the Iolluwiag recommendatione , 

(I) Ccnoular feoo should he a ~ find in ~t aud .... _ 
coediag the COlt of ill.., rather than au additionalaourc:e 01 _ 
Arbitrary or variable CODIWar fees cause not only an inc:reaae of 
choqea, which ill at timet uaezpccted, but alto ... uuwanautable 
-wnty ill trade. 
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~ailing any general agreement, it would be desirable that States 

should, in thia matter, embody mutual guarantees in their commercial 
treacle.. 

(z) The Conference, calling attention to the reeommeodations eon
tained in the Annex .. Article '4 of the Con_tion foJ the Simplifica
tion of eu. ..... F01'1II2Iiti.., re<ommend. that an express guarantee 
ohould be added providiag foJ • right of appeal, which eould be 
exeJcised, either by the impOIteJ .. by the expo ..... , againlt Customs -
penalti.., and more .. pecially against ouch penalti.. .. might be 
imposed in Claca of manifest clerical error&. 

(J) The Conhrence, appreeiating the tun value of the progr ... 
already made in the matter of CustomJ. regulations Wlder the influenee 
of the "Convention relative to the Simplification of eu.toma For
malitia» concluded at Geneva on November 3rd, I~3, which ia now 
in force in twenty-five coun~ 

R.ecommend!; • 
(#) That the oaid Convention ohould b. ratified .. ooon .. _ible 

by those c:ountrica which have not yet ratified it or which have 
not yet made arrangemento .. bting their regulations in .. line 
with the principleo 01 liberty recommended therein; 

(i) That ito provisiono ohould be applied by the contracting Sta ... 
.. generously .. _ihle. 

(4) The following reeommendation might be embodied in the Final 
Act 01 the Conference, 

[" The CnoIereoce, infonned <bet the Economic Committee baa 
befoJe it a proposal deoigoed to repre .. the practice 01 faloe Customs 
declarations and invoic:ea, and without dairing to anticipate the 
resulta of ita inVestigatiOllll, desires to make it clear that it ia opposed 
to any dishonest practices in intcmational trade."1 1 

I. Trade statraUca. 
The Conhrenco apprecioteo the d .. irability 01 making ttatistica com

parable by adopting a common nomenclature, and ohaervea the progreas 
made in this dirution under the influence of the Convention dated 
Dec::ember 31ft, 1913, which set up in Bruasela an International Bureau 
for Trade Statistit8. 

It c:oneidera that international co-operation on the basis of the pro
visiont of the said Convention will constitute an excdlent preparation 
lor the realisstion of the international agreement recommend.d by the 
Conferenee for the adoption of a common Cuatoml nomenclature, whi.cb. 
mOftOVet, should have, wh~ adopted, a beneficial effect on the- unifica
tion of trade ttatiatic:a. 

The Conference therefore recommend! : 
{'l That the S ..... which have aigoed the Conventioo dated 

December 3ISt, 1913, and have not yet ratified it mould do 10 as .oon 
1. No Final Act wa. drawn up by the Confcrcnc:c. 
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.. poooible, and that the Govornm ..... which have .... aigaed it obould 
accede to it ; 

(a) That the Contnlcting Parti.. should fumiah the BUWlU in 
Bnlaaels .. soou .. poooible with the data required lor the compilatiou 
of the comparative statistics with the publication ~f which it baa 
.............. ted under the eaid Con_ti ..... 

Ill. CoKKEllCIAL Poucy AXD TltItATIES 

The main conclusion to be drawn from the work of the Conference in 
the field of c:ommercial policy is that the time haa come to put a .top 
to the growth of CUS ....... tarilfo, aod to reveISe the cIite<tiou of the 
movement by an eHort made along three lines, viz! 

(,) Individual actiou by St .... with rogard to th.u- own tariJf&; 
(a) BiIa .... a1 action thtough the eonduaion of suitable eommeIciaI 

treaties ; 
(3) Collective action, by means of an inquiry, with a view to en..

couraging the apanaion of intcmation.al trade on an equitable basis: 
by removing or loweriDg the barriers to international trade which are 
oct up by excessive Custom, tariffs. 
Wlth the question of import duties is bound up the question of the 

fiscal burdens which are aometimes imposed in addition, and which, in 
the Couf ...... •• opinion, should not aim at providing disguised pr0-
tection for national productio~ 

In a similar connection, the Conference ia anxious that the free circula
tion of ow materials and articles of conaumption should not be UIlduly 
hiadeted by aport duti.., and that outh duti.., whether levied to meet 
fiscal Deed. or exceptional or- compelling circumstances, ahould not 
discriminate betwftD. different foreign countries. 

Laatly, commercial treaties should contain the unconditional moat
favoured-nation clause in its broadest and mort liberal form, and the 
League of Nationt- is recommended to consider the possibility of estab
lishing dear aod uniform pIincipleo in Rgard to that clause aod intro
ducing common rulea relating to colllIJ1el"cial treaties. 

t. TarlH Lftell. 
Preurrl T.nlf S.n..m...-The evidcu", her.- the eo..m.nce, which 

it contained in the documentation or in the etatemmts made by the 
members of tho Couferena; ahowo that the tc<OVOtY !rom the elfo ... 
of tho waI haa ...... unduly ddayed aod that the Ioroip eommerco of 
all natio .. ia in greater .. I ... degree oeriouaiy bampored by ..a.ting 
obotadea to _do. 

The Conference notel with aatiafaction that eome of the more injurioua 
forme of obstruction that prevailod immediatoly after tho war hove ...... 
removod. To this fact must be attributed in pan the rocoveI)' 01 _ 
_ do whith has .. faI ....... thieved. 

TarilIo, on tho .theI hand, whith in re<:ent years ha .. shown. tendoo.,. 
ton.., .... lor tho moot pan highet than her.- tho ..... , ... dare at P"""'" 
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one of the chief: barriers to trade. . The incrcaae in most COUDtries ia 
almost whclly due to higher duties on manufactured articles. 

III Europe, the problem has been complicated by political readjust
mentt which have changed many frontiers and increased the number 
of separate Customs units from 20 to "1, all of which strive for an inde
pendent national _ODmy wbith they defend by meatU of tariJi bani.,.. 

The harmful effect of these tariffs upon trade haa in many easu been 
increased through their constant changes, which have created an dement 
of uncertainty and made it impossible to place long contracts. The. 
nations have failed to deal with this situation by Jong--term t:reatiea. 

CGII$".-Tb:ia .tate of affairs is laIgely due to a desire to meet the 
abnonnal conditioDl- arising out of the war. For example-, many duties 
have been raised as a protection against an influx of goods from countries 
with a depreciating currency. Experience has proved that even the 
moat rapid manipuJation of tariffs is not an eH«tive method of dealing 
with the tti1l more rapid changea whicb. are caused by monetary Ut
.tability. Such attem.ptl are a eource oI new difficulties for commerce 
and are t:hemaelvea a aource of uncertainty. Again, in the countries 
thcmwves whOle currency has been. depreciating, tariffs have been raised 
in order to check imports iII the hope of stopping the depreciation.. 
Finally, it hat aometimea happened that, where depreciation has been 
followed by appreciation, eu,toms duties. payable in paper money which 
had been raised during the inflation have not been correspondingly 
reduced when revalorisation occurred. These unstable currency condi
bona have to II considerable- extent passed away; but the tariff and 
other measutei which have been apec:iaJ.ly employed ta deal with them 
have not yet wholly ditappeared. 

A aeC:ODd Rallon for the present tari1i aituation both in Europe and 
eltewhere ia the desire of nations by means of tariHs. to keep aiating 
or recently establithed industries in being by means of tariffs on a acaIe 
which they would not otherwise be able to maintain. These induttriet 
have grown to their present extent, in some casa as a result of abnormal 
-expansion during the war, in others aa a reault of the deaire of certain 
nations to attain a degTee of economic independence which a not: jUllti. 
tied by their alender resGU.lU8, and again in ot:hen with a view to pro
viding employment for surplus labour for which certain former outlete: are 
at present cloaed.. 

Thi. inc:nalle in productive capacity has often outrun the capacity 
of the country to a'h.orb the products rither aa regards ita matc:ri.al 
needs or it. purchasing power. The result haa been either that the plant 
left idle haa ove11ftighted the costs of production, particularly when 
bol1'OWed capital ill involved, or that, in order to utilise the whole plant 
and to give acme :return to the capita] employed, it ba. been nec:eaaary to 
turn to the foreign market an4 to to intensify international competition. 

The detire to deal with the problem of exceaaive industrial capacity 
hal usually led to an attempt to reserve the home market for home pro-
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duction by mean. of tariff barriers erected with • view to creating aD 

independent national economy capable of producing, under the pr0-
tection of the tariit wall, an increase of invested wealth and a more 
.atisfactory return for the work of the nation. This effort to attain self
auffidency """"ot hope to.ucceed unl ... it i, juotified by the.iu, Datura! 
resourcee, economic advantages. and geographical situation of a country. 
There are very few countriea in: the world which can hope to attain it. 
The artificial inere- of plant which ;. only portly employed baa meant 
not only uneconomical and coady production, but also a wasteful use 
of the world'. reduced c:apitalreoourcoo. It has tbuo been one of the 
cauaes which .h.u maintained an abnonnally high rate: of interest in 
_t yearo. It obon1d he added that, 10 1008 as unduly hish ..nih .... 
maintained, this uneconomic ual!! of capital continues and creates an in
creuing nwnber of Vetted interetts which reaist a mum to • sounder 
policy. • 

High tarilrs of wbatevel oyotem have, in many c:aseo, aloo b .... im
pooed, in the fint inotaoce at all eo....., for baJgaining purpo.... But 
aubaequent negotiatioaa have in practice not resulted in adequate 
modi.6.cations, with the consequence that the Cuttomt barriers have 
been left higher thao before. 

This evil hal become accentuated in recent years by the pOlt-war 
p .. c:tice of eoforcing the enggented rat .. of 1m..,. .. eomhdz, whether 
under the autonomous or any other .)"Item, even in advance of negotia
ti.,.,., wich the reoult that vested in_ have frequently pewn up in 
the meantime which have made impotaible the contemplated reduc:tiona. 

In additioa. to argument!: connected with tariff negotiations. budgetary 
c:onaidetatiouo an: frequently brousht forwud to justify very high tatilI •• 
But a country's budgetary equilibrium restt on a very precarious founda
tion if it it founded on high rates of duty the dIect of which ia to diminish 
importl and consequently the Customs revenue resulting from them.. 
:Moreover, the amuggling encouraged by e:xcesaive duties has a demoraJ.. 
iaiog effect. 

A reason which has &equently been invoked in many easea to justify 
exaggent.d poat-wat tarifh ia the need of protecting induotriea required 
for national defence.. But it cannot be denied that this argument, what
ever ita meriu may be in principle, hat often been abused to cover 
excJuaively economic objectives. 

Finally, the problem of population boo induced certain couotrl .. 
which have a lurplua of labour to baae their Cuttoms protection on thia 
argument. 

In enumerating the tautes and ide .. which are reaponsible lot' the 
luper-protectionism of p08t~war yean, the International Economic 
Conferee"" doe, _ attempt to p... jUdgmeot 00 the fundameotal 
principleo of ptotec:tion aod fr ..... de ... pec:tiwy. 

Diutuntm oj a-"..m.z PoJiq.-In contrast to ide .. which have 
Jed natioos into a aituatlon which it equally harmful to their own ecoD.-

• 
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omit life and to their international economic relatione, it remam. to 
set out the considerations which demand a return to a general policy of 
freer international commerce. 

It is too often overlooked that the a.ttempt to .timulate artificially 
industries which would not otherwise flourish in a country may eheck 
the development of those activit:ies for which it ia most naturally .uited. 
Nations may determine, for politiea1 or other rcaaont, that it is C88eD.tiaJ 
to their safety to develop increased self-w.fficiency" but it is appropriate 
for the Conference to point out that this has in moat cases involved a 
•• aifi<o of material protperlty. la .uth cas.., the losa is borne by con
oumen, who bay. to pay more !or the products of the protected industry, 
and by those engaged in the industries that would otherwise have a 
larger possibility of .. pert. 

In analysing European commercial practices, it may be observed that 
the advocatee of exaggerated protection have often made the mistake of 
imagining that it is always more advantageGus to hinder impOJ'ta than to 
increase exports; it may be observed that, if exporta increase, pro-
duction and national income are ina-eased in a aimilar proportion; if, on 
the other hand, imports fall on account of tarift duties, the riae in the 
level of commodity pric:u reduces not only the possibility of export but 
oIso the consuming capacity of the <OUntry. A part only of the importa 
excluded by the Customa duties ia replaced by home production. Exces
sive protection, which reduces national produaiOIl and pun:haaing powut 
in the end defeats ita own object.. 

In aome easea ~sive import duties, by permitting very high profits 
to bercalised at home,givean nnecc!lomicstimwus to-exports, thus creating 
artificial competition on foreign markete. This practice it one of the 
most dangerous caUSe! of market disorganisation and of economic c:onfficta 
betw«D. nations. 

Such arc lOme of the principal illUliODS and most dangerous practices 
which have impoveri.fJlwl certain nations or hindered their economic: 
reconstruction. 

The Conference reco~ that the :removal or aubstantial reduction 
of CuatoIDI barrier. cannot be btought about tuddenly without causing 
dislocation, but it is o-f opinion that Governmentt should immediately 
prepare plana for removing or diminishing by successive stagea those 
barriers that gravely hamper trade, starting with thoac dutice which have 
been imposed to counteract the effect of disturbances that arc now past. 

The Conference believce that, if the true results of the present aystem 
now prevalent in Europe were undentood by public opinion, it would. be 
poaaible for Governments to tommence this process forthwith. 

ltil, however, dear that the process will be haltened if it can be carried 
out u a reault of concerted action among States. 

This ia why the Conference is of opinion that it should make provision 
in ita raolution, not merely for the encouragement of bilawal agree
menta .s nHrly _ possible in keeptDJ with its doct::rinu, but alae for the 
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methodical enmination, by the Economic OrganUation of the League 
of Natione, of commOD meNuret which might be adopted, in the matter 
of tariff., by States Members of the League and by States ..... -member&, 
and also of the mutual agI'fttnente at which these States might arrive. 

Although the conaideratioD.J outlined above with :regard to tariff level, 
are hued on a .tudy 01 the question more p..-ticularly from the point of 
view 01 industry aod commerce, they may be regarded .. applying al ... 
to an extent varying according to the country and purpose in view, to 
agricultu= 

CtmtlwiMr.-In view of the fact that harmful ell .... upon production 
and trade result from the high and constaotly thangin& tariff. which are 
applied in many countriea: 

And .inee tubstantial improvement in the economic conditiolll can be 
obtained by increued facilities for international trade and commerce; 

And in view of the fact that tarifft, though within the sovereign juris
diction of the separate States. are not a matter of purely dODlC8tic 
interest but greatly influence the trade of the world i 

And in view of the fact that acme of the causes which have resulted 
in the inaesse of tariffs and in other trade barriers .in-c:e the war have 
largely diuppeared and others are diminishing ; 

The Conference declare. that the time haa come to pot an end to the 
inc:reue in tariHs and to move in the oppotite: direction. 

The Conference recommendo , 

(t) That natio ... heuld take .tep' lorthwith to remo .. or diminish 
those tariff bani.,. that gravely hamper trad., .tarting with those 
which have been imposed to counteract the effects of cliaturbaa.cetI 
arising out of the war. 
Moreover, to eIlIUl'e that thit actiOlJ. it continUOU!ly pursued, the 

Conference recoIllD1eD.di: 

(o) That States ahould pn><eed to the conclusion 01 .:ommercial 
treabea on linea and under conditions calculated to emUfe the attain
ment of the .aims mentioned herein; 

(3) That, in future, the practice of putting into force, in advance of 
negotiations, excessive dutiea established for the purpose of bar
gaining, whether by me .... of "";1' .. «>mb4l or by m .... 01 geocral 
tariffs, thould be abandoned; 

(4) That the Council of tbe League of Nation. ahouId he requeated to 

instruct itt Economic O.rganiaation to examine, on the basis of the 
principles eounciated by the present Conference, the pouibility of 
further action by the respective States with a view to promoting the 
equitable treatment of c:ommerce by eliminating or reducing the 
obetructiona "which ex.ceasive Customs "tariffJ ofter to intcmational 
trade..& ."1 '4 .. 

III this inquiry, the Economic Organi .. tion ahould conauIt with 
rcpracntativa of the varioua Govcmmenta, including "Ilon-Memben 
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of the League, and also so far at ~e:cessary with the competent bodies 
representing Commerce, Industry, Agricult~ and Labour~ 

The obje<:t of the inquiry should be to encourage the extension of 
international trade on an. equitable basis, while at the same time paying 
due tegard to the just interesta of producen and workers in obtaining 
a fair remuneration and of consumers in increasing their purchasing 
P"""" 

2. ftIW (harges Imposed on Importe4 Good&. 
The Conference DOted that the practice has unfortunately be<ame 

prevalent of imposing on imported goods internal taxea of consumption, 
excise, ~ circulation, manipulation, etc., which do not apply at all or 
do not apply in the same degree to .imilar home products. 

The Conference considers that States are not justified. in placing such 
obstacles in tbe way of international trade by taxing foreign producta 
more heavily than identical or similar home products. 

When goo(11I have been legally imported duty free or when they have 
discharged l!he Customs duties- and accessory Customs charges, they mUIJt 
be regarded as duly nationalised and should be entitled after their import
ation to claim equal treatment with home products. 

The Conference has thought it deairable to make the following recom
mendation. aa regards the above-mentioned practices ; 

{I} That all internal taxes of consumptio~ excise. octroi, circulation, 
:m.anipuIation, etc., which are applied to the products of any foreign 
country should be applied in the same manner and in the same degree 
to the producta of all foreign countrilC8 and to id~ntica1 ~d aimilar home 
produeta ; 

(~) That the States ahOuid not imp ... consumption or other internal 
_ .. fer the p_ of giving a dieguiaed pr_ction to ""tiona! ptoducta. 

3w Export Dutle.w 1 

The Confer.wce i, of opinion that the free circulation of raw material 
ill one of the esllential conditiona for the healthy induatrial and commercial 
development of the world. 

It is therefore of opinion that any export tax: on raw materials or on 
the articles comumed by producen which hal the effect of increasing 
the COlt of production or the COlt of living in foreign countria tenda 
thereby to aggravate the natural inequalitiet arising from the geo
graphi<::al distribution of world wealth. 

The Conference therefore. conaidera that export dutia should only be 
resorted to to meet the euential needs of revenue or aome exceptional 
economic .ituation or to safeguard the vital interestl of the country 
and that they mould not discriminate between diiIerent foreign 
deatinations. 

The Conference therefore re~ends : 
(I) That the exportation of raw material, should not be unduly 

1 See alto ~1 t Import and Export Prohibitiom and Restriction&. 
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burdened by export dutieo or any ot&.r taus and that, even in cue. 
where tum duties OJ' tues are justified by fiacal need. or by exceptional 
or compelling circumo_ .... they obouId be .. low .. possible; 

(1) That, in allY case, export duti .. on raw materialo ,bouId never be 
impoocd for the opecial purpose of oubjectiug fcreign countri .. uoing 
IUch material! to an increaaecl burden which will place them in a poaition 
of unfair inferiority .. regarde the production of the fioiobed article ; 

6) That export duti .. on raw matoriab, whether levied for revenue 
purpoo .. or to meet exccptionaI or compelling cin:umatances, obouId 
never diaaiminat:e between ditIerent foreign destinati~; 

(4) Tbat the above priDcipleo apply equally to export du';'" on articl .. 
of conoumptiou. 
4. Commerdal TreaUes.. 

The tariff queotiouo, important .. they are, ouly "1'= • part of the 
6cld of the commercial relations among nations. In order to give to 
intemational commerce the neceooary guarantees of free developmcut 
on an equitable basis, it is alao necu!al'Y that States ahouJd enter into 
commercial treati .. for long period. guaranteeing fair and equal treat
ment .. regards Customs duties and conditions of trading. In this n!"

.P .... the great war bas bad a deplorable effe .. by deotroying tbe oyotem 
of eommercial treztieo by which easy aod fruitful interoational relationo 
were prcvioualy enamed. 

The post-war oystem .... bzoed in the lint instance on the peace 
trutiet or on bilateral treatlea concluded for very ahort periods. 

Mcreover, the co11apte of certain c:urrenciea, the differences in condi
tiono of production, ... d the clioorganisatioo of pri .... led vuioue co .... 
triea to abandon the principle of the most-favoU!'ed-nation clause, or 
to impose too many restrictions or conditiona upon its applicati~ or to 
limit ibl c.fieda to categories of gooda fir to quotas. 

Now, with the ina-cuing Btability of cunencies and the .a:elerated 
movement toward. normal economic conditione, an natiou feel a growing 
desire for .tability and a greater repugnance for any kind of di.crimin .. 
tion. 

A dedaive step on the road to world reconstruction would undoubtedly 
be taken il tbe .",tom olloog-tcrm treati .. aeeuting equality of treat
ment were restored.. 

For this purpo ... it is highly desirable that the widest aod moat 
unconditional interpretation ahould be given to the moat-favoured
Dation clause. Thia it not inc:onaietent with the iDae.rtion ill any par
ticular treaty of .pedal proviaiont to meet local needs, 10 long as such. 
proviJiona are dearly expressed and do not injure the interests of other 
Stateo. 

On the other hand it is undeniable that the ClODduaioD of IUch com
mercial treati .. ia made dilIicult by the variety of eooteptiOnl of the 
baIa of IUch treatiea. Some COUDtriea, moreover, haft conaiduecl that 
tarilfo and _ .. a<tual methode .... interdependent, 00 tbat unduly high 
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_ ha ... "'- reacted OIl method. of treaty-making, and the lAtter 
in tum ha... "'- caused _ to be nised nett higher_ 

The Omference rogardo these fac:ts .. ....,...itating immedia ... actiOll 

by Govemmenta with a view to concluding treatiea as comprehensive 
and permanent as possible, and in order to improve and standardise 
the metho<Is of .... ty-making themselves-

(.) The Coofen:n", .- coosiden that the mutual grant of 
unconditional most-favoured..Dation treatment as regards Customs 
duties and conditio .. of trading is ... ......ti.al .... dition of the free 
and healthy develop ...... t of commerce between Sta .... , and that it 
;. highly desirable in the interest of stability and .ecurity !or trade 
that this treatment should be guaran_ for a aufficicnt period by 
mcatI8 of CODJID<rCiaI .... ticL 

(z) While =ognioing that each Sta ... IIlII8t ju~ in what ...... 
and to what """"" this fundamcotal guarao .... shauId be embodied 
in any particular treaty, the Conference strongly recommends that 
the ocopc and form of the most-favourcd-nation dause shauId be 
of the widest and moat liberal character and that it should not be 
_ened or narrowed either by _ ptovisiooa or by intctprcta
tioa-

(3) The Omference .... ........,ds that the CoundI 01 the League 01 
Nati ... abould _ the Economic Organisation to undertake, in 
Mnn-rtiOD with the inquiry provided:for in the preceding recommend
ations, all the neeeaeary discuaaiom, conaultationa and enquiries to 
enable it to propose the measures best calcu.lated to 8eeUl'e either 
identical tariff systems in the various European countries or at least 
a common basis for CODJID<rCiaI treaties,. as well as the estab1j,},ment, 
!or all C01IDtri.., 01 dearly dcfiucd and uniform principlca .. to the 
interpretation and scope of the most..favoured-nation clause ill regard 
to Cuotoma duti .. and otbcr cbatxca-

(4) The Coofen:nce, how.vcr, c:onaidcra that the lact that aortain 
diamae1nna, eoo&ultations and enquiries may t.e taking place as 
contemplated in these ftCOmmendationa, should not in any way be 
pcrmicted to retard CODJID<rCiaI acgotiatioua ".,.. pending or to 
diaauadc Stat .. !nun mterins upo .. 8llch acgotiatiooa. 
The CcmIcrcocc baa further conaidcrcd the 'I-tion of the beat _ 

of enouriDg that full effect be gi .... to the .tipulatiooa of commercial 
.... ticL While recognising that, in the main, coufid ... cc moot bercpoocd 
in the good wtb 01 the COIltractins partica to IuIfiI tbcir eogas= ...... 
it ia also dear that the possibility of ftcounc to a suitable arbitral or 
judicial prvccdarc may _ Iumish the means 01 avoidiag or acttliog 
difficultiee whether of interpretation or of applicatiou.. 

The Confucncc therefore rccommcads , 
(s) That the various Statca oImuId conaidcr the dcairability '" 

proridiag in tbcir commercial trutiea lor the re!etcncc of diapumd 
'I"C8Ii- .. to the intctprctati ... or carryiog ... t '" the .... tica to 

tl 
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arbitration or pref.rably to the Pennauent Court of Int<mational 
Justice. 

In thio cnnnection, the eo..fermoe n .... that the preaeot Statnte of 
the Court authon. .. it to appoiot esperta or apert bodiea to make 
inquiries or to give an expert: opinion on any matter. It baa been 
further auggested that, if at ... y time the amendment of the Statute 
of the Court i. contemplated, the opportunity might he taken of 
.... bIing the Court to eatabliah a special ...non or 'P.cial proeed"", 
for dealing wilb commercial questions. The Conference doea not fed 
that it it within ita c:ompetence to pronounce on the merita of thia 
augges!ion, but it des;'" to pass it on to the Council of lbe League 
of Nations for conaidetatioD. 

IV. UroIllSCT ~ 07 PaO'l'KC'JtN'G NATlON'AL TUDE AJm NA'IIOHAI. 

NAVIGATION 

Although having Ie.. imm.diateinll ....... on the devel.p .... nt of trade 
Jban the question of import and apert pr.hibitiona or that of Cuatomo 
taril&, the probl.",. appearing uadu the above head are of """"iderable 
importance and their .olution in lb. dire<tion desired hy the Coafuence 
would be of IUch a nature aa to aid considerably the eHorta made in 
.Jber fi.ld .. 

In the course of thi. part .f ita work, the COnf ....... _ houod to 
encounter the qucation of direct aud indirect. eubaidice to trade, the 
questiOD. of dumping and the- question of anti-dumping legislation. In 
thio f<!fard, __ , it __ confronted by such a varioty of opinioos, 
aupported by .. many different &JgDmOOta that the Conference has h.d 
to he •• n.6ed wilb enIighteoing publi<: opinino .. to the true nat.... 
and inevitable con&equeneea of such practices and mc8Iuret. 

1. SolidI.., Dlr .... r IruUre~ 
During the years which followed the war, • marked oxteDUon of tariJI 

berrien took place in vanoUi countries, accompanied by an increasing 
tendency to introduce State eubtidia. This wu done more particularly 
in ao indirect way, by granting aedita or guarantees which aimed .t 
auisting the home induttries and their aport trade for a more or leu. 
protracted pWoct.in view of the abnormal economic c:onditiona prevailinr 
chroughout Jbe world. 

The fact that lubaidiea are in certain circumstances held to interfere 
10 .. with the liberty of trading Jban eu.,'oms tariffs d ... not make it 
any the I ... Il ..... ary to lay .-. on che hidden daogua inh ..... t in 
thil meant of encouraging production and exportation.. The greater the 
Dumber of COUDtria which have rttOUfSe to thia practice, the D1OI"e diffi
cui, will it he for other countries to refrain from following their aample. 
Thus the attempt to reatore foreign trade to normal conditiOJll meeta 
with a real obatacle in the lhape of lubaidiea. 

The Conference draws the attention of the various Govemmenta to 
lb. true nature of direct or indirect .qbsidiet, which are ......IT • pallia-
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tive, and expresses the hope that Govemmenta will, .0 far .. pnssibl .. 
-refrain from having recourse to them. 

2 .. Dumping and Anti-Dumping Legfllatlon. 
The ConWente n:cognises that the question of dumping i. of particular 

importance to those countries which have adopted a liberal tariff policy, 
and lays st::rest. on the fact that; although the COI18ume!' may tecure, aa a 
res.ult of dumping, certain tranaitory advantages as regards price, there 
can be DO doubt that dumping ~atet a state of insecurity in produc
tiOD and commerce, and can therefore exercise a hannful influence quite 
out of proportion 10 the temporary advantage resulting from cheap 
importa. 

The same applies to dumping employed by poworlul lima or com
mercial combines in one or more countries to destroy the similar in
dustries of another country, and thus enable them afterwards to raile 
the price on the market of that country. 

It ;. .... tain that dumping is facilitated by the ..a.-ce of high 
import duties in the countries practiaing it, and that it may lead to the 
introduction of high defensive duties in the importing country. 

The Conference considers that dumping muat be rednced to a mini
mum, and that in order to attain this object, every ponible measure 
.hould be taken to e!tabli.h univeraally stable conditions of production 
and commerce and to reduce the excensive Customs tariffa of ezporting 
countries. 

The Conference recommends, however, that importing c:ountriel 
which find thenudvea compelled to take defensive measures against 
dumping .hould not resort to excessive, indirect or vexatiOUl measure. 
which would have a more far-reaching effect than i. mteDded. 

S. DlICrlmtnatioD aflame tram the Coudltlona 01 Transport. 
The Economic Conference, having on it:! agenda the investigation 

of the indirect: method. of protecting national commerce and national 
navigation and particularly the question of the discrimination establiahed 
by the system of trantportB,l has not,. .. regards the latter point to deal 
with general questions of transport as web but only to consider them. in 
so far as they affect intcmational economic life. 

From this point of view, transport agents, whether they are concerned 
with transport by rail, maritime transport, tranuport by internal naviga
tion, road transport or aerial traDSport, are merely the servants of trade. 

1 The detaila of a great number of problem& have been submitted for 
contideration in the documenta laid before the Conference, particularly 
in the memorandum of the International Chamber of Commerce on Trade 
Barriere. The Conference considus that this memorandum in particular 
.hould be brought to the know:ledge of the competent technical organisa
iom of the League of Nations, and it i.e confident that those organisations 
will ttudy the condusiona given in it with the mOlt lively desire- to give 
them the effect desired by international commer"-
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They do not create trafIic and they are .ubiect to the inftuence of the 
general economic: situation rather than exercising an inHuence upon it. 
The prosperity of 88ricultu<e, indu.try and commerce aloue io able, hy 
providing traffic, to permit them to attain the full return on their under-
takings and pu .. them in a pooition to give, in retum, the maximum of 
..mce. Similady, the greater part of the hindrances from which tr ..... 
port ie auHering do not originate in the transport tyttem itself; on the 
contrary, trantport is aubject to the influence of formalitiea, delaY' or 
precautiont of vanoUl sorts inspired by administrative, Police, financial 
Cl' political-economic: considerations, the extent and eB'ectt of whic:h 
transport 08 ..... can only oubmit to wichon, inlIueucing them. The 
.maller the importance the authorities concerned consider it poeaible to 
attach to these conaideratlOIlJ the more will transport itself benefit. All 
that can be asked of transport agent. is that their aervices, on all trans
port rou ..... hall be adequate for the needs of trade, ohall b. provided 
wichau, projudicial diocrimination between differen' nationalities, and 
chat their regime obaIl, .. far .. poosible, not be ouch as to place any 
ohetacle in the way of international trade, but ahall, on the ccntrary, 
promote the free flow of traffic. 

The Economie Conf<=lce has taken note of che eflorto already made 
by various States, notably in the Organiaation for Communicauona and 
Tranlit of the League of Nations, to remove 110 far u poaaible conditiona 
and diac:riminat.ioJu liable to disturb the normal operation of transpom. 

Such ;. the principal aim of the Gmoral Conventi_ on che Freedom 
of Tranait and IlIl the R.gime of International Navigable Waterwayo 
concluded at the Barcelona Conference in IgZl and of the General 
Conventions on the International Regime of Railwa}'1 and on the Inter
natioDal Regime of Maritime Porto COIleluded at che Gmeva Conference 
of 19'3. It;' inevitable chat tbe ""'" of cheoe eoovena- obouId be 
opeD to criticism from variOUl quarten and should not be able to satisfy 
limultaneouNY the moat confticting national contentions on aD pointa. 
Such AI they are, ho~, they represent a considerable step- forward ; 
their full and loyal appli<atillll on .. uni .... al a baoia as poosible would 
establiah a .table 8YStem. of liberty and equitable international treat
ment of transport within che limi .. which have been judged _ably 
pooaible. 

It would Dot seem opportune for the Conf .... ce to revert to the ....... 
tim •• vety defu:ate dio .... io..-ootably wich regard to che .... ting 
trade, railway rat .. , ... :.-which took place at tbe mcetiogo which 
rewlted in the tatisfactory conclusion of these Conventions; but, 
although a freah examination of the eontenta of these Conventiona doea 
not appear advisable, attention should be drawn to the fact that) 
particularly as regards the Conventi ... of 19'3, which were oigned by 
• very large number of Sta~ the progrese of ratUication and aeceuion 
h .. been aioguIady slow. It would be moot regrettable from the point 
of view of international trade if even ~08C GovernmCDta whi=. signed 
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theae Conventions did not -ratify them as soon as possible and if the 
greatest possible number of States did not accede thereto. In the 
majority of cases, the Govunmeuta themselves have made every effort 
to hasten these ratifications, but the application of the Conventions 
and the: euen.tial ratifications themselves can only be tQured if the 
pubIic: opinion concerned in the varioUS" countries showa a desire that 
this work ohould he carried through. The Economic Conference would 
per!cnn a uaefuI cask if it addressed a fresh appeal in this com>«:tion 
to the GOverD.lDen.ts concerned and to the competent circles in the 
different countries. 

The .ame appeal might well he made to aecelerate the putting into 
force of the Convention on Customs Formalities, concluded at Geneva 
in 19Z1.1 Thia Convention waa not concluded for the purpose of facilitat~ 
ing aanspcm, but the effects of it would ncvertheleas he particularly 
valuable for the free play of communications. Every simplification of 
Custorm formalities, again) reduces the field in which discriminations 
prejudicial to trade ana to transport itsdf can be exercised. 

The applic::ation of -Iuch general conventions is no doubt insufficient in 
practice to eliminate in the Iphere of trana.porta all disaiminations and 
all obstacles to international trade. In each branch of transports .and 
with regard to a large number of special questions, tfuect and continuous 
-c:o-operation between the experts Rspomible in the: different countriea is 
necasary, and indeed has heen established in a satisfactory manner. To 
quote only a few examples: the International Chamber of Commerce 
comprisea persons belonging to the commercial circles concerned in 
transport questions; the Intenuttional Union of RailwaY' permanently 
keeps in touch with one another the railway administrations of Europe 
and some of those of Asia; while the Organisation for Communications 
and Transit of the League.1 Nations, through its Adviaory and Tcdmic:al 
Committee and its specialised Committees on transport by rail, inland 
navigation, porta and maritime navigation, and road traffi.c, establishes 
~eration particularly between ofiicial Government circle.. Close 
touch is maintained between theac: various bodiea and also with the River 
Commiasions of the international rivera of Europe and the great inter-
national organisations of undertaking&: concerned in maritime navigation 
and aerial navigation. 

It io not poaaiblc to mention h .... all the work already done by thea. 
vanoUl organiaationa, or still in progrua, whichit of guat importaIKe for 
the Rmoval of obstacles and measurea of ditcrimination detrimental to 
international trade. It it worth drawing attention, however, to the 
efiorta made with a view -to promoting the circulation of TOlling-etock 
and to etandardising railway nomenclature in order to facilitate the 
negotiation and conclusion of agreements for the introduction of intezt. 
national railway tariffs; .~ly, stepa are being taken to enaure the 
maximum of c:o-operation between the vanoul modea of tranaport and 

1 See also Il-S: Cuttom8 Formalities.. 
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the development of combined tarilh. Attention .hould alao b<: dJawn to 
the difficult and particulady important task which fallo to the River 
Commiasio .. in laying down """,urea !or the purpoae of facilitating tb<: 
pauage of the frontier on large. international waterwaY' and of aimplify ... 
ing formalitieo of all kinde detrimental to the fr .. mov=ent of naviga
tion and to the fWl utili&ation of river porta. Lastly, the next General 
Conference on Communicatione and Transit, which is to meet at Geneva 
in Auguet '927, and at wbich varioue OrganiaatiOIlS mentioned above will 
be repr .. ented, will no donbt conoid ... the _ meano of co-ordinating 
the numerous inveatigations in progress. In particular, OD. the initiative 
of the last Auembly of the League of Nations, and in conformity with a 
plan drawn up by the Advisory and Tecboical Committee !or Communica
tiona and Transit, it proposes to begin to apply a plaa for the aystematie 
collection and dietribution of general information on communication. 
and traneit of a nature to ettablieh between the adttUniatrauons con
cerned in European countries and those of non~European countries a 
collaboration which, generally .peaking, ia lacking at pramt. Tb<: cIata 
which will thut b<: collected, .ummariaed and publiob<:d and whith relate 
in partic:ula:r to international agr«IDents of a public uature ia :regard to 
tranaport:&, the administrative and legUlative treatment of transport in 
the VariOUl oountriet, important works in course of COIl8truction or com
pleted, g<neral ... tieti", of traffic, and the main chang<t in fIoightt and 
tariI! tystem., will b<: of great interest if they are widely circulated to the 
cirdet conc:uned with transport qucstiona and to thote engaged in com· 
mer«- They will also make it posoihle !or the League of Nati."" when 
organiBing mrunabonal co-operation in matten: of tranaports, to deal 
more fully with practical details and to ascertain, with greater precision 
than the general tala of the ConventiOlll allow for, the position with 
regard to the practical application of the principlet embodied in thete 
Conventiona, the poatibilitiea of extending this application, and the 
difficulti .. which may b<: encountered by internatiooal tranoport. 

The Economic Conference cannot, of course, attempt to aubstituteitself 
for the varioua international organisations dealing with transport quea-
tiOlll and examine afresh the ptob1e1Il8 which engaged their attention ; 
it can but approve their cHorta. and urgently request all the authoritiea 
concerned to lend them their aeaiatance in the general interesta of inter
national trade. 

For theae reuena, 
(.) Where •• the General Convention. on the Freedom of Transit 

and on the Regime of Navigable Waterways of International Concern 
concluded at the Barcd:ona Conference in 1~1 and the General C0n
vention. GO the International Regime of Railway. and on the Inter-
national Regime of Maritime Porta concluded at the Geneva Conference 
of '9>3 have takeo full account of the complexity of the queotioo, and 
whereat their general application would ensure fer transportl a stable 
.".tem of freedom and equitable international treatment without 
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UDfair discrimination, ""'" being'taken to leave to the tariffs sufficient 
ftaibilit)' to permit 01 their being adapted as closely as potoible to the 
complex needs of trade j 

Wbereaa the widest peesible applicati01l of the General eon"""tion 
on the Simplification of Customs Formalities concluded at Geneva in 
1923 would certainly facilitate the free operation 01 tranapnrt; 
The Confer.n .. rocommends: 

That the States which have Dot yet ratified the above-mentioned 
General ConventioDl of Barcelona and Geneva should proceed to do 
10 as aoon as pOMible and that .. many States as possible ahould accede 
thereto; 

(z) Whereas the best raul ...... to be anticipated from the activities 
.and co-operation of the great international organisations which per
manently study transport questions, in particular: 

The Organisation for Connnunicationa and Transit 01 the League 
of Nations through ita Advisory and Technical Committee for C0m
munications aDd Tranait, which providea for liaiaoo between the 
Governments ; 

The International Chambet of Connnerce, which comprises _ 
amative persona belonging to the commercial circles concerned; 

The International Union of Railways, which unites the railway 
administrations of Europe and part of Asia; 

The RiYer Commiaaiona of the International Riven of Europe 
and the vanoua international organisations representing the circlee 
concerned in maritime and aerial navigation; 

The Conference recommends: _ 
That the dose c:o-operation already established will continue in 

future so sa to take account of the- various aspecta of the problema 
raUed by international traffic: and 80 as to co-ordinate the lIolution. 
propo.ed, and that all the authoritiea concemed will snppDIt the _ 
of the.e organiaationt ; 

(J) Wbereaa its attention bas been drawn to certain forma 01 indirect 
discrimination between flap in maritime navigation which may be 
facilitated by the absence of uniform rulea governing the eonatruction 
and equipment of wpa from the point of view of safety at tea; 

Whereaa it io deairabJe, in the in ....... both of the wet)' oIliIe ODd 
property at sea and of international oveneaa; trade, that uniform rulee 
governing the conatruction and equipment 01 vessels in so far as. they 
concern safety should be embodied in an international agreement and 
that all maritime countries ehould reciprocally accept such rules; 
The Coni...,. .. : 

(_) Notes the fact that meuureI are now being taken to introduce 
uniform. intem.ational ruIet. on this point; 

(D) Recommends that, l?encling the general adoption of theae tu1eo, 
maritime countnea should endeavour to conclude agreementa 
recognising the equivalence of measures of safety taken on board 
their obips. 
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3. INDUSTRY. 

I. To hmtnmuAt. SrroATlOlf 

During the part of ita dUc:uasions whicll eopecially concerned induttry, 
.a wdI as in the general debate on the economic situation, the Conference 
naturally devoted moat of ita attention especially to an analyaia of the 
major cauaea which have adveraely aHected the baaic world induatriea 
and of the remedies which could be tuggested. 

The clifficultiea with which the indll8tl'ies of principal international 
importance are laced in certain parte of the world are not mainly doc to 
an inadequacy either of scientific invention or of raw materiala. The 
chief difficultiea now experienced result from the facts that in certain 
countries sufficient capital has not been available or that, with exi&ting 
rettrictiOIlt and under present conditiona, the available markets are 
inadequate for the productive capacity in a number of the principal 
industries. Thit maladjmtment results from many e8uaa and taka 
varioua forms. There is a maldiatributioD. of plant and equipment. In 
thoae countriea which participated actively in the war, plant in many 
industria was increased for military purposes beyond the .calc of what 
is required in peace; in other countries, new plant was inttalled to ~ 
duce good. which could not be imported during the war; and the ex
perience of war deprivations ha. developed a deeire on the pArt of a 
number- of nationa to make themaelva aelf-3ufficing. Moreover, the 
general impoverishment 01 Europe immediately after the war I .... ned 
.avings and handicapped ind".try by ceducing at once the purchasing 
power of ita clientele and the possibility of financial ... i.tanco from 

. European money markets.. 
Other caUSel have tended to a new dUtri.bution of manufacturing 

equipment i certain discoveri~ for instance, have brought about a 
change in the \lie of raw materials ot_ in the utiliution of sources of 
energy and a displacement of industrial centreL The nonna1 dcvdopment 
of certain repair and finishing induatries in partially induatrialiaed non
European count::ries, and the effort in Europe itaelf on the part of certain 
nation. with rapidly growing populations to enlarge their industrial 
equipment with a view to providing work. for an ever-increasing number 
of individuals, have operated in a like direction. 

The war indirectly inaeaaed the influence of these- causes of in.tability~ 
It intensified the deaire of various nation, to work up in their own terri.~ 
tones the raw materials they produced; it augmented the number and 
the magnitude of the obstacles pla~ in the way of the movement of 
pdt by tariff. and prohihiti_ and of the movement of penons by 
immigration lawl, by pauport regulations and by re9uictionl on the 
right of catabliahmmt in the case of forcigncra. Finally, the change. 
made- in the structure of the economic organism at a result of alte:rationt 
in fnmticra, the laborioue readjuttment ol international relations, .and 
the inaelCurity of the financial and monetary .ituation have further 
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ntard.d or impeded the _ by whkh the European "";0 ... have 
endeavoured to restore order in their industrial eccmomic life.. 

Of thae causeo, .......... DO longer operative, though their elIecb may 
last after them. Tht clangor of _t immediate addition> to equipment 
in industriee where plant is already excessive ill- alight in the principal 
industrial countries; the will to save is being revived and the 8Upply of 
capital grows steadily j exchange fiuctuatiOlll ate now confined to a few 
currencia and within much narrower limite than heutofore. 

Other causes which lftR notic:eable before the war, partieulady the 
growth of industries in hitherto ooIy partially induetrialiaed eountrieo, 
moat be considered as permanent and in the ~ world situation SU3<:e~ 
tible of direction ooIy within vuy restricted limits. 

But it ia on a third category of factors that the Conference, in accord
ance with its agenda,. hat had to concentrate ita attention, namely those 
which by their na""" ..." in e.isting ~_ be appropriately 
modified. Of these the moat important are the restrictions and coatrol 
of the mov ....... t of gooda and per8OD' and, above all, those whith result 
from tariff, and commerci.J policy. Certain of these problema have been 
befoze the Commerce Commi .... ion. and we need not therefore elaborate 
further'this aapect of the problem. It is enough now to say that, owing to 
the growing facilitiea for transport and the constantly increasing number 
of raw matc:riala :required for industrial production, the natural develop
ment of induatry is towards greater international mterll.'OUISe and larger 
international enterprise!. 

II. GENES.AL CoNSD)ERA'nOm-

Thia report does not attempt to cover again the aame ground u the 
docamentstitm, which has caused great interest at the eoofereoc:e, with 
regard to the situation and diffieulties in different industries, but is am
liood to the few principal qneotion> OIl whith the cliecuseiono of the eo .... 
ference have been (:ODcentrated. The Commission took aa ita central 
problem. the queetlon of how costs of production, and therefore prices 
could be .educed, with the object of securing a better equilibrium between 
productive capacity aod demand without adversely affeetiog the in
terests of the comumer or the worker. In particular, with this object in 
mind, it cona:idered: (I) the question of rationaliaation in ita vanoua 
aopecbl and in thia eoonettion, (~) international industrial agreements, 
and (3) the collection and exchange of information with regard to in
dustrial conditions. It has been mainly preoccupied with the European 
situation,. for it is that situation which at the moment presents the gravest 
difficultiee and calls for the most careful consideration. The problems 
which arise and the recommendations aubmitted by the Conference are 
Dot entirely new. The need at the present time it to a«elerate a proccu 
of evoJution which hu been operative for many yean.. That aeed has 
been· intensified by the events of the iatt decade. To this end the moral 
preo. of the League, which has taken up these prob1omo, the pre-
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paratory work which baa been carried on for many montht with the aid 
of economittl of the highest .tanding, aDd the in ..... ting aod full 
dUcuuiona of the Conference itaelf have certainly attracted the attention 
of the public and have inlparted a new energy and inlpulse. 

ill. RATIONALISATIOM 

The firtt of these problema is that of rationalisation, by which we 
undcntand the methods of technique and of organiaation designed to 
.ec:ure the minimum waste of either effort or material.. It includes the 
.cientific organisation of labour, ttandardisation bo-th of material and of 
productl, aimplificatiOD of proceHel and improvements in the s-yatem of 
tranaport and marketing. 

The Conference haa unanimoualy recognised the benefits of rationalis
ation and of scientific management, and it aslerts ~ urgent need of 
greater, more far-reaching and better co-ordinated efforts in tbia field. 

While conscious of the advantages of rationalisation, both in the 
lowering of COlts of production and of prices and in expanding marketa, 
the Conference has not been blind to the temporary unfavourable 000-

lequen.c:es which its application may involve in. the case of certain cate
gories of workers. Though, both directly and 88 COIl8umen, the latter 
.hould in due coune obtain their share of the advantages of a better 
organiaatiOll of production, they may be adversely affected for a time 
by temporary unemployment while readjwtmentl- are being made. In 
the following resolutions, special account it taken of the legitimate 
anxiety which may thus be occasioned. 

In view of the importance of this queetion of rationalisation, the C0n.
ference considen it desirable that the Economic Organisation of the 
League should keep in touch with the institutions specially concerned 
with this tubject, and ahould include a note of its development in its 
reporte on industrial conditioIl$. 
Resolsaiom. 

The Conference considers that one of the principal means of inaeaaing 
• output, improving conditions of labour and reducing coata of production,. 
it to be found in the rational organisation of production and dittribution. 

The Conference coll8iden that auch rationalisation aims aimultan
eomly: 

(.) At .. curing the mazimum efficiency of IaboUl with the minimum 
of eff'ortj 

(.) At facilitating by a m1uction in the variety of patterne (where 
IUch variety offen no obvioua advantage) the design, manu
factule, _ and "'pia....,..,. of atand&ldhed parts 1 

(3) At avoiding waste of raw materials and power ;, 
(4) At oimplifying the dl.tribution of good> ; 
(s) At avoiding in distribution unneceaary transport, burdensome 

finandal chargee and the uselctt interposititm of middlemen ; 
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Ita judicious and constant application is calculated to aeeure : 
(1) To the community greater stability and. higher ataodan! in tbe 

conditiOIl8 of life ; 
(2) To the consumer 10..." prices and goods more carefully adapted 

to general requirements; 
(3) To the various cI....a of produceta higher and ._diu ..... un ... 

ation to be equitably distributed among them.. 
It must be applied with the care which is neccsaary in order, while at 

the same time continuing the procesa of rationalisation, not to injure the 
legitimate interests of the workers;. and auitable measures should be 
provided for cases where during the first stage of its realisation it may 
result in lost of employment or more arduoua work. 

It requires, further, so far as regards the organisation of labour in the 
stnet tcDSe of the term the co--operation of employees, and the aseistance 
of trade and industrial organiaatiom and of llcientific and technical 
upert8. 

The Conference actordingly recommends that Governmenta, public 
i.nstituti.~ trade and industrial. organitations or public opinion at the 
case may be: 

(1) Should lead prod...,. to direct their endeavours along the lin .. 
indicated above, aoel, in particuLtt, 

(a) To encourage and promote in every way the investigation and 
comparillOJl of the most adequate methods and most practical 
procenes of rationalisation and of scientific management, and 
of the economit and social results obtained thereby ; 

(b) T. apply these endeavours in industry, agri<ultnre, trade aod 
finance, not merely to large but also to medium, and amall 
undertakings, and even to individual worken and handic:raftt 
men, bearing in mind the favourable effects which they may 
have in household organisation anS' amenities ; 

(e) To give special attention to measures of a kind cakuJated to 
ensure to the individual the best, the healthiest and the moat 
worthy employment, IUch 81 vocational selection, guidance and 
training, the due allotment of time between work and leisuret 
methods of remuneration giving the worker a fair share in the 
mcreaae of output, and. generally, COllditi0ll8 of work and life 
favourable to the development and preservation of hia per
lonality ; 

(2) Should carry on systematically on an international as well at! a 
national haU. the standardisation of rnaterialtI. part! and products of all 
types which are of intein.ational importance, in order to remove the 
ohstaclca to production and trade which might arise from a purely 
national policy of standardisation ; 

(3) Should undertake.DD an international basit investigationr. for 
ascertaining the best methodt employed and the moat condueive 
resulu ohtained in every country in the application of the principles 
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eel: out above, utiliaing the inveatigationa already made in certain 
countries and encouraging the exchange of inionnation among those 
concerned; 

(+) Should .pread in all quartero a dear realisatiou of the adv ..... 
taga and the obligatiOnt involved in rationaliaation and .cientific 
mauagunent .. well .. of the poasibility of their gradual achievement. 

IV. lJrrElUfATlOHAL IHDUSTlUAL AG~ 

The Conference has examined with the keenest interest the quotion 
of induatrial agreemm.., which han ...... dy oonaiderably developed 
and have attracted dose attention from those sections of the community 
wh ... in ....... are affected by them and from the pUblic opinion of the 
various countries.. 

The diacuseion has revealed a certain conBict of views and has 0cca

sioned reservations on the part of the representative. oftlifIercnt interests 
and countrie&. In these <:ircurn&tan«s, the Confctmce hat recognised 
that the phenomenon of aueb agreements, arising from economic: necesti
nee, does not conatitute a matter upon which any conclusion of principle 
need be reached, but a development which ha. to be recognised and which, 
from thit practical point of view, must be coDsidered as good 01' bad 
according to the spirit which rules the constitution and the operation of 
the agreements, and in particular according to the meaaure in which those 
directing them are actuated by a aemc of the general interest. 

The Conference: coneidert that the field of operation for agreements, 
both national and international, is mually limieed to bra.ch .. of pr0duc
tion which are already c:m.tralised and to products supplied in bulk or 
in recognised gradea, and that, comeque.tly, they cannnt be rngaeded 
... form of organisation which could by itself alone remove the causes 
of the lI'oublea from which the ecouomi<: life of the wwld and particularly 
of Europe is auffering. 

Nevcrthdeaa} in certain branchca of production they cao-eubject to 
certain amditiODJ and reservationa-on the one hand, aecure a more 
methodical organisation of production and a reduction in costs by means 
of a better utilisation of existing equipment, the development OIl more 
auitabIe linea of Dew plant, and a more rational grouping of undertakings, 
and, on the other hand, act at a cheek on uneconomic: competition and 
reduee the evils reaulting from fluctuation. in industrial activity. 

By thia mean. they may aaaure to the workera greater stability of 
employment and at the same timc, by reducing production and distri
bution coatJ and conaequently te:lling prias, bring advantages to the 
eon.umer. It i. generally recognised that in this way agreements may 
in some caet be usefuJ not only to pnxlucen but alto to COIUIumer& and 
the community in general. 

Neverthel .. ., the Cooterence <OIl.idero, on the ocher hand, that ouch 

1. The Memben of the U.s.A. Delegation, while not opposing} did not 
feci able to participate in the vote on thie .ubjcc:t. 
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agr<ements, if they encourage m .... poIistic tendenci .. and the applica
ti.n 01 UD$Ound busin ... methods, may thcck technical pr<>_ in 
production and involve dangers to the legitimate interests of important 
'IeCtiona of eodety and of particular countries. 

It c:onsequentlyappeara to the Conference that it is entirely necessary 
that agr<ements ehouId _ lead to an artificial rise in prices, which 
would injure consumers, and that they should give due consideration 
to the interests of the wwken.. It it further necessary that they should 
not, either in intention or effect, restrict the supply to any particular 
country of raw materials or basic product3, or without jUlt cause create 
unequal conditio .. be~ the tinishiog industri .. 01 tho .. nauming 
and producing countries or other countries situated in the same condi
tiona. Nor- must they have for their object or effect any reduction in the 
economic equipment which any nation c:onaiden indispemlabIe, nor 
should they atereotypc tho present potition of production, whether from 
tho poiot 01";'" 01 technical pr<>gres& or of tho distribntion of ioduatriea 
among the various anmtriee in accordance with the necessities impoaed 
upon each by its economic development and tho growth of its population. 

• • • • • 
The Coof .......... idered tho q .... tinn whether there _ ground for 

establishing a special juridical regime and a system of wperviaion over 
agreements. 

The documentation resulting from the labours of the Preparatory 
Committee abowa that specific legislative or administrative measures 
in thi. dir.ctino have been tak= by • limited number of conntries only 
and that the meaaurea adopted are widely divergent both in conception 
and form. 

The Coofereocc .. cogni.ed that, ... far .. regardo agreements limited 
to the producen of a single country, it is for each Government to adopt 
such measures in regard to their operation as it may think advisable. 
It agreed, however, that it ia not desirable that nationallegialation &boold 
place an obetacle to the attainment of the benefits wbith og<eemcnts 
migbt se""", by exhibiting a prejudice agaioat them .. aucb. 

So far .. regards iotern.atinoal agr<ementa, it i. generally recogniaed 
that the establishment of an international juridical regime is imponible 
in view of the divcrgcnciea between the measurea which various countries 
have mntidered it tl«eM8IY to tab: in the matter,. and on account of the 
obj.eetioru. of principle which a number of States would feel on national 
and con.titutional grounda to any such Sy8tem. It hall, moreover, been 
pointed out that tho la". and regulations and the tribunals of each 
country have jurisdiction not only over national agreements but also 
over international agreements in 10 far as they involve operations within 
the national territory. . 

On the other hand" it is desirable that voluntary recourse by parties 
to ~ to arbitral bodie. .hould h«ome general, IUhje<:t to 
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guarantea of the high comp ....... of the latter in economie matters md 
their tense of the genua! interest.. 

From. a more general standpoint, the Conference conliden that the 
League of Nations should closely follow the.. f........ of international 
indU8trW co-operation and their effects upon technical progras, the 
development of production, conditioD.l of labour, the .ituatiOD at regards 
IUPPliu, and the movement of prices, seeking in thit connection the 
collaboration -of the various Govemmenu. It .hould collect the relevant 
data with. view to publishing from time to time such information as 
may he of _era! interest. The COof .... c:e it of the opinion .hat the 
publieity gi_ in regard to the nature and operatio .. of agreementa 
c:onatitutes one of the moat cftectift means, on the one hand, of securing 
the aupport of public opiuion to agreemento wbieh <ODdueo to thogooora1 
in ..... , and, on the othet hand, of preventing the growth of .b ...... 

o 

v. ItmtBTRIAL IMJ'OJUlATJOH 

It will he ac:en from the above auaJy.it that the Cooferenco attached 
,pedal importance to the spirit which animates the leaden of industry 
and thOle who are responsible for its organic development. The provision 
of precile,. complete and up--to-date information concerning production 
<an only toDd to develop in them a ...... of the aociaI.ervic:e wbieh their 
functions involve. At the .&me time, it .hould help the public to form 
• collective opinion which is at once well informed and reasonable. It 
it equally important to the induatrialitta themselvea that they should 
he kept fully and accurately intonned both of the developoteot of their 
own induttriet aod of the broadet ehangoa whith take plaet in I!"Ileral 
induatrial activity. 

The COnferenee has had before it a ..net of monographa on eertain 
industries of basic importan.ce which hat enabled it to obtain an accurate 
view of the character of the preaent lituation of industry in the world. 
Theae memoranda, whose compilation has been rendered possible by the 
.readinen with which industrial organisations in different countriee have 
eollahorated in the· work and by the care aod time whith they haoe 
devoted to it, and aho the monographa wri .... by eeooomitto of wide 
reputation and those IUbmitml to the Conference by a number of ita 
members OUDlDlaruing the position and viewe of teveral of the delega
tions, .houJd not be held to represent the lalt word in the questiODt. under 
review. They .hould be n:garded •••• tarting-pomt fat the atueli .. which 
it it hoped will be conducted in the future. It il essential to enc:ttura.ge. 
the work already in progteu, to promcm, .. fat .. poaoible, • eommon 
policy with reference to the manner in which information concerning 
induatrial activity it compiled, and to- urge both the natioual .tatiatic:al 
bureaux and the Economic Organisation of the League to devote even 
more attention than heretofore to the COUec:tiOll of ltati.tical data which 
.baD be of use not only to Govermnents and expertt but alto to the 
buaineta world. 
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The Conference decided that the information '0 be collected ahould 

cover aU the principal industries of every country, but especially and in 
the lira. place _ iod .. tri .. which are of world importance. 

& to the chanoeIs through which cheee .tatisti .. might be coUected 
and communica~ the Conference makes no a~ci£ic recommendationt 
to Governments. It considers, however, that accurate and internationally 
comparable data can hardly be collected. without the assistance of the 
competent organisations of the industries concerned. While emphasising 
the value of comprehensive informatiOIlt the Conference deairet to draw 
attention to the necessity of adequate measures being taken to aecure 
secrecy of individual returns. Finally, while urging the League; to encour
age the conclusion of international agreements a-a to the tenns employed, 
the scope, and the methods of compilation of industrial .tatiati~ the 
Conference is anxious to link up this work of 'Y8tematisation with the 
similar work which may be undertaken with a view to the uni6..catiOD of 
Customs nomenclature. 
lWolutions. 

L The Cooference conoid... chat, 
(I) ElIective and <O-OIdioated production can only be achieved io 

the light of information of a general character, but precise and up-to-
date, coIlCCl'Ding raw material euppIiea, output, stoch, pri.cet, waget, 
employment, etc..; 

(z) It ill desirable that th ... current data ,hould make it poooibl. 
to compile for each country with aufficieotly developed iodustri .. 
quantitative indicea of ita industrial production; _ 

(3) Such information facilitates a proper adjustment of oupply to 
demand and the Iayiog-down of a policy of production a>unteraotiog 
the effecte of ftuctuationa of commerdal activity. 

In thia connection, attention may be drawn to the resolutiona which 
have already been adopted by the Economic Committee of the League 
of Nationa. 
The Conference accordingly recommends : 

(,) That .tatieti.,. of thi. kiod ahould be obtaioed regularly, for 
each country, both for the basic world industries and also, in order 
to render pouible the compilation of quantitative indices of national 
production, for the thief iodllltri .. of each oountry ; and that chill 
information .hould be obtained, at far as. pouible. in collaboration 
with competent organiaations ; 

(.) That Governmen~ ,hould petiodically take complete ioduatrial 
cenaUiCl. 

IL The practical value of I11cb .tatistics ia dependent on the com
parability aod unifonnity 01 the data !umiobed by each State. 

It it deeirable that adequate publicity be given to this information, 
and that it may be iotemationaUy cc-ordioated and employed. 

The Conference acc:cmJina:ly :reoommends , 
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(,) That the Economic Otganioation of the League of Natio ... 
,bauld take all auitable measurea 80 that Government., in coDabora
tion with the chief induatriea, ,hould arrive at international agree-. 
menU with teferencc to the definition of the -. the method, 
employed, and the .cope of the statiatic:s ; 

(2) That the Economic Organisation of the League of Nations 
rhouId cona.. the information provided referring to rourao and 
.uppliee of raw materials, production, stock&, prices, etc., and the 
Internatiooal Labour Office that concerning wages, bourr of labour, 
employment, etc.; 

(3) That the Economic Organisation of the League 01 Natio ... rbould 
orranse for the compilation of : 

(a) Stati.tic:al and senera! reports of an internatiooal character with 
refew,,:e to the atpnie development and the seneraI conditio .. 
obtaining in dilf ..... t braoc:heo of produc:tiqp, beginning with 
the basic world induatriea ; 

(b) Special ,tndi .. concerning the rontccr of ,apply of certain types 
of raw mataialt, more especially of those a world ahortage of 
which in the future may be anticipated; 

(e) Reviewa, oimilar to thure which have already been published, 
of the changer which take pia.,. in _Id production and trade. 

+ AGRICULTURE 
L hrnlODt1CTIOM' 

Agriculture io the occopatioo of the majority of worken tluougbout 
the world; ita varioua product. represent in value the greater part of 
human labour, and the exthonse of its products against industrial 
products forma, indeed, the b .... of world trade. 

The agricultural population remains lor humanity a .......w of 
enetgy capable of _erving the nations from the rapid human -tase 
which may ruuJt from. any exceasive growth of induttry. 

The quantity of loodatufls and raw materials produoed by agriculture 
ia one of the facton which determine the maximum limit of induatrial 
development. 

The interdependence existing between nationt i. no leu doee between 
the main clanes of occupatio~culture, industry and COIDJDeZ"Ce

and it would be vain to hope that one class could enjoy luting prooptrity 
independently 01 the othen. 

Agriculture io at present hampered in the complete fulfilment of the 
economic: role assigned to it by a general depression varying in degree 
but aHec:ting • large number of countries on which the worhl depends for 
itt tupply of foodstuffs and raw materials. 

The economic dep....ma in agriculture i. cbaracteri,ed by the <Ii.. 
equilfbrium which hat ariaen be-.n the prioeo 01 agricultural products 
and thote of manufactured produc:u; as a RSult. agrlcu1turi&tt in a 
pat number of countries no longer receive a wBkient return for tIWr 
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labour and on their capital This depression is aggravated in many 
countries by the difficulty of obtaining credit on normal terms and by 
the great increase in fiscal charges; while it has led to a decrease in the 
purchuing power of agriculturists, consumers have not, in all cases, 
benefited by a fall in the price of foodstuH.. 

The diminution in the purchasing power of the agricultural population 
baa reacted upon indll9trial production, and is consequently ODe of the 
causes of unemployment, which in ita tum reduces the outleta for 
agricultural produeta. 

Unless practical measures are taken to l'estore the price equilibrium, 
it is to be feared that sooner or later there will be a diminution in agri
eultural production detrimental to the welfare of mankind 

Tec:!wical me..,. <Xi.t, however, for • consid .... ble development of 
agricultural production. They must therefore be put into operation. 
Their general adoption would have the m .. t beneficial consequences for 
the proapcrity and economic peace of the world. 

u.. GENERAL R.EsOLU'l'ION8 

I. The Conference regards as a vital economic: question the increase 
of agricultural producri"", and, witb this in view, the placing of agricul
..... on an equal footing with induatry by enabling all those engaged in 
agriculture to obtain a aatiafactory ttandatd of living and a normal 
retum for their labour and on their capital 

It ia important that this neceaaity ahould be brought home to public: 
opinion, which does not alwaya realise the true situation of agriculture 
and too often regards it as an induatry of secondary importan~ 

1. The improvement of agriculture must in the first place be the work 
of the agriculturia .. themselves. The general adoption 01 teebnical in>
provemenut the scientific organisation of production and stock-breeding, 
01 the campaign again .. the dise .... and the enemi .. of plan .. and 
animalt, of marketing, of the standardisation of agricultural producta in 
the intereats both of the producera and consumers, of the search for 
outlets, and of crediu and insurance:, will permit agriculturitta to reduce 
their costa of produ-ttion in their own interests and to the benefit of 
consumen. 

Owing to the considerable number of small and medium.m:ed agri
cultural undertakinp-the tendency towarda concentration diaplayed 
in indwtry being absent-the organisation of agrieulturiatl ,bould be 
continued along the lines of association and co-operation which have 
already been tetted in many countries; it may with advantage be 
8upplemented by agreemena between agricultural and conaumcn1 

co-operative societies. 
It is to the interen of Governmenta to encourage agriculture and the 

agricultural associations which have .e their object the improvement of 
the aituation of the agricultural population. In particular, the creation 
and development of mutual" credit ..... u1d be greatly facili,.w1 bl 
Government .. aiatan~ 

Q 
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The Conference draw. the attention of the Government. to the fact 
that high rates of mtet'e8t and heavy taxation hamper production. 

3. Other measureo to be contempLated depend chi.By 011 legislative 
action. In particular, the Conference .it of opinion that 'SOcial law. 
enaurlng the weH .... and security of worken ahDuld benefit agrieulturi, .. 
no leu than industrial work ... aod employ .... it being nndcratood that 
IUch Low. mUllt be adapted to the epecial requiremente of agriculture and 
to the apedalliviog and working conditions of rural populations. It it 
alee of the opinion that agricultural instruction at all a<age. and the 
technical training of agriculturi.t.s .hould receive the attention of the 
different Governments as well at of agricultural auoaationa. 

4- It is deairable that all bindraocee to the free circulation of aod trade 
in agricultural producte ahDuld be removed, in .0 far .. their removal 
does not endangu the vital interestl of the differeDt couutriee and their 
workers. 

In those States in whieh Cuttomll protection is m~tained, it .hould be 
reduced, both for induatry and agriculture, to the loweot poeeible point 
indispensable to production; care .hould be taken to assist in the 
maintenance of an equitable balance between industry and agriculture 
and not to ltifle one to the advantage of the other. 

The 'Y'tem of export prehibition. and export duti .. (with the excep
tion of taxes levied for the benefit of the indWltry concerned) and frequent 
change. in Custotu tariffs, which long expe:rien« has showu to be 
ine8e<tual aod dange""", .hould be definitely .handon.1i 

S. The agriculturist should find his just remuneration not through 
.peculation but in the regularity of pri .... permittiog him to recba on 
a legitimate retum equivalent to that accorded to other producero. 

6. Since, finally, the poliq pursued in industrial or commercial ques
OGnl reacta on the economic .ituation of agricult~ and fIiu-wrs.} the 
Conference requeats the League of Nations to ensure that in all ita 
orgauiaarione already existiog or to be formed which are or may be 
entruJted with economic questions, a place be always. ruel'ftd for agri
culture proportionate to its importance as a IOcia1 and economic: factor. 

In~ SncIAL RuournoN8 
In addition to the general resolutions formulated aboft) the eo ... 

ference draWl the attention of the League of Nations to the fo1lowing 
points : 
I. Agricultural to .. operation1' RelaHoul between AcriealturaJ Co

operaUft Sodetle! an' Conaumm Co-optratlve Soc:letiea. 
(i) The agric:ulturiats of the differt:nt countries contribute to the im

provement of their etandard of living aod to the general prosperity by 
utiliaing to an increasing extent all forma of co-operation: co-operaave 
.upply societies, either for the technical or domestic requirements of 
membcl'l; C04lperative dog organisation. for the regular marketing 
of product.; producen* co-opcrativc aocictiea lor the intermediate 
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pro_ between the productiOJl '01 the raw material and the PIe of 
the finished product; ClH)perative credit societies to meet the need 
for capital (bringmg equipment up to date, improving the cultivation 
of the soil, .torage 01 product.). 

Co-operative institution. thus increase the purchasing power of 
agriculturists both as producers and as- consumers.. At the same tim~ 
they further economic progress both by increasing productivity and 
improving quality and also by making it poosible to utili .. lolly the 
product. 01 the .. il and their by-producta. Lutly, they ...at the 
organisation of markets by methods which reduce to a minimum the 
coats of distribution. 

[u') AgricuIturalc:o-<>perative aocietiea will contribute to • ,tiD greater 
rationalisation of economic life in proportion as they develop their 
relation. with the consumer', cct:Operative .ocieties.. Direct commercial 
relatiOl1l betweeD producers and consumers, and between aseociatiOlUl of 
producen and of eolUumera. eliminate aupcrHuous mtermediariea, and, 
when they are sufficiently widespread, result in the establishment of 
prioea which are advantageous, to both parties. In addition to material 
profit, there ia a moral advantage; by direct. commercial relations 
producera and eoneumera learn to know each other and to take account 
01 the Ipecial characteriotiea and requirements 01 the other party. The 
producen' and consumers' co-operative aocieties learn to appreciate the 
value of direct rdations in aeeordance with their common pri.nciplea~ 
The clear realisation of the poaaibility of mutual collaboration and mutual 
confidence in bUBinUI transactiona are essential to a practical solution of 
the queatiOll of direct commercial relationa between producers' agri
cultural co-operative societies and C01l8U1nerr co-operative aoci.etiet-a 
queation which hal for a long time past been settled in theory. 

The cHorta made to achieve practical resu1ta should be furthered on 
the part 01 agriculture by the production 01 articlea of specific quality 
and uniform type; on the part of the conaumers' CQooOperative societiea 
by the determination to buy agricultural produce .. far a. poeaible from 
the agricultural producene co-operative IOcietia; cn the part of States 
and of public authoritiea by supporting the co-operative movement 
through the creation of chairs at universities or of other icienti6.c 
inetitutiona, the institution of public couna dealing with the co-opera
tive movement and by a fieeal policy of abstention from diacriminatory 
mealUIel .against CQooOperative aoc:ietiee.. 

Effective collaboration, if need be in the form 01 common undertakings, 
will be the easier of realisation if the producers' and conaumeft~ c0-

operative tocietiea of the diiferen.t countries are already nationally 
organised in commou economic committeea. 

To enaure the normal development of co-operation in all the branchee 
in which it exercisea ita activitiet, it it a:tremdy important that the 
laws which govern co-operation showd be unified where such is not yet 
the case, and should impose the feweat pODible obetaclee. 
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(ill') Inl<nlational agreemen.. between co-operative agricultural 
organieatiODI with regard to a number of products might be of value in 
placing markets on a sound basis, in regulariaing production and in 
.tabilUing prices at level> oatitfactory from the point of view of the 
balance between production and consumption. Such international agree
menta, to attain their aim., require loyal collaboration with the national 
and international co-operative consumera' organiaatiOll8 by the estab-
6.hment of regular business channeIa and long-term contrac". 

(iv) These efforts of agricultural and cooaumers' co-operative organiaa
tiona should he encouraged aod furthered by the creation of a commi .... 
reJm!8el1ti:ng national and international co-opentrR organisationt of 
agriculturista and of conomners-& committee which should he entrwoted 
with the eatablishment of a programme of research and documentation, 
.. ...n .. with the task of elucidating the leooona taught by put ex
perience, with a view to bringing about new achievementa# 

2. Agrleultunl Credit. 

The incnaae of agricultural production is intimately bound up with 
the ozganisation of agricultural credit, which will place at the disposal 
of agricu1turitts the neccsu:ry capital on favourable terms. 

Certain countries have at their di.apo6al aufficimt capital for agricul
tun, but in many countries adequate provi.&ion for agricultural credit 
baa _ yet been -de, either heca_ aaving baa been diminished by 
the general economic conditions or becauac the appropriate organiaa
tiona have _ yet been constituted. 

Such a pOIition it seriously harmful to agriculture in the countries ill 
question, since it prevents agriculturista from increasing their harvest., 
from eoploiting their land to the full extent, from aecuring lower coo .. 
of production and from providing for contingencies arising from the 
very Dature of agricultural production by -the use of suitable equipment 
or of a reserve working capital 

The:6nt condition for 8Urmounting these difficultiee ia the organisation 
of tuitable credit institutions in those countries where they do not yet 
exiat and their development where they are already in eDatence. The 
belt form of inltitution appean to be the co-operative cmlit aoc:iety 
operating by meant of uaourcea which the very fact of association 
enables it to procure and to increaae with or without the aaaiatance of 
the public authoritiea. 

It ilt moreover, by the eo-operation of national organiUtiolll that the 
necuaary eHe<:tive guarantccs for appeals for credit, whether national 
or international, tan be most easily pf'OC'Ul'ed. 

Having had laid before it by teveral of it! members schemes with 
regard. to the letting up of an international wganisation capable of in
creating the reaourcea available for agricultural credits where they are .. 
yet illluflicient ; 

But having heard obacrvationa OIl that question bated chidly on the 
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elementary conaidention that credit must be aecured by elfective 
guarantees ; 

And being- aware of the fact that the International Institute of Agri
culture is collecting special information on the question of agricultural 
credits! 

The Conference requests the League -of Nations to give full considera
tion to the documentation of the International Institute of Agriculture 
with a view to examining the possibility of international coUaboration 
in reapect of agricultural credits in whatever form may be found from. 
experience to be mOlt suitable with a view to promoting the l'«OVClY 
of agriculture where agriculture ;. short of capital 
I. Campalgu against Diseasea affecting Plants and AnJmall. 

Diaoas .. which affect plan .. and animal! diminish agricultural pro
duction, and should be acientifieally combated, on the basil of an inter
national plan and international agrttmeDts. 

This international punpaign has already been admitted in principle 
by forty-three nationa which have set up an "International Epizootic 
Office," and the International Instituu of Agriculture ia proposing to 
convene a special conference to bring about united international action 
in connection with phytopathology. 

International agreements which establish sanitary supervision, if they 
provide the contracting countries with adequate guarantees, .ho~ 
without infringing sovereign righa, remove from the regulations any 
8uapicion of disguised protection and should add to the ltability of trade 
marionl, which i, one of the conditiona of successful production. 
4. Agriculture In: Colonies. 

The Conference recommends that an investigation be made into the 
beet meana of encouraging agriculture among the indigenous inhabitants 
in colonies and especially in tropical and 8u~tropica1 co1oniea, in order 
to augment the prosperity of the indigenous inhabitants of thole coun
triet and to increaac the general wealth. 
5. Forestry .. 

The Coofereoc:e reeommcods that a special study should be made of the 
reaourcea and the exploitation of forests in order to aaaure the regular 
satisfaction of the needs of industry. 
I. DocumeDtIlUon on Agrlculturat QUUHOtll4-Stafiatlca.-Bnqulry. 

(i) Great as i. the value of the documentation which baa served as 
the basi. for the difcuaaiona on agriculture, it muet be acknowledged that 
there is not yet a .u£Scient foundation to permit of a complete analysis 
of all the problems or to.suggot a BOJUtion of them. 

The fundamental importance of agriculture demanda an exact know
ledge of ita economic aituation. Such knowledge can only be gained 
latiefactorily through a methodical analysis of farm accoUDts. Such 
reaearchet would bring "bout a general improvement in agriculture.. 
They would facilitate the mutual undcntanding between the Dationa, 
and the common interesn of the agriculturists of all countries would 
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thereby be interpreted with precision. Finally, a better undentandiDg 
would be created betwttn the producer and the consumer. 

To achieve this purpoae,. it i. desirable that in the different (oUDt:riee 

an eu.ct system of farm accounting ehould be formulated. These ac
coun .. ohould be drawn up in every ""uotty as limply a. possihle, but 
by the method enauring the greatest guarantee of accuracy, 10 as to 
obtain comparable raulta for the different kinds of agricultural enter
pm.. in any coUOtly, daooiJied by climate, nature of soil, size 01 holding, 
'}'Items of cultivation, principal erop. grown etc." and 80 as to make it 
pouible to .tudy the inBuence exerted on the .net return of agriculture 
by the lacton 01 gr ...... importance in prodUdion and returns (wage" 
qwmtiti .. of chcmic:al fertiIisero consumed, tantion and oocial cbarges, 
prices, indebtedoeao 01 agriculturi .... etc.). 

It it therefore recommended that a committee of expert8 be eetab1iahed 
charged with the study and preparation of the requifite measures.. 

en) The Conference conaiders it neceaaary that a better -service of 
periodic:al agricultural , .. ti.ti.. .bauld be inotituted, eopec:ially' .. 
.. gordo Iiv ... tack and animal prodnc:u. The da .. collected by the Inter
national Institute 01 AgricuItul'e thaw that, doriog the last twenty-6ve 
ye .... only thirty-oeven counttie&, re_tiog Ieoo than half the total 
area and about 30 por c:eat of the population of the world, have as yet 
proceeded to the compilation of an agricultural census. 

A world agricultural ccooua on the Iineo proposed by the International 
Institute of Agriculture would make it p ... ible to give to the .tatistic:al 
data of the dilfereot couotti .. a character of UDifonnity wbith up to the 
present they ha..,lacked. 

It is DO leu: nec:enary to organise, nationally and internationally, the 
.peedy tranamia.ion to agriculturists of information on: harvelts, ttocb,. 
conaumption, and the movements of different commodities, these being 
important facton in the fwmation of prices. The monthly publi<atioa 
01 indioea of comparative priceo of agricultural products and induattial 
products would prove of great value, .. would indi.,.. of the principal 
elements of the coat. of production of agricultural productl. 

(ill) Tbe Conference .. questa that all Governmen ... bauld be invited 
to initiate a ~eral inquiry intG the present aituation and the pouibili
ti .. of developing agriculture, the di.tribution 01 holdings and the oywtemo 
of exploitation, into the rdationa between agricultural and industrial 
production, into the comparison between agricultural and induottial 
prices, into the costa. of production and selling pricct, into the condition 
01 the .... rkers and into the faciIiti"l'<quired for their "«<SO to the land, 
ete.-m fact, into the eoonomi<, oociaI, financial and te<:hnic:al conditi .... 
of agricuItul'e the .rudy of which will permit further _ to be mad ... 

5. GENERAL RESOLUTIONS 
(G) ECONOIlIC 'rmmDrClU AJ'RCnNG mit Pu.cs 01' THE Woaw 

Tho Confereoce 'I 
Recognioing that the main ......... of world peace depend. largely 
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upon the principles on which the economic policiea of nations are framed 
.and executed : 
_do that the Governments and peoples of the ceuntri .. here 

represented ahould together give cootinuoUl attention to this upect 
of the economic problem, and loob forward to the .... blishment of 
recogniaed principlea designed to eliminate thOle economic di£6cultia 
which cause friction and misunderstanding in a world which has every
thing to gain from peaceful and harmonio .. progr .... 

(b) EDUCATION ANn PuBLICITY 

The Conference recogniaea that the reception and.ucceuful application 
of the principl ... tated in the reoolutions of the Conference depend, not 
only upon the good-will oI Governments and Adminiatrationa, but upon 
an informed and supporting public opinion throughout the world, 
and for tbia purpo« would welcome, in the economic as in other fields, 
the deoelopment of closer intemational co-operation by scientific and 
educational institutions, as ...n .. the help of the Press and ocher 
ogeucies of importance, for the information and enlightenment of the 
public. 

(e) ~ ExPENl>ITIJ'RI: 

Whereat the world aa a whole still devotes considerable a.uml to arma
ments and to preparations. for war, which. reduce the savings available 
for the development -of industry, commerce and agricultute, are a heavy 
burden upon the linan<es of the different StatCI, eutailing heavy taxa
tiOll which react8 upon their whole economic life and lowen their stand
ard of living. 

The Couference: 
Eapreoses the earnest hope that all elIorts to effect, by agreements 

between Statee, limitation and reduction of armaments, and particularly 
thoae under the auspices of the League of Nations, will have 8ucceJsful 
ruults and thus aIlevinte the butdeus destribed above. 

(~ PACIJ'IC CoIDmRClAL Co-oPERA'I1OH 01' Au. NATIONS: APPUCAll0H 
or RltsoLtrnONS TO THE U.S.S.iL 

The Conference : 
Recogn~ the importance of a renewal of world trade ; 
RefraiDing absolutely from iofringU>g- upon political questions: 
Rotgards the participation of members of all the counma present, 

irrcspecti.ve of differences in their economic 'Y'tem.t, aa a happy augury 
for a pacific commercial co--operation of all nationa. 

It;" of coone, undentood that, the members of the U.S.5.R. baving 
declared that they are in favour of the resolutions in the list reproduced 
belO\'t, the remaining resolutions of the Conference will not be regarded 
.. having ell ... as r<gardo the U.S.S.R. 

(4) EeoNOIllC OltGANl8ATlON or "l'HE LEAGUE 0-' NA'I10KS 
The Conference wishea in the tint in,tance to express its high apprecia~ 

tion of the work of the Economic Committee and the Secretariat of the 
League. 
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The Conference it of opinion that the IUc:ceoo of ito work wiD depend 
upon the exCCUti01l of the principles- laid down. 

With regard to the a<ti .. to be takca GO ito ...",..",..,dttious, the 
Conference, while offering uo auggestion AI to a permanent organisation. 
cannot do better than draw the Council'. attenti.n to the W<ll-balanced 
compoaitioo of the Preparatory Committee, which baa yielded a_ 
... ul .. in the prepano'ory work lot the Conference. 

LJaT TJlAIIf8IIl'lTE TO "mE SICJlETAJllAT BY no: 1IEam&R8 01' TIl& 

U.S.5.R. Dl:UGAnON 

The delegation of the U.5.S.R. vo'ea for the f.llowing reooIutiono , 

~ 

lL Cuttomo Taril&. 
No. •• --simplification 01 Cuttomo tariff .. 
No. :a.-Unification of tariff nomenclature, with the reserve that 

the U.S.S.1L cannot uaociate itself with the in
vitation to the Ltague of Nations. 

No. +-Applicatioo lor taril&. 
No. S.-eu.toma Iormalities. 
No. 6.-Trodt ... tittico. 

m Commercial Policy and Treaties. 
No. z.-Fiocal thargoo impoaed on importtd goods. 
No. 4--CcmmerciaI ..... tiee, with the ......., concerning the 

invitation to the League of Nations. 

IV. Indirect Mean. of Protecting National Tradt and Natiooal 
Navigation. 

No. J.-Subaidiet, direct or indirect. 
No. .. -Dumping aod anti-dumping legislation. 

1".""",. 
The U.5.5.R. delegation, while in _en' with the principles under

lying the propo.als pu, forward io the .... lutio ... of the Induatty Com
mittee concerning U InformatiOD,n mlfnm from voting for the draft 
-ree:olution c:anceming Co Information,» bCcauR the U.S.S.R. propotal 
to entruat thia work to the International lnatitute of Statistics of The 
Hague _ "'jetted. 

.4~ 
The U.5.s.R. delegatioo _ for the .peeial raoIuti_ , 

3-~paign agaio .. the dist .... allecting pIaotsand animalo. 
5·-F ..... tty. 
c5.-Doeumentation on agricultural questions, atatiatica, enquiry. 
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liou.-The memben of the U.S.S.R. declared that they ate in favour 
also of the resolutiona enumerated be1ow+ They accompanied their 
adhcsiou by a declaratiou contained in the y.rnu;m Record of til. C .. / .... 
"""-

The raolutiona in question are the following: 
(4) Economic tendencies affecting the peace of the world; 
(b) Education and publicity. 
(e) Armament expenditure i 
(4) Pacific commercial CcH,peration of all N ationa.-Applica

tion of R ... luti .... to the U.S.S.R. 
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III. EX'I'RACT FROM THE MINUTES OF THE MEETINGS OF 
THE COUNCIL 

HdJ tit Cnuo4 ... June 16th, 19Z7 

Present, The following repUllentatives of the Memb ... of the Council , 
Sir AU1ITZl< CaAimEIU.ADf (PruitlmIJ (Britiah Empire). 
lIL V"""ERYlW>E (Belgium). 
lIL VILUGAB (Chile). 
lIL CBAo-HsDf c.ro (China). 
lIL URRV1'IA (Colombia). 
lIL BEND& (Czecho..Slovakia). 
lIL LoUCHE"" (France). 
Dr. STnBJtJ<A>Ilf (Germany). 
lIL S=JA (Italy). 
VI1ICOUNT ISIIIl a.pan). 
JON""""" BUl.AXIlTO VAN BLOICLAND (Netherlands). 
lIL SOKAL (Poland.) 
lIL PETauco CO ..... _ (R0UUIJIDia). 
lIL YUDICJi: (Salvador). 
Sir ERIC D.""",oND (S .... ury-GmeralJ. 

REPORT ON' THE WolU[ OJ' TII1t hnmuiATIONAL ECONOMIC CoKRRDC& 

Dr. STllE8DtA1O( read the following report; 
Il The World Economic Conference, which was convened in punuaDce 

of the Aseembly's decitioo of September 24th, 19Z5, 00 the proposal of 
the French clelcgatioo, held ita meetiogo from May 4th to 13rd under 
the eyes of the _tatesmen, the economists, the buemees-men and the 
public of the whole world; the ground was fint admirebly prepared 
hy the Preparatory Commi .... and the Secretariat. The ... ulta of the 
Conference are comprillOd in • Report which is already in the hands of 
the Council (document C.E.I.44). 

«It ia a great privilege to me to bring officially to the attention of 
my colleagues. on the Council the results of one of the moat remarkable 
and lucccuful Conferencee ever convened by the League of Nations. 

(f The Conference was given the task: of. setting forth in clear and 
unambiguoua terms the nature of the difficulti .. and evils of the present 
world economic situation, and of pointing out the way in which the&e 
diffialltiea could be removed or mitigated by international co-operation, 
with due regard to the exigiencie. of nati01lai life. 

U In the opinion of ohaerven in aU ~unt:riea, the achievements of the 
Conference in this direction have been of the highest importance. This 
ia not became they have -revealed to Government. or atudentt of ~ 
mica,. facta or :remedies of which they were unaware, but because a 
large number of eminent 0Ep<rta, dsawn from all countri .. of the world, 
have condenaed in unanimOUl retolution the results both of their atudiet 
and of their ~ractical ezpctieoce, indicsting at the .ame tim. the diJIe1'. 
ent patha which might lead to an improvement of prevailing conditi ..... 
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It It was natural that the attentiOn of the experts should &rat have 
been drawn to the economic: situation of Europe, which during and since 
the war baa been more severely tried than any other part of the: globe ; 
but they did not lose sight of the reaction of the difficult. European 
.ituation on that of other continents and they gave close attention to a 
large aerie. of g<n<ral probl .... equally important for aD porta of the 
world. 

u The reaolutiOll8 of the Conference are mainly c:oneerned with quea
tiona of commerce, industry and agriculture. 

to Commerce is, par ~ a matter of international concern. It 
is at the lame time largely influenced both by the independent mon 
of States and by their treaty relatione with each other. It it not, there
fore, nrpriaing that the Conference gave the problema of international 
commerce the foremost place. In this important field the Conference 
recognised in principle the necessity of liberating international trade 
from aU artificial barri"", and ob.tacles, eopeciaDy those which arise 
from high Cuttoms duties. 

•• TM Crm/erenu 4«lara tl:al t1u time Iuu come to fJUI 4ft m4 to t/" 
inaut~ in tanjf$ otul to move in zJu opposiu dirtaion.. 

,. These are momentous wor&.involving as they do a whole programme 
of work wbidl can only advance by progre8&ive steps towards realia ... 
tion. The means to this end lie first of all in the simplification and unifica
tiOD of the mechanism of tariffs, in striving for greater stability in 
Customs duties, in the introduction of improved methods of treaty~ 
making, and, finally, in the gradual reduction of tariJ! burdeo •• 

U Three roads lead towards this goal: individual "action by States 
with regard to their tariHs.; bilateral action through the conclusion of 
suitable commercial treatiea; and, lastly, international concerted 
action. The importance of international co-operation in this field is 
.trongly underlined by the C>nference and it i, just thia part of the work 
which falls within the province of the League of Nations and its economic 
organe. 

" In the .pher. of indus"",,, special emphasis is laid on reduction of the 
cost of production by the e.tndy and application of the best methods of 
e«momic ttabilisation. The importancz of international industrial 
agreementa for the promotion of general commercial interestt in certain 
industries it admitted, .ubject to conditiona and safeguards which are 
clearly .et forth. 

U In regard to the requitenients of agricrJlw., the Conference aees a 
posaibility of effecting an improvement, particularly by the use of better 
methods, the development of the co-operative system and an improved 
organiaation of credit institutions. 

U There aeema no reason for me to discu" the general report of the 
Conference in greater detail, aiDee all memben of the Council are already 
familiar with tbe report itoeIf. 

U In almost everyone of ita resolutiona, whether they be con-
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cemed with commerce, induatry or agriculture, the Conference has made 
-suggestiolll or recommendations (or further work to be undertaken by 
the League of Nations in promotion of the aims which the Conference 
has purlued. 

n The Report in your handa will aoon ehow you that the tub which 
the Conference has bequeathed to the League of Nations are both numer
OUi and varied. They will require continuous, methodical and expert 
study for their a«Omphshmedt. The Council will thereforet at a suitable 
moment, have to amaider the advisability of modifying or supplementing 
ita Eeonomic Organiaation in order to adapt it to ita new tasb. 

tj Yet I am inclined to think that it would .till be premature to embark 
to-day on a discussion of this important problem, and I ""u1d propose 
that we adjourn its discussiOll till the September session. But, in the 
meantime, I hope that the Economic Committee and the Secretariat will 
get forward as far .a possible with their ta8-k ; the,. can, for aampIe, at 
0DCe begin to outline and prepare the future plan of acti ...... pecially 
in connection with Customs tariHa. 

" Finally) I want to remind you that the Diplomatic Conference con
vened for October 17th in Geneva with the object of drawing up a COD

vention for the auppreaeion of important export prohibitions Ihould, with 
the full IUpport of the Governments, be an important atep in the execu
tion of the zuommendationa of the Conference. 

" I should Iikt: to add a few remarks. AJJ the Council will remember, 
the Conlere .... consisted of nearly 200 members (with abont as many 
eaperta) of SO clifferent countriee, who, with a few eaeeptio.., were 
appointed by Governmen .. and rep ....... ted ~ poaaible qualificati .... 
interest, and point of view. 

«Many of U8 must, I think, have feared, when we decided to convene 
a large Conference .0 compOled, that the compla and eontrovenial 
character of the economic problems. and the varied composition of the 
Conference might well make it impossible to arrive at unanimoU! :rec:om
mendationa which would have any real force and eubstance in them. 
Fortunately, the Report which we have b~ us mows that any such 
dangu, real thoUj!h it was, h .. been auccaolully avoided. We have in 
thU Report recommendation. not only unanimous but enthusiastic; 
eovering the mOlt far-reaching principles and proposals on the central 
questioDa of economic: and commerc:ial policy. We owe this result not 
only, in my view, to the. way in which the ac:tt1al memben of the Confer-
enc:e amducted their work, but to the laet that they felt th.mael_ to 
be ",,_ing a real and stroD/! demand from all p .... of the world. 

II Thae recommendations ~ however, the beginning and not the end 
of the real tal'" to be accomplished. The Pnaident, M. Tbeunis, I wu 
glad to lee, in hi. concluding apeech, r<minded the members of the 
Conleronce of the penonal moral _m .... which each of them had 
... umed in voting for the recommendation. to do hit utmolt to aecure 
that they were adopted and put into prac:tice. 
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U I am lure that we on this. Council, at whose invitation the membert 

of the Preparatory Committee worked fOT a year before the Conference: 
began and at whose :request the Governments of the world appointed 
the mem.bera of the Conference itaelf, will feel at least an equally strong 
moral engagement to do everything in our power to see that these recom
mendatione are embodied in the actual economic: and commercial policia 
of the Go .......... .- of the world, and particularly those which each of 
us directly represents on thi~ Council. 

U I have no doubt, too, that all who have taken part in the work of the 
Conference and ita preparation will c:ontinue to give it their unabated 
.upport. 

U I am glad to know, fat example, that the International Chamber of 
Commerce is about to have ita biennial Congress at Stockholm. at which 
the problem of the best methods for carrying out the recommendations 
of the Conference will receive ita closeet attention.. 

.. Finally, I beg to remind you thot the heavy and clliIic:ult task which 
lalla on the Economic Organisation of the League aa a :result of this 
Conference can only be auccessfully carried out if full support is given 
to this body by Governments and organisations and by all men of goodwill. 

.. Before closing this report, I feel it to be both a duty and a plessure 
to exprese the thanks which are due from the Coundl to all the members 
of the World Economic Conference for their able, industrious and euccess
ful work. We owe an especial-measure of thanks and recognition to M. 
Theunis, the President of the Conference, whoe brilliant leadership and 
energy made it possible to bring a work of such extraordinary importance
to a conclusion in the short space ~f three weeks. 

"We have also a debt of gratitude towards the industrial organisations 
of the various countries as wen as to the international organisatiolll
which have largely contributed to the preparatory work of the Confer
ence, in particular the International Labour Offic~ the International 
Chamber of COIllJIlCl'Ce and the International Institute of Agriculture. 

"The untiring activity of the Secretariat and, in particular, of the 
Economic Section has certainly been a valuable aa&et in contributing 
towards the SUCce88 of the Conference. 

.. I have the honour to propose to the Council the following reso1ution : 
It t The Council taka note of the Report of the World Economic 

Conference ; 
u ~ (I) Tenden ita moat cordial thanb to the President, 14. Theunis, 

to all Membera and Experts. present at the Confere.nc~ at well as to 
all Organisations and individuals who have auisted in ita preparation; 

n c (2) Consider. that the Conference has fully carried out its taS-k 
of setting forth the principles and recommendation. beat fitted to 
contribute to an improvement of the e.conomlc situation of the world 
and in particular to that of .Europe, thus contributing at the same time 
to the strengthening of peaceful relation. among nations ; 

. u ~ (3) Invitea therefore all countriea and Go-veromenta. to ,ive to 
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these principles and recommendationa their doe attention and the 
active support neceuary to bcilitate their adoption and application; 

U f (4) Reserves for aamination at its next. session the c:hangea. that 
might prove dWrable in the Eoonomic Organisation of the League of 
Nationa in view of the reaultl of the Conference, and invitee the 
Economic Committee in the meantime to meet in extraordinary 
ses.ion in order to begin at an early date a preparatory study of the 
resolutions of the Economic Conference as regards Customs tariffs, 
and more partic:ularly .. regardo the wWication of tariff nomeo
clature! n 

DECLAaATIONS OJ' TB& l4zimERS OJ' TBS CoUJfClL 

JOJrn[B1Ell BULASRT8 VOM BLODAJrD said he waa happy to aasocl.ate 
himeIl with the tribute which had juat been paid by the distioguished 
Rapporteur to the work of the Economic Conference. Public opiDiOD. 
in hit country had noted with keen satisfaction that the economic dis
armament ruured to in the resolutions adopted at the Conference conati
tuted a new stage towards the consolidation of good relations between 
the nationa, which was one of the principal guaraDt«s of world peace. 

TM Coo"",""" of the NetJu.1anJs .,.,.u etmsid.,. it to .. it. 4vly to 
.tvJy u....ughly tM ,_mJt1Ii... ""'" by tM C ... /.,.... .... u.. 
fUUnM'"j ffUIISSlns for nJ.SfITing lheir e:c«fUion.. His Government would 
all the more ugeriy undertake thia work as it had continuously, up to 
the _en" in .pite of incre .. ing difficulties, been inzpiRd by the prin
ciples which formed the basis of the reeommendationa of the Conference. 
The unanimous approval given to these- principles in Geneva juati6ed 
the hope that the period of theoretical discuaoioo 1l9OUId ..... be followod 
by • period of practical reaIi .. tio.. . 

M. Sct.u0,A said that, when H. Loucheur had taken the initiative in 
propoaing the Economic Cooference, many penple had been ... ptical, 
.. people muaHy were when any good work was undertaken. The reply 
of the- Conference to aU the sceptics had been the beat p0S3ible reply, 
since, in the midst of very ,etiom difficulties-, it had,succeeded in taking 
deciaiona which it had been possible for the Stata present at the Comer-
eo", geoerally to accept and which therefore might be u.efuIIy applied 
in international practice in the near future. 

He helieved that the Couocil would be uoanimouo in ezpraaing ita 
gratitude to the originator of the Conference, and to aU these who had 
takeo part. The ruult obtaioed .... due, in hia opiniou, largely to the 
good organi.ation of the Conlemu:e and to the skill and diligence of the 
Economic Section of the Secretariat. Without these facton, the Confer..
ence would puhapl still be in ttS$ion and would be running the- risk of 
continuing ita work to no purpose. 

He had no ohaervatio .. to make on the proposal which the Rappor
teur had aubmitted. The Italian Government would consider it moat 
favnurably. H. would, howevu, be .orry if the I .. t part of that proposal 
.hoWd lead the Council into what appeared to him to be a mistake-. This 
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part of the propaoaI contemplated an economic re-orgaDiaation of the 
League of Nations. M. Scialoja did not clearly undentand what that 
might mean. In any ca.ae- he would draw the attention of the Cooncil to 
the fact that the Economic Organisation of the League of NatioDa could 
Dot he deprived of its fundamental basis, which consisted in its being 
a group of nations, a group of repreeentatives of Goft:l'D.DleDts to which 
representatives of the most important economic organisations of the 
world might he attached. If the Council d .. ited to achieve ,..u1ta which 
were really useful and practical, as indicated, for example, at the end of 
the resoiUtiOll in respect of Customs tariffs, the fact must not be loat 
Bight of that this organiastion of the League of Nationa must he funda
mentally an organiaation of States. 

He had no other observation to make. Ria we object was to obtain 
.. peraonal explanation as. to the meaning of the words contained in the 
fourth paragraph of the reoolution. 

M. V AMDDVELD:K said that it wall hardly necessary to emph.aaise the 
importance of the report: and the conclusions which had just been lub
mitted by Dr. Stresem.ann:. As was mentioned in the report, the Econ
omic Conference had been convened on the initiative of the French dele
gation, which was repruented at that moment by its most active 
originator, II. Loucheur. The Conference had been presided over-and 
this was a great honour for Belgium-by one of the moat diatinguished 
of his own compatriots-I Theunis, to whom Dr. Susemann had paid a 
just tribute. The report on the Conference W2S submitted by the repre
sentative of Germany under the presidency of Sir Austen Chamberlain, 
representative of the British Empire. Thua the majority of the great 
countries had most effectively participated in the preparation or presenta
tion of the report lubmitted to the Council. The Council would necea-
larily be unanimoua in adopting the conclusionl of the report, and thia 
unanimity was significant, 28 it did not merely indicate an agreement on 
principles concerning which a previous understanding had been reached.. 

As Dr.St::reeet:nann had noted, the culminating point of the Conference 
was the moment at which it declared that the time had come to put an 
end to the increase of Cu,toma tariHa and to tum in the oppwte direction. 
In many countries before the war, and especially .ince the war, the 
tendency, which hu appeared to be eteadily increasing, W38 in favour 
of protectionism. At a given moment, on the initiative of the French 
delegation, a decision had been made to convene the Economic Confer-
enee. All the Governments had lent delegates, not with an official 
mandate, but delegatQ who had been chosen by the Governments them-

• oeIvea. By. kind of plebiocite, th. importance of which nohody ..... uId 
underestimate, these repreaentativea of aU the countries of the world, 
representativet of buai.ncaa al wel1 8B of the working--daasee, had dedared 
that the time had come to move in a different direction and to tubstitute 
for the potiey of an increase of protectionism the policy of a return 
toward. free trade. 
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The. Council ",.. being aakcd to declare that the Conference " had 
fully carried out ita task in letting forth the princip1ea and recommenda
tion best fitted to contnDute to an improvement of the economic litua
tion of the ..wId, and in partieular to that of Europe, thua contributing 
at the tame time to the .trcngthe:ning of peaceful .relations among 
nations. n He waa convinced that the Council would whole-heartedly 
adopt this conclusion. The Council was further .. ked "to invite ali 
count:riee and Governmmta to- give to these pnnciples and recommenda
tiOIll their dOle attention and the active support necessary to facilitate 
their adoption and applicaticm." He would vote ali the more willingly 
for lOch a recommendation sa, immediately fonowing the Economic: 
Conf=.., t1u Bc/gi<m ~ Ird uk ... step< .. Ill)' t1u .esaJuti ... 
tUopuJ HI ... p.rn.mmt aM w declllT< tAat, so/., tIS it ..... <fJ1J<mu4, it 
fuily aJIu. .. to tIut • ... aItaUnu1 aM .....u 4D 411 in its "...., to """'" 
tA.u t1u <tmdwio", ",u,pt4<l by t1u E<",.""u Ctmf"' .... _. mWtUieJ i,. 
tAl Ugislatimt 0/011 &<nmIri<s. One of the re ...... why Belgium had taken 
this initiative and had thought it well to empha.ise immediately theim
ponance which it attached to the reaolutiont of the Economic Conference 
w .. that, though Belgium was • smalI country fro", the political point 
of view, ,he neverthelcu fi.gur«d among the ,is: principal industrial 
Powera represented at the International Labour Office.. Her position waa 
tuch that, owing to her amall me and the narrow limits. of her internal 
market, it was n.ecesury for her, if she were to exist independently, to be 
able to amy on her commerce under the regime of free trade with all the 
countries eurrounding her and, generally speaking, with all countries. 

The Council would undentand thae, in these circum.stan~ it wat not 
by than"" that those who had .,.... tint to apeak 0. this subj_ were the 
representativa of the Netherlands, Italy and Belgium sin.., for these 
countries, the applieation of the reaolutiona adopted by the Economic· 
Conference was, 80 to tpeak, a questiOD of life- and death. Their independ
ence could only be maintained if the principle of economic interdepend
ence of all nations under a tystem of free trade were recognised, and it was 
with great satisfaction that Belgium had noted the unanimity whkh had 
prevailed at the Confereo.., in regard to this principle. He saw in that 
unanimity a valuable pledge of the consolidation and stabilisation of 
peace in Europe and in the world.. 

M. l!ENE81I .aid be.....u Ji/u "' ....... slion 4D<IaroIi ...... HludJ of ,.. -1 Tezt of M. Vanduvelde". declaration in Parliament: 
U The Government demo to declare, aa from to--day, itt entire 

adhcaion to the recommendations of the Conference.. It also dedaree 
itaelf ready to come to an undentanding with other Governments, from . 
now onward., on the lioe. laid down hy the Conference. 

"Belgium ha. bee. the fore...,.t in the .truggle for freedom of trade. 
She owes it to herself to be also one of the tint to endoae the ruolu
tiona alIirminJ thiolreedom."-(Tranolation by the s.......n.t.) 
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It WQ one_of the great merita of the Conference to have thrown im
partial light on the original causes and nature of the present economic 
prabl<...., and it _ impoaibl< sufficiently to thank an 1M .. who had 
participated in the Conference, particwady the Preparatory Committee 
.and the Economic Service of the League of Nations, together with the 
promoten of the Conference~ for the preliminary work which had been 
10 wisely thought out, and the abundant and concise documentation 
of the Conference. 

:Many mistaken and confused ideas had been set right. More than one 
cause of incorrect opinions or tendenaous propaganda had been reduced 
to itt proper value. This was particularly true of ideas which bad been 
spread during recent yean in regard to the economic evils from which 
Europe was at present suffering and the causes from which they arose. 
AD these ideas had, by the diS<U55iOll$ of the COnf ...... ce, been redu",d 
to their just proportions and to reasonable, sound and exact conceptions, 
and had been replaced by guiding rules which were precise aod scientifio
ally justified. It was only necenary in order to be convinced of thU fact 
to go through the Minutes of the various Committeea of the Conference. 

He could, therefore, do no more than fully aubsaibe to the declara
tion which M. Vandervelde had ju,t made. 

The cure ptefcribed by the Conference was certain to be slow and would 
require much patience, but it had the great advantage that i.t led into a 
path that W8I sure., though difficult. 

He had the honour to inform the Council, that, before leaving for 
Geneva, he had 8ubmitted to the Council of Ministers the results of the 
work of the Economic Conference. The Government of the Republic had 
given its full adherence, in principle. He believed that certain ideas aDd 
principles formulated by the Conference, particularly in regard to the 
commercial policy of the Statu, would be examined more thoroughly in. 
order that their consequences might be fully appreciated. Thit iDVeJtiga
tioo would be the subject nf further work, but .. CDUiJ ..... , ... 1nh4lf .f 
tIu Gwnnmml, aJJure 10 tlu 1'uoJutions of Uu Conference an4 thcllZTe rlua 
it irumJeJ to dewWf> its policy in -farmily 01ith ,h. fWi .... pks which ,hey 
nnhoJieJ. 

DR. STltDEMANN .poke as followa: 
The International Economic Conference hu achieved a very meritori

ous work.. It is DOW our task to contribute our share to this work by 
carrying through the d.eciai0lll of the Conference. We must see to it 
that these dec:isiona do not simply remain· a U platonic gesture" to use 
the term employed by the E,conomic Conference, but that they become 
realities. . 

We have just heard that the Belgian Government has taken 2J1 initiative 
which ought to serve as an example to the other Governments. I am glad 
to say that I can at once join in this initiative on behalf of the German 
Govcmment. I declare that the German Government givea just at fun 
and unquali6ed an approval to the dec:.iaion. of the Economic Conference 

p 
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.. the Belgian Government. A few cia". "110, the German Government 
defined i .. attitude by taking the fon-iDg decieion , 

"The Gov ..... ment of the Reich approv .. the genmd report of the 
World Economic Conference, and C01>C1mI in ia concluai_. 

U It is ready to°co-operate energoti..ny in giving _ to the recom
mendations and auggatiODs of the World Economic Conference. 

.. The Government of the Reich coasiden that the guiding principles 
for CuatOlDt- and commercial policy enunciated by the Economic 
Conference provide • practical mean. of mauring glUter freedom in 
international, and more especially European, economic relations; 
and it ogre.. with the Confen:na: that this is ...... of the ...... tiaJ 
conditione- Of the «Gnomic restoration. of Europe, the progren of 
civilisation and the maintenance of peace. 

.. It therefore COB8iden it highly desirable that the work require! 
of the League of Nabona to give effect to the Conference ruolutiOll8 
Ihould at once be taken in hand and carried through." 
I expne. the hope th.t other Go •• mmen" will IoIIow the example 

given by the Belgian Government. 
But even IUch decisions taken by Governments, however valuable they 

may be, are for the time being only 00 paper and pLatooic ge&turea. The 
initiative of the Governments depends on the initiative of the organa 
of the League, because the Ec:onomic Conference has. eonfeI'Rd the c0m

petence for the execution of the majority of its decisions to these organs 
of the League of Nationa. The Governments, therefore, must first appeal 
to the organt of the League to take the initiative and to do so as soon_ 
poaaihle. The eli..,....;... of the International Ecooomic: Cooference 
have drawn the attention and the will of the public- to these economic 
problema. Let us use this attention and this will by taking up the p~ 
tical work Q SOOD aa possible. EftrY day which passn unused iI: a lou, 
because evuy day the deciaione taken by the Economic Conference 
retum to the hackground in the public in ...... and the unanimity and 
desire for co-operation and understanding may disappear. 

I am therefore patticul.arly glad to _. that tb. reaoIutioo which I 
have the hoDour to submit to the Council in one of its last sentences 
invita the Economic Committee of the: League to meet at an U urly 
date U in order to take up • particularly important and urgent taU:, 
namely,. the unification of the nomenclature and claasificatiOD of Cuatoml 
tariffc. Th. work on this problero is pattic:ularly urgent, because, .. 
far .. I can ~ • certain number of States are about to moderniae their 
Customs tariHs. We should miu an opportunity for carrying through 
the deciaiona of the Conference if it were Dot made possible fw these 
Statu to pottpoDe the modemi ... tion of their Customs tatUIs until a 
uniform tarUf tcheme bas been worked out under the auspices of tM 
League. If Statee carry through. this task separately, it would mean that 
the pONihility of a large aod comprchonaiv. application of • unifonD 
Cuetoma tariff would be miaaed for yean, be<O ... these St .... could not 
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possibly, after a lew yean, modify tbdr tariff o)'ltems again. Thi. is also 
a condition for the carrying through of another 1'eCOmmendatiOll of the 
Economic Conference, namely, that the short-term commercial treaties 
.hould be ~aced by loog--tenn .... tin. 

'I"he International Economic Conference has, in one of ita resolutions! 
pronounced a very bold phraee, namely, that the EconomicConfereo .. 
constitutes the begin~ of a nevi era of iDteruatioual trade. It is DOW 

for-us to employ our good-will and our energy in order to meet this hope, 
if in future our action i. to live up to the promises of the Economic 
Conferou~ 

11. CoIfNM associated himRlf with the congratulations which had 
been offered to M. Loucheur, the promoter of the Economic Conference.. 
The enthusiasm and faith wbich M. Loucheor had brought to this work 
had been ctrtainly one of the deriding causes of ib undeniable aucc:cu. 
H. also ouociated bimseHwith theCODgTatuiations .. bich had been offered 
to the President of the Conference, who had, with a skin and courage 
heyond all praise, guided bit veoseI through the row wbich more than 
once had threatened it with destruction. He also joined in the congratu
lations and thanks offered to the ddqations of the Conference and to the 
membere of the Secretariat, who hnd afforded valuable help. 

With regard. to the conaiduatiOllJ contained in the report of Dr. 
S ..... mann, Ire mftnly ...O<i.,ellti .... ,q "'"" th ... antanoing cgri<uhw-., 
particularly with what -. ,aid in the aummary of che work of the Conf .... 
ence regarding the uac of better methods of cultivatioIlt the develop
ment of the co-operative system, and the better organisation of agric:ul
tural credit institutions. For IDOl'C than half a centw"}" the Rumanian 
Government had practised. this policy and it was not without pride 
that .he found huself to-day among the pioneer countries which had 
prognoaed in this direction. 

As lD tIu r«OfflflUlf4l11imu et:nI&t:ntUt.g commlTCt' tnUl industry, his 
C- tDOUI4 muir tho resolutiom vpon tham "'"" 011 tho.".,.,. ... oM 
symfNUhy ,./tido tha)I tIa<rwJ. 

Vacount wm.aid he .... dated bimae!f eotirely with the worde of the 
Rapporteur and with what his coUeaguet had did at the morning meet
ing, and particularly with their congratulations to the President and 
memhen of the Economic Conference The Conference had achiev.ed 
results surpassing expectations. The recommendationt, which it bad 
unanimowly submitted, conatituted, so to speak, the economic code of 
the moment. They would only, howevet attain their real value on the 
day when they were carried, out by the majority of countries. In this 
connection, the Council muat -take into contideration the quettion of a 
nadjustment of the Economic Organisation of the League of Nations, 
and on this point entirely agreed with the suggeation of the Rapporteur~ 
In the economic field it could not be apected that a single Conference 
would achieve tM object which the Council had in view, u If. TheuDis, 
Preaideot of the E= ....... Confercn<e, had very wdl.aid. I4eetiup 
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would have to he held at certain intervala, in order that the economic 
problems might be studied which continuOWJly invited the attention of 
the League. By this m ..... it would be possible, p ... haps, to <:arty out 
the withes expressed by the Conference.. By keeping in conatant touch 
with these problems, it would perltaps be possible to introduce • new 
cra in the economic life of the world. Japan attached considerable im
portance to international trade being subject to the principle of liberty 
aDd justice. Economic petlCe would reign in the world by tht frank c0-

operation of all the peoples whose conditions Were different. Economic 
peace constituted, so to speak, one of the bases of univenal peace.. 

It was in that spirit that he paid a tribute to the work of the Economic 
Conference, which marked a new stage in the important work which the 
League of Nations wu called upon to undertake for the welfare of 
humanity. 

M. SOKAL said he was glad to be able to state that 1M Poluh ~ 
" .. ,,, Juzd bnn tlu first to ... ppm tlu 1""" .. 41 of th. FrmdJ Gwtrnmmt 
for tlu conwning of .,. InttTMli....z -.....ic Confer...... The Poli,h 
Government was grati6ed that the reaulta of the ConferellCe had consti
tuted an undeniable succea.s for the League of Nations. 

The Polish Govunment would express its point of view on the ques
tion of setting up a permanent economic organisation when that question 
came to be discussed at the next session of the Council. He would point 
out at Once that, eftD in the Conference iteelf, his Government had given 
evidence of the great: interat which it felt in this question. 

Without going into details, he desired to draw attention to two facts, 
which were perhaps the most .triking facts in connection with the 
Economic Conference, in which he had personally taken part.. The lint 
of thcte was the eo-operation of the working dassel. By their loyal and· 
.mcere CtH)ptration in the International Economic Conference the work
ing clanes had proved that economic peace and aocial peace were closely 
bound up with one another. The aecond fact had just been mentioned 
by the Rumanian representative, namely, the successful co-opcratioa. in 
regard to agriculture which. proved that international c:o-operation be
tween asriculturiets w .. not only neceuary bot perfectly feaaible. 

While associating himself with the tribute that had beeD paid to 
M. Loucheur, the originator of the Conference, to If. Theunis who, as 
President, had conducted ita proceedings SO admirably, and to the 
Ec:oaomic Stttion of the Secretariat, he wished also to empbasite the 
great measure of assiltance that had h«D given by the pUblic itself. 
The public throughout the world had immediatdy appreciated the dose 
relations exiating between KODomic peace and the general peace of the 
world. The public had also realised that, without dose co-operation in 
the ec:onomic fi.e1d, it was imposaible to apeak either of mlarmamem: or 
the stabilisation of peace in the relatiOlll between the peoplea of the 
world. H. thousht that aU might _atulate th...,.e1ves upon the 
result of the Conferencc:, which certainly represented a 6rat step in this 
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direction. It was, moreover, obviOus that the organisation propoaed 
would, when it was set up, make it possible to consolidate economic 
peace on the basis of the principle whkh unclerl.y all the work of the 
League, namely, international juatice. The question at iasue wat that 
of an economic peace, which, U ViSCOunt Ishii had just said, would mean 
loyal and :sincere co-operatiOD. among all countries in the field of econ
<>mica. 

M. VlLLZGAS, .. the representative of • country which, with other 
countria of the- American continent, had taken an a.cbve part in the 
work of the Economic Conference, wiahed to associate himself with the 
weD-merited tribute that had been paid to M. Loucheurt the originator 
of the Conference, to M. Theunis, the President, aod to the organisers 
of the Conference, which had been a most conspicuous aucceas. 

The Conference had unmistakably ahown the effective assistance 
which the Latin-American countries 'Wa'e able to lend in the work of 
«<momic co-operation and in the consolidation of peace by means of a 
better comprehension of the needs of the d.ifferent countriea and a better 
diatribution of raw materials. 

Hi< <ormtry had foJIy appr..u...J rIu srop< 0/ rIu _k undertaken, and 
w0vi4 UI'UJi:nJ.y do its utnItIs, to fw'J.hw fresh .morr. under the 4uspiCU of 
JiuLagru. 

The PItESlDENT said that. he .6.rst desired to usoo.ate his Govl!'trul1ent 
and him.eI! with the congratuhtiono which had been oH ... ed to the 
French Government, to M. Louclleur in particular upon his initiative;. 
and to the Conference upon the ranarkable success which had attended 
their de1iberatioll8.. He had great pleasure in associating himself also 
with the tribute paid by the Rapporteur .and other speakers to the work 
of the President of that Conference, M. Theunis. 

Hi< Gowmmml had bun f_IIbI, imp, ... d by a fim bu: ,Illher wry 
muiy .f rIu &<m<lvsitnu of ,/u Con''''''", anJ /u &hough< /u couM soy 
u... probably it _ in agr .... "" tDitlt by far rIu gr ...... numlur 0/ tlzem, i/ 
JIIGI lll'ith tUL But the work of the Conference and its Report had covered 
.an immen,e ground i the Report embodied a very large number of 
recommendations. Some were of a general character and of great im
portance; others were concerned with matters of comparative detail,. 
but requiring, in the opinion of hit Government at least, careful study 
befou it would be safe for a country, which did not wish to pledge ita 
word and afterwards to qualify it, to give an unqualified assent to every· 
thing which a further examination might ,how to M embodied in the 
Report. Therefore" without detracting in any way from the tributes 
paid to the work of the Conference, and without in any way diminishing 
the hopes which many had expressed as to the fruitful results that might 
be drawn from the Conference, be ventured to ask the Rapporteur 
whether he would not reconsider, not the general trend of hiB report or 
even the general trend of hi. conclusions, but the wording of one particu
lar puagraph. He did not think that the third paragraph of the con-
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dueions as now expressed could be act'Cpted by any Tepnseo.tative at 
tbat table who .... not already authorised' to pledge his Government 
to the acceptance, without qualUication, of evety n:commendation great 
or unall, whatever ita character might be, to be found in my part of the 
Report. That seemed to him to" be going too far at too early a ltage, and 
at any rate it was further than he was entitled to pledge bia Government. 
He therefore ventured :respectfully to submit to the Rapporteur- that be 
might perhaps be willing to substitute the following _rda for the third 
paragraph of the conduaions : 

n Commends this valuable Report and these important recommenda
tions to the favourable consideration of aU Govemmenta." 
'ttL LoUCHEUR thanked his colleagues on the Council who had over

whelmed him in their excessive praise. The success of the Conference 
MOuld maiDly be ascribed to the m .. terly way in which M. Tbeunis bad 
directed its proceedings and to the remarkable way in which i .. work 
bad been prepared by the Secretariat and by the PRparatory Committee. 
Tbe Conference', task bad been enormouoly facilitated by the admirable 
reports presented to it.. 

M. Scialoja bad pointed out that, at the begi.rung, the prop- to 
convene the Economic Conference bad been received with acepticism in 
certain quarters. While he himtdf had never been lc:epricaJ, he was 
obliged to admit that the .... u1 .. had a_dad his bopea. It was abuoot 
imposeible to n:aliae unanimow: agreement on aubjecta 10 intricate and 
difficult as thole treated, but, nevertheless, 8~t had been reached. 

M, Loutheur .... particularly gratified that the report of the Coancil 
on the resulta of an initiative that was due to France had been submitted 
by the German repreeentative. This was an omen of good augury. 

Without embarking upon a discussion which would be out of place at 
that meeting, he desired to lay that.IIL Vandervelde had perhaps some
what exaggerated the interpretation to be given to lOme of the decision. 
taken by the Conference. I~ by freedom of excbaugeo, M. Vandervelde 
meant free trade, that would undoubtedly give rise to certain immense 
questions. H M. Vandervelde,. OOm:ver, meant a greater liberty of trad~ 
then he was in full agreement. M. Louchcur wished, however, to draw 
the Council', partiwlar attention to the statement made by Dr. Strese
mann in hi, report with regard to the necessity of parallel and concerted 
acrion by the different Governmen .. which the Conftren"" bad <mpha
.tted. In order to arrive at paralW and concerted action, the assistanct: 
of the Caunca of the League ""Did obviouoly be r<quired. It .... by 
dillC-UAion in the League that agreement could most easily he fouod. 

M. Loucheu:r was not authorised to make any definite dedaratioo. at 
that meeting on behaU of the French Government. He was in the same 
position aa the President. 'III. Frmci Gowmmmt fHS 41 tIkIt mom,," 

gWing it! wry $~ fIltnU;01l to tit. amclllSitnu of tk Ctm/"""~ .,.:,.i 
IA. limr. 10 ~. fQlfaM rmJu. The Council might, however, have 
full confidence. Having taken part in the framing of certain of the ..,D-
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duaions, he would endeavour to advocate, aa far as in him lay, their 
acceptance by the French Government. 

14. V AND'£IlVJELD& wished to asaure 14. Loucheur that he had not been 
.. aimple .. to confuse liberty of trade with complete free trade, and that 
he interpreted the latter term in the same way .. M. Loucheur. He hzd, 
hDweftr, desired to lay stress on the direction taken by the movement. 
For that reaaon he attached its full importance: to a declaration and a 
reaoiutiOD which the CoDference had framed in the foUowiog uoambigu
GUS tenn.J: 

«The Confucnce declares that the time has come to put an end to 
the increase in t:arii& and to move in the opposite direction." 

M.. Lovcmru .. thanked 14. Vandervelde, and said be was in agreement 
with him as to the interpretation of the decision taken by the Conference. 
He wished to eay a word in answer to the statements of .M. ScialojaJ to. 
which Dr. Streecmann had referred. He believed that the question 
wouIcI he ripe for discussioD in Sep_. aDd that by theD i, would. 
he poooible to discuss freely the exact poaitioD of the propoaed economic 
organisation.. 

Dr. STRE"""""" &aid that he had rofcrred that morning to 'he Econ
omic Conference Q one of particular importance, and he found from the 
diacunion which had taken place in the Council that the view which he 
had ~ W2& fully justified.. In addition to tb~ .atisfact.ion which 
the honourable representative of France must feel at the general con
gratulations which be had received from all s-ides. he must be particularly 
gratified to hear the views of the d.iHereot countries on the importance 
of the Economic Confereoce. It was of course evident that this was only 
a tint Itep and that the recommendations, decisions and conclusions 
arrived at by the Conference could only become realities if they were 
8upported and carried through by the various Governments. He entirely 
apeed with the oboervatioo. m>de by the .. _mtative of Italy that 
morning that all the orgau and committe .. to be inatituted by the 
League of N.tio .. for the purpose of carrying out the work and the 
raolutiona eubmitted by the Conference muat be composed of repre
lentativca of Govemmentl and also of representatives 01 private organiaa
ti ..... 

In additioD to purdy technical queati .... regarding t>ri!I .chemea and 
CuBtoma barrier&, the Economic Conference had considered the ~aJ 
idea of facilitating world economic relations by a genend reduction of the 
tarilf wallo which t<HIa.y .unounded the countries. There .... a long 
road to travenc before the goal was reached, but the only way to remove 
aU the obatadea to economic freedom and to economic relatiOIUl between 
countries, and to alleviate the preeent difiicu.lties,wu to follow the path 
indicated by the Economic Conference. 

He Wat a little diaappointed that the President could not accept: the 
whole ten which he had submitted that morning. He did not think that 
the Preaident'. text waa better- than b.i.a, but he was prepar~d to accept it,-
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as he d..ny realUed the dilfer.nt pooiti .... in which the countri .. ropre
.... ted on the Councillound thcmscl ... in rcgarcI to thie quatioD. Thett 
... '" countrieo whose Govemments had already discuaed and find 
their attitode reprding the resolutions oubmitted by the Economic 
eon_co, namcly, Belgium, Cucho-SlovakU., and hia """ country, 
which declared their full and ""'lualified acceptance of tho&e ....,(utione. 
He <jllite admitted, however, that hia text might give the impression 
that it took for granted the gmcraI adbeaion of all couotrieo to these 
resoIoti .... aod chat it did Dot provide for the pooaibility of taking out 
Gee or anothor of them aft<rwords and of chocoiog tho&e chat best mited 
the particular COUOtry. Ht roalHed the conatitutional difficulti .. which 
aisted for certain couotries, and he did DOt want by inaistiog o. hia tat 
and comequendy causing raervations to be made by certain countries, 
to give rise to miaunclustaodiogo. Thettf .... although he was a little 
disappointed, he .,.. prepared to adhere to the _ proposed by the 
l'reoideot. 

The PuamENT chanked the Rapporteur for having sacrificed hia 
prefereoc:eo. He chonght that hia owo tat perhaps cspRAed ....... 
nactly .,hat each of the Memben of the Council n:aJIy ...... t to ""y. 

Th. ."cl_ ..... Uopted _ tie/oiJoo,ing _""'-'-' _.,... '" 
""~: 

.. (3) Commends thie valuable Report and these imporunt llec:om-
mendationa to the favourable consideration of all Govemmenta!' 

TEXT OF THE RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE COUNciL ON 

JUNE 16m, '9'-7· 
The Council tabs DOte of the Report of the World Economic Co .... 

f ........ , 
(I) Tcndcn its most cordial thaoka to the Pr<oidcnt, I(. Tbeonis, 

to all Memben and Experts pn:acnt at the Confereoco, .. ...n .. to 
aU Organiaations and individuals who have assisted in its preparation; 

(2) Cooaideno that the Coofercnce haa fully carried out its taak of 
setting forth the principIa and 1'eCOnlmeDdations best fitted to contri
bute to an improvement of the economic aituation of the world and 
m particular to that of Europe, thus contributing at the same time to 
the .trengthening of peaceful RlatiODa amoog nationa ; 

(3) Commeoda this vaIoable Report aod the .. importaDt Recom
mendations to the favourable CODIideratioa of aD Govemmenta; 

(4) _ for aamination at its Dext "";00 the chaogos that 
might prove dctirable in the Economic Olgani.atioo of the League of 
Nati ... in view of the reouIts of the Coofereoco, ODd invites the 
Economic Committee in the meantime to me« in extraordinary 
eession in arder to begin at ... early date a prepaIatory study of the 
resoIoti_ of the Economic Cooferena: with rcgarcI to Customs tsrilh, 
and ...... pattic:ularly with rcgarcI to the unification of tariff no_ ....... 
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IV. REPORT AND RESOLUTIONS SUBMITTED BY THE 

SECOND COMMITTEE TO THE ASSEMBLY. 

Rapp",'",,: M. l.oucHEUR (France). 

Two yean have already past since the Second Committee's Rappe-rteur 
on economic qucstions asked the Assembly to adopt a proposal by the 
Frenc:h delegation asking for the constitution of the Preparatory Com~ 
mittee for the Economic Conference.. Your unanimous approval of this 
suggestion 'Wall of good augury. In a few words you gave a general 
definition of the problem; you outlined the results which you hoped to 
achieve aa regards the improvement of economic rela'tiOIl8 and the peace 
of the world. 

It watin relation to the problem of security that, for the first time) our 
coUeague M.. Jouhau% -reminded the League of Nations of ita duty to 
nstore peace in the economic relatioDs of the peoples. When a more 
definite proposal was subsequently brought before the Assembly at its 
sbtth wdinary session by the author of the pre~t report, the delegatee. 
of all the nations anembled here immediately understood that,in a world 
still shabD by the Great War, weakened by numerous financial crises, 
and suffering from serious eeonomicdisturbancein theagrlculturalaswell 
aa in the induatrial and commucialspheree, the League of Nations alone 
had the neceuary authority to consider the various problems at issue as 
a whole, to define their causea and to recommend suitable remedies. 

In conformity with your suggesti01llt the Council proceeded to a con· 
eulUtiOD on a wide basis; it had recourse to interesta of all kinds, to 
variOla international bodies like the international Institute of Agricul. 
tore at Rome and the International Chamber of Commerce and to the 
national professional organisations; and it called upoc the Secretariat 
of the League of Nations and the Intemational Labour Office for a pro-
longed dort. 

The reault of these two yean' work haa been .ubmitted to the Second 
Committee. II. Theunis, with that lucidity of expoaition, that force 
and that conci.enua of thought which we all know, hu given it an his~ 
tori cal retrospect: of the Preparatory Committee and of the Conference 
itself; he haa emphasised the value of the recommendationa which it 
drew up. 

Too much .treu cannot be laid on the importance which mould be 
attached to these recommendationa. They have the two-fold charac:
teri.tie of undoubtedly representing the opinion of the bett-qualified 
circles and of giving the League of Nationa a unanimOUB opinion with 
all the authority of .uch an impre ... ive combination of experts. 

During the whole period of the Preparatory Committee'. work, the 
membert of the Committee themselves. assisted by the Secretariat and 
the International Labour Office, collected a aen@t. of dOCllDlents, as 
complete as it w .... dentine, on all the problema to be dealt with. The 
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Conie.....,. a .... impl .. mI public opiDion by the competeD .. of the dele
gation. composing it. Every country had sent to Geneva, in the. capacity 
of delegateo or expezts, their moat qualified ind .. triaI, commercial and 
agricultural repreaentativee and their moat tried authoriueJ on labour, 
consumption, co-operation and economic relationa in general 

It i, unneccnary to expatiate longer on this aubject; the value of the 
unanimity achieved waa immediately appreciated throughout the world 
by all bodies interested in economic questions, and here- at Geneva by the 
Council of the League of Nanont .... The Conference', .recommendati .. 
were, indeed, at once submitted to the Council with a very favourable 
report by M. Streaemann. At ita JeUion last June, itt mem"bc1"8 made 
official dedarationa indicative of that deurmination-which is happily 
becoming gener,l among nations-to organise economic peace ae an 
euen.tial condition of a peacefuland prosperous existeno: for allcounttiea., 
whether StroDg or weaL .i 

The Second Committee has just made a decisive step in t:hie direction.. 
It, too, has endorsed the Conference', proposals. To this unauimoua 
opinion of the experts who met at Geneva in May, you are going to bring 
the powerful aid-the fruitful promisc---of the support of your Govern
menta. The raolutiona which we have the honour to propose to the 
Assembly confirm the general wiD to work for the execution of the pro-
gramme submitted to you by the Economic Conference. Its Presidmt, 
in his closing apeech, quoted a characteristic .entcnce of the Commerce 
Committee: 

U In epite of the variety of qucetiona raised, the diversity of theories 
aIld the legitimate national aentUncnta of all those who took part in 
the diSCUeaiODS, one important and enremely encouraging fact has 
emerged and, having emerged, baa become increasingly manifest aa the_ 
work hat advanced. This fact i. the unanimous desire of the memben 
of the Conference to make.ure that thia Conference shall,insomeway, 
mark the beginning of a new era, during which international com.~ 
meta will.uccesaively overcome aU ohatades in its path that unduly 
hamper it and resume that general. upward movement which ia at 
once aaign of the world', economic health and the neceulll7 condition 
for the development of civilisation."' _ 

This unanlmoUi deaire of the Conference haa in ita tum animated the 
Second Committee and will ... un:dIy animate the Assembly also. 

You have, moreover, to give youropioion _ to the method oforganising 
tbe work which h ... till to be done. III thio, .... you will follow the 
.uggeati_ of the ECODOmiC Coole"".., which .. Dai ..... d that the 
Economic Organitation of the League of NatioDa should be 10 adjUited 
.. to perform. with aucceea the delicate and complicated work entrusted 
to it.. 

A> ... gardo the detailo of ohi ..... dju_ .. opiDi .... diHeftd, bot 
unanimity w .... reached on the following pomta: necesaity of reorgaJlisa.. 
tion i .apFCciatiou of the work clone by the Economic Committee j 
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e'J:ceIleut results achieved in the preparatioa. of the Conference thanks 
to the composition and balance of the Preparatory Committee. 

It is from an -examination of the Conference's results and of ita main 
conclusiOl1S that we have drawn the main ideas- wrueh the Assembly win 
submit to the Council 

These resoJutiona. refer to the three chief categorid of economic: 
activity-commerce, industry and agriculture. In perusing them, we 
find considerations suggested which must lead us to give effect to the 
Conference's wishes. ? 

It seemed to us neccsaary in the first place to retain the Economic 
Committee with its present competence, while adapting it to the new 
conditiollt of economic life. The resolution which we submit to the 
Assembly gives all the necessary particulan in this respect. 

The Conference, knowing the value of the results already obtained by 
the Economic Committee, expressly mentioned that Committee in its 
rcsolutione, thus proving the implicit. conJidence it felt in ita work. 

But the Conference also affirmed the Dett88ity of the League of Nation. 
and its Economic Orga.niaation consulting, "so lar tU neceuary, tlte 
eompelmt bodies represmting commerce, ;n4USt"'1 agricuhure tmtlluOUT.u 

In chapten full of promise for the future, it repeatedly emphasiles the 
wide range of expert advice on which the Council should be able to draw j 
it should be able to obtain IUch advice at any moment from the Economic 
Organisation which it set up to assist in one of its mOst valuable: ta&b : 
that of promoting economic peace. 

This need for forming a group of economic: authorities was emphasised 
in the recommendations of the Conference relating to industrial problems; 
the chapter on rationalisation, for instance, recommended that efforts 
should be made to ohtain increased production, a higher output and 
improvement in the conditions of labour, and a reduction in prices 
n i" industry, agriCldtuu, tTaJe tmJ /i"tmee institutiOlU, not merely in Lzrg4 
undertakings but 4lso in medium "M small." 

The ume reasoning applies to international industrial agreements, the 
development of which, in the opinion of the Conference,. 8hould be fol~ 
lowed cl08ely by the League of Nations, which should collect information 
on the matter and publish it from time to time. It alto hold! good for 
lMwtri4l infu""lIuion. All the membera of the Assembly are aware of the 
valuable felolutionl adopted by the Conference on this subject. They 
know that these remutions will call for daily and -uninterrupted work, 
for which the Conference baa already drawn up • detailed programme, 
special mention being made of the information to be obtained both from 
the Economic Organintion of the League of Nations, and from the 
Internanonal Labour Office, the former being requested. to draw up 
reports, .tudiea and .tatemmta which will requi.R the highest qualifu:& .. 
bOllS on the part of its memben. 

It i. hardly necessary to remind you that the retolution. relating to 
agftadture show • great desire for permanent coDaher.lion with the 
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rep"' ..... ati_ of agriculturist&. The work of agricultural co-operati .... 
IOc:.ietiea, the development of credit, and VarioUl other problems engaged 
the lpecial a._ti ... of the Conf........ In this .... pert it laid definite 
tuIu on the League of Nati..,.. It dRw up. __ for the League 
which cannot be tuccasfully canied out unlc.: agricultural mtaesb are 
represented II widely as posaible in the Economic Orgaailation of the 
League of Nations. It u the unanimoue ftcommendation of the Second 
Committee that the Council obouId give very .pecial a .... tiOD to this 
important question of the RpRaentation of agriculture. 

The opinion of .he Conference, hued not only OIl the experienee of 
each delegation, but abo OIl the _te obtained by the PRpOU-,. 
Committee and by ,tlelf, ...., generally speaking, that econami. 
problema .. a wholo eould only be eumined ._1uDy in their 
general environment, and consideffif in their rcladon to one another, 
whethu they were in their usence induatrial, commercial or agricultural. 

ConfideDce in the Economic Committee of the League of Natiotra, a 
c:onaiderable extension of the problema which have been .tudied until 
now, complczity of the taU: to be undertaken, neceesity of close collab.
oration between all those who have to cany it out--euch are the con
elutions which emerge from the work of the Economic Confuence. 

In view of thete conaiderationa, we propose to the AuembJy the crea
tion of a new organ 'COmprising competent authorities on industry, 
commeree, agricultuce, &nance, transport, labour peoble .... and '1ueea..,. 
relating to conaumption. This conaultative committee would send its 
reports dUect to the Council, and, in order to ensure the nec:cuaryliaison, 
would communicate them immediately to the tedmical orgaai,anona 
coacerned. It lINuJd meet on the request of the Council whenever . 
neceuary, and at !cut once-. year. 

w. thought tbat the International Labour Oftiee ebouJd be asked 
to nominate: three worken u members of this Committee. We also 
expressed the bope that the Intomati.DaI Institute of Agriculru... and 
the International Chamber of Commerce would be asked t. give their 
...u.tance. 

Finally, without ftIlturing to make any definite :m:cl2'JmClldatiou 
to tb. Counc:il, we .uggoat that it would perhape be well if the Advisory 
Committee could aU: other organieatiou to join in ita work, such as the 
new International Management Institute and the International ~ 
operative A1Iianee. 

Some of you may perhaps be inclined to think that thia organisation it 
.omewhat complicated, but the peopeeala which I have tb. honour to 
lubmit to the Assembly in the name of the Second Committee are the 
Tault of an exhaustive diacuaioD in which acanmt baa been taltea of 
every .ide of the problem and of all the interetta CODcem~ We have 
been guided solely by the deeire to peovide the League of Naa..,. with 
the meant of punning ita easential tatk; the establi,hment of peace 
chrough better international economic co-operat:icm. 
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The Second Committee hat the honour to submit to the Assembly the 
following draft resolutiont : 

u t. IN'BRNA'I1ONAL EcoWOIIIC Coxn;aENCE. 

U The Assembly, 
« Takes note of the report of the Ec:ononUc Conference held in May 

last, in accordance with the initiative taken by the Asaembly at its 
airth. ordinary IUsion ; 

"' Congratula~ aincerdy the President and the mem'bera of the 
Conference appointed by the Governments of fifty countries upon the 
fact that, comprising sO many qualifications, and U:pre&enting every 
variety of respon,ible opinion,. they were able to agree unanimously 
upon recommendations at once definite in character and wide in range,. 
whOft adoption would effect a substantial improvement in the pretent 
economic policies of the world; 

.. Notes with satisfaction that many Governments have already 
made declarations .accepting the principles Jaid down by the Conference 
and Itatiog their intention of Cf>oOpcrating in their application, while 
no declaration in the contrary senle has been made; 

H Believes, therefo~ that there is every reason to hope for univenal 
approval when the public opinion of all countries has been sufficiently 
instructed .; 

'" Recommends the res.o1utiona of the Conference. as the Council did 
in Jun~ 19Z7, to the favourable consideration of all Govem.menu, and 
trusts that those Governments which have Dot yet declared their 
IUppert will Ihortly he able to do 80 i 

H Invites the Economic OrganiaatioD of the League of Nation! to 
prepare as aoon as possible a summary of the replies of the various 
Governments at to their attitude to the recommendationl of the 
International ECOllomic Conferen~ and to make known the action 
that the varioul Governments have taken 01' may take in punuance 
of the recommendationa of the Economic Conference ; 

o Trusts that the economic policies of all countries may develop in 
accordance: with the principles laid down by the Conference and desire. 
that the ~nomic Organiea.tion of the League .hould take these 
recommendations as the basi. of its work; 

.u Trotta, in particular, that the RCOmmendatioDJ. of the Confer
ence relating to tariff. and commercial policy will be put into dlect, 
not only by national action and bilateral agreement. but also, 
whenever practicable by collective conventiona reached by meant of 
international conferences of accredited repuBeDtative.s with the aim 
of graduaUy evolving among the tradi.ng naticma of the world, and 
particularly among thoac: of Europe:., common nnes of policy beneficial 
to all and not lubject to the uncertainties of purely bilateral bargain-
ing, careful attention being given to the special conditions existing 
at any moment and to the nec£8tlity of Railiaing this policy by Kagee 
and without WldllC' di.tlttbang: i 
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U Expecte the Council of the League of Nations and the Economic 
Organisation to devotePthcir untiring efforts to the realisation of this 
urgent task and hopes ~ the Govemmen .. will gi .. to it their 
cordial aupport and active collaboration. OJ 

r4 n. ECONOMIC ORGAXISATJOR or "I1R LEAGUE or NATIONS. 

H Whereae, in addition to the economic tasks hitherto undertaken 
by the League,. much important and extensive work will resu1t from 
the recommendationa of the Economic Conference; and 

« Whereas it is enential that thedifferentintercats andorganiaations 
which collaborated in the preparation of the Conference should con
tinue to give their support and advice in the work of .ecuring effect 
to ita recommendation.; and 

U Whereas the Conference took the followirlg resolution : 
.~ ~ The Conference wishes in the first instance to expret. ita 

high appreciation of the work of the Economic Committee and the 
Secretariat of the League. . 

~ •• The Confuencc is of opinion that the IUceeS. of it. work will 
depend upoo the .""cution 01 the principles laid down. 

q • With regard to the action to be taken on ita recommendations, 
the Conferenee, while offering no 8uggestion as to a permanent 
organisation, cannot do better than draw the Council's attention 
to the weD-balanced eompo.ition of the Preparatory Committee, 
which hal yielded excellent retulta in the preparatory work of the 
Conference' : 
a The Auembly conaiders: . 
.. (d) That the Economic Committee should continue to be, .. at 

proun>, the organ through which the Council deals with economic 
affaire and that it .hould be CODstitutcd-under such rulea aa the 
Council may conaider appropriate for ita effective functioning--to 
at to be beat .uited for ita principal work which,. in the: near fu~ 
at lca.t, win lie within the &phere of the economic relatione between 
Statee and their economic: poliaea 10 far as they have international 
aspect. j it .hould consist of not more than fifteen members. 

.. (b) That the Economic Committee thould have the power to 
appoint temporary sub-committees of expertl for preparatory work 
and IUbject to Council approval and in conaulta~oll with the States 
in question, to name economic CorrelpOlldentt in countries which 
have no member on the Committee. 

U (e) That a 'Conaultative Committee I the objc:ct of which it to 
follow the applitation oI the Economic: Conference 1'ecommendationa 
ohould be con,tituted by the Council • 

.. It might be composed 01 about thirty-fi ... memben, .. w .. the 
Preparatory Committee, and the conditiona of equilibrium attained 
in the latter between the varioua elem.entt should be maintained .. 
far u pODible. . 

u It lhould thert!fore include, among otheI'lt pcQ.Onl: competent. in 
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indUltry, commerce, agricultUre, finance, tra.nsport, labour quettiOll8 
and questions relative to consumption. • 

U The International Labour Office should be invited to aubmit the 
names of three labour membett for-this Committee. 

U The Council will doubtless also -wiab to "cure for the Committee 
the cCHlperation of the lnternationallnsatute of Agriculture and of 
the International Chamber of Commerce.. 

"Five membeta chosen by the Economic Committee should take 
part in the work of the Consultative Committee with the Bame rights 
as the other membe~ 

U The Consultative Committee should submit its report directly 
to the Council of the League of Nations. At the same time, it W4luld 
forward a c;opy to the Economic Committee and to the other technical 
organisations con.cerned. oJ 

The Report of the Second Committee and the Resolution were 
adopted. 

LIST OF DOCUMENTS, ACCORDING TO THE ORDER OF THE 

PROGRAMME OF THE CONFERENCE. 

(a) FiNuu., 

C.E.I .... 

C.E.I. I. 

C.E.I·S4-

C.E.I. S. 

C.E.I. '9-

C.E.I.~9-

'I. ECONOlllIC SlTUA'nON OF THE WOlUJ) 

In4ustn'dl tm4 Agricultt.mu Production tm4 E"dtangu. 

M""",andum OK Bal4nc. t>f P.-ym_ and Fernp 
7'r4lie Balancu, I911-:z.S. 

(a vola., 239 pages.) (publication of the Economic and 
Financial s.ctiOD.) 

Mnnoran4um on Currency turd CmtI'al BtUtlu. 
(% vok, 2[4 pages.) (Publication of the Economic 
and Financial Section.) 

M~or4nJum on PublK Fintl1f€t.. 
(Publication of the Economic and Financial Section.) 
(In ~aration). 

Memor4ntl-um tnt Protlamon tmtl 'TrtNl. 
(47 page .. ) (Publication of the Economic and 
Financial s.ction.) 

SfmlmDry MnnfIT4n4um on YmOU$ InJuuna. 
(40 page .. ) (Publication of the Economic and 
Financial Section.) 

P';"';pol F_a ond ProM .... t>f the World E"""""i. 
PositWt fr- Ut. Poi... t>f y u.. _/ u.. Dill ....... 
CQutUria. 
(Five .. n .. , .8, pages.) (Firat part of the ~ 
gramme of the Ccmference.) 
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C.E.!'5 (I). Firtal Reports .f "" 'Tnul. ll4rrino C...".",.. of "" 
llUtNf4tioMl t:Itomb.r .f C_ee. 
(4'> p_.) 

C.E.!. 36. AgriculmTai Pro/;/mu in tluir I",mwtional Jhp«t-
(Int~tiomd Inetitute of Agriculture.) 

C.E.I. 4'. M .... .,....J .. ,. on "" £""'"""" lI'orlr. of"" LNgru of 
NIlliDm. 
(Economic and Financi.al Section and Tranait and 

. CommunicatiDDl Section.) 
C.E.C'p. 24- (I) Meth'" .f E=tomi<: ~mL 

(36 pages.) By E. GROSS"""", Prof ..... of Political 
Economy at Zurich University. 

MtmIlzIy BtJlezin of Stomm.. 
(P<riodi<ol publi.:ation 01 the Economic and Financial 

Section.) 
AnnualaubscriptioD.. 

'Fh. l",tNf4tioMl StatinicaI T ..... 1t.. 
A ref ..... "" handbook appearing anouaDy. 

pepttlah ... tJM N 0lIlNtl _.a. 
Gives a liat of the main toU!'Ca of raw material and a 

table thawing -density of population in relation to. 
cultivated &Ieas. 
(h) PO/>uJtUion tJM I.obou.. 

C.E.C.P. 59 (.). E.ti_ of ""II' ",Iring Pepttiah ... of Cmcin C"'-;<$ 
in 1931 and 1941. 

C.E.I.2S· 

C.E.I.I2. 

C.E.I •• 6. 

('9 pages). By Professor A L. Bowuv, 50.1>., 
F.B.A. 

N_"z Mowm_ of PepttIah .... 4umtt til. Fin' 
Qu ...... of "" 'F"'mtUth C6tIlUry. 
(7 p_.) (Health Section.) 

MigrlfliOli in ;1$ F mOtU Fomu. 
(21 pages.) (In.emotional Lab_ Olli ... ) 

&pons ... L.gi>ltUion ..... mting til. M__ of 
I.obou. tJM Mif.'oti... ;" c-aI.. (38 po,...) 
(lntematiomd ~ Oftice.) 

Sl4nJ.,. of LWi"ll .f til< II' orkrn ;" 1'''';..,. C"'-; ... 
(International La~ Ollico.) 

.. TRADJ: 
C.E.C.P. 24 (.). MIflrDU of E_i<: R~_ 

By E. G.oos ......... _ of political Economy 
at Zuric:h University. 
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C.E.I.37. 'TaN/I Leotllnai< ... 
(38 pages.) (Economic and Financial Scotion.) 

C.E.l.3'. C ... mm:ial 'Treatia: 'TaN!! Sy'UJM ana C...".....,al 
MnluJJs. 
By D. SXRRUYS, Member of the ErononUc Committee 
of the League of Nations and Director-General of 
the Ministry of Commerce (France). (IS page .. ) 

C.E.C.P. 7' (I). SUJbility of c ....... 'TaN!". 

C.E.l·3·· 

C.E.C.P. ')6. 

C.E.C.P. 97. 

By M. J. BR.UNET, Preeident of the In.ternational 
Bureau for the Publication of Customs Tariffs 
(Brussels), Member of the Economic Committee 
01 the Leagee of Nati .... (II pages.) 

Customs Nommcldture tuUl Clauifiuzti~ 
Tran.mitted by Dr. E. TRENDELENBUKG. 

MnnoraNium @ DiscrimitullOf'Y Tlfrilf Classi/iauions. 
By Mr. W. T. PAGE, lIIember of the Preparatory 
Committee for the International Economic Confer
eoce. (II page •• ) 

MemoTtJfftlum on European Bargaining 'I mils. 
By MI'. W. T. PAGE, Member of the Preparatory 
Committee for the International Economic Confer
enee. (14 pages.) 

C.E.C.P. 36 (I). Mmtor...aum ... Dumping. 

C.E.I·7· 

C.E.I. '3. 

C.E.I .... 

By JACOB C. VINER, Professor of Political Economy 
at Chicago Univenity. ('9 pages.) 

Mem ... ..a..m Oft the L<gislalion of Differ .... SkIlU lor 
t1u Prertmmm 01 Dumping, witJJ Special Ref."", 
to Exchange Dumping. 
Transmitted by Dr. TRENDSLltNBURG. {33 pagee.~ 

Export Dutit!S. 
(sz paget.) (Economic and Finandal Section.) 
I. Introduction by M. GUWIC. 

II. Lists of Export Duties. 

M orlu of Origin. 
Part I. Obligation to affix: a Mark of Origin on 

Goods. (Note drawn up by the Secretariat of the 
League of Nation .. ) 

Part II. Obtcrvatious on Marks of Origin and the 
Varioua Laws relating thereto. Communication by 
Dr. TRENDELJl:NBUllO, M~mber of the Preparatory 
Committee for the Conference {with Annexea} 
(S9 pag_) (Economic and Financial ~ction.) 
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C.E.l.2%. 

C.E.I.42. (I). 
(.). 

(3). 

C.E.l . • 8. (I). 

(.). 

(]). 

(5). 

C.E.l.33. (I). 

(.). 

(]). 

AhoIiriMs .f 1",1'ort an. Export .Prohibiu"", .nd 
Re.striaion. 
Commentary and Preliminary Draft International 
Agreement drawn up by the Economic Committee 
of the League of Nations to serve .as a Basis for an 
International Diplomatic Conference. (33 pagel.) 
(Economic and Financial &ction.) 

Nou on Certain Forms 01 D£rffl aM Indirect Subsidies. 
NOle on Different '2 Uti on Ci,cuktfonJ Consumption 

or Handling of F.,eign 1"'1""'14 GooJ.s. N.,. on ReguioriMs of Qualili .. of 1",1""" and Exports 
Ad",,,td. 
(Economic and Financial Section). 

E"f'eMenu gained from m. Fixing of E"f''''' hie .. 
during tlu ltt/lalitm Period ips Germtmy. 
Tran,mitted by Dr. TRENDEUNBURG. (6 paget.) 

Dep .... enu of 'Irad. on Control of F.,ngn Ex' .... g •. 
Note by the Economic and Financial Section. (7 
pages.) 

MetlooJs .f Ass...". .... '"' ,h. A1'f'Ii,";on of ad calor.". 
Duties. 
Note by the Economic and Financial Section. (t2. 
pag~) . 

V crialions in 'I mils in acconlaltce utith me (Jrigift of 
Goods, tAe Place whente they come, :Iuv Dutituuiml,. 
or t1t~ F,rnuiers M Places through which Impott4tion 
or E$/XWttUitm ,ues pl«ce. 
Note by the Economic and Financial Section. (6 
page .. ) 

CDTUular Cltarg ... 
Note by the Economic and Financial Section. (7 
pagea.) 

ImmurUtie.s of COfIIffUf'cUU or Transporl UtctIert4kirtgs 
co.....ud by m, s,"" fr"'" C!targ.. .nd Oh/ig"; .... .. 
_ich Simi/tIT PrWMe Untlerldkings .n _him. 
Note by the Economic and Financial Section. (10 

p"",") 
M_oranJ_ on Raihoay 'I.nlf. anJ 'I cIls .. • .. 

ECOHtmlU: Factor. 
By M. CoLSON, 'Member of the Institute of France, 
Vi<e-Prcoident of the .. C ..... il d'Eta~" (6 pag<o.) 

N";ona/ anJ Flag Di:eri,.in.,;on ""'" reprd 10 C.".
muniauiom MUl Tra.1#it. 
Note by the Communicationl and Trantit Section. 
(6 pages.) 
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C.E.l·9· 

C.E.I.S. 

C.E.I.lo. 

C.E.I. ". 

C.E./ •• 6. 

C.E.I. 'S. 

C.E./.24-

C.E.I·3°· 

C.E.I. '3. 
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(4). Diflicultiu resulting forl11ltrNUioruzl Trade""", Unftzir 
Com11UTciaJ P,oaicu, IUfIl Particul4rly /rom PNaiCI$ 
not _<4 by tit. C .... mrion for tA. Prot"",,, of 
IndustTioi P'''I'er''Y' 
Note by the Economic and Financial Section. (9 
pages.) 

3. INDUSTRY 

(a) I'orious Industri .. 

SumrlUltY Mt:I1UlT4n4um 011 ytzriOUlf IntlusJries. 
Publication of the Economic and Financial Section. 
(40 pas ... ) 

Mnncnmdum en Coal.. 
Economic and Fin2ncial Section. (. vols.) 

l'oItmt. I (7s pages). 
l'oItmte II (S6 pages). 

Mmuwwum on the ITM tm4 Steel Industry. 
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